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The Soviet Union fell apart a quarter of a century ago. Fifteen newly born 
countries started their independent development in 1991 and a formerly 
unified higher education system was divided up. The basic commonality of 
Soviet design at the beginning of the independent era and the dramatic 
transformations of the post-Soviet period serve as the point of departure 
for this study.
Post-Soviet countries have different histories, and their socialist past is 
not the only thing that builds their identities. Yet, it would be incorrect to 
deny the significance of such a long and intense period in their national 
histories. This experience is still on the table. Politicians, experts and aca-
demics still often discuss the present while referring to the past. However, 
such references are not enough to grasp the effect of the Soviet past on 
modern states and bring insights to understand the further development 
of these societies. Both academic and pragmatic discourse lack a wide sys-
temic picture.
The studies of post-socialist countries are especially crucial as they 
debunk the myths. Soviet society was not monolithic. Norms and practices 
changed over time and varied among communities. Identification of the 
real differences and similarities beyond the proclaimed statements is 
important and requires a generous amount of ambitious studies. 
Nevertheless, even very general assumptions about the Soviet past can 
result in great contributions to the discussion, especially if the research is 
comparative. Juxtaposition can reveal the core rationales for changes and 
the foundations of the current state of affairs. The simultaneous start of 
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countries’ own trajectories makes the observed period the field of ‘natural 
experiment’ which should be described.
In studies of post-Soviet higher education, researchers usually focus on 
particular issues. Academic discourse consists of a number papers that 
investigate several topics of higher education development (e.g. outcomes 
of reforms, internationalization, academic profession); they often consider 
several countries of the post-Soviet space. Yet, we rarely see articles which 
elaborate on higher education systemic development in its entirety. In 
order to investigate a given problem, researchers naturally have to limit 
the comprehensiveness of view. We therefore saw a niche for a book that 
would contribute to building the background for further studies.
Context matters. That is why the design of this book reflects the diver-
sity of national pathways in higher education. At the start, we were faced 
with several alternatives to proceed with the book composition. On the 
one hand, the narrative could have flowed around particular aggregated 
categories, with the chapters covering as many countries as possible. The 
topics could have been major sets of reforms, fluctuations in basic system 
indicators, or problems to be resolved in the context of higher education 
development. However, after several discussions, we selected a more 
demanding approach which, on the bright side, promised a deep and pro-
found contribution. This book is a collection of country cases, each of 
them shaped in accordance with a common framework, yet each country 
chapter provides a comprehensive view. The introduction chapter aims to 
reveal a cumulative understanding of the object of study and the topic of 
the higher education landscape in general.
Writing in this manner demanded extensive expertise from the contribu-
tors as well as their being personally embedded in the contexts. The search 
for authors was a tricky task. The complicated process of finding academi-
cally relevant people required enlisting the efforts of several layers in our 
professional networks. Fortunately, the idea behind the study and the ambi-
tion to cover the whole set of post-Soviet countries appealed to a number 
of people around the globe, to whom we are thankful for their help.
The states examined have gone through hard times. We did not pur-
posefully pick the moment for the start of the project, but by chance the 
two years of the study turned out to be an extraordinary period for this 
part of the world. Under these conditions, the outstanding academic 
integrity and ethics of the authors and editors became a real asset for the 
project.
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The second major challenge in the fulfilment of this task was obviously 
the lack of data. First of all, due to a number of reasons, data is not likely 
to be available for the countries studied. Our retrospective view intended 
to involve some dynamic pictures. We faced difficulties in collecting and 
comparing even aggregate numbers. At the beginning we were lacking 
such common characteristics as number of higher education institutions 
and student body in private sector, funding and research performance in 
higher education, and so on.
Moreover, investigation of the institutional landscape requires a capa-
bility to differentiate the types of HEIs and their roles in the system. The 
wide variations between countries, especially in the size of their higher 
education systems, make it impossible to rely on a universalistic approach 
to data collection and analysis. Such an approach might have weakened 
the results. Due to these reasons a mixed approach was selected. The 
authors used both qualitative and quantitative methods. Analyses were 
based on a number of expert interviews, fragments of data and literature 
reviews. In every case, the choice of relevant techniques and methodology 
resulted from numerous discussions between the respective authors, edi-
tors and the coordination team.
We hope that this study will make one more step in the gradual move-
ment towards opening up opportunities for research on the post-Soviet 
space built on transparent data and keen academic interest. Based on results 
of the project, we created a web timeline of higher education key policy 
events in all post-Soviet countries. We expect that the scope of this tool will 
expand, and it will aggregate more useful information for further work.
The demand for a thorough grasp of post-Soviet higher education 
transformations in each former Soviet Republic seemed natural at the 
start. Basically, we assumed that national higher education systems reflect 
changes in societies and the economic and political environment. The 
institutional landscape of higher education, the structure of the system 
and the set of ‘rules of the game’ can tell us a great deal about the society 
in which they are rooted.
Moscow, Russia Dmitry Semyonov
  Daria Platonova
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This book is a result of the international research project ‘Higher Education 
Dynamics and Institutional Diversity in Post-Soviet Countries’. The idea 
of a study covering the national higher education systems of the entirety 
of the former USSR emerged at the National Research University Higher 
School of Economics (HSE) in 2012–2013.
This project continued two previous HSE studies. In 2012, Evgeny 
Knyazev and Natalya Drantusova reopened the discussion about the insti-
tutional landscape in Russian higher education. They started to develop a 
project framework to explore higher education institution types and their 
transformations and released several papers on the issue. Regretfully, in 
November 2013, a sudden tragedy in the sky terminated their lives. We 
dedicate this book to the memory of our colleagues.
In 2013, Isak Froumin, Yaroslav Kouzminov and Dmitry Semyonov 
attracted attention to the issue of the evolution of higher education institu-
tions in Russia. In their paper they conceptualized the idea of studying 
institutional diversity as a result of transformations in the broader environ-
ment and higher education policy in particular. Obviously, the Soviet legacy 
became a natural object to address, as well as the post-dissolution period. 
This retrospective approach became the core for the post-Soviet research.
Hence, in 2014, thanks to the inspiration and tremendous support of 
the Institute of Education (HSE), we took the opportunity to launch 
research on higher education development in all 15 countries. From the 
very beginning, we received full endorsement and strong support for 
the study from Yaroslav Kouzminov, rector of the HSE, who shared his 
 expertise and participated in discussions.
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IntroductIon
In 1991, the Soviet model of higher education in 15 republics of the 
USSR, with its 5.1 million students and 946 higher education institutions, 
started 15 independent journeys. All post-Soviet systems shared the lega-
cies of the single Soviet approach to higher education provision: a cen-
trally planned organization and financing, subordination to multiple 
sectoral ministries, a national curriculum, a vocational orientation based 
on the combination of strong basic education and narrow specialized job- 
related training, a nomenclature of types of higher education institutions, 
 tuition-free study places and guaranteed employment upon  graduation 
combined with mandatory job placement. Despite these commonalities, 
the sociocultural and economic disparities across the republics were 
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remarkable: for example, in the structure of the economy, the level of 
urbanization, the cultural and ethnic diversity and demographic trends, as 
well as the number of higher education institutions, the number of stu-
dents and higher education participation rates.
After gaining their independence, all new countries faced similar chal-
lenges. First of all, there were the challenges of the consolidation of the 
new nation and the introduction of a market economy. Second, the col-
lapse of the centrally planned economy was associated with economic 
decline, political instability, a drastic drop in public funding and brain 
drain from higher education and research institutions to other sectors of 
the economy or overseas. Many post-Soviet countries—Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan and 
recently Ukraine—experienced armed conflicts, which deeply affected 
their societies and economies. The similarities and differences between the 
national contexts, together with the challenges of the independence 
period, created a unique constellation of political, economic, sociocultural 
and demographic conditions in each country.
In higher education, almost all the new nations adopted a similar 
package of reforms, many of these neo-liberal in nature (Silova and 
Steiner- Khamsi 2008; Smolentseva 2012) that aimed to “normalize” 
their higher education systems. This would be achieved through the 
establishment of a non-state sector, the introduction of tuition fees in 
the public sector, national standardized tests for admission exams to 
higher education, decentralization of the governance and—although not 
in all countries—loans for students and performance-based funding. The 
argument in favour of this particular set of reforms was socially con-
structed (Fourcade- Gourinchas and Babb 2002), in terms of the per-
ceived need to follow a certain ideal type. Reform was presented as 
following the ideal type of the single model of excellence in higher edu-
cation (Heyneman 2010), or catching up, not lagging behind other 
countries (Silova and Steiner- Khamsi 2008) in the context of an increas-
ing interest in and greater opportunities to attend higher education. The 
main features of the ideal type of higher education were taken from the 
Western world. The implementation of the reforms varied in speed and 
timing across countries. Some countries were not so much affected in 
the early years of independence (in particular, Turkmenistan), but in 
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recent years that country too has become more responsive to interna-
tional policy trends.
Other important reforms across the region included efforts to over-
come Soviet ideological legacies and align higher education systems with 
the goals of new nation building. Thus, Soviet ideological courses were 
excluded from curricula. Along with the change of the official language in 
all countries, titular nation language became predominant in higher edu-
cation instruction, and the higher education programmes were supple-
mented by courses on national history and culture.
All of these transformations have dramatically affected individuals, 
social groups and institutions of post-Soviet societies, including higher 
education. All have had to adapt to their rapidly changing environments. 
That has eventually resulted in a range of changes in the structure of 
national higher education systems and in—what we term—their institu-
tional landscapes, the overall institutional composition of the higher edu-
cation system.
Despite the scale and importance of the changes that have taken place, 
there are only few comparative studies of post-Soviet higher education 
transformation. In many countries, the weakness of the social sciences due 
to a lack of research funding, together with the long-standing isolation 
from international research communities, partly explains that absence. 
Interestingly, comparative research with a focus on secondary education 
in post-Soviet systems seems more prolific than research on higher educa-
tion (e.g. Phillips and Kaser 1992; Silova 2010a). There are publications 
which aim to analyse several countries of the region and/or the nature of 
post- Soviet transformations (see Heyneman 2010; Johnson 2008; Silova 
2009, 2010a; Silova and Steiner-Khamsi 2008). There appear to be no 
comparative higher education studies on the region based on primary data 
collection and analysis, as distinct from studies consisting of reviews of 
literature and policy documents (but see Silova 2010b; Slantcheva and 
Levy 2007).
This book is the outcome of the first ever study of the transforma-
tions of the higher education institutional landscape in 15 former USSR 
countries following the disintegration of the Soviet Union (1991). It 
explores how the single Soviet model that developed across the vast and 
diverse territory of the Soviet Union over several decades changed into 
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15 unique national systems, systems that have responded to national 
and global developments while still bearing significant traces of the 
past. This study is distinctive in that (a) it presents a comprehensive 
analysis of the higher education reforms and transformations in the 
region in the last 25 years; (b) it focuses on institutional landscape 
through the evolution of the institutional types established and devel-
oped in pre-Soviet, Soviet and post- Soviet times; (c) it embraces all 15 
countries of the former USSR; and (d) it provides a comparative analy-
sis of the drivers of transformations of institutional landscape across 
post-Soviet systems.
The institutional landscape of higher education is one of the key char-
acteristics of higher education systems. Approaching higher education 
transformations through the lens of changes in the institutional landscape 
enables several goals to be achieved. First, it makes it possible to incorpo-
rate the dynamic dimension, to trace the processes of change. Second, it 
includes an analysis of the drivers of change, which opens up the opportu-
nity for systematic analysis of higher education system transformations and 
the factors behind them, including governmental policies, institutional 
behaviour, demographic change, global forces and others. Third, it allows 
the researcher to look at system level while keeping in mind the diversity 
of the institutions.
Despite an increasing interest in studying institutional landscapes and 
institutional diversity in higher education around the world (Huisman 
1998; Huisman et al. 2007; van Vught 2009), very little research has been 
focused on the institutional landscape in post-Soviet systems, despite the 
major transformations in those landscapes (for Russia, see Knyazev and 
Drantusova 2014; Froumin et al. 2014).
In the remainder of this chapter we present a conceptual framework 
which guided the project. Following a short introduction to the Soviet 
model and an overview of the reforms that took place across the 15 sys-
tems, the chapter focuses on the project findings—the changes in the insti-
tutional landscape, its drivers and a brief reflection on what the future may 
bring. This chapter also introduces all country cases included in the study 
and highlights their main points, after which it concludes with our final 
reflections on the changes in higher education institutional landscapes in 
15 post-Soviet countries.
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the conceptual approach and research desIgn
The concept of the institutional landscape covers two aspects. First, it 
denotes the idea of institutional (or organizational) diversity. Higher edu-
cation systems consist of a variety of institutions. These institutions may 
differ in various respects. Birnbaum (1983) distinguished various dimen-
sions of diversity, and many of these will also figure in our description and 
analysis of the post-Soviet systems. Particularly, three dimensions are key 
to our project: systemic diversity, differences in size, type and control 
within a higher education system; structural diversity, differences in 
 historical and legal foundations; and programme diversity, differences in 
degree level, area, mission and emphasis of programmes within the 
institutions.
The second aspect of the landscape signifies how the different dimen-
sions of diversity play out in a particular system. That is, various stakehold-
ers classify higher education institutions on the basis of the various diversity 
dimensions. Governments are key players by, for example, labelling certain 
higher education institutions as polytechnics or universities of applied sci-
ences or—as we will see in the subsequent chapters—as academies, insti-
tutes and (research) universities. Whereas governments are key, there are 
other actors that may figure, for instance, representatives of certain types 
of institutions (e.g. the Russell Group in the UK, the Group of Eight in 
Australia).
Two concepts are helpful to make more sense of this second aspect: 
vertical and horizontal differentiation (Teichler 1988). Horizontal differ-
entiation refers to making distinctions between types of higher education 
institutions on the basis of their function within the broader fabric. Such 
differentiation likely reflects the needs and demands of different groups in 
society, including the government (see also Taylor et al. 2008). As such, 
the landscape or configuration could be seen as a reflection of a social pact 
(Gornitzka 2007). Following this logic, it makes sense to distinguish, for 
example, hogescholen from universities in the Netherlands, because they 
fulfil different roles, professional education versus academic education, 
and applied research versus basic research, respectively. That such distinc-
tions are not watertight (as the demise of the binary systems in, e.g. the 
UK and Australia shows) is beyond the point: there is (or has been) a 
functional reason to label higher education institutions differently.
Vertical differentiation refers to differences in status and prestige, with 
further connotations like “elite” and “high quality”. Such differences are 
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less tangible and likely more dynamic than horizontal differences. This is 
because status and prestige are in the eye of the beholder and therefore 
malleable. Across the globe, the globally oriented comprehensive research 
university (sometimes called the world-class university) is quite often seen 
as the type of institution at the top of the status hierarchy. The underlying 
dynamics are quite different from horizontal differentiation and some-
times at odds. Through processes of academic drift those institutions 
lower in the pecking order may emulate higher-status institutions and this 
could undermine the functional differentiation. Obviously, academic drift 
is not the sole driver of changes in the landscape. On the basis of our 
understanding of the literature (e.g. Teichler 1988; Huisman 1998), there 
are various factors that would affect the institutional configuration: the 
government’s steering approach, the level of marketization, demographic 
developments, internationalization and so on.
With these conceptual tools in mind, we asked our country authors to 
reflect on the following questions: How did the landscape look like at the 
moment of (or just before) independence? Which developments took place 
in the system since independence and which drivers can be discerned that 
impacted the landscape? And, finally, how do the new landscapes look like 
(and are they much different from those in place around 1990)? We asked 
authors to rely on available classifications and statistics to arrive at landscape 
descriptions that would do justice to the state of the art in their systems.
Assuming distinctive features of each national context, the project ben-
efits from the unique institutional classifications developed for each chap-
ter by their authors. The institutional types and classifications established 
in the late Soviet time serve as a starting point for the analysis of the trans-
formations of the independence period. The post-Soviet classifications 
embracing state of art of each national system enable to catch the nature 
of the current institutional landscape and to trace the transformations of 
the institutional landscape since gaining the independence.
The institutional classifications are developed using a wide range of 
national- and institutional-level data: affiliation, number of HEIs/stu-
dents within types, distribution over the country, size, age of the institu-
tions, disciplinary composition, student body characteristics, faculty 
characteristics, research activity (grants, R&D revenues, publication activ-
ity), international activity (international students, faculty, programmes), 
interrelations with business/production (funding, grants, agreements) 
and interrelations with other HEIs (net of branches, agreements, 
mergers).
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In their overall analysis, most authors relied on analyses of policy devel-
opments in higher education and hence made significant use of policy 
papers and existing secondary literature. Some authors supplemented 
these methods with interviews. Some authors analysed higher education 
landscape using institutional-level data.
the poInt of departure: sovIet hIgher educatIon 
system
The USSR was a unique combination of peoples and cultures stretching 
from the Eastern Europe to the Siberian Far East, from Northern Russia 
to the Caucasus and Central Asia. Over 70 years (for the Baltic republics 
and Moldova which became a part of the USSR later it was about 50 
years) the Soviet system evolved according to common principles that 
aimed at the building of a new political, socioeconomic and cultural sys-
tem, that of communism. The sociocultural project of the USSR—the 
construction of the new Soviet man—became interwoven with the prag-
matic purpose of accelerated economic development, in order to over-
come the devastating consequences of the two world wars and outpace the 
capitalist countries in military excellence. The Soviet higher education sys-
tem was an important player in both of these arenas: as an instrument of 
the formation of a new type of man and as an instrument of economic 
progress (Smolentseva 2016).
The Soviet system of higher education had a number of distinctive 
characteristics. First of all, as is well known, it was characterized as mainly 
state-centred, with central planning and a top-down command method of 
administration (Froumin et al. 2014; Kuraev 2016). The higher education 
system was built into a larger economic planning system and had to 
respond to orders from higher authorities. Higher education institutions 
were required to train a specified number of people in certain fields, while 
the larger economic planning system was responsible for graduates’ job 
assignments. The control and supervision of higher education institutions 
were distributed among a large number of sectoral ministries that were 
responsible for administering specific industries. This structure was cre-
ated in the Stalin era. From 1929 to 1930 onwards, most higher educa-
tion institutions were transferred from the ministry of education 
(Narkompros) to various sectoral ministries and state departments (David- 
Fox 2012; Ryzhkovskiy 2012). That type of organization was considered 
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to be a more effective way of linking the training of higher educated cadre 
with the needs of industrialization and military mobilization.
Second, as higher education was a system of training professional, 
“highly qualified” cadre for the national economy (Kuraev 2015; 
Smolentseva 2016), it was in many ways predominantly vocational. The 
need to bring higher education and research closer to “life” and the 
requirements of the national economy was much discussed during the 
Soviet years. This affected organization and curricula in higher education. 
The turn towards a technical and vocational orientation started in the early 
Soviet period (David-Fox 2012; Ryzhkovskiy 2012) and was maintained 
over the succeeding decades.
Third, uniformity, the application of the same principles and require-
ments to all institutions and individuals, was another key feature of the 
Soviet system (Ovsyannikov and Iudin 1990; Kuraev 2015). This approach 
contributed to the consolidation of the diverse country in social and cul-
tural terms, including the creation of a “common educational space” via 
the introduction of the Russian as a common language and the use of 
standard curricula and textbooks.
The Soviet programme of continuous expansion of the educational sys-
tem across all republics had results. Each Soviet republic had at least one 
comprehensive university and a number of specialized higher education 
institutions. The number of students increased from 811 thousand in 
1940 to 5.2 million in 1991. Trends in the number of institutions are less 
straightforward, due to the ongoing process of opening up, closing down, 
merging and disintegrating particular higher learning establishments. 
There were 817 HEIs in 1940, 739  in 1960, 805  in 1970 and 883  in 
1980 (see Table A.5 in Appendix). Even in the last decade of the USSR 
the government kept establishing new HEIs.
Despite the application of similar principles to organization and admin-
istration, uneven socioeconomic conditions of the republics were a histori-
cal legacy which the Soviet government had to grapple with from its 
beginning, but did not overcome. There was a special effort to build 
higher education institutions outside the European part of the country 
where they were mostly concentrated (Matthews 1982; Ovsyannikov and 
Iudin 1990). However, one official Soviet indicator, competition for HE 
admissions per 100 places, suggests that in many republics the interest of 
the population in higher education was much higher than the system could 
meet (Table A.16  in Appendix). Higher education systems in the Baltic 
republics experienced the least pressure, with 154–164 applications per 
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100 vacancies in 1988. The competition in Central Asia was on average 
much fiercer, with 291–328 applications per 100 vacancies (but 226  in 
Kazakhstan). In Georgia the indicator was even higher at 394.
Free higher education (except in the period 1940–1956) and the con-
tinuing expansion of higher education were important achievements of 
the USSR. Many of the barriers to higher education were removed. Social 
groups previously underrepresented in higher education received 
 increasing opportunities: workers, peasants, women and members of vari-
ous nationalities. Women comprised 52 per cent of students by the end of 
the Soviet era, with the lowest gender ratios in Azerbaijan (33 per cent) 
and Turkmenistan (36 per cent).
The participation rate in higher education, calculated as a gross enrol-
ment ratio (the number of students as compared to the number of people 
in the 20–24 age cohort), was relatively high in the USSR in general at 
about a quarter of the age group, but again, it varied significantly across 
the Republics (Table A.15 in Appendix). The European part of the coun-
try had the higher participation with the Central Asian republics and 
Azerbaijan demonstrating relatively modest indicators (12 per cent for 
Turkmenistan, 15 per cent for Tajikistan, 16 per cent Kirgizia (Kyrgyz 
Republic), 15 per cent for Azerbaijan). Using Trow’s division of three 
stages of massification process (Trow 1973), some Republics had reached 
the mass stage (15–50 per cent), while in others participation in higher 
education was still in the elite stage of development (less than 15 per cent).
Another prominent characteristic of the Soviet system was the institu-
tional separation of higher education from research (Johnson 2008; 
Froumin et al. 2014). From the early Soviet period onwards this structural 
division played an important role in weakening the Soviet higher educa-
tion sector. Most research was conducted in sectoral institutes that were 
directly linked to particular industries and subordinated to the corre-
sponding ministries, as were most of the higher education institutions. 
The need to connect higher education and research, basic and applied, was 
constantly discussed in Soviet policy documents (Smolentseva 2016), but 
the dominant role of higher education remained the same, that of teach-
ing highly qualified manpower (Kuraev 2015). The higher education sec-
tor’s share of research was small. For example, in Russia in 1990 it 
comprised just 6 per cent of all research, while the great bulk of which 
took place in academies, sectoral institutes and industries (Nauka Rossii v 
tsifrakh 1994, 411).
The Soviet higher education landscape consisted of universities (com-
prehensive HEIs) and specialized institutions—institutes, academies, 
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factory- HEIs (zavod-VTUZ) and others. The comprehensive universities 
comprised a small minority of HEIs (8 per cent) and enrolled 12 per cent 
of all students by the end of the Soviet era (see Appendix). These universi-
ties had two tasks: the reproduction of research and teaching staff in cer-
tain fields “humanities, natural sciences, psychology and political economy” 
(Yagodin 1990) and training for “practical work in national economy, 
schools and technic, cultural institutions, government departments and 
corporate bodies (such as trade unions, the Party, etc.)” (Severtsev 1976). 
The comprehensive universities were supposed to play an important role 
in research, and their graduates were expected to make use of their 
research-oriented education in their professional activities.
However, this group of universities was not homogenous. A small 
number of them had their origins in the imperial period, while the major-
ity was established in the Soviet period, with some of them being upgraded 
from pedagogical institutes (and keeping the characteristics of those insti-
tutes, according to Ovsyannikov and Iudin 1990). In the case of Russia, 
the biggest higher education system among Soviet republics, including 69 
universities in 1988, only 17 out of 37 universities subject to statistical 
analysis were regarded as well positioned as universities, characterized by 
well-qualified academic staff, a traditional profile of university fields or a 
strong research orientation (Ovsyannikov and Iudin 1988). Indeed, 
despite the official approach of uniformity, a vertically differentiated sys-
tem of higher education was evident in the USSR.
As noted, the majority of higher learning was organized in specialized 
institutions for particular jobs: engineers of various kinds, doctors, teach-
ers, economists, lawyers and so on. Engineering students enrolled in HEIs 
servicing industry, construction, transportation and communication com-
prised 43 per cent of the total student population (see Table A.6  in 
Appendix). That group of HEIs comprised almost one third of all HE 
establishments in the country. Another big group, also about one third of 
HEIs, were the pedagogical institutions, with 19 per cent of total number 
of students. The engineering and technical fields dominated in the official 
list of specialties: 243 out of 381 (64 %) in the ministry list as of 1975 
(Ministry of Higher and Secondary Vocational Education 1975) and 177 
out 289 (61 %) in 1987 (Ministry of Higher and Secondary Vocational 
Education 1987). Admissions in philosophy were available in 13 HEIs, in 
psychology in 12 HEIs and in sociology in only 11 institutions 
(Ovsyannikov and Iudin 1990).
In the Soviet period, the pre-Soviet orientation towards engineering 
and technical fields was continued and deepened. “Industrialization” was 
evident in many universities (Ovsyannikov and Iudin 1988). In this work 
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we set aside the larger question of the nature of the Soviet university, 
whose characteristics were very different from the traditional notion of the 
European university (for this topic see Kuraev 2015). Nevertheless, as 
early as in the Soviet period it was noted that the two distinct higher edu-
cation sectors, universities and specialized institutes, were developing in 
converging ways: university education was moving towards more special-
ized instruction with the inclusion of applied sciences, while specialized 
educational institutions tend to embrace more academic research in their 
foundations, becoming more like universities, and paid more attention to 
research. The “modern technical university” was an example of such con-
verging trends (e.g. the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, 
Moscow Institute of Electronic Engineering, Moscow and Kharkov 
Institutes of Radio Engineering, Electronics and Automatics and others 
(Severtsev 1976)). The drift to greater vocationalism within the university 
sector was fairly common (see Ovsyannikov and Iudin 1988, 1990), but 
the intensification of research activities within the specialized sector mostly 
developed within a small group of elite engineering institutions.
By the time of perestroika in the mid-1980s, many issues in the Soviet 
system of higher education had become evident and were explicitly dis-
cussed (Ovsyannikov and Iudin 1990; Smolentseva 2016), and the first 
movements towards changing the educational system had started. The 
legalization of cooperatives (1988) as a Soviet form of entrepreneurship 
opened an opportunity to create alternative educational provision. For 
example, in Estonia by 1989 two non-state higher education institutions 
were already established (see the chapter on Estonia in this volume). That 
period also introduced the term “customer” into the public policy domain 
(Smolentseva 2016), where the production sector served in this role, 
being called upon to evaluate the quality of training of specialists. The dif-
ferentiation of the large higher education system was already noted. It was 
acknowledged that there were genuine education and research centres but 
also many without quality in either theoretical or practical training.
the 25 years of changes: hIgher educatIon  
reforms and contexts
After the disintegration of the USSR, the new independent nations were 
looking for quick solutions to stabilize and develop their economies. Some 
declared themselves as “normal” Western market-based democracies; 
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some adhered to more conservative and isolationistic approaches. In all 
countries, the economic collapse, transformational recessions, the break-
down of economic ties with the other former republics in what was a large 
federal network and political changes had dramatic effects on the economy 
and living standards. Measures that introduced market mechanisms into 
the ruined centrally planned economies were supposed to revive the eco-
nomic development.
In his comparative analysis of the transitional economies of Central and 
Eastern Europe, the Baltics, and 12 CIS countries, Izyumov (2010) finds 
that in all CIS countries the reforms were implemented by inconsistent 
shock therapy, ineffective privatization and highly inflationary monetary 
policies. Public participation in the reform agenda was narrow, which pre-
vented those countries from developing policies that would reduce the 
negative effects of reform for the population. The transition to a market 
economy had a high human cost, especially in the countries of the former 
USSR.  Despite the different political regimes that emerged within the 
former USSR, ranging from more democratic to autocratic, the drastic 
decline in the standards of living was evident in all countries. In the first 
5–10 years of reforms, GDP and GDP per capita dropped dramatically, 
while the Gini coefficient increased (again, with some variations: e.g. for 
poor countries like Uzbekistan that change in indicators was not signifi-
cant). In the absence of supportive governmental policies, private initia-
tives to cope with transformation often took destructive forms, boosting 
the informal economy, corruption, crime and drugs use (Izyumov 2010). 
Neo-liberal ideology, which asserted a limited role of the state and indi-
viduals’ responsibility for their own well-being, was timely in the countries 
trying to overcome the legacies of the overwhelming state/central 
control.
Against this dramatic backdrop, liberalization also took place in higher 
education. The opening up of the educational system, like the entire soci-
ety, had started in the perestroika period. At the beginning of the period of 
independence, it was expected that private property, market mechanisms 
and the absence of state and party control would help to overcome the 
problems of socialist education (in some countries, including corruption 
at admissions—see chapter on Azerbaijan, for instance). It was hoped that 
a change from total state control to autonomy, from uniformity to diver-
sity, from the engineering and vocational bias towards greater humanitar-
ization and personal development would have a crucial impact on the 
political, economic, social and cultural progress of the society. Education 
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was seen as a key to the new society, and eliminating the state monopoly 
in education was often seen as an instrument of the expected positive 
development.
Marketization
Accordingly, the earliest reforms in most of the countries of the region 
were the introduction of a non-state/private sector in higher education 
and tuition fees in the public sector for both full-time and part-time pro-
grammes. The latter was not something that all transitional countries of 
Central and Eastern Europe did. They either kept their higher education 
public (e.g. Slovak Republic) or charged fees only for part-time pro-
grammes (e.g. in Poland). In all post-Soviet countries, including the 
Baltics and except for Turkmenistan which only introduced fees recently 
in a few higher education institutions (HEIs), the impoverishment of the 
public sector economy inevitably led HEIs to seek for funding elsewhere. 
Taking tuition fees from the population was essential to the survival of 
higher education. Tuition fees not only directly brought money into the 
public HEIs, they also supported largely the same faculty from public 
HEIs when they took supplemental teaching jobs at non-state HEIs.
As the comparative data show (see Table A.19 in Appendix), in the first 
ten years after independence, the non-state institutions in many countries 
of the region have grown very fast, and in five countries (Armenia, Georgia, 
Kazakhstan, Latvia, Moldova) exceeded the number of public institutions. 
Two countries (Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan) do not have non-state provid-
ers of higher education. Tajikistan closed down most non-state providers, 
except for one.
However, as case studies in this book will also show, the non-state sec-
tor in an absolute majority of the countries was unable to gain the same 
level of prestige and demand for attendance as the traditional public sec-
tor. In the absolute majority of countries, the enrolments continued to be 
concentrated in the public institutions (Table A.20 in Appendix).
Perhaps the only deviation from this trend is visible in Kazakhstan, 
where the course of neo-liberal reforms was more explicit than in other 
countries of the region. In 2015, 52 per cent of students in Kazakhstan 
enrolled in non-state institutions (Table A.20 in Appendix). Kazakhstan 
went further in privatization by not only shifting the costs of higher edu-
cation to the families of students enrolled but also by changing the legal 
status of several Soviet institutions of higher education into joint stock 
companies (see the chapter on Kazakhstan).
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Therefore, the more striking change took probably not place through 
the creation of non-state/private sectors but through the transformation 
of public sectors, which largely changed their economic basis to private 
funding. In public HEIs in most of the countries, except for Estonia and 
Turkmenistan, more than half of all students pay fees. Fee payers comprise 
up to 85 per cent in the Kyrgyz Republic. The share of student population 
of the region that pays fees to either state or non-state providers further 
illustrates this point, demonstrating the big change from the full public 
provision to the privatization of costs of higher education in the region.
Marketization of higher education had another important implication 
for most of the higher education systems of the region: students and their 
families became an important source of revenues, and higher education 
became more consumer-oriented. It led to a rapid expansion of enrol-
ments in the fields of business studies, economics, foreign language stud-
ies and law. The public sector immediately started to offer degrees in those 
fields (either with or without tuition fees). The non-state/private sector 
was also mostly built around these fields, as these types of programmes 
were cheaper to provide and had a high demand. As our case studies show, 
the change from predominantly engineering education to the domination 
of “soft” fields had significantly changed the higher education landscape. 
A “consumerist turn” (Naidoo et al. 2011) has taken place in this part of 
the world too.
Following Kwiek, who reflects on the particular path of marketization 
in Poland (2008, 2011), we argue that in the case of post-Soviet states, 
marketization of higher education was dual: both internal to the public 
sector (through tuition fees) and external (through the emergence of non- 
state providers). We also argue that unlike in Poland, where internal priva-
tization was limited to the part-time programme domain, “creeping 
marketization” in the post-Soviet states was much more severe, as the level 
of penetration of quasi-market forces through user fees was implemented 
at a larger scale. Public higher education institutions could “sell” the most 
prestigious “commodity”: a full-time degree in highly desirable fields 
stamped by established HEI “brands”, hardly limited by governmental 
regulations, especially in the first years of independence.
The privatization of costs opened the way to a remarkable expansion in 
higher education. In most countries, higher education enrolments at least 
doubled by the mid-late 2000s: in Belarus, Estonia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz 
Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan and Ukraine. 
Significant growth also took place in Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia. In 
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just two countries, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, enrolment numbers 
declined. In Turkmenistan, the absolute enrolment decreased twice at the 
beginning of the reforms and is still far behind the situation in the Soviet 
period (currently about 20,000 students compared to 40,000 in the Soviet 
period). In Uzbekistan, the enrolment also decreased sharply at first and 
the system has yet to achieve the Soviet level of student numbers (about 
260,000 now versus over 300,000 in the Soviet era) (see Tables A.22 and 
A.24 in Appendix; for massification, see, e.g. Smolentseva 2012; Platonova 
2016).
In this way countries that already achieved Trow’s mass stage of higher 
education by the end of the Soviet era moved towards and beyond Trow’s 
threshold of 50 per cent for ‘universal’ higher education. As such, attend-
ing higher education more or less became the social norm, especially in the 
countries of the European part of the region—the three Baltics states, 
Belarus, Russia and Ukraine. However, by the mid-late 2000s those sys-
tems faced the demographic decline due to the low birth rates of the tur-
bulent 1990s. This resulted in decreasing enrolments in non-state and 
public sectors. Overall, the demographic change has led to system contrac-
tion: in Belarus, the Baltics, Russia and Ukraine (also Moldova, but by 
participation rate this country is in another group). De-privatization (an 
increasing role of public funding in contrast to the previous trend to priva-
tization) has become a new trend in the region (Kwiek 2014), which dra-
matically affects all dimensions of national landscapes of higher education 
(see respective country chapters).
The two Central Asian countries, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, have 
demonstrated quite the opposite case. They have seen a unique process of 
de-massification, accompanied by tight government control over higher 
education and a pattern of demographic growth. The access bottleneck 
created in the Soviet time (e.g. see the above indicators on competition 
per 100 places and the chapter on Uzbekistan) has built up more pressure 
in the independence period, and that contradiction has not yet been 
resolved.
The other countries—Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova, 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic and Tajikistan—have experienced various fluc-
tuations over the independence period, but all of them have tended to remain 
in the mass phase of the massification process. In most of them there has been 
a recent decline in participation because of governmental policy, including 
quality assurance mechanisms (including programme and institutional 
accreditation), in combination with demographic trends. In this group of 
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countries, except for European Moldova, the demographics are rising. This 
creates additional pressure on the educational system.
Admissions Reform: Introduction of National Standardized Tests
One of the key transformations of higher education systems in the region 
was the reform of admission system. In the Soviet period, each HEI held 
written and oral examination in subjects corresponding to the field of 
study. Examinations took place in person, at the same time in all HEIs, 
with a couple of exceptions. For instance, Moscow State University con-
ducted admissions earlier than the majority of the other institutions. An 
applicant could take exams only at one institution at a time. Failing the 
exams meant one had to wait for another year to try again. The Soviet 
admission system was widely criticized as restricting equity (talented stu-
dents could not travel to other cities to take exams) and enabling corrup-
tion (lacking transparency).
Standardized tests have been introduced in all post-Soviet countries, 
except for Turkmenistan. Even in Uzbekistan the national test was intro-
duced quite early—in 1994, unlike, for example, Russia, where it became 
a prevailing form of admissions only in mid-late 2000s or Tajikistan 
(in 2014). The subject tests enable candidates to apply to a higher educa-
tion programme and—if scores would be sufficiently high—to be eligible 
for a tuition-free place (in some countries, it is called “grants”). The test 
was considered as an instrument to overcome shortages in the Soviet sys-
tem and ensure quality and transparency of admissions, decrease corrup-
tion and enhance educational equity. It was a significant change of the 
traditional system and its introduction was accompanied with lots of dis-
cussions and tensions. Assessments of the outcomes of these reforms were 
ambiguous. In some countries the new test system addressed the corrup-
tion issue (see chapter on Georgia) or failed to ensure transparency (see 
chapter on Uzbekistan). In some countries it probably increased social 
mobility somewhat, but also fostered inequities by advantaging those 
from better-off families (see chapters on Georgia, Kyrgyz Republic). In 
addition, the new admission system has become a market mechanism 
introducing competition among HEIs for “better prepared” students, 
and thus more public funding, as in most countries academic merit is 
linked to governmental support. That indeed has led to an increasing 
vertical institutional differentiation within higher education systems. In 
many countries the average score of the national university entrance test 
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became one of the key indicators of the prestige and status of a university 
(see chapters on Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Russia).
Bologna Reforms
Most of the countries of the region joined the Bologna process, starting 
with the three Baltic states (1999), Russia (2003), then Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine (2005), Kazakhstan (2010) and 
Belarus (2015). Kyrgyz Republic applied, but was turned down. Only four 
countries, all in Central Asia (Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, 
Uzbekistan), are outside of the Bologna group.
Along Bologna lines, all 15 countries, including those outside the 
European Higher Education Area, have adopted a two-cycle degree sys-
tem and introduced bachelor and master degree programmes (3–4 plus 
1–2 years). In some countries this system still co-exists, at least in some 
fields, with the traditional Soviet 5-year degree for specialists (e.g. in 
Russia and Turkmenistan). In terms of advanced qualifications, several 
countries, including Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Georgia and Kazakhstan, 
have abolished the second Soviet doctorate, so that their third cycle now 
only consists of one doctoral degree (PhD).
EHEA member states formally comply with the agreement require-
ments and have introduced quality assurance bodies for programme and/
or institutional accreditation and established a system of credits (ECTS), 
all measures to support increasing mobility within the EHEA. This is a 
large-scale transformation for national higher education systems. Adoption 
of the new policies has created many tensions and uncertainties for higher 
education and employers’ communities, as the value and status of the 
degrees, especially at bachelor level, have been unclear. In many cases, 
traditional 5-year curricula were simply shortened in order to meet the 
new length of studies requirements, which generated a lot of discussion 
about “incomplete higher education” in the first cycle. In case of countries 
with binary systems, like Lithuania, the transition to the new system cre-
ated challenges for colleges awarding professional degrees, especially in 
regard to internal quality assurance and the disjunction between profes-
sional bachelor degree and opportunities of further learning at master’s 
level (Leisyte et al. 2014).
Bologna transformation of the higher education systems for the post- 
Soviet states meant another wave of adoption of foreign/Western model 
of higher education with, for many, unclear purposes and advantages.
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Internationalization
The USSR became a pioneer of a particular form of internationalization of 
higher education early in the twentieth century (Kuraev 2014). “Academic 
internationalization was continually a mission of the national government, 
reflecting general political strategy of the Soviet state”, and aimed at the 
“global promotion of the Soviet order” (p. 251). In preparation for the 
world revolution after the advent of global capitalism (imperialism), the 
Soviet government created a substantial programme of international edu-
cation. This included full government support for international students 
to study in the USSR and very limited and highly controlled exchange 
programmes. Imposing the Soviet model of higher education on the other 
countries of the socialist bloc was also a part of Soviet international strat-
egy. In the last years of the Soviet period it was already understood that the 
national economy was unable to continue to bear the costs of large-scale 
internationalization. But by the time of perestroika, the deteriorating 
Soviet system had opened up opportunities for genuine internationaliza-
tion. The idea of joining global academia as an equal partner became 
appealing for Soviet academics. After decades of disseminating the Soviet 
model worldwide, as Kuraev points out, the new Soviet government sug-
gested to study Western values and to adopt Western principles of aca-
demic freedom, institutional autonomy and self-governance. The “Open 
doors” policy resulted in international agreements and exchanges.
However, those policies had little financial support from the collapsing 
economy. Internationalization has increasingly become a tool of commer-
cialization, offering a way to supplement institutional budgets with tuition 
fees from international students. In that respect, Russia was in a “privi-
leged” position, as it inherited the international ties from the Soviet times 
and had HEIs in major cities where international students traditionally 
studied. However, also in other countries of the region internationaliza-
tion has become an important aspect of the transformation of higher 
education.
Drawing on three case studies of internationalization in post-socialist 
countries, including former Soviet Georgia and Kazakhstan, Orosz and 
Perna (2016) found that internationalization has become an important 
dimension in these countries, especially in government rhetoric, but it 
lacks consistency and clarity in definitions. In both Georgia and Kazakhstan 
internationalization indicators became a part of accreditation procedures 
and the promotion of student mobility.
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It can be argued that one of the key questions about internationaliza-
tion in post-Soviet countries is what are its purposes, and to what extent 
are they related to the genuine improvement of higher education system 
by learning from other cultures? How is it interpreted by governments 
and academic communities of the region? To what extent does interna-
tionalization go beyond a single focus on commercialization or degree 
recognition? We argue that in many cases the role of internationalization 
is largely seen as a way to secure financial revenues for the sector, but also 
as an instrument of the further state control, linking internationalization 
with accreditation procedures and accountability.
International Assistance
An important role in post-Soviet transformations was played by interna-
tional assistance. This included numerous Western government agencies, 
multilateral institutions (such as World Bank, OECD, Council of Europe), 
private non-profit foundations and exchange organizations (Open 
Society/Soros Institute, Ford Foundation, etc.) and also individual uni-
versities, consortia and professional associations (Johnson 1996). In the 
case of the international financial organizations international aid came as 
part of the package associated with conditional loans to the governments. 
Mostly the aid was focused on secondary school reform, but some was 
targeted towards higher education. International assistance contributed 
not only to the internationalization of higher education by supporting 
direct academic exchanges, the publication of international textbooks and 
literature and training programmes, but also helped to support infrastruc-
ture development and academic staff. In Central Asia these international 
agencies largely supported structural reforms, such as establishing national 
test systems (see chapter on Tajikistan). However, as Johnson (1996) 
notes for the case of Russia—and the point is applicable to other countries 
of the region—often both the reformers and the providers of international 
aid (including World Bank) were guided by idealized Western practices, 
rather than local needs and realities. International assistance agents under-
estimated the power of traditional institutional structures and inherited 
professional practices from the Soviet system, and the need to work with 
them, instead of trying to “develop” the systems as they did in educational 
programmes in other regions.
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Summary of Reforms
Table 1.1 summarizes key reforms in higher education, which have been 
implemented in the post-Soviet period. It shows both commonalities and 
differences across countries. Even countries close to each other historically 
and culturally demonstrate different combinations of the reforms (e.g. the 
countries of Central Asia).
It is important to note that this comparative table does not include the 
research dimension of higher education systems. It mostly focuses on the 
teaching function. Although research has been a concern for many gov-
ernments and international aid providers, it has not become a focus of 
reform in most of the countries. As the case studies in this book show, 
none of the systems were able to build a strong system of research univer-
sities. This is not only because of the chronic underfunding of research 
over the last 25 years but also because of the structural legacies inherited 
from the Soviet system, particularly its separation of teaching and research. 
Nevertheless, research funding has become an instrument of the state (see 
chapters on Lithuania, Russia), and this has contributed to the vertical dif-
ferentiation of higher education systems.
landscape changes
The changes in the landscape that took place from the 1990s on—note 
that some of the changes overlap—are as follows.
First, many new higher education institutions emerged, particularly 
the growth of non-state/private higher education was impressive (but 
note our earlier comment that the “privatization” of public higher educa-
tion should not be overlooked). Obviously, under the communist regime, 
higher education provision was public and planned and regulated by the 
state. In the post-Soviet period, from the mid-1990s on, in many higher 
education systems, private initiatives loomed largely. In some countries, 
the number of institutions doubled between 1990 and now, in others 
growth was steeper, amounting to sixfold the number of institutions in 
2015 compared to the beginning of the 1990s (see Table 1.1). Growth 
has been even more impressive if the dynamics between 1990 and 2015 
are taken into account. Many more non-state higher education institu-
tions emerged in that period, but governmental regulations—licensing 
and accreditation—led to the closing down of many private initiatives. 
The current private higher education institutions are generally smaller, 
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focusing on economics, business studies and foreign language studies. 
They are often deemed of a lower reputation, although there are impor-
tant exceptions found in some of the countries and it must also be acknowl-
edged that the popularity of private higher education in many states was 
due to a lack of trust in public institutions and due to public institutions 
being reluctant or relatively slow to adjust to the new expectations.
Second, the growth of number of institutions is not only due to the 
emergence of non-state providers. Also, in all countries, the number of 
public institutions grew, although at a steadier pace than the number of 
privates. This was partly a spontaneous process with grass-root changes 
taking place (see also e.g. Tomusk 2004), including existing universities 
that set up branches elsewhere in the country (e.g. in Tajikistan, Russia, 
Armenia, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan). Sometimes governments played 
a determining role in setting up new higher education institutions in 
regions that until then did not have universities or other higher education 
institutions. The governments of the new countries also established new 
universities to serve the needs of the states in such areas as security, public 
administration and international relationships.
A third change has been the upgrading of Soviet specialized insti-
tutes into universities: comprehensive or specialized (technical, medical, 
agricultural, pedagogical), in both cases with a greater number of fields of 
study (for specialized universities, going beyond their formal specializa-
tion). This resonates with an almost universal trend of “non-university” 
institutions trying to achieve university status noted in the literature by 
academic drift (e.g. Neave 1979; Birnbaum 1983). In post-Soviet coun-
tries, with the introduction of market-led or market-driven economies, 
many higher education institutions broadened their portfolio, particularly 
by adding “popular” disciplines and fields, like economics and business 
studies. In most higher education systems, there was a significant shift 
from enrolments in sciences and engineering towards economics, manage-
ment and social sciences. As a consequence, many single-discipline institu-
tions evolved into multidisciplinary institutions, even though many 
institutions kept their original names (or just changed from “institute” to 
“university”) and corporate identities. Although we do not have the exact 
data to support this point empirically, a corollary is that the differences 
between the higher education institutions—in terms of programme provi-
sion—became smaller over time. The Russian and Lithuanian cases par-
ticularly refer to the process of upgrading of some of the institutes and 
academies to universities. It should be noted however that this dynamic 
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played out differently in the cases in this book: for example, the Azerbaijan 
case reports the blurring of boundaries between the three types, whereas 
other cases seem to suggest that the distinctions, even though they may be 
largely symbolic, remained (Tajikistan, Latvia).
A fourth change relates to vertical differentiation. Despite the norms 
and values of equity of the Soviet system, undeniably there were status 
differences between the institutions. Several chapters allude to the term 
“flagship” university, signalling there were particular institutions in their 
systems that were distinctive, for instance because they were educating the 
next generation of elites (see the chapter on Lithuania). Also some chap-
ters argued that some disciplines had a higher status than others, giving 
subsequent prestige and status to the institution that specialized in those 
disciplines. In the period after independence, these status differences con-
tinued to exist and were even more profound. In some countries this is 
partly due to the attempts to (re)integrate research into the universities (in 
Soviet times carried out at the Academies of Sciences and sectoral insti-
tutes), with the level of research activities being used as a sign of excellence 
and reputation (in the case of Russia, there was an explicit excellence ini-
tiative). As noted, funding regimes and the introduction of national 
entrance exams have also affected the emergence of stronger vertical dif-
ferences between HEIs in the region. In addition, some countries have 
employed various procedures to divide HEIs into different tiers by the 
level of awarded degrees: only first degree (bachelor) awarding institu-
tions, bachelor and master institutions and three cycle HEIs (see chapters 
on Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kyrgyz Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Tajikistan, 
Ukraine). That inevitably contributed to the formal vertical differentiation 
in the sector.
Some other changes may have been less omnipresent and smaller in 
terms of impact, but nevertheless worth mentioning. In some countries, 
governments explicitly aimed at creating a binary structure (Lithuania 
and Estonia). It is interesting to see that such a policy solution was only 
visible in a minority of systems, whereas this solution was implemented 
quite often in European countries. Western European countries may have 
been in a different stage of development and more keen to “offload” uni-
versities and establish “cheaper” alternative pathways in higher education 
(see, e.g. Taylor et al. 2008), but also some Central and Eastern European 
countries adopted binary systems after independence (see Dobbins 2011).
Another small difference relates to the emergence of transnational or 
international providers (particularly in Armenia and Kyrgyzstan). 
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Despite the small size of the segment of these new institutions, they 
occupy high prestige positions in the landscape. In many ways, the estab-
lishment of international providers reflects the geopolitical situation and 
contest within each country. For example in Belarus, there are no interna-
tional providers, except for two Russian branches, while in Central Asia 
and Caucuses countries, the international HEIs come from not only 
Russia and the USA but also Turkey and other neighbouring countries.
In some countries, the Soviet structure has been changed through 
mergers. In Russia, for example, performance indicators have led the gov-
ernment to propose mergers and in Armenia there are recent plans for 
mergers. In Lithuania, mergers have been planned, but they have been 
largely unsuccessful. Some mergers have also been found in cases of 
Georgia, Estonia and Kazakhstan.
In the project it was not always possible to get data on the size of the 
institutions; however, the findings suggest that it was one of the ways in 
which the institutional landscape changed. For instance, in Russia system 
expansion has happened mostly due to the increase of the number of insti-
tutions, while in Belarus, the expansion has resulted in an increase of the 
size of institutions, rather than their number (Platonova 2016).
A final smaller difference is that in some countries existing educational 
providers, not yet belonging to the higher education fabric, were included 
into the higher education sector, for example, vocational schools in Ukraine. 
Alongside the latter change, we note a blurring of the distinctions between 
two parts of the tertiary sector: higher education and vocational colleges. 
The students’ pathways between these two levels became less restrictive.
Interestingly such an important feature of the institutional landscape as 
the separation of research and higher education (which manifested in the 
almost non-existence of research universities) was not changed signifi-
cantly. Only few countries (e.g. Russia or Kazakhstan) made deliberate 
attempts to transform existing universities according to the model of the 
global research university (Mohrman et al. 2008) or establish new research 
universities.
This brings us to a final comment on the changes, already stressed in 
previous paragraphs, but important to stress again. Not all changes took 
place in all countries at the same level and, neither at the same time. There 
were remarkable differences between the countries, for instance with 
respect to the occurrence of mergers (to some extent reported in Azerbaijan 
and Russia), the phenomenon of international branch campuses (primarily 
in Armenia and Kyrgyzstan) and the emergence of private providers (not 
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in Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan). It is also noteworthy to share that in 
some countries the distinctions between private and public providers were 
not as sharp as they appear to be. In all countries the public universities 
appeared on the market competing with private universities for fee-paying 
students. In Kazakhstan, public universities were allowed to change their 
status into joint-stock companies, and in other countries, private higher 
education institutions were restricted in their operations by national 
regulations.
the drIvers of the landscape changes
As suggested earlier, it is not easy to distinguish drivers of landscape 
changes from contextual conditions, neither is it easy to disentangle major 
and minor drivers, but it is safe to argue that the foremost important 
driver has been the change from a planned economy towards societies 
in which market forces were incorporated. The overall response to the 
new economic setting was twofold. First, a new balance was sought 
between demand and supply. The Soviet mechanism of regulating demand 
and supply through advanced planning of numbers of seats in about 300 
specializations and mandatory job placing was abandoned. Many narrow 
specializations were merged into broader areas. There was an increasing 
interest among students in disciplines and fields that were not offered in 
big numbers during Soviet times. This led to the transformation of many 
formerly highly specialized institutes and academies into multi-profile uni-
versities. The higher education institutions undertook action to broaden 
their supply, and governments contemplated whether new institutions 
needed to be set up to cater for the rising demand. And, importantly, the 
new economic context allowed for entrepreneurship in higher education, 
which led, on the one hand, to opening fee-paying places in public institu-
tions and, on the other hand, to the emergence of many new (non-state/
private) providers. Whereas the case studies may not have been fully clear 
on how initiatives for private higher education emerged, it appears that the 
ideas were developed mainly by those already working in public higher 
education institutions or by the former government or party servants seek-
ing for status and income (e.g. see chapter on Belarus).
A second driver relates to international influences. Under this broad 
driver, several elements can be distinguished. International and supra- 
national agencies became involved in domestic policies. The case studies 
report the activities of the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the 
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International Monetary Fund and the European Union’s Structural 
Funds. Powerful international NGOs like the “Open Society Institute” 
and Aga Khan Foundation also played a role in shaping national higher 
education systems. The international support came with strings attached 
in the form of certain conditions. These institutions, on the one hand, 
promoted neo-liberal ideas in financing higher education and in higher 
education governance. On the other hand, they promoted greater equality 
and access in higher education (e.g. through national university entrance 
exams). These policies usually did not have direct elements of the institu-
tional landscape changes in the system except the support for private pro-
viders. They however had overall strong influence on the landscape 
through supporting policies that encourage competition and entrepre-
neurial behaviour of the universities.
Second, bilateral international relations and partnerships also played 
the role of driver of the changes in the institutional landscape. Branches of 
international universities or “national- international” universities like 
Russian-Armenian or British-Kazakh were established with the support of 
the respective governments, NGOs or business companies. These univer-
sities played an important role of setting new examples and models for 
“old” universities.
Third, the Bologna process figured to a large extent as an element of 
supranational influence. Most of the signatories have adjusted their higher 
education system by implementing a three-cycle degree structure, imple-
menting a quality assurance system in line with the expectations formu-
lated in the European Standards and Guidelines, and implementing 
diploma supplements and qualification frameworks. In addition, it seems 
reasonable to assume that the quality assurance and accreditation develop-
ments (partly under the influence of the Bologna Process) have paved the 
way for regulations to deal with minimum standards for higher education 
provision.
Demographic changes have been the fourth driver in the case studies, 
although it is difficult to pinpoint how exactly they impacted the changes. 
During the early years after independence, demographic factors in some 
countries contributed to the growth of unmet demand. That is, in that 
period a new balance was sought for—by governments, students and 
higher education institutions—between needs and supply. In some coun-
tries this dynamic was later dampened by decreasing birth rates and 
decreasing numbers of secondary school-leavers. These demographic 
changes interacted with governmental policies (particularly accreditation). 
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That is, higher education institutions started to struggle to survive, partly 
due to stringent accreditation requirements and demand dropping because 
of a smaller pool of potential students.
the role of governments
One might expect that there should or could have been a significant role 
of the governments in shaping the higher education landscapes. Indeed 
the governments lead the development of the legislation that made pos-
sible the implementation of the reforms discussed above. One could agree 
with Carnoy et al. (2013) that the governments in most post-Soviet coun-
tries (except more authoritarian) were driven by global and national legiti-
macy agendas. It drove them to borrow some policies, to open access to 
higher education.
However, most case studies report that there was limited action from 
the government directly aimed at changes in the landscape. There is no 
country of the former Soviet Union that came with its own master plan to 
restructure the higher education system, to create a new differentiation of 
higher education institutions. Furthermore, many of the policies that were 
implemented were more reactive than deliberately proactive.
However, the governments of independent states did consider higher 
education to be an important tool of building new states. They established 
new (often specialized) universities to meet new human resources needs. 
Almost all states established their own military, police and public adminis-
tration academies and higher education institutions to train cadres for dip-
lomatic fields. Some governments established high prestige and quality 
higher education institutions in economics and finance. The governments 
also closed or transformed Soviet institutions that were useless for the 
independent countries like the Communist party schools and technical 
institutes that served the Union as a whole.
The need to strengthen the new national (ethnic) identity of young 
countries required language and culture policies in higher education. In 
14 countries, the Russian language (that used to be the dominant lan-
guage of instruction in higher education) was gradually replaced by local 
languages. It affected the vertical differentiation of universities. It also led 
in some cases to the establishment of new universities specialized in 
national culture and language. During the last years some countries added 
a new dimension into the vertical differentiation by establishing new or 
converting old institutions into world-class universities. Another set of the 
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reforms enabled the transformation of existing universities into “niche” 
universities and establishment of the branches of universities. It contrib-
uted to both vertical and horizontal differentiation. The governments also 
supported the growth of new forms of delivery of education through part- 
time and distance programmes. It led to emergence of special type of insti-
tutions where these forms would be prevalent. The university branches in 
many countries radically changed the institutional landscape and opened a 
new level of the territorial accessibility in HE.
The governments also devised new legislation that defined new types of 
universities. They introduced national exams. Also, accreditation and 
licensing rules impacted the landscape to some extent. But overall—espe-
cially in the early years of independence—much change in the institutional 
landscape was due to grass-root innovations and entrepreneurship outside 
the government. Some cases explicitly point at a lack of capacity at the 
governmental level to develop strategies and policies for higher education 
in the new economic setting (e.g. Georgia and Armenia).
Interestingly the post-Soviet countries, unlike China, failed to concen-
trate the overwhelming majority of HEIs under the education ministry. 
The fact that higher education was steered not only by education ministers 
but that also ministers of health, defence, agriculture and so on were 
involved may have limited the scope for coherent governmental action as 
well.
Probably not a key reason, but it must be mentioned that some univer-
sities got their own specific acts and regulations, which may have further 
hampered the power of the governments or ministries.
In addition, it must be stressed that the economic crises in many coun-
tries may have led the governments to focus on more pressing issues than 
the shape, structure and size of their higher education systems. On the 
other hand, some countries had relatively stable economies built around 
the oil and gas industry. In some countries, the lack of attention to higher 
education was obviously also due to political constraints mentioned ear-
lier. The second type of constraints relates to the political climate as such. 
Many case studies report on the ongoing practices of corruption and fraud 
in public administration (e.g. Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan and 
Uzbekistan) and obviously we cannot close our eyes to the democratic 
deficits in many of the countries. Transparency International reports annu-
ally on the corruption perceptions in countries across the globe, and it is 
important to note that only the Baltic states and Georgia are in the upper 
half and 11 countries appear in the bottom half of the ranking of 168 
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countries (2015). Also the Democracy Index (composed by the Economist 
Intelligence Unit) reports major deficits in the level of democracy in the 
former Soviet states, with seven of these being qualified as “authoritarian”. 
Undoubtedly, these features of the political climate affect the way policies 
are developed and implemented.
structure of the Book
The discussion of the transformation of the institutional landscape in the 
region begins with an analysis of the institutional landscape in the 
USSR. Isak Froumin and Yaroslav Kouzminov note that by the revolution 
of 1917 the institutional landscape in imperial Russia has already been 
diverse. In the 1920s–1930s, Soviet economy took on the form of a mega- 
corporation aiming at industrialization and military power building, where 
higher education had a role of manpower training, among others. 
Specialization of its parts and their vertical, rather than horizontal, inte-
gration (between higher education and research, among various fields and 
disciplines) have become key features of that system. The authors argue 
that the system has remained almost unchanged since the 1930s until the 
1980s.
Further the book presents the discussion of the institutional landscape 
transformation in 15 countries in alphabetical order. Each of the chapters 
provides an historical evolution of the national higher education systems 
since their beginning, showing continuities and discontinuities in their 
development. The chapters also try to place higher education develop-
ments in the larger societal context of major social transformations.
In the chapter on Armenia, Susanna Karakhanyan finds that the higher 
education landscape has become more diverse. It includes not only public 
and private institutions, but also intergovernmental and transnational 
institutions. An unusual development in the country is related to the 
introduction of a new legal form of public HEIs, in the form of founda-
tions, which enjoy more financial freedoms. Transition to a market econ-
omy, resurrection of national identity and internationalization agenda 
developed by government are listed as most important factors behind the 
HE landscape changes. The recent decline in the number of HEIs (mostly, 
private) was a result of governmental initiatives to increase educational 
quality by strengthening accreditation and licensing (since 2008) as well as 
the extension of the national test to admissions in private sector (since 
2012).
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In Azerbaijan, as Hamlet Isakhanli and Aytaj Pashayeva note, an 
expanded HE system has also transformed into a more diverse system, 
which includes 5 public and 11 private comprehensive universities as well 
as a number of specialized HEIs. The institutional landscape has been also 
affected by governmental policies leading to increased vertical differentia-
tion, including the early introduction of a distinction between different 
levels of HEIs (those awarding only bachelor degrees and those allowed to 
confer also master- and doctoral-level degrees) and by the use of institu-
tional rankings based on admission test results.
Olga Gille-Belova and Larissa Titarenko argue in their chapter that the 
Belarusian higher education system expanded horizontally and changed 
vertically due to governmental policy and various rankings. The transfor-
mations at the inter-organizational level were also a result of a change in 
governmental policy rationales—from the logic of complementarity in the 
Soviet time to the logic of competition for students and resources. 
However, the government did not have the ambition to build a brand new 
higher education model. Rather it tried to adapt an existing Soviet model 
to the new political, economic, social and international reality.
In Georgia, as Lela Chakhaia and Tamar Bregvadze state, the higher 
education transformations can be divided into two periods: a chaotic 
development until 2004, associated with the expansion of both the public 
and especially the private sectors, followed by more strict governmental 
regulation aimed at achieving transparency and efficiency. However, the 
institutional landscape has become more diverse than in the Soviet time. 
Vertical differentiation has been strengthened by using national tests 
directly linked to the amount of governmental funding received. 
In the chapter on Estonia, Triin Roosalu and Ellu Saar identify four 
periods in higher education development: from chaotic liberalization until 
1993, to expansion and regulation in the next five years, then the Bologna 
reforms, and the more recent efficiency and excellence agenda. The transi-
tion from a demand-driven to supply-driven approach has been primarily 
determined by demographic decline. The authors argue that early post- 
Soviet years had more impact on the current state of higher education 
than did the entire socialist period. The current institutional landscape 
resembles the one of 1993. We might have to replace the concept of ‘post- 
socialism’ with the ‘post-post-socialism concept’.
In the case of Kazakhstan, Elise S.  Ahn, John Dixon and Larissa 
Chekmareva find that despite different and in some ways comparatively 
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radical reforms in higher education, which affected all dimensions of 
higher education—there were departures from the Soviet institutional 
types and the Soviet degree system; and there were changes in relation to 
educational funding, the privatization of public institutions, admission 
reforms, Bologna reforms, excellence programme and others—the admin-
istrative, teaching and learning legacies of the Soviet time continue to be 
prominent, and the government retains the full power to implement 
changes.
Jarkyn Shadymanova and Sarah Amsler argue that in the Kyrgyz 
Republic rapid system expansion did not result in an immediate diversifi-
cation of institutional forms. Many Soviet institutions have kept their posi-
tions. Soviet and Bologna degree structures co-exist. However, 
diversification is taking place in many dimensions—public/private, cen-
tral/regional, international/regional, horizontal/vertical and others. The 
authors find that diversification has become a strategy for survival of HEIs, 
where the best position is defined by historically accumulated prestige and 
association with governmental or international power.
In the case of Latvia, as Ali Ait Si Mhamed, Indra Dedze, Rita Kasa and 
Zane Cunska maintain, the expansion and diversification of the higher 
education system was driven largely by liberalization of the sector, and 
increased demand for higher education, as well as Latvia’s EU accession 
agenda. The factors differentiating the system vary from public/private, 
capital/regional, university/non-university sector to the language of 
instruction (English). The comparative autonomy of Latvian HEIs also 
contributes to the unique higher education pattern of the country.
Lithuanian higher education system has transformed from an elite sys-
tem with one flagship university to a mass system that includes both uni-
versity and non-university sectors, as Liudvika Leisyte, Anna-Lena Rose 
and Elena Schimmelpfennig argue. It experienced three periods of change: 
a period of regained autonomy and sporadic expansion; then further 
expansion, especially in the college sector, and changes related to the EU 
accession; and most recently, a period of increasing autonomy, competi-
tion and internationalization under conditions of demographic decline. 
During the post-Soviet period horizontal differentiation has been contin-
uous, while vertical differentiation has strengthened, due to the introduc-
tion of a binary system, a private sector and competitive research funding. 
The role of the state, as authors point out, has shifted from a “sovereign 
state” to a “corporate state”. There is a somewhat high degree of HE 
organizational autonomy.
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Alina Tofan and Lukas Bischof find that in the case of Moldova the pat-
tern of higher education development can be described as ongoing con-
solidation. The first period of reform witnessed the disappearance of 
governance structures and led to the rapid expansion of HE system, which 
often under-delivered on quality. Since the demographic decline in 2005 
and after, the government’s new admission rules and quality assurance 
initiatives resulted in a decrease in enrolments and in the number of pri-
vate HEIs.
Russian higher education system sporadically expanded during the first 
period of independence, as Daria Platonova and Dmitry Semyonov dem-
onstrate. However, from the 2000s onward, the government introduced a 
number of reforms which have contributed to a mostly vertical differentia-
tion of the system. These include admission reform, new degree structures 
and new kinds of university status (the federal university and the national 
research university). Most recently, governmental policies were aimed at 
the “optimization” of the system by closing down and merging HEIs. 
Employing statistical analysis the authors interrogate various types of 
HEIs, showing that there are gaps between formal status and the actual 
institutional activity.
In Tajikistan, the first years of independence saw a dramatic civil war, as 
Alan J.  DeYoung, Zumrad Kataeva and Dilrabo Jonbekova note. That 
delayed the process of enrolment growth until the 2000s. Before that the 
number of HEIs had begun to increase. The doubling of student numbers 
and the tripling of the numbers of HEIs constituted significant expansion 
of the system. The system has also diversified. Yet it still carries the Soviet 
structures and frameworks.
Victoria Clement and Zumrad Kataeva analyse two periods of reform in 
Turkmenistan. The key goal of the new state was consolidation of the 
nation. Under the new state ideology, this resulted in a shortening of edu-
cational programmes (in higher education, from 5 to 2 years) and discon-
tinuing part-time education. Enrolments dramatically decreased, being 
already among the lowest for Soviet republics. They still have not returned 
to the Soviet level. However, the state has been building a new system of 
HEIs. The total number of HEIs has increased. Since 2007, the country 
has begun to restore some of the previous developments and has started 
to embrace certain international policy agendas, including diversification 
of the institutional landscape.
In Ukraine, the key drivers of the transformations were fascination with 
developments in the neighbouring EU and the need to overcome or 
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incorporate Soviet legacies, as Nataliya Rumyantseva and Olena 
L.  Logvynenko suggest. The authors argue that reform was guided by 
three rationales: nation and state building, comparison and critique, and 
catch-up Europeanization. The chaotic expansion of the early indepen-
dence period has led to a more diversified higher education system, mostly 
due to the growing role of private and municipal institutions. Later the 
state regained its crucial position in shaping higher education sector, 
which is now being challenged by the increasing role of the academic staff, 
students and employers.
The case of Uzbekistan presented by Kobil Ruziev and Umar Bukhanov 
is another interesting example of the central role played by the state in 
post-Soviet higher education development. They also argue that the trans-
formations in Uzbekistan were driven by the demands of the market econ-
omy and the requirements of building and strengthening state HEIs to 
support the process of transition. Despite the increase in the number of 
HEIs, enrolments have not increased. There has been a continued bottle-
neck at the entrance to the HE system. The authors note that the govern-
mental top-down approach has failed to improve higher education 
sector.
The book concludes with an Appendix prepared by Daria Platonova. It 
presents relevant statistical data for all countries for each of the pre-Soviet, 
Soviet and post-Soviet periods collected by the author from various 
national and international sources.
conclusIons
This project has contributed significantly to our understanding of land-
scape change and system dynamics in post-Soviet higher education sys-
tems. There are no previous studies that analysed all post-Soviet higher 
education systems from a comparative perspective, based on a framework 
guiding all case study work. Nevertheless, the project has not answered all 
of its own questions fully and it has posed new and additional questions 
that deserve the attention of higher education scholars.
First, it turned out to be difficult to find reliable data in many of the coun-
tries in the project, which limited us to some extent in gaining insight into 
developments in the systems. It was particularly challenging to find robust 
longitudinal data on the characteristics of higher education  institutions. 
These data form the backbone for classifications of higher education institu-
tions and are crucial to detect patterns of convergence or divergence in 
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higher education (see e.g. Huisman et al. 2015). Although we were very 
pleased to see the chapter authors arrived at solid classifications, future efforts 
should be made to gather reliable organization-level data to allow for in-
depth insight in system dynamics over time.
Second, we think there is scope for addressing questions of agency in- 
depth. Many of the developments in our 15 higher education institutions 
are adequately described, but at the same time it has not always been clear 
which agent(s) has or have been involved in the various stages of the sys-
tem developments and the various policy stages. For example, the case 
studies do reveal that new laws were developed and that quality assurance 
procedures were implemented. From a policy process perspective, it would 
be very interesting to understand in much more detail which stakeholders 
were involved in the different stages of the policy process. Have new 
(framework) laws largely been developed at the responsible ministries, or 
have various stakeholders—ranging from representatives from the higher 
education institutions to external advisers—been involved? Have policy 
ideas been discussed in broader contexts? Were policies instigated because 
of concerns stemming from powerful societal groups and institutions? 
Again, our study has revealed the main patterns, but deeper insight into 
policy actors and processes could lead to additional insights in policy 
dynamics (see e.g. De Boer et al. 2016).
Our overall reflection on the landscape changes, and the drivers and 
contextual factors that have led to the changes, suggests that landscape 
developments in the post-Soviet states can be divided into two larger peri-
ods, at least in most of the countries.
The first period of independence in many countries was characterized 
by chaotic or sporadic liberalization and expansion. At that time the 
changes were largely organic, driven by external factors: demand from 
students for places and demand from the labour market for graduates, 
and also many bottom-up processes within the states such as the role of 
private or academic entrepreneurs in the existing higher education insti-
tutions. The roles of the respective governments were relatively limited 
and embodied by general framework laws and accreditation regulations 
that were used to enable some institutional autonomy and the introduc-
tion of market mechanisms, particularly in the form of fee-charging in the 
public HEIs, and private providers. No longer-term visions of the shape 
and structure of the higher education systems were evident, apart from 
the transition to the bachelor-master degree system, and the introduction 
of a national standardized admission test. This first period was essentially 
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an outcome of general liberalization after the breakdown of the Soviet 
sociopolitical, economic and cultural system. The new post-Soviet ideol-
ogy largely followed a global neo-liberal agenda, which implied a dimin-
ished role of the state. This lack of political determination (Tomusk 1998; 
Kwiek 2008) or “policy of non-policy” (Kwiek 2008) in regard to higher 
education, as in Poland, but unlike many other Central and Eastern 
European countries, was a principal contributor to internal and external 
privatization. Partly, also, the policy of non-policy was an outcome of the 
economic and political turbulence of the time. Higher education was not 
a priority of government; and governmental resources were very scarce. 
The government was unable to support many other policies that post-
Soviet countries needed: higher education was not the only area in which 
necessary state action was weak or absent. Thus, the ‘solution’ was to 
loosen governmental control and give institutions freedom that would 
enable them to survive by raising their own money. That window of 
opportunities in many countries was used by the administration of HEIs 
to consolidate their control over the institutions, and their vanishing 
budgets. It might have contributed to the subsequent growth of informal 
economy in the higher education sector. Hence, marketization “worked” 
both for the state and HEIs at that time. But perhaps, not for higher 
education as one of the key social institutions of society.
The second period emerged in the mid-2000s or later. In many 
countries the approach to higher education steering changed to greater 
governmental intervention or supervision. The needs of the much 
larger systems in many countries, including the problem of quality, 
became impossible to ignore. In addition, many governments joined 
the worldwide trend towards new public management. The policy goals 
could be described as efficiency, excellence, better matching higher 
education with the labour market and international visibility. In most 
countries, new accreditation and accountability procedures resulted in 
a declining number of HEIs and students. National and international 
rankings, and competitive funding models, where applied, contributed 
to increased vertical differentiation. The introduction of the national 
test, along with marketization in some countries, led to increased edu-
cational inequalities.
International academic discussion about the role of markets in higher 
education has been prolific in recent decades (see, e.g. Marginson 1997; 
Olssen and Peters 2005; Klees 2008; Marginson 2013). This literature 
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suggests there is a mismatch between the idea or goal of rule of the market 
and the nature of higher education. However, nothing of that critical lit-
erature has been taken on board by post-Soviet government reformers. 
Despite the prevailing neo-liberal ideology in the region, alternative views 
were available even at the beginning of the reforms. A group of experts, 
consisting mostly of leading social science professors, prepared a report to 
the Russian government. This was not published in Russia until 18 years 
later (Castells et al. 2010). That report warned the reformers about over-
estimating the role of the market and neglecting the role of the state. But 
countries tend to borrow policies that best fit their own immediate domes-
tic policy agendas (Steiner-Khamsi 2014).
At present in all the countries the role of government remains crucial 
for the development of higher education sector. In that respect, Soviet 
legacies have continuities. Only in a few countries, such as Lithuania, have 
other actors—academic staff, rectors’ unions—held some power over the 
direction of the changes to higher education. This suggests that the role 
of government should be an important theme for further research on 
higher education in the region. So far it has not received sufficient schol-
arly attention in the literature internationally (Carnoy et al. 2013).
The consumerization of higher education in post-Soviet countries also 
makes a case of further re-considering the link between higher education 
and employment, as suggested by human capital theory. Enrolments in 
soft fields have grown without regard for labour market needs, pointing to 
the non-vocational, socialization-related and credential-creating roles of 
higher education.
Comparative studies in education and higher education often address 
the question of convergence or divergence of systems, within larger 
regions or at the global scale (Dobbins and Knill 2009). Differentiated 
outcomes can be partly explained by the critical role of local institutional 
conditions in determining the way in which neo-liberal transformations 
were carried out (Fourcade-Gourinchas and Babb 2002). Our study, like 
many other studies, suggests that there are trends towards both conver-
gence and divergence. The role of the diverse national contexts, which can 
be traced back to pre-Soviet times, has been continuously profound.
However, the question of whether the systems have moved or are mov-
ing to a common model or not is not that important. More important is 
what is happening to each country. The current state of higher education 
in the countries of the region can only be understood in historical 
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perspective. Their transformations have historical roots. Over the first 
decades of the reforms the countries of the region were called “transi-
tional”. The implication was that they were transiting from totalitarianism 
and the planned economy to democracy and the market. Nowadays, look-
ing back at the variety of trajectories of these countries, we can see that 
the goal of democracy was certainly not achieved in the majority of them, 
and their economic regime can hardly be compared to, for example, 
Western European or even the Eastern European economies. So are they 
still transitional, and if so, where are they in transition to? Do they still use 
ideal Western types as models of reform? If so, where would such models 
lead them?
In some ways, the countries of the region are still looking at Western 
models, considered as leaders in higher education in terms of such models 
(e.g. with reference to often misleading university rankings), but exactly 
what they are now, where they are going and why is a question for further 
research into their societies, economies, political systems and cultures. In 
turn this research would throw a clearer light on the changes so far in 
higher education and the likely trajectory of higher education in each 
country in the future.
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1. The same indicator for the USSR was not available in the official statistical 
books, even those on R&D.
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CHAPTER 2
Common Legacy: Evolution 
of the Institutional Landscape of Soviet 
Higher Education
Isak Froumin and Yaroslav Kouzminov
The objective of this chapter is to present the common legacy basis for the 
chapters devoted to specific post-Soviet countries.
“Classical” Western literature on Soviet higher education paid little 
attention to the institutional landscape and its evolution. It focused mainly 
on ideological training, limited autonomy and narrow specialization. 
Recent advances in higher education studies call us to re-examine the Soviet 
experience from the angle of institutional differentiation. We shall explore 
the following questions: How was the structure of the Soviet higher edu-
cation system designed and how did it evolve? What were the drivers 
of horizontal and vertical differentiation within the system? How did this 
structure manifest itself in different Soviet republics?
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The literature on the issue of institutional diversity (e.g., Huisman 
1995; Reichert 2009) suggests that the process of differentiation (both 
vertical and horizontal) accelerates with the massification of higher educa-
tion. The Soviet experience shows that this is not a universal rule. We 
argue that the Soviet authorities used differentiation as a powerful tool of 
the state to build a socialist higher education system almost from scratch.
This was one of the first attempts in history to materialize the utopian 
socialist ideal of a “correct” system that operates not by the influence of 
individual and institutional choices but as a machine—through clear and 
universal rules and prescriptions.
Clark called this “the purest case of the triumph of the state over oligar-
chical and market interaction” (Clark 1983, 142). In our view, this is a 
simplification. The key feature of the Soviet system was not just state con-
trol over the higher education system. It was rather the fact that the state 
combined the functions of manpower producer and principal employer 
that defined the system. This is the case, for instance, in corporate systems 
of staff training. One might therefore call such a system “quasi-corporate” 
higher education.
This was an element in a grand social engineering project—a master 
plan1 for a system where higher education institutions (HEIs) were spe-
cialized parts of a state-controlled machine for manpower production, for 
the production of a “new man” and for reshaping the social and ethnic 
structure of the country. We use the metaphor of a machine not simply 
because higher education was constructed by social engineers. For us, this 
metaphor stresses the integrity of the system, reflecting Lenin’s notion of 
a socialist economy as a rationally organized “single common factory” 
(Lenin 1967, 101) as well as Stalin’s conception of Soviet society as a 
“socially unified camp…using education as a weapon” (cited by Kuraev 
2016, 8). The carefully forged links between this machine and other parts 
of the “factory” or “camp” allow us to call this system “quasi-corporate”, 
with reference to modern corporate universities. We agree with the 
researchers who stress the deep difference between the classical Western 
idea of a university and the Soviet university model (Kuraev 2016). Our 
analysis confirms that it was the main organizational principles of Soviet 
universities that defined this difference. At the same time, we consider that 
not only limited academic autonomy but also the inclusion of higher edu-
cation institutions into the planning and distribution of manpower was the 
key organizational principle defining both the nature of academic work 
and the institutional landscape.
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Some parts of the manpower production machine were broken in 
1991, leaving the rest to spontaneously adapt to the new conditions 
and challenges. The individual compositions of different types of uni-
versities and their connections with the external environment that had 
existed in the various republics of the Soviet Union determined the 
path dependence of post-Soviet development of higher education in 15 
countries.
This chapter starts with a discussion on the different attempts to find 
the right design for the higher education system. It describes the emerging 
variety of the types of the institutions and their externally managed rela-
tionship with the environment. We then discuss how the rigid structure of 
the higher education system in the country as a whole evolved over time. 
Finally, we present the structural features of higher education on the level 
of the constituent Soviet republics.
Starting Point: the higher education LandScaPe 
Before the revoLution
The Soviet Union was created in 1922 as a federation of four founding 
republics. By the end of the 1930s it had almost come to occupy the 
same borders as the old Russian Empire. This enables us to look at the 
state of higher education in 1916  in the Russian Empire as a starting 
point for the future transformations. The table below provides some 
information about the higher education institutional landscape before 
the socialist revolution.
From Table 2.1 (see also the data on pre-Soviet higher education in 
Tables A1–3 in the Appendix), we see that the traditional “comprehen-
sive” universities represented only half of the total higher education scene. 
Half of all students attended a variety of professional HEIs.
Four structural features are particularly important in the context of fur-
ther discussion.
First of all, the initial initiative to establish higher education institutions 
came from the Emperor. These institutions invited the first professors from 
abroad. The autonomy of these universities was very limited (Andreev 
2014). Secondly, the Russian authorities considered the universities as an 
 important instrument for holding Imperial Russia together. This is why they 
had a kind of master plan and founded universities in a number of provincial 
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cities, including those in “ethnic” territories. The first universities were 
opened in Ukraine and Tatarstan in the early nineteenth century. Two 
universities were re-established in the Baltics (Andreev 2014). However, 
modern higher education did not appear in Central Asia, the Caucasus or 
Belarus until the first post-revolutionary years.
Thirdly, the monopoly of imperial universities ended in the second half 
of the nineteenth century as other ministries began the establishment of 
more specialized higher education institutions, for example, the Mining 
Institute, Institute of Technology, Agriculture Academy and so on 
(Saprykin 2012). The establishment of these institutions manifested the 
government’s attention to the needs of the new industrial economy. 
Fourthly, at the end of the nineteenth century, non-governmental organi-
zations also joined the state in higher education provision for groups that 
had previously been declined access. Women and representatives of the 
lower social classes received the opportunity to study in the non- 
governmental non-profit sector (Kassow 1989).
Thus, by 1917, Russia had developed a higher education system which 
included a number of features of the French and German universities 
(Avrus 2001). The Empire had quite a diverse system of higher education 
institution. From 1859 to 1914, the number of higher education students 
grew from 8,750 to 127,000, seeing the number of students per 10,000 
population increase from 1.4 to 7.6 (Kassow 1989).
Table 2.1 State HEIs in Russia in 1913
Types of HEIs Number of HEIs Number of students
Comprehensive universities 10 35,695
Law 4 1036
Oriental studies 3 270
Health care (medical) 2 2592
Teachers’ colleges (pedagogical) 4 894
Military and naval 8 894
Theological 6 1185
Engineering 15 23,329
Agriculture 6 3307
Veterinary 4 1729
Art 1 260
Total 63 71,379
Source: Russia 1913 year (1995)
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The Russian universities (including the specialized establishments) 
became strong centres of research. These universities trained several future 
Nobel Prize laureates and famous inventors, and helped Russia to become 
one of the strongest producers of new knowledge.
in Search of a Perfect deSign: from “utoPia” 
to reaL SociaLiSm—1917–1928
The first anthem of the young Soviet state was “The International”, with 
its famous line “We will destroy all the world of violence/ Completely, and 
then/ We will build the new world./ – He who was nothing will become 
everything”. This reflected the intentions of the Soviet leaders to demolish 
all capitalist institutions and to implement the idealistic ideas of Marx and 
his predecessors (the utopian socialists) in the real world. Two obvious 
questions emerged after the Revolution with regard to higher education: 
what should an ideal higher education system be like, and what should be 
done with the “old” universities?
The first question was particularly difficult. Orthodox Marxism and the 
utopian socialists had not said much about higher education in particular. 
They had focused on mass (school) education. Their ideas reflected the 
general values of the Enlightenment and aimed for the wide dissemination 
of knowledge (Vasilkova 1989). The Russian Marxists had not devoted 
much thought to the specific form of higher education that would serve 
the new “state of workers and peasants” either. Three distinctive answers 
to the first question appeared after the Revolution (McClelland 1971). All 
these solutions had in common the idea that “education cannot help but 
be connected with politics” (Lenin 1957, 354) and that education should 
be linked with the real world. They also agreed that the “proletarianiza-
tion” of the universities was an important goal (Safronov 2013, 55). 
However, the proposed institutional (organizational) forms for these three 
versions were quite different.
The strongest (initially) group suggested that higher education should 
be part of the general system of proletarian cultural dissemination. One of 
their intellectual leaders, Alexander Bogdanov, insisted that the Revolution 
should bring the proletariat broad possibilities to master knowledge to the 
highest level. His ideas about higher education reflected the European 
ideal of universalist education opened up for underprivileged groups. After 
the 1917 Revolution, he promoted and established the so-called Workers’ 
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University—a system of programmes “built on cooperation between the 
teachers and students and leading proletariat, aiming towards mastering 
the highest achievements of sсience” (Bogdanov 1911). The supporters of 
this idea also promoted local higher education initiatives to establish 
“Proletariat Universities” in various cities, including several without any 
tradition of higher education (David-Fox 1997). They insisted on open 
admission to HEIs and a broad curriculum. As a result of this policy the 
number of HEIs had reached 278 by 1921—a threefold increase from 
1914 (McClelland 1971). This group of new universities did not last long. 
The Communist Party leadership did not support grassroots movements. 
They also saw little value in the unregulated dissemination of broad knowl-
edge for the “building of socialist society”. They started to close these 
universities or transform them into other types of institution. The students 
and professors of the Workers’ Universities protested as they thought that 
such universities should exist as “laboratories of new forms”. Their voices 
were not heard (Lapina 2011).
The second approach was based on Lenin’s idea of the party as the 
vanguard of the working class: “If one wants the working class to under-
stand its interests and its situation, to control the political process, there is 
an immediate need for a leading group of this class, to be achieved by all 
means” (Lenin 1967, vol. 24, 37). The new Soviet leadership regarded a 
special type of higher education to be the main instrument in the training 
of new leaders, of a new Soviet elite. The first “communist university 
named after Sverdlov” was established in 1919 on the basis of several small 
higher schools for party leaders. The experience of this university was con-
sidered positively. The 10th Party Congress of 1921 directed the estab-
lishment of a wide network of Soviet-Communist higher schools in each 
region (including communist universities in the big cities) (Ivantsov 
2011). This was a prototype for the Soviet system of higher education—a 
centrally controlled (by the Central Committee of the Communist Party) 
hierarchical system of organizations of several types with a standardized 
curriculum and rules for each type. Admission to these schools was 
restricted to those who had obtained a recommendation from the local 
party committee. The mechanism of mandatory job placement was also 
piloted within this system of training. The system had its intellectual cen-
tres: the Institute of Marx and Engels Studies and the Institute of the Red 
Professoriate (est. 1921). These institutions provided quality control and 
trained professors for the party higher education system (Leonova 1972). 
“The rise of this party system bifurcated higher learning, in policy as in 
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perception, as the Party created Bolshevik equivalents of academies, 
research institutes, universities, middle schools, and so on. It was party 
schools – more Marxist, more communist, and more proletarian than the 
old institutions” (David-Fox 1997, 3).
It is important to stress that one special type of these higher education 
institutions was developed to serve the “ethnic” regions—to train local 
political leaders. Two communist universities for active workers from for-
eign communist parties in the East and the West were also established in 
Moscow in 1921. After the establishment of the Soviet Union, the system 
was expanded to all Soviet republics. There were 45 communist universi-
ties in the Soviet Union by 1931.
Similar in structure and even larger in scale, a network of higher edu-
cation institutions also emerged in the military sector. The old military 
colleges and academies were closed. The first Soviet military academy 
was established as early as 1918. In a couple of years the system of higher 
education under the Ministry of Defence included not only Artillery or 
Naval Academies but also Military-Medical and Military-Political 
Academies. Taking into account the place of the military in the Soviet 
system, it is not surprising that by 1980 there were 164 military higher 
education institutions in the USSR (Feskov et  al. 2013). This consti-
tuted a significant sector of higher education—about 15 % of the whole 
system.
The third approach to the development of a new higher education sys-
tem was similar to the second but had a very different objective. The lead-
ers of the young Soviet state admitted that they needed trained specialists 
for the state-owned economy. The main principle of the higher education 
policy of the early 1920s was “the rigorous subordination of all other pos-
sible functions of education to the economic function. Gone was the effort 
by Narkompros to stimulate the general development of the individual 
and to achieve a psychological transformation of the masses. Greatly mini-
mized was the attempt to achieve significant social change by means of a 
drastic increase in educational opportunities for working-class youth” 
(McClelland 1971, 828). This idea was in full correspondence with the 
dominant ideology of the planned economy and social engineering (Avrus 
2001). The idea behind this new approach was clearly presented by the 
first minister of education: “We will not consider the desire, or the declara-
tion, ‘I want to be a builder, and you are making me into a chemist’; we 
will say, ‘Here it is necessary to do what the Red Army does; it sends to 
specialized work those whom it deems necessary to send, and not 
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according to individual desire’ (Lunacharskiy 1958, 135). The military 
analogy reflected the built-in enforcement mechanisms within the higher 
education system, including the recruitment of students and their job 
placement. Interestingly, this vocation orientation somewhat contradicted 
the Marxist view that narrow specialization has a dehumanizing impact 
and reflects the capitalist division of labour. This led the theorists of 
Russian education to the idea of polytechnic education, which implies the 
combination of a variety of practical skills and the theoretical basis for 
them (Fitzpatrick 1979). This could be called vocational orientation, but 
we would prefer to call it specialized practical orientation.
The implementation of this approach made the issue concerning the 
use of the universities inherited from the pre-revolutionary period even 
more pressing. The discussion in the party leadership ended in a practical 
solution—to use the existing network of HEIs as the basis for a future 
industry-oriented system while keeping rigid political control over them. 
This decision, supported by Lenin, strongly influenced the institutional 
landscape of the future higher education system. Instead of building the 
whole system from scratch as a “greenfield project”, the Soviet govern-
ment decided to start the system with the socialist transformation of the 
existing universities. This determined the path dependence within the sys-
tem and gave additional prestige to (and influenced vertical differentiation 
in) the “old imperial” institutions.
Soviet higher education also performed an important function of creat-
ing the Soviet intelligentsia and bureaucracy—“whole-hearted” support-
ers of socialism that had to occupy leadership positions in the economic 
and social sectors. Lenin believed that a good education is a prerequisite 
for leadership (Fitzpatrick 1979). This function was expanded from the 
party higher education institutions to the higher education systems as a 
whole. It determined a number of unique features of the Soviet system, 
with its mandatory (for all students) ideologically designed courses on 
Marxism and Communist Party history, massive affirmative action mecha-
nisms, including remedial courses for children from working-class families 
to prepare them for university. Such orientation “also provided a signifi-
cant source of compensatory legitimacy among a large and influential seg-
ment of the Soviet population” (Johnson 2008, 163). At the same time, 
this function did little to influence the institutional landscape.
The idea of manpower production as the dominant function of higher 
education institutions directed Soviet policy makers in their search for an 
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optimal organizational model in higher education. The Ministry of 
Education (the ‘People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment’, rather) fought 
with the Supreme Economic Council for control over higher education 
institutions. To make a long story short, one could say that these discus-
sions almost ended with the beginning of the implementation of the first 
five-year plan in 1928.
Since then, the Soviet economy took on the form of a mega- corporation 
focusing on industrialization and military power building, which acted 
according to detailed and long-term planning, including manpower plan-
ning. The main parts of the Soviet higher education model were by this 
point in place.
The key role of the state in the economic sphere has been associated 
with planning production output, something which also applied to the 
higher education sector: the quantity of students and programmes for 
each institution was planned in accordance with the anticipated needs of 
different industries. In other words, the development of higher education 
was subordinated to the manpower needs of the economy. The most 
important link between the universities and industry that ensured higher 
education’s function as a producer of manpower was mandatory job place-
ment for graduates, as regulated by planning the staffing needs through a 
list of specialties. Graduates who did not want to work at their assigned 
jobs could face criminal charges.
A fundamental feature of this quasi-corporate system was the specializa-
tion of its parts. This refers to the strict separation of elements, and their 
vertical rather than horizontal integration. The separation of research and 
educational activities reflected this principle (Graham 1967, vii; Clark 
1983, 98–99). Industrial research institutes, defence laboratories, the 
Academy of Sciences, universities and subject-oriented educational institu-
tions made up the research and education landscape. This peculiarity did 
not allow universities to link research and education in a consistent man-
ner (Johnson 2008, 160). At the same time, the separation secured the 
directed and vivid development of science in the interests of national 
defence and the economy of the USSR.
Another type of separation was based on differences between fields and 
disciplines. Almost every sectoral ministry in the Soviet Union and its 
republics had its own specialized HEIs. These specializations reflected the 
extensive list of narrowly defined occupations within different sectors of 
the Soviet economy. Industrial universities (university factories) were an 
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important element of the Soviet system (Ushakov and Shuruev 1980), 
training students not just for a specific role in industry but also for a spe-
cific role at a specific factory. Along with strong coordination between 
higher education and the industrial agenda, this led to parallelism, an inef-
ficient use of financial and human resources and often insurmountable 
barriers to movement within the system (Johnson 2008, 163). By 1990, 
896 Soviet universities fell under the jurisdiction of one of over 70 agen-
cies and organizations (Avis 1990, 6).
The complex structure of the Soviet higher education system is pre-
sented in Fig. 2.1.
Obviously such a complex “machine” could work only in a very rigid 
management model. Institutional autonomy was unnecessary in this 
“perfect” mechanism. The first Soviet university charter was exemplary 
“in its complete denial of autonomy, and in its subordination of univer-
sity administration to the central governmental apparatus” (McClelland 
1971, 828).
Fig. 2.1 Governance of Soviet higher education and research in the 1980s 
(Source: Zinov’ev and Filippov 1983)
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tuning the machine 1928–1940
The time between the start of the five-year plan and 1940 was a period of 
further enhancement of the organizational structures and mechanisms 
described above. The Soviet leadership considered higher education to be 
an important instrument for accelerating economic and social develop-
ment. It was looking for the best governance and organization mecha-
nisms not just in education but in the economy as a whole. Below, we 
discuss the various different directions to the further development of the 
quasi-corporate organization of higher education.
The main efforts of the higher education designers were focused on 
strengthening the linkages between higher education and industry. In 
April 1931, Stalin made a strong statement at the plenum of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party: “Soviet industry needs Engineers, 
who are not only strong theoretically but strong in practical experience 
and in their link with production” (cited by Fitzpatrick 1979, 123).
The desire to build even closer links between higher education and 
industry led to the invention of a new type of higher education institution, 
the zavod-VTUZ (“factory university”) . The essential features of this type 
are organizational integration of the higher education institution into a 
particular enterprise and inclusion of the practical work of students at this 
enterprise into the mandatory curriculum. In the late 1920s, a Central 
Committee resolution raised the status of in-factory training, allowing 
enterprises to adopt the title of zavod-VTUZ and to award degrees and 
diplomas. “For the radical communist theorists who wished to see a merg-
ing of education and production, the recognition of the zavod-VTUZ was 
a milestone on the road to socialism” (Fitzpatrick 1979, 201). This radical 
model did not receive wide dissemination (there were only eight such 
institutions by 1989) (Lyusev 2009). However, it influenced the whole 
system by stressing the role of practical experience in higher education. 
The VTUZ issue was not simply a question of institutional control, but 
was associated with a dispute on the kind of engineers that ought to be 
trained. The Narkompros2 and engineering professors were in favour of 
the “broad” engineer according to the German model, which meant in 
effect that they were for the type of training currently offered in the engi-
neering schools. The Vesenkha3 took the position that industry needed only 
a small number of “broad” engineers for planning and senior supervisory 
positions. The majority of engineers should be trained on the “narrow” 
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profile to be “specialists in a definite concrete and limited branch of indus-
try” (Fitzpatrick 1979, 125).
As a result, a rigid and rich system of practical work as part of the man-
datory curriculum was developed and introduced. Enterprises were 
obliged to take students and supervise them. The placement of students 
for this practical work in many cases became part of the overall planning 
process. These links between the HEIs and enterprises became an important 
part of the higher education landscape.
The idea of the zavod-VTUZ also influenced the opening of new nar-
rowly specialized HEIs near the centres of corresponding industries. The 
Institute of the Linen Industry was established in the small town of 
Kostroma in 1932 by the Ministry of Light Industry and the Institute of 
Fruit and Vegetable Production in the town of Michurinsk in 1931.
For the autumn admissions of 1931, higher education institutions were 
instructed to enrol workers into evening and correspondence courses rather 
than as full-time day students (Fitzpatrick 1979). This marked an impor-
tant step in enriching the institutional landscape by opening evening and 
correspondence courses at HEIs, and by establishing separate “correspon-
dence universities”. By 1940, 18 such HEIs and correspondence courses 
in 383 HEIs were operating in the Soviet Union (Bim-Bad 2002). The 
links between industry and this form of education were ensured by the 
requirement that these programmes could enrol only those students work-
ing in a particular sector and that workers could only attend the pro-
grammes that trained for their sector of work.
The main changes in the institutional landscape in this period were 
primarily caused by experimentation in the establishment of specialized 
institutes and their separation from large multidisciplinary universities. 
This phenomenon was accompanied by these institutes being transferred 
to the jurisdiction of sectoral ministries. The implementation of this new 
educational policy, suggesting a large-scale reorganization and redesigning 
of curricula, led to an even more sophisticated and complex system that 
included a large number of relatively small and highly specialized institu-
tions. Two new words captured the essence of the changes: otraslirovaniye, 
that is, the distribution of HEIs among sectoral ministries, and vtuz-
irovaniye, that is, the widespread dissemination of operating forms and 
methods of factory-specific higher technical schools (Andreev et al. 2012, 
544). The restructuring was remarkable because of the way in which fun-
damental and applied disciplines were continuously and consciously 
detached from universities.
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The examples are very clear. In 1930, the Moscow Mining Academy 
was divided into six specialized HEIs: geology, mining, oil, non-ferrous 
metals, steel and peat. Three faculties of Moscow’s famous Bauman Higher 
School of Technology became separate institutes: aviation, energy and 
construction engineering. The Moscow Institute of Zootechnics was 
divided into even more specialized institutes: of horse breeding, meat cat-
tle, sheep and goats, veterinary science and the breeding of animals for fur 
(Froumin et al. 2013). In some cases, “higher education engineers” from 
the government would not just divide existing universities into separate 
HEIs but put together parts from different institutions to create some-
thing new—the Moscow Institute of Bread Baking was formed on the 
basis of one faculty of the Bauman Higher School of Technology and one 
from the Moscow Chemical Technology Institute.
This process in the beginning of the 1930s gave rise to a burst in the 
number of new HEIs. While there had been 152 HEIs in the 1929/30 
academic year, there were 579 of them in 1930/1931 and 701  in the 
1931/1932 academic year (Chanbarisov 1988, 193–194). New universi-
ties were opened in the capitals of almost all Soviet republics between 
1931 and 1934 (ibid).
The 17th Congress of the Communist Party in 1934 (known as the 
Congress of the Winners) summed up the results of the implementation of 
the first five-year plan and approved the second five-year plan. The 
Congress approved 14 main sets of measures to accelerate the social and 
economic development of the country. “Manpower training” was one of 
these key sets of measures linked with future economic victories. It gave a 
further impetus for the improvement of the higher education machine and 
its links with the external environment.
As research and development were moved from the universities, incon-
sistencies and intra-system contentions grew. In order to mitigate the 
risks, the authorities built special mechanisms to involve university staff in 
contractual research for state enterprises, and to involve specialists from 
the research institutes in part-time teaching at universities. Enterprises had 
to allocate some part of their funds to support contractual research and 
development at HEIs.
The authorities understood the risks of stagnation and deterioration of 
education quality in the absence of competition between universities and 
graduates. Therefore, the government created the so-called socialist com-
petition between the universities and between similar faculties in different 
universities (Korotenko 2009; Kurasov 2015). It also created incentives 
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for the best students to enrol at the best respective institutions. Few lead-
ing HEIs had special right to run the admission exams one month earlier 
than all others.
This mechanical but orderly system, which satisfied the needs for staff-
ing specialized research and development in the planned economy, was 
mainly formed in the late 1930s. The All-Union Congress of Higher 
Education Staff concluded in 1938 that “the goal of the reorganization of 
the network of the higher education institutions in the country has been 
completed. The new institutional landscape finally corresponds with the 
needs of the socialist state” (Bolshevik 1938, 3). This Congress specifically 
stressed that 3 HEIs be established in Kyrgyzstan, 14 in Kazakhstan, 16 in 
Georgia and 26  in Uzbekistan. The Soviet economic development plan 
became the only real driving force to transform the system. The universi-
ties did not provide feedback for this plan. They did not have any room for 
initiative in either their own development or the development of the econ-
omy and society.
As a result of this reorganization, three main types of HEIs then 
emerged (Froumin et al. 2014):
HEIs established on the territorial production principle. The essence of 
these institutions was the staffing needs of specific sectors at the regional 
level. Specialized universities, such as teacher training, medical institutes, 
polytechnics and so on, were established in each region or group of regions 
to correspond to their economic and social needs.
Some HEIs and groups of HEIs were subordinated to specialized min-
istries, for example, agricultural universities reported to the Ministry of 
Agriculture of the USSR. We call this type of institution regional infra-
structural HEIs, as the primary function of this group was to staff rela-
tively homogeneous economic sectors in the regions. These institutions 
were focused on local labour markets. Each specialized group of such uni-
versities included a few “leaders”, which were specialized infrastructural 
universities in the regional capital cities. These universities enjoyed addi-
tional benefits, such as methodological leadership and staff support from 
other institutions in the same field, such as the Moscow Medical Institute.
Specialized industrial HEIs focused on staffing a specific sector of 
industry on the national level. This group of institutions included special-
ized universities affiliated with the Soviet industrial clusters (e.g., transport 
engineering universities or aviation universities in the regions) and techni-
cal HEIs affiliated with particular factories or enterprises. This group also 
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included designated leaders who performed the role of methodological 
centres for other institutions in the same field.
Classical (comprehensive) universities that trained staff for other HEIs 
(especially in the basic sciences), staff for research institutes and personnel 
for local managerial elites (in economics, journalism, history and law).
Some universities were associated with mixed rather than pure types 
(probably as a result of specific historical circumstances). At the same time, 
if we try to relate each HEI to one particular type, the following picture 
emerges: the system comprised 6 % universities, 17 % specialized institu-
tions of macro-regional significance and 77 % regional infrastructural 
HEIs in the end of 1980th.
Table 2.2 shows the formal classification of HEIs according to their 
field of specialization.
The specialization of HEIs reflected in this table was an important ele-
ment of their horizontal differentiation. The prevalence of the specialized 
HEIs was an important feature of the Soviet system. A large share of the 
engineering training was also a peculiar characteristic aimed at rapid indus-
trialization—almost 30 % of students in 1940 have been enrolled in 
engineering- related programs (see Tables A.6 and A.7 in Appendix).
Another important factor for the horizontal differentiation was the 
proportion of full-time, part-time (evening) and correspondence higher 
education programmes. Almost 4 % of the students were enrolled in eve-
ning programmes and almost 20 % in programmes delivered by correspon-
dence in 1940 (see Table A.8 in Appendix). Moreover, there were some 
Table 2.2 Number of 
HEIs in the USSR by 
the specialization of the 
institution
1940/41
Total 817
Industry and construction 136
Transportation and communications 28
Agriculture 91
Economics and law 47
Healthcare, physical culture and sport 78
Education (including universities) 407
Art and cinema 30
Source: Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura v USSR: 
Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik [Education and Culture in the 
USSR: Statistic Yearbook] (1989). Moscow: Finansy i 
statistika
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HEIs that had only evening and correspondence programmes (at least six 
HEIs in 1940).
This structure mainly reflects a very rich horizontal differentiation. It 
would be wrong to say that the vertical differentiation simply put compre-
hensive universities on the top of the hierarchy. The vertical differentiation 
had a number of dimensions.
The most obvious was that of administrative vertical differentiation. 
Part of the higher education institutions were subordinated to the All- 
Union Ministry of Higher Education or sectoral all-union ministries. The 
status (and often the funding) of these institutions was higher than under 
the republics’ ministries. In various periods there were about 25–35 HEIs 
under the All-Union Ministry of Higher Education (Zinov’ev and Filippov 
1983). Specialized HEIs were distributed between All-union and republi-
can sectoral ministries. Their superiority was supported by special func-
tions related to other universities. Usually these “central” universities 
performed quality assurance for similar universities; they provided in- 
service training and concentrated doctoral programmes not just for their 
own graduates but for those who had completed a “specialist” programme4 
at another university. Graduates of these programmes were often sent back 
to their “alma maters” to become professors. This system was well struc-
tured: second-tier HEIs had quotas for sending their future professors for 
doctoral training.
Another dimension of the vertical differentiation was based on prestige. 
One could say that there were two prestige hierarchies: the all-union and 
the republic level. At the Union level, some universities were famous for 
training political or professional elites. They had particular support from 
the state. Some of these even scheduled their entrance exams earlier than 
those of other universities, to allow those who failed the chance to go to 
less prestigious places. At the republic level the comprehensive universities 
in the republican capital cities were usually more prestigious than other 
HEIs. It was very rare that less popular universities challenged the status 
quo. Such initiatives would not be supported.
Finally, we have to note another important feature of the Soviet higher 
education landscape—territorial (geographical) distribution. This aspect 
of the network’s structure was influenced by two ideas: access and proxim-
ity to the production site. Broad access had been one of the major ideas of 
the Soviet master plan from its very beginnings. It was implemented 
through the “norms” of deploying regional infrastructural HEIs in almost 
all regions of the country. As one US geographer noted, “The distribution 
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of Soviet higher educational institutions conforms generally to the distri-
bution of population… Large ethnic areas have universities, as do all large 
cities of Russia. ASSRs usually have universities, while autonomous oblasts 
have pedagogical institutes and autonomous okrugs have no higher edu-
cational institutions at all” (Andrews 1978, 456).
Many cities of sufficient population had their own teacher-training 
institutions. Some smaller cities that emerged around one big enterprise 
had branches or evening course sites affiliated to the specialized HEIs 
based in the big cities. The town of Novomoskovsk, for instance, built 
around a huge chemical plant, had a branch of the Moscow Chemical- 
Technical Institute; and the town of Stary Oskol, built around a metal-
lurgical plant, had a branch of the Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys. 
Some researchers counted the number of such branches at 300–400 by 
the end of the 1970s (Andrews 1978).
This structure and differentiation remained almost unchanged until the 
late 1980s. The number of HEIs in the USSR grew from 817 in 1940 to 
only 898 in 1989 (Statisticheskiy sbornik 1989) (Fig. 2.2).
Since 1940 the higher education machine was running in the USSR 
within a “single common factory” on the basis of stable and clear rules and 
mechanisms.
Number of HEIs
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Fig. 2.2 Number of HEIs in the USSR (Source: Authors using data from 
Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura v USSR: Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik [Education 
and Culture in the USSR: Statistic Yearbook] (1989). Moscow: Finansy i 
statistika)
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from deveLoPment to Stagnation 1940–1991
After 1940 there were no major innovations in institutional differentiation 
or in the instruments linking higher education with the external environ-
ment. At the same, there were several drivers for change.
Political changes included a degree of democratization and internation-
alization after Stalin’s death in 1953—the “thaw period”. This created at 
least some opportunities for initiative and for bringing in international 
students. Some universities gained special departments for foreign stu-
dents (helping them to raise their informal prestige and status and contrib-
uting to vertical differentiation). A special HEI for foreign students—the 
Peoples’ Friendship University—was established in 1960.
Technological challenges associated with military competition with 
NATO called for the development of new fields of training. The period 
1945–1980 saw the appearance not just of new departments within the 
established universities but also new HEIs specializing in these fields such 
as the Moscow Institute of Physics and Engineering aimed at supporting 
the Soviet nuclear research and industry.
The separation of research and higher education was a permanent issue 
for the Soviet higher education policy. The authorities insisted on the spe-
cialization of different organizations and on constructing formalized links 
between them. Researchers argued for more organic connection that 
could be achieved within the model of the research university. In 1938 the 
newspaper of the Central Committee of the Communist Party published 
an open letter of a group of leading scientists suggesting the establishing 
of the Higher Institute of the Technology to train engineers-researchers 
because existing HEIs train only those who can use existing technologies. 
They suggested that this Institute should employ only research-active pro-
fessors and should give them all conditions for the research (Pravda 1938, 
#334). This letter did not have a big impact. However, the idea survived—
in 1946 leading Russian physicist P. Kapitsa (Nobel Prize laureate) wrote 
to Stalin suggesting to establish the Moscow Institute of Physics and 
Technology that should train future engineers-researchers on the basis of 
the leading research institutes. He convinced Stalin with the arguments 
that only such training could assure the Soviet competitiveness in space 
and military industry. This institute was established in 1951 (it existed as 
a school at Moscow State University since 1946). However, it remained a 
rare example. Later Novosibirsk University was established with a special 
relationship with the Academy of Science. The closeness between these 
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HEIs and the Academy manifested in a simple fact—the majority of their 
professors were adjuncts belonging to the Academy. This model brought 
into question the separation that was embedded into the system.
In the late 1950s, the Soviet leadership became unhappy with the poor 
links between HEIs and the economy. They saw the problem as lying in 
weak planning and weak enforcement of administrative requirements. 
They “also seemed dissatisfied with an involuntary and seemingly often 
ineffective system for the “distribution” of graduates to job placements 
after their university training” (Johnson 2008, 164)
Two new laws were adopted to improve the links between higher edu-
cation and “real life”, providing a regulatory framework for increased 
practical training in industry and agriculture, and to expand the network 
of zavod-VTUZ (Yelyutin 1980). Two provisions were specifically made in 
these laws to change the institutional landscape.
The first law suggested “making better order in the network of HEIs, 
aiming at the increase of the number of HEIs in the territories of rapid 
industrial growth, moving HEIs closer to production facilities, and the 
merger of HEIs working for the same sector” (USSR Law – 24.12.1958). 
This decision was not fully implemented, but a number of highly special-
ized HEIs were established in the regions of the Soviet Union. The idea 
of specialization as a solution to the inefficiency of the quasi-corporate 
system became even stronger than it had been in the 1920s. The imple-
mentation of this law led to changes in the distribution of HEIs in the 
country. Despite weak opposition from the professors, the Moscow 
Institute of Non-Ferrous Metals was moved to Siberia, and the Moscow 
Peat Institute was moved to one of the regions of Central Russia—closer 
to the industry concerned.
Western researchers positively noted the ability of the Soviet state to 
restructure the system: “Another undeniable dimension of the distinctive 
strengths of the Soviet system of higher education and research was the 
powerful (if often ponderous) bureaucracy that could “force” educational 
resources and professional talent “out and down,” out into the rural 
regions and nationality areas (Rosen 1963, 9).
The second provision could be considered as contradicting the first. It 
called for further development of universities in Russia to increase the 
supply of specialists in the basic sciences and to increase the role of univer-
sities in research. It also stated the necessity of “strengthening the net-
work of universities in Russian Federation, especially in the eastern part 
of the country” (USSR Law—16.04.1959). In making this decision, the 
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 authorities recognized the weaknesses of the “machine”—the problems 
that emerged from the separation between research and higher education. 
They also noted that the closed sub-systems of highly specialized higher 
education institutions prevented the building of links between technologi-
cal development and the advancement of the basic sciences. These sub- 
systems did not feel the importance of linkages with comprehensive 
universities, so the government interfered once again to correct the imper-
fections in the machine’s operation. As a result of this policy, the number 
of HEIs in the country grew by 12 % from 1966 to 1975 and the number 
of comprehensive universities by 50 % (from 42 to 63) (Zykin 1992).
Opening new universities in the eastern part of Russia also demon-
strated that the authorities regarded the establishment of higher education 
institutions as an important step in territorial development. The needs of 
regional development became a stronger driver for changes in the distri-
bution of HEIs in the country. As a result of this policy, the total number 
of students in HEIs in the eastern part of the USSR grew almost twofold 
(Zykin 1992). Table A.5 in Appendix reflects the outcomes of the discus-
sions and attempts to align the structure of the system constituted from 
highly specialized parts to the needs of the economy.
One could observe quite dramatic increase (almost 50 %) of the number 
of universities specialized in the “real economy” from 1940 to 1988. At 
the same time the number of teacher-training institutions declined at the 
same rate. Also the share of enrolment in industrial HEIs increased from 
17 % in 1940 to around 38 % during 1960–1988 (Table A.6 in Appendix).
The growing number of students in evening and correspondence pro-
grammes (Fig. 2.3 and Table A.8  in Appendix) also contributed to the 
changes in the landscape (both in the horizontal and the vertical dimen-
sion). Eighteen “correspondence HEIs” and eight “evening HEIs” oper-
ated as separate institutions in 1963 (Kairov and Petrov 1964).
These changes in the institutional landscape stimulated a new round in 
the discussion about the governance of the system. “The administration of 
Soviet higher education has inevitably exacerbated inefficiency and inertia. 
896 HIEs come under the jurisdiction of over 70 different ministries and 
organisations – a clear recipe for duplication and increased specialization 
of courses, sectional resistance to broader national goals and wasted 
resources, not to mention horrendous bureaucracy. Nor have branch min-
istries and economic managers generally been very eager to supply funds 
and equipment to the HEIs which provide them with a free supply of 
highly qualified workers. In particular, support for research in HEIs has 
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been weak” (Avis 1990, 6). The Ministry of Higher and Secondary 
Professional Education was not happy with the way the sectoral ministries 
ran “their” universities. The minister recognized that there was a contra-
diction between two trends: “the trend to concentrate the HEIs under the 
all-union and republican ministries of higher education…and the trend to 
govern higher education through individual sectors of national economy” 
(Yelyutin 1980, 46). He called for a compromise which would include a 
clear distribution of the responsibilities between the Ministry of Higher 
Education and the sectoral ministries. The machine had become too com-
plex to function.
The compromise included stronger attention to “academic quality in 
the 1970s and 1980s, as the Soviet regime attempted to strengthen the 
role of regional universities and engaged in fitful attempts to combine 
research and education in new ways, for example by fostering cooperation 
between Academy of Sciences research institutes and universities. The 
nearly 900 exceedingly narrow specializations of the Stalinist era were 
 narrowed to 300, and the policy emphasis was shifted to training ‘special-
ists of a broad profile’” (Matthews 1982, 43).
full-time, %
1940 1960 1980 1988
Share of graduates by forms of studies 
part-time, % correspondence, %
18,95% 28,90% 26,18% 32,30%
10,44%
10,02%
3,49%
4,49%
77,56%
66,62%
63,38%
57,68%
Fig. 2.3 Graduates by form of education (Source: Authors using data from 
Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura v USSR: Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik [Education 
and Culture in the USSR: Statistic Yearbook] (1989). Moscow: Finansy i statistika)
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These discussions in the Soviet leadership confirm the attention paid to 
institutional differentiation. As M. Johnson noted, “Thus, while rigid and 
dogmatic in many ways, the Soviet higher education system at least 
attempted to sustain and, in its later years, to improve “systemic coher-
ence,” between the various components of education and research; 
between higher education, professional training, and economic develop-
ment; and between the union republics and various other constituent 
parts of the U.S.S.R.” (2015, 6)
higher education in the rePuBLicS
The distribution of HEIs among the Soviet republics and the structure of 
the republican networks were important parts of the overall institutional 
landscape in the Union.
The development of higher education in the different republics gives us 
an idea of what the main elements of the Soviet higher education master 
plan were. The republican systems of higher education performed four 
major functions: economic development, ethnic cultural development, 
Russification and equalization of access.
Firstly, the Soviet leadership aimed at creating in each Republic a higher 
education system sufficient for the functioning of the main existing sectors of 
economy, including the social sector. This meant that each republic was to 
have a “normal” set of infrastructural HEIs. If the republic had a specific 
industry central to its economy, specialized HEIs were established to serve 
this industry. Ivano-Frankovsk in Ukraine had an Institute of Oil and Gas, 
Andizhan in Uzbekistan had an Institute of Cotton Culture, and Sukhumi 
in Georgia had an Institute of Subtropical Economy (Andrews 1978).
Another important aim was to support the development of the ethnic cul-
ture central for each particular republic. This meant the establishment of 
musical conservatories and institutes for ethnic cultural studies in almost 
every republic. It also led to the use of the local language as a language of 
instruction in higher education. In the 1920s and 1930s, there were even 
special institutions with the local language of instruction. Thus, in 1931, 
about half of the instruction at Ukrainian HEIs took place in Ukrainian 
(Martin 2001, 109). Even some branches of all-union HEIs started to use 
Ukrainian as a language of instruction. However, this trend was not sup-
ported politically—the Soviet leadership found that Russification was an 
important prerequisite for industrialization and closed or transformed 
these universities, leaving local language instruction mostly for the 
“culture- specific” departments.
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As a result, the higher education systems in the republics also became 
an instrument for Russification and for maintaining the Union. This func-
tion was supported not just by teaching in Russian but by keeping major 
Russian higher education institutions as mentor institutions for similar 
HEIs in the republics.
The fourth objective was equalizing access to higher education between 
the republics. All republics had lagged behind Russia in the development 
of higher education in the early Soviet years. The Soviet leadership made 
large-scale efforts to develop higher education systems outside of Russia, 
to equalize the access to higher education in all parts of the Union.
Table A.14 in Appendix presents the changes in size of higher educa-
tion systems within the Soviet republics counted in absolute numbers of 
students from 1940 to 1990. The Soviet higher education system 
expanded by more than six times, going from 811,700 students in 1940 
to 5,161,600 students in 1990. In such republics as the Kazakh, 
Moldavian and Tajik SSRs, the rate of expansion in terms of absolute 
student numbers was higher than 2000 %. The lowest growth was in the 
Georgian (265 %), Ukrainian (348 %) and the Latvian SSRs (364 %) 
(Platonova forthcoming).
Up until 1970, the participation rate (measured as the number of stu-
dents per population in the age cohort 20–24) grew dramatically in all 
republics. Nine republics (the Uzbek, Georgian, Azerbaijani, Lithuanian, 
Moldavian, Kyrgyz, Tajik, Armenian and Turkmen SSRs) gained the high-
est rates by the 1970s, and six other republics (The Russian SFSR, 
Ukrainian, Belorussian, Kazakh, Latvian and Estonian SSRs)—by the 
1990s (see Table A.15 in Appendix) (Platonova forthcoming).
Table A.15  in the Appendix shows that success in equalizing access 
depended significantly on the share of rural population. This was more 
obvious in the capitals of the republics, where the number of students per 
10,000 population ranged (in 1970) from 78  in Dushanbe and 81  in 
Ashkabad to 100 in Tashkent and Alma-Ata (with the exception of Tbilisi 
(177) and those capitals with a large number of HEIs subordinated to All- 
Union Ministries (as in Moscow or Kiev (146)) (Andrews 1978).
One could ask why such big differences in access existed for such a 
long time. Or, moreover, why they continued to grow over the years 
despite all efforts? First of all, the republics experienced different demo-
graphic trends. All republics with declining enrolment had to accommo-
date quickly growing young populations. Secondly, the development of 
higher education in the Eastern parts of Russia was the priority in the 
1970s and 1980s.
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Despite these differences in scale, the analysis confirms that the struc-
ture of the higher education network in each republic (including horizon-
tal and vertical differentiation, as well as the links with the external 
environment) reflected in large degree the principles of the construction 
of the higher education system in the Union as a whole.
concLuSionS
The evolution of the higher education landscape in the Soviet Union 
reflects the attempts to implement the utopian ideal of a rational social 
order. The Soviet higher education master plan was part of an ambitious 
social engineering project. As M. Johnson noted, “many of those systemic 
“strengths” were logical and functional only within the highly centralized 
and bureaucratized system of Soviet state socialism and the planned econ-
omy” (Johnson 2008, 165). This alignment between higher education and 
the economy worked relatively well within large-scale mobilization proj-
ects. However, the system suffered from bureaucratic automatism where 
“little or no allowance was made for professional initiative or institutional 
adaptability in the provision of higher education” (Johnson 2008, 165)
This quasi-corporate system could perform only in a specific enabling 
environment. The collapse of the USSR and the shocking marketization of 
higher education changed this environment, and quasi-corporatism had 
no chance of survival.
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noteS
1. The editors of this books discussed if the use of the expression “master plan” 
is appropriate to describe the Soviet experience because there are big differ-
ences between the Californian master plan and that of the Soviet approach. 
However, the authors of the chapter use this expression because the Soviet 
authorities had quite clear rules of the rationing of higher education and 
included the plans of the development of the higher education institutions 
in the implementation of the 5-year plans of economic development in 
USSR. In a sense they had a few higher education master plans within these 
larger economic planning processes.
2. Ministry of Education.
3. Supreme Economic Council.
4. Equivalent to a master’s degree.
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CHAPTER 3
Armenia: Transformational Peculiarities 
of the Soviet and Post-Soviet Higher 
Education System
Susanna Karakhanyan
IntroductIon
Schools of higher learning were initiated in Armenia as early as the ninth 
century and one of the first schools was Tatev Academy. From the thir-
teenth through the fifteenth century, the fame of some schools spread 
beyond the borders of the country. This included the University of 
Gladzor, which celebrated its 700th anniversary in 1980 under the aegis 
of UNESCO (2000). Historically, schools of higher learning were located 
in churches. Strict management rules were applied as early as the thir-
teenth century to ensure adequate qualifications for teachers and admis-
sion of the best students. In medieval Armenia, schools of higher learning 
had already begun conferring the scientific degrees of “Archimandrite” 
and “Rabbi” upon successful completion of oral and written examina-
tions, and thesis defence (ibid).
Armenian schools of higher learning saw a major expansion between 
the eighteenth and nineteenth century to various worldwide locations 
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such as Venice (Mkhitarian College), India (Calcutta College), Moscow 
(Lazarian Seminary), Tiflis (Nersisian School), Echmiadzin (Gevorkian 
Seminary), Madras and Rostov (ibid).
In 1920, schools were separated from the church and the whole system 
of education became state-owned. As elsewhere in the Soviet republics, 
primary, secondary and tertiary education was free, and tertiary education 
was elite in both social and intellectual dimensions. Considering that edu-
cation has always been a central value of Armenian culture, the country 
enjoyed a 100 % literacy rate as early as 1960 (Suny 1996, 36).
With the fall of the Soviet Union (SU) in 1991 and the sudden cessa-
tion of Soviet standards and rules, the first years of Armenia’s indepen-
dence were marked by a vacuum in education and culture. The abrupt 
absence of a dominating power created social and political confusion, thus 
filling the vacuum with the standards of a new and more powerful country 
(Terzian 2010) mainly influenced by educational policies from Anglophone 
and Anglo- centric systems. In the early 1990s, Armenia made substantial 
changes to a centralised and regimented system that evolved with advan-
tages and disadvantages.
The aim of this chapter is to explore the HE landscape in Armenia before 
and after the fall of the Soviet regime and the respective transformations 
reflected by social needs, economic demands and political goals. In particu-
lar, we will look at the Soviet model of institutional diversity in Armenia, 
followed by the main drivers of transformation after the fall of the Soviet 
regime and the factors that stimulated or impeded institutional differentia-
tion (van Vught 2007). The chapter will culminate in a presentation of the 
current institutional landscape and the contextual factors affecting it.
the SovIet Model of InStItutIonal dIverSIty 
In arMenIa
Armenia became part of the SU in December 1923. Consequently, at 
the start of the twentieth century, the whole concept and ideology of 
education radically changed to become permeated with one idea: the 
collective self, which became more important than the individual self 
(Sarafian 1930). By becoming part of the SU, the higher education 
(HE) system in Armenia witnessed a cessation of the ecclesiastical era 
and the beginning of horizontal differentiation with the emergence of 
 professionally oriented schools, new professionally oriented institutes, uni-
versities and art schools to serve societal needs (Sarafian 1930). The only 
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university from the Soviet era in Armenia, the National University of 
Armenia, was renamed Yerevan State University (YSU) in 1922. It was 
founded in 1919 by Ministerial decree and was established based on a rich 
history of higher learning preserved by the church; it “renewed the ancient 
traditions of Armenian scholarship in language and history that during 
600 years of foreign occupation had flourished only among the diaspora 
abroad” (NAS 2004, 11).
From the 1920s to the fall of the Soviet regime, the system evolved in 
line with Communist Party (CP) directives, socialist and communist ide-
ology and the demands of the industrialisation agenda. Higher educa-
tion institutions (HEIs) in that period were purely public and free of 
charge. As early as at the beginning of the 1920s in tandem with the 
Cultural Revolution reforms that swept the USSR, technical and agricul-
tural schools as well as workers’ universities gradually evolved into new 
professionally oriented institutes (e.g. in 1922 Armenian State Pedagogic 
Institute and in 1933 Yerevan Polytechnic Institute).
In 1930, in accordance with the government and on the basis of YSU 
faculties, independent professionally oriented institutes were established. 
Among these were the State Medical Institute, the Armenian Construction 
Institute, and the Yerevan Agriculture Institute. In the 1970s, a major boom 
in HE enrolment was recorded (Fig. 3.1). This could be partly explained by 
industrialisation policy requiring more educated employees and partly by 
the full transition from seven-year education to ten-year secondary educa-
tion as well as massive provision for compulsory secondary education (with 
consideration of vocational education) for all citizens (Chabe 1971).
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K. S, 1960)
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Based on a strictly centralised model, the HE system was uniform. In 
1988 just before the fall of the Soviet regime, there were 13 HEIs in 
Soviet Armenia, of which only YSU was qualified as a full university. The 
others were 11 professionally oriented institutes and 1 conservatorium. 
The schools of higher learning had a combined student body of 55,700 
specialising in 103 professions leading to a 5-year diploma specialist quali-
fication (Table 3.1).
During the Soviet regime, Armenia had one of the highest percentages 
of HE attendees per capita in comparison to other USSR republics, and 
science was a particularly popular field of study (NAS 2004). One major 
development during Soviet times that drastically affected HEI research 
capacity was the removal of research from HEIs. It was placed under the 
Armenian Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR in 1935. As a 
result of this separation, the boundaries between professional and research 
HEIs gradually blurred, as the only distinction between the HEIs was 
whether they comprehensively covered a variety of study fields or only one 
Table 3.1 Higher education landscape in Armenia in 1991
Type of HEIs Number 
of HEIs
Specific example Description
Full university 1 Yerevan State 
University
Higher, postgraduate and 
supplementary education in a 
wide variety of natural and 
sociological fields, science, 
technology and culture, as 
well as providing 
opportunities for scientific 
research and studies
Professionally 
oriented institute
11 Yerevan Polytechnic 
Institute
HEI conducting specialised 
and postgraduate academic 
programmes and applied 
research in a number of 
field-related scientific, 
economic and cultural 
branches
Conservatorium 1 Yerevan Komitas State 
Conservatorium
HEI preparing specialists in 
the field of music, providing 
qualifications, development 
and postgraduate academic 
programmes
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single field. Although the separation strictly served the Soviet agenda of 
supporting military-industrial complexes, it also resulted in the establish-
ment of a rich tradition in research activities, particularly in physics, and 
ensured strong government support to promote education in science and 
engineering in Armenia. The Academy of Sciences became a centre of sci-
ence and technology research providing support services to the entire SU 
(NAS 2004). Just before the fall of the regime, there were about 36 
research institutions within and outside the Academy. In 1940, 11 of the 
36 belonged to the Armenian Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the 
USSR and directly reported to either federal agencies in Moscow or to 
local Armenian ministries (Khudaverdyan 1960) (NAS 2004).
All the HEIs were under the auspices of the Ministry of Education and 
Science (MoES), with respective line ministries for the Medical Institute 
and the Agriculture Institute. They were state funded and followed the 
model of curriculum and teaching methods imposed from Moscow. The 
HE system was unitary with no differentiation between professional and 
academic programmes/qualifications and a strong bias towards the provi-
sion of practical knowledge directly linked with industry (Sarafian 1930).
Further, HE system uniformity was spelled out in a centralised and uni-
fied approach to HEI governance, since the only directives eligible for 
implementation came from a higher level, the Central CP in Moscow, and 
were imposed on HEIs without any right to deviate. In fact, the CP con-
sidered education too important to delegate to education professionals, 
and it was thus the political leaders who designed education policies and 
steered the respective developments (Chabe 1971). One of the negative 
impacts of such a centralised approach was a decrease in system capacity to 
develop and innovate. The isolated system gradually turned the HE lead-
ers in Armenia and other Soviet republics into mere implementers with no 
opportunities to reflect on the imperatives coming from Moscow or ques-
tion approaches related to content and methodology.
Although paralysed in the sphere of social sciences, the technical and 
natural sciences proliferated in Armenia. Just before the fall of the SU, 
Armenia enjoyed a strong body of professionals advancing research in the 
fields of hydro-energy, nuclear energy, radio-electronics, machinery pro-
duction, precise machine-making, laser technology, biochemistry, micro-
biology, and light and heavy textile industry. The number of persons per 
10,000 enrolled in Armenian HE was 161, compared to the overall aver-
age of 177 for the USSR (UNESCO 1990). From every thousand 
employed people, 192 and 222 had a higher and secondary professional 
education, respectively (UNESCO 2000).
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PoSt-SovIet tranSforMatIonS
After the dissolution of the SU, Armenia faced challenges related to resur-
rection of its identity and recovery of its economic, cultural and educa-
tional values. The country was in major need of transformation at different 
levels to ensure its survival and later competitiveness at the international 
level. The economic crisis and political tensions were priority issues to 
be dealt with, as they were caused by the radical change in the political 
system.
Firstly, the country experienced a drastic earthquake in 1988 followed 
by political tension with neighbouring Azerbaijan over a historically 
Armenian territory, Mountainous Karabagh. This geared the major invest-
ments of the Armenian government from development towards a vision of 
preserving the national identity and resurrecting rich historical and cul-
tural legacy. Two major trends related to political tension evolved, which 
eventually had a major impact on the socio-economic development of the 
country. One was an inflow of refugees from Azerbaijan, and the other was 
the “brain drain” of Armenian human capacity to countries offering more 
opportunities for growth. According to CARIM, major social changes 
resulted from hosting refugees from Azerbaijan and other Soviet repub-
lics; there were over 420,000 between 1988 and 1991, with 360,000 
from Azerbaijan alone (UNHCR 2004; CARIM 2013). The trend is still 
persistent with a refugee inflow from Syria. Further, a major outflow of 
both citizens and refugees has been registered. The 2004 UNHCR 
Statistical Yearbook estimates the number of outflowing people from 
Armenia to developed countries to be above 13,000. According to the 
State Migration Authority data as of 2013, about 42,800 people left the 
country in 2012 without returning. Thus, the two trends have contrib-
uted immensely to the existing lag in economic development and conse-
quently reflected in government investment into HE.
While popular during Soviet times, Armenian industry has now declined 
and the country has experienced a major blow to the economy. Caused by 
political tension, war and blockades, most industries were closed, which led 
to rising unemployment and economic paralysis. In addition to  economic, 
political and social issues, the system had to deal with the legacy of several 
decades of a communist regime that was deeply rooted in all aspects of life 
and therefore the culture, beliefs and values of Armenia (Kozma and 
Polonyi 2004) (Zelvys 2004). Formed throughout the 70  years of the 
Soviet regime, exceptionally peculiar culture and values made the transfor-
mations to the market economy and democracy complicated, leading to 
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distortions in many cases. These factors included Soviet trust vs. Western 
responsibility, nihilism and negotiation vs. competition, humanity vs. pro-
fessionalism, truth vs. rules, faith vs. stimulus, “universalism” vs. individu-
alism, spirituality vs. interests and charity vs. justice (Khrushcheva and 
Benvenuti 2002).
In the 2000s, Armenia demonstrated steady economic growth until the 
global crisis hit the economy. According to the Index of Economic Freedom 
2009, Armenia was ranked the 39th most economically free nation in the 
world, and as of 2012 it had made a full transfer to the market economy 
(MoES 2014). In 2009, the real GDP rate declined by 14.1 %, followed 
by a slow recovery, registering a GDP growth of 2.2 % in 2010 and 4.7 % 
in 2011.
So, what were the changes in the HE arena based on these trends? In 
tandem with the changes in the political system, changes took place in 
HE. After the fall of the communist regime, the liberalisation of the coun-
try and a move towards a market-driven economy was the apparent trend. 
The first step was related to the resurrection of the Armenian identity and 
was registered with curricula emphasising Armenian language, history and 
culture. The Armenian language became the dominant language of 
instruction followed by English, although Russian was still widely taught 
as a foreign language. Because of the political tension, few and fragmented 
changes were possible in HE in the early 1990s.
As seen from the figure below, the enrolment of students in the HE 
sector remained unchanged up to 1999. Starting with the 1999–2000 
academic year, a move from “elite” HE to mass education became appar-
ent. This trend was also conditioned by the appearance of private sector 
providers enforced by the Law on Education adopted in 1999. The same 
cannot be said about vocational education providers (so-called technicums 
or professional colleges/uchilishe). This sector has remained relatively 
constant since Soviet times (Fig. 3.2).
Massification of HE is explained by several factors: the demand for a 
more qualified workforce in the market, the growing prestige of HE 
 enrolment over Vocational Education and Training (VET) and the coun-
try’s strategic priority of establishing a knowledge economy.
As can be seen from Fig. 3.3, among the most preferred programmes 
offered by HEIs predominance is in humanities, education and pedagogy, 
economics and management, the agro/food sphere, public health and cul-
ture and arts. To a lesser extent, programmes in physical-mathematical and 
natural sciences are also registered as preferred. There has been a steady 
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rise in information technologies throughout the last 6 years, which is a 
good sign of demand on the HE system by the labour market.
One of the consequences of the granted freedom in HE provisions is 
the overabundance of professionals in management and economics, law, 
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humanities and some spheres of engineering. This adds to unemployment 
to a major extent, taking it from 3.8 % in 2008 to 18.7 % in 2009 and 
beyond (NSSRA 2014).
According to the Statistical Yearbook of Armenia (2014), only 62.8 % 
of HE graduates were actually employed in 2013.
Further in terms of employment, the official demand from the labour 
force (for wage earners) as submitted by employers is steadily growing, 
while there are fewer and fewer applicants per vacant position. A high 
degree of unemployment is apparent and it has marred the economy of the 
country for two major reasons. Firstly, HEIs have continued offering tra-
ditional study programmes based on the academic standards stipulated by 
the government without harmonising the offered qualifications with mar-
ket needs. Secondly, the market itself was and still is in the process of for-
mation with high reliance on the personal capacities of the workforce to 
manage environmental and organisational changes, rather than on the 
education and qualifications received (Fig. 3.4).
The period after 1998 can be characterised as a recovery period for the 
country in all the dimensions: economic, political and cultural. One sign 
was a steady increase in public spending on education until the late 2000s 
when the next economic crisis hit in 2009. The education sector suffered 
with a drastic cut of about 15 % from the original budget with no indica-
tion of recovery (WB 2013). Overall, according to the WB Public 
Expenditure Review (WB 2011), public funding for tertiary education was 
well below the regional average of 1.3 % and the OECD average of 2.0 %, 
taking it down to 0.3 % of GDP and 10–12 % of total education spending, 
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respectively. Public funding for research and development (R&D) is as low 
as 0.2 % of GDP and the priority allocation is for the NAS, which doubly 
limits HEI research capacity. The 2010–2013 state budget allocated for 
education and science underwent a steady decline, taking the share for 
education and science to 2.4 % of GDP in 2013.
Considering that state allocation amounts to 23 % of the public HEI 
budget on average, HEIs generally cover capital expenditures and salaries 
from tuition fees. The budget of private HEIs is primarily based on tuition 
fees and amounts to 94–100 %. According to the WB Report 2013, the 
tuition level in Armenia is considered relatively high if measured against 
the GDP and compared with lower-middle income countries on the 
OECD list. It is calculated at 7–37 % of GDP per capita PPP, whereas the 
maximum is 14 % of GDP per capita PPP in the USA (OECD, Education 
at a Glance, 2012). Despite the steady increase in HEI gross enrolment 
from 19.6 % in 2001 to 28.6 % in 2008, which compares well with the 
countries at a similar economic level in the ECA region (WB report 2013), 
equity of access is still a challenge.
he landScaPe In arMenIa: current State of affaIrS
The reform of Armenian HE was initiated bottom-up in the early 1990s 
by leading scholars and top management at some leading universities. The 
first steps taken through pilot projects were the introduction of a two-tier 
degree structure, changes to curricula, and student assessment systems. In 
some cases, the changes were supported by international projects such as 
Tempus, Open Society Institute Assistance Foundation Armenia, the 
World Bank and the United States Departments of State and Education. 
However, ambiguity with regard to what should be done in what sequence, 
as well as how and why, resulted from a lack of clear vision for educational 
reforms (Zelvys 2004) and insufficient administrative capacity for change 
management, coupled with a lack of MoES guidance. In fact, the trend 
was predominant reliance on international consultants instead of building 
the capacities of local change owners. This, according to Fullan and Scott 
(2009), may have made things worse instead of better as the use of exter-
nal consultants was not cost-effective and has caused overreliance on 
external support at the expense of developing inner capacity (Karakhanyan 
et al. 2011).
Further, the newly introduced approaches raised the issue of legitimacy; 
this was caused by lack of inquiry into the context in which the diffused 
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policy was planted (Karakhanyan et al. 2011). One example is the revision 
of the approach to governance, which authorises public HEIs to be gov-
erned by a Governing Board (GB) with equal representation by stake-
holders, state employees, renowned individuals, faculty members and 
students. While democratic in nature, an absent preparatory phase 
enabling the meaningful participation of such key stakeholders combined 
with negligence of contextualisation later resulted in decision-making 
manipulation.
Another trend was the unprecedented decline in the status and prestige 
of scholars and researchers conditioned by decades of low payment, over-
load, insufficient and inadequate resources for teaching and research, and 
demoralising management. The once highly prestigious profession lost its 
attraction among youth, which resulted in an aging faculty and therefore 
non-relevant methods and content delivery. One of the consequences of 
this trend is a tendency for highly qualified staff to leave academia for 
more lucrative positions so that vacancies are filled by less qualified 
individuals.
Bologna reforMS
In the 2000s, geared towards the establishment of an independent coun-
try and a democratic society, the Armenian government began to recon-
sider the whole architecture of the HE system. In 2003, the MoES 
developed the Strategy of HE Reforms, which led Armenia to join the 
Bologna Process in 2005. The MoES took the initiatives at the major 
policy making level, while giving HEIs some autonomy to make institu-
tional and programme level changes. In May 2005 (Bergen Communiqué), 
the Development Strategy of Education for 2008–2015 was adopted and put 
into practice. The document was revised and reinforced through adoption 
of the Law on the Republic of Armenia Education Development Strategy on 
June 23, 2011. The main objectives were reflected in the State Program 
for Education Development 2011–2015, which sets key objectives and stra-
tegic directions for HE revolving around widening access to HE, a national 
qualifications framework, enhancement of quality assurance, revising 
funding mechanisms, recognition and comparability of degrees, student 
mobility, strengthening the ties between HE and the labour market and 
ensuring effective governance and financial management of HEIs.
Drawing on the Strategy, the shift to a two-tier degree system (MoES 
decree, 2004) has been completed and almost 100 % of students below 
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the doctoral level are enrolled in two-cycle programmes. All HEIs issue 
Diploma Supplements and implement the European Credit Transfer and 
Accumulation System (ECTS) as of 2008, although with some difficulties. 
However, the move towards a two-tier degree has proved to have insuffi-
cient legitimacy for many professional sectors across the system (e.g. medi-
cine) and required a necessary revision in 2015–2016 to align with market 
needs.
A new actor in the HE sector appeared as a direct result of joining the 
Bologna Declaration. A buffer body, the National Center for Professional 
Education Quality Assurance (ANQA), was established in 2008 as a new 
governmental tool to hold all HEIs accountable for their operations and 
outcomes. ANQA policies and procedures are aligned with the European 
Standards for Quality Assurance in the European HE Area (ESGs) of the 
European Network of Quality Assurance (ENQA) as well as the Guidelines 
of Good Practices (GGP) of the International Network for Quality 
Assurance Agencies in HE (INQAAHE). At HEI level, with major sup-
port from ANQA, internal quality assurance systems have been put in 
place and HEIs have completed the first round of institutional self- 
assessments. This is a move towards programme level self-assessment.
In 2011, the Armenian government adopted the National Education 
Qualifications Framework of the Republic of Armenia (ANQF) consisting of 
eight levels, and the responsibilities for the operation and maintenance of the 
ANQF are within the jurisdiction of the MoES. Currently, the ANQF is under 
revision based on the first round of its implementation and pilot evalution.
Armenia is pursuing a strong internationalisation policy. Currently, it is 
a member of the United Nations, the Commonwealth of Independent 
States, the Council of Europe and more than 40 other international organ-
isations including OSCE, the World Bank, the International Monetary 
Fund, WTO, WHO and UNESCO, to name but a few. Supported by 
international missions, the leading HEIs are geared towards internation-
alisation and have been revamping their approaches to governance, admin-
istration and overall programme delivery. Internationalisation is pursued 
through development and integration of such dimensions as:
 – Integration of an international dimension into the teaching, learn-
ing and research functions of universities by developing and 
implementing respective policies and procedures
 – Identification and development of new skills, attitudes and knowl-
edge in students, faculty and staff to promote internationalisation
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 – Promoting scholar and student exchange and technical coopera-
tion of HEIs
 – Development of ethos and culture that values and supports inter-
cultural and international perspectives, initiatives and their quality 
assurance
Among the current priorities on the government agenda is the refine-
ment of the ANQF to move to the next step of self-certification, its full 
implementation and respective recognition internationally. Also included 
are a move from academic standards to a learning outcome approach to 
programme development and delivery as well as a revision of funding 
mechanisms.
Legal and Regulatory Developments
At the legal framework level, Armenian HE is regulated by the Law on 
Education adopted in 1999 and the Law on Higher and Postgraduate 
Professional Education adopted in 2004. The two documents clearly state 
the vision of HE, which is aimed at international recognition, competitive-
ness and full integration into the European Higher Education Area 
(EHEA). As for regulations related to the research dimension, a new Law 
on the National Academy of Sciences was adopted in 2011 to ensure an 
autonomous legal status for the NAS. This sort of division actually created 
a gulf between HE and research and thus deprives HEIs of the opportu-
nity to strengthen research functions.
The Law on Education (1999) and the Law on HE (2004) define the 
overall governance framework for HE in detail, but with ambiguity in 
favour of government control (WB 2013). However, due to their status, 
some HEIs are also regulated by the Law on State Non-Commercial 
Organizations and the Law on State Governing Institutions (SGIs), both 
adopted in 2001. The latter was not specifically developed for HEIs and 
does not take into account governance, autonomy and academic freedom 
guaranteed in education laws, thus contributing even more controversy. 
Given the current legal framework, the governance model can be defined 
as semi-autonomous (WB 2013).
Recently, a new trend of transitioning to foundation status has been 
observed. A foundation is a not-for-profit independent legal entity that 
enjoys the following privileges (Hasan 2007):
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 (i) It is an independent legal entity.
 (ii) It has a mission (or charter or mandate) to serve defined public (or 
national and societal) interests in HE and research.
 (iii) As a not-for-profit public interest legal entity, it has favourable tax 
treatment on its incomes, assets and trading activities undertaken in 
pursuit of its foundation goals.
 (iv) It has the autonomy to raise funds and manage its assets in pursuit of 
the foundation goals, for which it receives favourable tax treatment 
(2007, p.7).
Throughout the last couple of years, six state HEIs have changed their 
legal status to foundation, each by individual MoES decree. Thus, public 
HEIs in Armenia are now legally differentiated between State Non-
Commercial Organizations (SNCOs) and foundations.
The same cannot be said for private and intergovernmental HEIs, since 
they are less restricted in their operations. Private HEIs, depending on 
their status, are regulated by the Law on Education, the Law on HE, the 
Law on Enterprises and Entrepreneurial Activity, the Law on Foundations, 
the Law on LLCs, the Law on Cooperatives and/or the Law on Joint 
Stock Company (JSCs). Intergovernmental HEIs are regulated by the 
Law on Education, the Law on HE and the respective legal frameworks of 
their counterparts in home or host countries. Table 3.2 summarises the 
types of Armenian HEIs by legal status as of 2015.
fundIng
Diversification also affected the funding of HEIs. Public HEIs, which 
were previously run 100 % on the state budget, now have legal authorisa-
tion to charge tuition fees. This has been the case since 1999. By the late 
2000s, the average proportion of HEI budget share coming from the 
government was only 20 %, with the rest coming predominantly from 
student fees. Paradoxically, “public” HEIs in Armenia actually receive very 
little state contribution (WB 2013). New funding mechanisms include 
competitive innovation funds with a target to promote HEI competitive-
ness. Funding mechanisms are currently under revision with a diversifica-
tion goal in mind.
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new adMISSIonS PolIcy
The next major change was the revision of admissions policy, which moved 
from exams given by individual HEIs to a Centralised Admission Exam 
(CAE), which is both a school final and a university entrance examination. 
From 2005 to 2012, only state HEIs utilised a centralised admission exam 
process, which is organised and administered by the MoES’s State 
Admission Commission (SAC). In the academic year 2012–2013, private 
HEIs were also subject to CAE for the first time, which was a major blow 
to the private sector threatening a total closure of some institutions. 
Exceptions apply to some public HEIs that still reserved the right to con-
duct subject specific exams as supplementary to the CAE.
Admissions to foreign-affiliated institutions are governed by individual 
HEIs, although these schools may choose to use state exam scores in their 
admission decisions.
With the introduction of unified exams, the landscape has transformed 
significantly due to intensified competition among HEIs for students. As 
a result, weaker public and most private HEIs are now forced to revise 
their approaches. The choice is whether or not to merge or revise their 
missions and concentrate mostly on life-long learning or further education 
courses to become more competitive in the market.
Classification and Ranking of HEIs
With regard to the vertical stratification of HEIs, under the Soviet 
approach distinctions in quality were reflected in the privileged status of a 
university vs. an institute. Recently, the MoES has come up with new 
mechanisms to classify HEIs:
 – Ranking Web of Universities, which provides rankings per country 
as well1
 – National classification of HEIs and ranking of programmes, based 
on a pilot project conducted by the MoES to classify and then 
rank HEI programmes within each classification.
The same trend could be observed implicitly, through the reputational 
stratification of HEIs broadly discussed at the society level. Such a stratifi-
cation mainly places public and intergovernmental HEIs on top as the 
most prestigious HEIs. Recently, to move forward on the international 
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visibility agenda, highly prestigious universities have been invited to estab-
lish branch campuses in Armenia as exemplified by the MoES’s invitation 
of Moscow State University. Despite a history of about 25 years, private 
HEIs have not been able to live up to the standards expected by society. 
The main indicator for the public at large is the quality of teaching staff, 
availability of resources and, most importantly, national and international 
recognition of awarded degrees.
Vertical stratification could also be described as promoted by national 
accreditation, which serves as an accountability tool for the government and 
a tool for financial allocation. According to the ANQA revised procedures 
(2015), regardless of HEI legal status, those that fail to obtain accreditation 
will be deprived of state funds and will have limits set on tuition fees to be 
charged. This will become effective as of 2018. Thus, the new stratification 
tool has the potential to substantially change the HE landscape.
Organisational Interrelationships
Last but not least, an aspect of diversity worth elaborating on is organisa-
tional interrelationships. Although not very significant in the context of 
the developing Armenian system, these alliances create synergies in teach-
ing and learning, research and community outreach activities. 
Interrelationships in the context of Armenia are promoted in the follow-
ing ways:
 – Static—empowered by buffer bodies or international organisations;
 – Dynamic—natural evolutions based on the needs of the HE sys-
tem and society at large.
With regard to the static, in its quest to develop a quality culture, 
ANQA tirelessly invests in the capacity building of different stakeholders. 
Capacity building events and peer reviews organised by ANQA actually 
create a collaborative culture and establish a firm platform for a quality 
education dialogue.
SCS,2 through its grants, promotes research projects that bring together 
faculty members from different HEIs and, in some cases, industries. The 
same applies to international projects like Tempus, Erasmus+ and 
Twinning, which actually bring together HEIs to collectively pursue proj-
ect objectives. As a natural evolution to this process, for example, the 
International Association of Educationalists (IntAE) has been established 
to bring together professionals from Armenia, Georgia and Europe.
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The dynamic form of interrelationships revolves around the establish-
ment of industry-university collaborative partnerships, merging HEIs and 
partnership agreements. A prominent example of an industry-university 
collaborative partnership is Synopsis, which is the Silicon to Software™ 
partner for innovative companies developing electronic products and soft-
ware applications. Additionally, it offers courses in microelectronics at the 
bachelor and master levels and the degree is awarded with its collaborative 
partners which include such IT leaders as YSU, SEUA, and RAU (Slavonic). 
Most graduates of this partnership are then hired by Synopsis itself.
A recent trend of merging HEIs is gradually becoming apparent. 
Currently, this form of interrelationship has been registered only in the 
private sector with some HEIs merging to serve the same purposes. 
However, at the government level there are also plans to merge public 
HEIs to achieve economies of scale.
Classification of HEIs 2014–2015
The HE system in the 1990s was characterised by only 1 full university, 11 
professionally oriented institutes and 1 conservatorium. The new Law on 
Education adopted in 1999, however, allowed for a diversity of HE pro-
viders to enter the market. Thus, as seen from Fig.  3.5, from 1999 to 
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Fig. 3.5 Distribution of HEIs and number of students (Statistical Yearbook of 
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2008 a new type of HEI mushroomed. The initiators were mainly private 
entrepreneurs (e.g. Armenian diaspora to the USA, leading professionals 
in different fields like law and economics) and former leaders of public 
HEIs. Table 3.2 illustrates the diversity of HE providers as of 2015.
However, having set no boundaries on private initiatives, the system 
found itself with an abundance of private providers with quality levels that 
are still largely questioned. Starting in 2008 with persistent MoES efforts, 
the number of private HEIs was reduced from 98 in 1999 to 63 in 2013 
and 57 in 2015. The decline in the number of private HEIs was due to (1) 
toughening licensure criteria; (2) university mergers, which were applied 
in very few cases; and (3) imposing state unified entrance exams on private 
HEIs. The steady decline in enrolments is mainly explained by the decline 
in birth rates throughout the 1990s and beginning of the 2000s.
Currently, the HE system in Armenia consists of public, private, inter-
governmental and transnational HEIs. At the national level, the executive 
authority to elaborate and implement government policies is the MoES, 
which tends to its mandate in cooperation with regional and municipal 
authorities. State HEIs operate under the responsibility of several minis-
tries but most of them are under the supervision of the MoES. In total 
there are 26 state HEIs, of which 16 with 14 branches are under MoES 
jurisdiction; 4 HEIs were founded by intergovernmental agreements and 
partly funded by the MoES; 2 HEIs are under the Ministry of Defence, 
and one HEI is under each of the following ministries/bodies: Police, 
Ministry of Emergency Situations and Mother See of Holy Etchimiadzin.3 
Of all the public HEIs, YSU has a special distinction as the only Armenian 
HEI with its own separate provision in the Law on Higher and Professional 
Education and a separate mention in the national budget (Table 3.3).
As demonstrated above, driven by the vision of internationalisation and 
the demands of the market economy, the HE landscape is gradually 
becoming diverse with three full universities qualified as comprehensive as 
well as specialised universities, institutes, academies, a conservatorium and 
research institutes to meet a diversity of needs.
Private HEIs are out of the scope of MoES jurisdiction to a consider-
able extent; however, the government imposes accountability mechanisms. 
Intergovernmental institutions are universities established on the basis of 
agreement between two countries, for example, the American University 
of Armenia, the Russian-Slavonic University of Armenia and the French 
University of Armenia. The trend of promoting transnational providers is 
escalating with the introduction of academic programmes within the 
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framework of existing HEIs (e.g. the Armenian University of Economics is 
hosting a programme from the United Kingdom). This also involves Armenia 
hosting worldwide leading university branches (e.g. Moscow State Lomonosov 
University), thereby bringing in a more diverse range of HEl providers.
All the HEIs are degree-awarding entities. All the private HEIs accred-
ited by the MoES starting from 1999 under the old accreditation policy 
issue state-standard diplomas, which qualifies the graduates as the same 
level as those from public HEIs. However, the trust in degrees awarded by 
private HEIs is much lower in the labour market and society at large.
concluSIonS
For the last century and a half, HE in Armenia has been driven by ideo-
logical and political factors and undergone major transformations resulting 
in system differentiation at horizontal and to some extent vertical level.
The first major transformation was compelled by the change to a Soviet 
and socialist ideology and industrialisation agenda when joining the USSR 
in 1923. Driven by the imperatives of the Soviet regime, there was a radi-
cal cessation of the ecclesiastic nature leading to the establishment of pro-
fessionally oriented HEIs outside the church to meet the demands of 
society. As shown in Table 3.1, this resulted in the emergence of a full 
university as well as professionally oriented institutes and a conservato-
rium. The system was predominantly characterised by uniformity and was 
centrally planned and controlled by the government, with no opportunity 
for any other types of HE providers (e.g. private).
With the collapse of the Soviet system, HE in Armenia has undergone 
a major transformation at the horizontal level. The institutional landscape 
has expanded, not only in numbers but also in types, to include such HEIs 
as academies, professionally oriented universities, educational centres 
(foundations) and research institutes within National Academy of Sciences 
of the Republic of Armenia (NASRA); this is very different to the land-
scape in 1991 (Table 3.1 vs. 3.2). Further, the system evolved to host 
HEIs with diversity in terms of legal status: public, intergovernmental, 
transnational and private, which could further be differentiated between 
for-profit and not-for-profit providers. The contextual factors affecting the 
alteration of the institutional landscape are mainly related to the move to 
a market economy, national identity resurrection and the internationalisa-
tion agenda promoted by the government.
To achieve international visibility and respond to the changing trends 
in HE, the transformations entailed the encouragement of private, inter-
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governmental and transnational providers. On the other hand, concerned 
with the rapidly increasing number of private providers with questionable 
quality, the government took steps to regulate the market newcomers by 
introducing accountability tools, for example by setting strict regulations 
and licensing and accreditation policies. This has led to the closure or 
merger of private and poorly performing public providers. Another exam-
ple is the extension of centralised admission policy to private providers, 
which eventually compelled the latter to reorient their missions. Thus, the 
stimulators for horizontal differentiation could be summed up as driven 
by market demands for modernisation of qualifications and massification 
of HE as well as the government agenda for accountability, funding, inter-
nationalisation and recognition of qualifications.
Vertical differentiation is increasingly becoming a major concern for the 
government, HEIs and stakeholders. HEIs are becoming part of interna-
tional and national rankings and classifications to enable measurement of 
achievements and comparative analysis of those achievements throughout 
time and across systems. Among the steps leading to vertical differentia-
tion is the government attempt to invite highly ranked HEIs to establish 
branch campuses in Armenia (e.g. Moscow State University).
In sum, the transformations in the Armenian HE system have come in 
the form of differentiation at diverse levels. Considering that the drivers 
behind this differentiation are predominantly market requirements and 
political strategies at the government level leading to international visibil-
ity, the HE system is predominantly governed by a balance of national and 
global forces leading to convergence. Although it is still premature to 
speak about the level of convergence in actual implementation practices, 
HEIs in Armenia are becoming more convergent with those at the 
European level through such major tools as the NQF and its alignment 
with EQF, the independent quality assurance and accountability system, 
operationalisation of the credit transfer and accumulation system and a 
move towards two-tier education (bachelor and master).
noteS
1. http://www.webometrics.info/en/europe/armenia
2. State Committee of Science, established within the MoES in 2008 with a 
mandate to improve the science sector in Armenia. The body mainly pro-
motes research by offering grants.
3. http://studyinarmenia.org/hea
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IntroductIon
Azerbaijan is a transcontinental country located at the crossroads of 
Eastern Europe and Western Asia, and bound by the Caspian Sea to the 
east. The country borders Iran and Turkey to the south, Russia to the 
north, Georgia to the northwest and Armenia to the west. It is the largest 
country in the South Caucasus region with a majority Muslim and Turkic 
population speaking the Azerbaijani (Azeri) language. In 2014, the popu-
lation of the nation was equal to 9.5 million with more than half living in 
urban areas (53%). Azerbaijanis constitute the majority of the nation 
(91.6%), while Lezgins (2%), Armenians1 (2%), Talysh (1.3%) and 
Russians  (1.3%) make up the biggest minority groups. There has been 
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moderate population growth due to a sharp reduction in the birth rate 
since the beginning of the 1990s. However, it is a young country with 
around 28% of the population aged 19–24.
The development of the Azerbaijani education system mirrors the 
country’s historical transformations. The country first announced its inde-
pendence in 1918 with the establishment of the Azerbaijan Democratic 
Republic (ADR). The first university in the country, Baku State University, 
was founded by the ADR in 1919. The new democratic republic was 
established by the Azerbaijani elite, who were educated in Europe and 
understood the necessity of building a national higher education system. 
The short life of the ADR did not allow the founders to expand the uni-
versity and establish a full-blown higher education system; however, the 
first university in the country continued to function after the fall of the 
ADR. It was later enlarged during the Soviet period and became the major 
research and higher education institute in Azerbaijan (Isakhanli 2014).
Soviet forces ended the democratic republic in 1920 and established 
the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic (SSR). From then on, low literacy 
levels and minimal participation by women in social and economic life 
were major development issues in the country  (Avakov and Atakishiev 
1984). The primary goal for educational development was to increase lit-
eracy levels by providing free schooling for all. Teacher ‘technicums’2 
began providing teacher training and the school system expanded through-
out the country. This reform increased literacy levels up to 90% during the 
first two decades of the Soviet period (1920–1940).
Alongside general educational development, the higher education sys-
tem began to form as well. Industrialisation and economic development 
were the leading forces impacting higher education development in the 
Azerbaijan SSR.  The emergence of new industries and branches in the 
1920s and 1930s necessitated the establishment of new educational pro-
grammes and institutions. Higher education had to adapt to the national 
economy and industrialisation. This was the main reason for the establish-
ment of specialised higher education institutions (HEIs), such as the 
Petroleum Institute, the Agrarian Institute and the Azerbaijan Polytechnic 
Institute. The Azerbaijan State University3 and the Azerbaijan Petroleum 
Institute4 were the main research-oriented institutions in the country dur-
ing the Soviet period. Industrialisation and labour market demands also 
shaped modes of higher education provision, which are still practiced 
today: evening and part-time (correspondence) classes were introduced 
during this time. Azerbaijan higher education planning was identical to 
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many other countries within the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(USSR) and stemmed from the idea of the planned economy.
Depending on the length of studies and prior educational experiences, 
four types of degrees were awarded during the Soviet period (Table 4.1). 
Post-secondary institutions provided vocational training, which led to the 
junior specialist diploma. Higher education institutions (HEIs) granted 
graduates the specialist diploma. Research degrees were awarded by the 
Academy of Science, which included Kandidat Nauk and Doktor Nauk.
A major expansion in the number of HEIs during the Soviet period 
took place between 1970 and 1980; while in 1970 there were 80,000 
students studying 138 specialisations at 13 HEIs, in 1980 the number 
increased to 107,000 students specialising in 158 areas at 17 
HEIs (Mehdizade 1980; Salakov 1990). The system included one univer-
sity, two institutes of art, the Baku Higher Party School (see Table 4.2) as 
well as institutes of engineering, agriculture, medical studies, physical edu-
cation and economics. This was explained by the development of the 
economy and an increased population with a growing need for specialists 
with high-level qualifications. In 1990, just before the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, there were 17 HEIs providing education to 105,000 
 students in Azerbaijan. Between 1990 and 2014, the number of students 
increased to 150,000 while the number of HEIs expanded to 53.
Table 4.1 Main credentials awarded during the Soviet period
Degree and 
diploma
Type of institution Admission 
requirement
Length
Diploma of 
Junior Specialist
Post-secondary, non- 
university institutions 
(Ucilishe, Technicums)
Completion of basic 
secondary education
2–4 years
Diploma of 
Specialist
University, Academy 
Institute, Polytechnic
Completion of 
secondary education
4 years (technology 
and economics)
5 years (all 
disciplines)
6 years (medicine)
Kandidat Nauk Academy of Science Diploma of 
Specialist
3 years
Doktor Nauk 
(Doctor of 
Science)
Academy of Science Kandidat Nauk 5–15 years
Source: World Education News & Reviews (2015)
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Table 4.2 Types of HEIs that emerged between 1919 and 1990 with student 
numbers for 2013–2014
Type/focus of training Year Name Loc. Student
Republic’s leading university/
training of academic and 
research staff for other HEIs as 
well as chief public sector 
employees
1919 Azerbaijan State 
University
Baku 16,566
Specialised HEIs/training 
specialists in specific area of 
industry (engineering, 
agriculture, technology, etc.) or 
sector of economy (medical 
studies, teaching, art, etc.)
1920 Petroleum 
Institute
Baku 7,357
1921 Baku Musical 
Academy
Baku 270
1923 Theatrical Institute Baku 2,120
1929 Agrarian Institute Ganja 5,040
1929 State Pedagogical 
Institute
Baku 8,941
1930 Medical Institute Baku 6,725
1930 Institute of Sport 
and Physical Ed.
Baku 3,721
1930 Trade-Cooperative 
Institute
Baku 18,000
1936 Painting Institute Baku 854
1950 Polytechnic 
Institute
Baku 8,589
1972 Pedagogical 
Institute of 
Foreign Languages
Baku 5,501
1972 Nakhchivan State 
Pedagogical 
Institute
Nakhchivan 5,403
1973 Khankendi 
Pedagogical 
Institute
Khankendi n.a
1975 Construction 
Institute
Baku 5,576
1980 Technological 
Institute
Ganja 2,244
Specialised/ideological, 
political
1939 Baku Higher Party 
School
Baku n.a
Source: State Statistical Committee (2014), Mehdizade (1980), Salakov (1990)
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Although the first university in Azerbaijan was established before the 
country was integrated into the Soviet Union, the higher education sys-
tem developed and expanded during the Soviet period as shaped by eco-
nomic planning, the emerging needs of industry and the ideological 
priorities of the system. Higher education continued changing and devel-
oping during the independence years as driven by various social, economic 
and political as well as international factors.
HIgHer educatIon SInce Independence
With independence in 1991, Azerbaijan continued to maintain its well- 
developed educational system, with high levels of literacy as a legacy of the 
Soviet period. As soon as independence was obtained, the country repudi-
ated the traditions of the Soviet past and started building policies for 
immediate changes to adapt to the new economic and political structure. 
This was accompanied by market privatisation and liberalisation. Yet eco-
nomic decline and resource scarcity in all areas of social development, 
especially education, prevented the full implementation of reforms and 
adversely affected all levels of schooling. Moreover, educational institu-
tions were often reluctant to embrace changes and maintained Soviet tra-
ditions of management, administration and teaching.
The country experienced a sharp economic decline between 1991 and 
1994 that resulted in the loss of about 60% of its pre-independence gross 
domestic product (GDP) (World Bank 1997). Failures in the implementa-
tion of reform policies and the economic turmoil in this period (1991–1994) 
are related to the war in Karabakh (1988–1994) and the political instability 
in the country (Allahveranov and Huseynov 2013). Armed conflict with 
Armenia over Nagorno Karabakh escalated in the early 1990s, resulting in 
the occupation of about 20% of Azerbaijani territory; this issue remains 
unresolved. As a result of the war, Azerbaijan received about 1 million 
refugees from the occupied territory, which made up 11% of the total 
 population. It was the largest Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) burden 
in the world at that time (UNECE 2010). Currently, Nagorno Karabakh 
is internationally recognised as Azerbaijani territory; however, the country 
is not in control of the disputed area. Therefore, this chapter does not 
include any information on HEIs in the occupied territory.
After agreeing to a ceasefire with Armenia in 1994, Azerbaijan started 
along a new development path. It signed oil and gas exploration contracts 
with foreign companies in 1995 that led to an extraordinary amount of 
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international investment flowing into the sector. As a resource-rich coun-
try, the oil and gas sector comprises a major part of the economy. The 
share of the oil sector in the state budget has reached 78% and accounts 
for 65% of GDP, with oil and gas products making up more than 92% of 
exports (Bayramov et al. 2014).
Despite the growth of the economy, educational funding did not keep 
pace with the overall economic improvements: the percentage of GDP 
allocated to education was 2.5% in 2013 with just 0.2% apportioned to 
higher education and science. This lack of resources led to lower quality at 
all levels of education. Corruption practices at universities that had roots 
in the later years of the Soviet period became more common during the 
early years of independence. Bribery was often practiced in student admis-
sion to universities and in obtaining diplomas. Hence, newly emerging 
private universities became alternatives for corrupt state institutions. 
Limited funds also urged universities to start charging student fees and 
establishing new educational programmes.
The participation of international organisations in the field of educa-
tion was another factor impacting the development of the education sec-
tor, specifically higher education. Since the early 1990s, organisations such 
as the World Bank, the European Union, UNICEF, the Soros Foundation, 
IREX and the Eurasia Foundation have contributed to the development of 
the education sector through activities like direct grants and credits, tech-
nical assistance in launching programmes and sponsoring Azerbaijani stu-
dents abroad.
These changes were also supported by legislation. The three-cycle 
degree system, permission to establish private universities, the right to 
own property and permission to set tuition fees were introduced in the 
Education Law. This was the first national legislative provision on educa-
tion, which was adopted in October 1992. The Law reflected the first 
post-communist government plans regarding the modernisation and 
updating of the education system to meet international standards. It 
spelled out the educational structure, the main concepts of higher educa-
tion and the unification of science and education within higher education 
institutions. Most importantly, it legalised revenue diversification for 
universities.
The Law also made a clear division between Bachelor and Master 
degrees and classified institutions based on the degrees they offered. HEIs 
are typified as one-tier institutions if they provide Bachelor degrees only 
(institutes, conservatories and higher colleges). Two-tier universities are 
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those offering Master and Doctoral studies in addition to Bachelor 
degrees. For instance, Baku State University (BSU) is an example of a two- 
tier HEI providing higher education in all three levels, while Mingechevir 
Polytechnic provided Bachelor degrees only. In line with the Law, both 
private and public universities were exempted from taxation and were 
independent in student recruitment and granting degrees. The Law did 
not include major changes to Doctoral studies, leaving the post-graduate 
landscape rather intact.
The establishment of new public universities was carried out by merging 
and separating existing higher education institutions as well as non- university 
institutions, colleges5 and ‘technicums’ in early 2000. For instance, 11 
teacher technicums in the different regions of Azerbaijan were upgraded to 
higher education institutions as branches of the Azerbaijan Teachers 
Institute. The National Conservatory was established on the foundations of 
the Baku Musical Academy. Two colleges of art and music were integrated 
into the Conservatory and the Painting Academy, respectively.
The increase in the number of HEIs was also related to the expansion 
of private and cross-border universities: more than 100 private post- 
secondary (vocational colleges) and higher education institutions were 
established during the first 5 years of independence. The key factor driving 
the expansion was increasing societal interest in privatisation and private 
enterprise. Corruption issues and low educational quality in public HEIs 
also contributed to the appeal of private institutions. Rather than launch-
ing studies with uncertain costs due to bribery in a public university, par-
ents and students started viewing private universities as a better alternative 
(Catterall and McGhee 1996). Growing demand for graduates with 
English language skills trained in important fields such as business, man-
agement and administration combined with the failure of public universi-
ties to meet this demand due to outdated institutional traditions and low 
marketplace agility created fertile conditions for private universities. 
Another factor impacting increased interest in higher education stemmed 
from the degraded quality of vocational education and its decreased value 
in the country. Within 15 years after independence (1990–2005), the 
Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) in vocational education fell from 38.9% to 
14.2% (Azerbaijan Economists’ Union and UNICEF 2008).
The increase in the number of HEIs and interest in higher education 
was not followed by rapid and prominent growth in student enrolment 
(Fig.  4.1). On the contrary, the GER declined in the first years after 
 independence and reached 1980s levels again, but not until 1998. 
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The decrease in enrolment was primarily due to the introduction of tuition 
fees and a new admissions system, which replaced Soviet institutional 
admission with standardised testing throughout the country. Families 
could afford neither tuition fees nor tutoring costs for admission exams 
(Silova and Kazimzade 2006).
In addition to educational legislation, changes in student admission 
procedures also marked a major turning point in higher education devel-
opment. Accelerated corruption levels as a consequence of the general 
crisis in the country was the main driving force for altering student recruit-
ment. To fight corruption, Azerbaijan was the first former Soviet Union 
country to introduce standardised testing in university admission pro-
cesses in 1992 (Drummond and Gabrscek 2012). The State Commission 
for Student Admission (SSAC) was established as the major administrative 
body for these tests. SSAC operates independently from the Ministry of 
Education (MoE) and reports directly to the President. Currently, SSAC 
administers school graduation exams, organises Bachelor and Master 
admission exams for both private and public HEIs, and implements stu-
dent placement at HEIs.
The mushrooming of private institutions also ceased with the introduc-
tion of new quality assurance mechanisms. In 1995, only 10 out of 100 
newly established private institutions acquired formal legal status after being 
evaluated by a Ministry of Education expert commission and  obtaining 
permission from the Cabinet of Ministers (Catterall and McGhee 1996).
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It was not only the decline in HEI numbers but also limited resources, 
centralised admission processes and educational quality that resulted in 
low participation rates in tertiary education (Aliyev 2011). In 2014, the 
GER for tertiary education was 23%.
Hence, higher education development in the first 10 years after 
Azerbaijani independence was associated with increased institutional 
diversity and differentiation. Loose regulations regarding the establish-
ment of private institutions, increased demand for higher education and 
interest in private enterprise led to higher education attracting more stu-
dents. Although the number of HEIs in the country skyrocketed initially 
with more than 100 new university and non-university institutions enter-
ing the market, differentiation in the Azerbaijani higher education system 
has been relatively slow since 2000.
In the early 2000s, the number of private HEIs dropped from 18 to 15 
as some were closed down (Fig. 4.2). The number of public HEIs, how-
ever, increased from 29 to 37 due to newly established universities and 
academies with diverse study areas, such as the Azerbaijan Diplomatic 
Academy and the Baku Higher Oil School. Stagnation in the number of 
private universities since the 2000s can be explained by increased require-
ments for establishing HEIs and social favouritism for public institutions 
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as stable establishments stemming from mistrust in short-lived private 
ones, as well as ministry and state demands. While public institutions grew 
in number and profile, many HEI branches dropped off. Four branches of 
the Azerbaijan Institute of Teachers were closed due to alleged corrupt 
practices in 2014–15.
Harmonising the higher education system with the Bologna Process 
requirements and the need for more clarity in HEI management necessi-
tated updates in legislation. The Second Education Law was adopted in 
2009 after 15 years of discussion. The transition period was accompanied 
by political turmoil and the adoption of the new Law was delayed until the 
late 2000s, when the country started benefiting from the oil boom and 
developing fast.
The Second Law established a new system for Doctoral education, cul-
minating in either a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) or Doctor of Science, 
the latter being an amalgam of Soviet and Western Doctoral degrees. As 
the leading educational document, the Law also aimed to clarify education 
structure and the educational system. It determines the characteristics of 
HEIs (Table 4.3) that divides HEIs into universities, academies and insti-
tutes based on their research and teaching focus. In the document, univer-
sities represent multi-profile institutions and, in addition to teaching, 
function as research institutes. Academies included primarily specialised 
HEIs with a narrow focus of study like military schools, the Academy of 
Painting and the Azerbaijan Diplomatic Academy. Institutes encompassed 
specialised institutions that provided professional training. However, the 
title of “institute” is slowly being phased out in the current Azerbaijani 
higher education system. By Presidential decree, “institute” is being 
replaced with “university” in HEI titles. The only HEI still carrying the 
“institute” title is the Nakhchivan Institute of Teachers.
It is also worth mentioning that the distinction between universities 
and academies is vague in reality. In September 2015, the Azerbaijan State 
Oil Academy was renamed the Azerbaijan State University of Oil and 
Industry with no major structural or institutional changes. University rep-
resentatives explained the inclusion of the word “industry” in the title by 
pointing out that the HEI’s focus is not limited to the oil sector, but this 
does not explain why the institution was upgraded from an academy to a 
university. Again by Presidential Decree in December 2014, the Azerbaijan 
Tourism Institute was renamed the Azerbaijan University of Management 
and Tourism. Similarly, in July 2015, Mingechevir State University was 
established on the foundations of the former Mingechevir Polytechnic 
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Institute. The purpose of this was to provide one comprehensive state 
university in each big city in the country. The latest upgrade was the inclu-
sion of the Azerbaijan Institute of Teachers under the Azerbaijan 
Pedagogical University. This was to optimise the number of HEIs in the 
country and increase the efficiency of their governance.
Admission plays an important role in shaping HEI diversification and 
the higher education market in Azerbaijan. Although universities set their 
admission cut-off scores, the bar fluctuates based on general student test 
performance. Student placement is carried out based on an HEI admission 
plan designed by the MoE and confirmed by the Cabinet of Ministers. HEI 
ranking is a new phenomenon for the higher education system in Azerbaijan, 
Table 4.3 State defined characteristics of HEIs
Education/teaching and learning Research
Student body (bachelor, master, and 
doctoral degree students studying part 
time and full time)
Teaching staff (tenure and adjunct 
professors)
Country ranking
Average SSAC scores
Choice of high scorers
Presidential scholarship winners
Eight group programmes and required 
scores
Top ten programmes
Total budget for research and science funding
Number of articles published in local scientific 
journals
Number of articles published in international 
peer reviewed journals
Number of patents and patent applications
Number of international research science 
projects partnered/joined
Number of national and regional science projects 
partnered/joined
Number of professors who are members of 
ANAS, PhD/ DSc programme offering 
universities
Number of research institutes under the HEI
Financing Internationalisation
Universities with rights to independent 
funding allocation
Sources of income other than from 
tuition and state funding
Income from research activities
Income from tuition
Number of international students (bachelor, 
master and doctoral degree
Number of international students sponsored by 
the HEI
Number of exchange programmes administered 
by the HEI
Number of professor exchange programmes
Number of international programmes
Number of international exchange projects, 
number of contracts with foreign universities, 
institutions, organisations, etc., number of 
international faculty
Source: Education Law (2009)
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and the ranking system was established in 2013 to increase competition 
among HEIs. The ranking is issued by SSAC based on applicant HEI pref-
erences and the average admission score of enrolling students. Recently, 
the MoE commissioned a study that yielded another country ranking of 
HEIs with the purpose of creating more competition in the higher educa-
tion market. The study not only produced a country ranking of HEIs, but 
also proved a positive relation between ranking and student choice 
(Ahmadov 2014). For instance, Khazar University and Qafqaz University 
are private HEIs often chosen by high scoring students (on the admission 
test), despite requiring a lower passing score than public HEIs. Hence, the 
admission process is the major driver of vertical diversity in the system.
europeanISatIon and InternatIonalISatIon  
of HIgHer educatIon
Not only socioeconomic and political changes within the country but also 
global trends have affected the system in Azerbaijan. From the initial 
reforms and decrees, Azerbaijan clearly aimed to transform Soviet  education 
by establishing and following Western educational values and modes to 
discard the remnants and values of socialist education. Other higher educa-
tion systems and institutions were observed for insight and good examples, 
and were used as a basis for benchmarking. Moreover, educational policies 
in the country were closely associated with foreign policy. Azerbaijan joined 
the Council of Europe in 2001 and has been a part of the European 
Neighbourhood Policy since 2004. Accession to the Bologna Process in 
2005 took higher education on a more defined development path. Many 
important reforms following the accession were directed towards harmon-
ising the higher education system with European standards.
Joining the Bologna Process also increased student mobility in higher 
education and positively affected internationalisation by opening opportu-
nities for participation in various exchange programmes, expanding uni-
versity partnerships and transferring credits to other universities. Currently, 
Azerbaijani universities participate in European Union educational pro-
grammes such as Trans-European Mobility Programme for University 
Studies (TEMPUS) and Erasmus+.
Increased political relations with neighbouring countries after indepen-
dence brought about increased student mobility within the region and 
contributed to the movement of students among the former Soviet repub-
lics. After independence, relations with neighbours such as Iran became 
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stronger and closer than in Soviet times. Most international students in 
Azerbaijan currently come from Turkey (57%) and Iran (13%). There are 
also many students from the former Soviet Union (12%), mostly from 
Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan as well as neighbouring Georgia (Fig. 4.3).
Universities are free to attract and recruit international students. In 
2013, there were more than 3,971 international students studying in 
Azerbaijan, which comprised 2.6% of the total student body. Although 
some universities provide international programmes in English, the state 
mandates the provision of core courses in the Azerbaijani language. 
Therefore, in case they do not master Azerbaijani or Russian, international 
students are expected to take a preparatory Azerbaijani language course 
for one or two semesters. The majority of international students in 
Azerbaijan opt for studies in fields such as medicine, economics, humani-
tarian and technical studies.
In line with inbound student mobility, the number of Azerbaijani stu-
dents studying abroad grew as well. Shortly after joining the Bologna 
Process, an order to launch a scholarship programme for Azerbaijani 
 citizens to study abroad (between 2007 and 2015) was signed by the 
President in 2006. Programmes of study are defined and listed by the 
MoE based on assumed labour market need. Most of these students study 
in the fields of medicine, economics and technology and the most attrac-
tive destinations for studying abroad are the United Kingdom, Turkey and 
Germany. In 2015, a total of 3,558 students received the state scholarship 
to study in 32 countries at 379 universities.
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governance of HIgHer educatIon: role of tHe State
According to the Education Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan (2009), 
the major goal of higher education is to provide education that integrates 
the demands of society and the labour market to develop highly special-
ised experts, researchers and academic staff for the country. The gover-
nance of higher education remains quite centralised, with all policies and 
reforms decided and very often imposed by the Cabinet of Ministers and 
the MoE. The MoE is the central executive body governing the education 
system. It participates in the development and implementation of state 
policy for education.
There are six universities that have obtained autonomy from the state. 
Such HEIs acquire funding directly from the Ministry of Finances and are 
not steered by any other governmental institution. Universities with this 
level of autonomy are allowed to define the contents of education, set 
their own admission plan in all three degree levels and independently 
award scientific degrees and scientific titles. Ten HEIs are under the aus-
pices of other ministries, state companies and other affiliated institutions. 
For instance, the Azerbaijan Medical University is under the Ministry of 
Healthcare, while the State Academy of Sports and the University of 
Management and Tourism are under the Ministry of Youth and Sports.
Curricula, teaching methodologies and course priorities in higher edu-
cation are defined at the national level and built around state-level higher 
education standards. All HEIs including public, private and international 
institutions as well as autonomous universities are obliged to follow these 
standards. State standards also outline the different higher education 
degree levels, higher education management, HEI infrastructure, quality 
standards for education providers and measurement tools for student 
competences as well as educational programmes.
The state budget is the basis for public HEIs, while private HEIs heavily 
depend on tuition fees. Such institutions also obtain resources from trust-
ees, partnerships with industry, bank loans and various local and interna-
tional grants. Both public and private HEIs are free to define their tuition 
fees. The fee amount is usually based on the reputation of the HEI and its 
place on the ranking list. Starting in 2010, the state uses a funding model 
based on the number of students admitted and defines the amount per 
student, varying by field of study within a range of 1500–1800 AZN6; 
there is an exception for medical students (2500 AZN). In 2013, the state 
started paying public HEIs for students who scored sufficient points to 
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make them eligible for free state university seats, but chose to study in 
private HEIs. Currently, students studying on a state scholarship and 
exempt from tuition constitute one-third of the student population (36%), 
and only 1.24% of these students study in private HEIs (State Student 
Admission Committee 2014).
HIgHer educatIon and reSearcH
The First Education Law (2003) declared the unification of research and 
teaching within higher education. There was a slow increase in HEI 
research activity, with still a strong role for the Azerbaijan National 
Academy of Sciences (ANAS) in overseeing research work. The MoE and 
the ANAS are the main bodies responsible for Doctoral programmes. In 
2013, 106 institutions were carrying out research activities, of which 73 
were scientific institutions and 33 HEIs. The cabinet, the MoE and the 
ANAS decide on the plan for Doctoral candidate admission and issue per-
mits for establishing new Doctoral programmes. Only the six aforemen-
tioned autonomous universities are free to decide on their Doctoral 
programmes. The academic Doctorate is the only type of Doctoral pro-
gramme that still reflects the practices of the Soviet period. The Doctorate 
degree is divided into two levels: (1) a PhD degree (fəlsəfə doktoru) that 
takes three to four  years depending on the mode of study; and (2) a 
Doctor of Science degree (elmlər doktoru) that can be continued after the 
PhD degree with four to five years of study.
HIgHer educatIon landScape In azerbaIjan
Changes in the higher education system in Azerbaijan since its indepen-
dence have developed and occurred at varying paces. Accelerated institu-
tional differentiation in the early years after independence yielded good 
quality in private HEIs, as well as low calibre institutions that contributed 
to the aggravated corruption in the education system. Most in the latter 
category were phased out. On the one hand, the state still maintains strong 
control over the higher education market, and on the other it introduces 
incentives for HEIs to trigger competition.
During the academic year 2013–14, about 151,000 students studied in 
53 HEIs (see Fig.  4.4). For that academic year, 40,884 students were 
admitted to universities, a majority of 87% at the Bachelor level with only 
14% in private universities. The number of students paying tuition fees has 
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been increasing every academic year; in 2000 only 45% of students were 
expected to pay for higher education, but this number grew to more than 
60% by 2013. In addition to being able to study for free, students who 
score highest on admission exams are also awarded with a presidential 
scholarship. In 2013, 102 top scoring applicants received the scholarship 
(State Student Admission Committee 2014). Also in 2013, 96,720 stu-
dents participated in admission exams, and about 35% were successful. 
About 60% of the applicants were high school graduates in the same year, 
and 70% of these high school graduates failed to score the minimum 
admission points required (150 out of 700) and therefore did not gain 
access to the higher education system.
Educational programmes in HEIs are offered in three languages: the 
official language, Azerbaijani, as well as Russian and English, although 
there are no programmes taught completely in English. Admission to 
HEIs, however, is carried out in Azerbaijani and Russian. In 2013, the 
majority of students (89%) were admitted to Azerbaijani language pro-
grammes, with 11% opting for Russian language programmes. The major-
ity of public universities (32) and a few private universities (4) provide 
programmes in the Russian language (SSAC 2014).
The number of programmes at HEIs and their diversity has been 
increasing, with universities establishing new programmes that do not 
require much investment in infrastructure such as information technology, 
business administration and financial management. Often such courses are 
offered by most HEIs, which leads to duplication and overlap. HEIs offer 
educational programmes in eight areas that were defined by the Cabinet of 
Ministers in 2009: education; humanitarian and social sciences; arts and 
151,000 students; 53 HEIs
39 public HEIs= 85% enrolment 
36% scholarship receivers; 64% tuition payers 
85% full time; 15% part time 
Bachelors 87%; Masters 13% 
52% males; 48% females 
89% Azerbaijani; 11% Russian sector
Fig. 4.4 Student body characteristics for 2014/2015 (Source: State Statistical 
Committee 2014)
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culture; economics and management; natural sciences; technical and tech-
nological sciences; agriculture; healthcare, well-being and service. The 
majority of students enrol in education, technical sciences and economics 
(70% for both Bachelor and Master degrees). HEIs try to expand their 
programmes in these qualification groups to attract more students.
current InStItutIonal typology
Currently, HEIs in Azerbaijan can only be compared by using the state’s 
institutional ranking. This ranking system incorporates only one dimen-
sion, student choice after the admission exam, and fails to reflect other 
major institutional functions. The current ranking does not provide any 
information on research quality, international orientation or institutional 
interaction with industry. The ranking also neglects the diversity of fields 
and educational programmes offered by the institutions. Although about 
70% of HEIs in Azerbaijan can be defined as rather specialised institutions 
based on their title and educational study focus, each educational pro-
gramme is offered by at least 10% of HEIs. Hence, the ranking does not 
sufficiently describe why students choose this or that specific university. 
The following dimensions were used within the research to classify HEIs 
in Azerbaijan (Table 4.4).
Table 4.4 State defined typology of HEIs
Type Description Number
Academy
(Akademiya)
Implements higher and in-service training 
programmes, and conducts fundamental and 
applied scientific research
Public 11, 
Private 1
University
(Universitet)
Leading multi-profile higher educational 
institution, which carries out a broad range of 
specialist training at all levels of higher education, 
in-service training programmes, and conducts 
fundamental and applied scientific research
Public 21, 
Private 14
Institute
(Institut, ali məktəb)
Independent HEIs, independent research focused 
establishment, or a structural unit of a university, 
which carries out the training of specialists on 
specific specialties, as well as provides in-service 
training programmes
Public 1, 
Private 0
Conservatory
(Konservatoriya)
Provides training for highly specialised experts in 
the field of music
Public 1, 
Private 0
Source: Education Law (2009)
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In addition, HEI reputation and prestige levels are often mentioned in 
state documentation and policy papers, and were also incorporated into 
the typology (Table 4.5). University websites were also analysed to gauge 
HEIs’ missions. Five public HEIs that require a special aptitude test as 
part of the admission process, which are affiliated with various defence and 
military ministries and state bodies, were excluded from this study. No 
data were accessible on research and education dimensions, and no inter-
national students were admitted to these institutions.
Flagship University. Baku State University (BSU) is the oldest university 
in Azerbaijan and is popular with prominent alumni and acclaimed profes-
sorial staff who are also active participants in the political and social life of 
the country. The current and former President of the country, as well as 
presidents and national leaders of various countries are honorary Doctors 
of the university. BSU is home to the highest number of students with the 
highest average scores and is  considered “a leader of HEIs” and a “scien-
tific and educational centre” of the higher education system. It is also one 
of the six completely autonomous HEIs in the country that attract the 
highest number of international students.
Leading public specialised HEIs. This group is comprised of eight HEIs 
popular among high scoring students with high cut-off scores and includes 
both recently established and older universities. These HEIs offer special-
ised studies in diverse fields such as diplomacy, executive education, lan-
guages, economics and oil engineering. This group is also diverse when 
the four dimensions are taken into account. Two of the institutions were 
established in the last 5 years: the Azerbaijan Diplomatic Academy, estab-
lished in 2006, and Baku Higher Oil School, established in 2011. These 
are comparatively new HEIs and are popular among high scorers on the 
admission test. Both HEIs are selective and competitive, with the highest 
points required for admission and highest average points scored among 
admitted students (590 for ADA and 660 for BHOS).
Public specialised HEIs. This group makes up 70% of all public HEIs 
and enrols one-third of the total student body. Unlike the previous group, 
this cluster requires comparatively lower cut-off scores and enrols students 
with lower average scores. The group includes HEIs with a narrow focus 
that require a special aptitude test, for example the Painting Academy, 
Conservatory, and University of Art and Architecture. HEIs within the 
group have a relatively weak international focus and conduct mostly 
applied research. Although this group recently started providing PhD 
studies, there is still a limited research focus.
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Table 4.5 Classification of HEIs in Azerbaijan
Title/number Institutional characteristics Example Students
Flagship University 
(1)
Comprehensive, research 
focused institution which 
provides multi-profile 
educational programmes. Major 
provider of doctoral study 
programmes
Baku State 
University
16,988
Leading public 
specialised HEIs (8)
HEIs with high average 
admission scores and include 
research focused and teaching- 
focused institutions. Provider of 
specialised educational 
programmes for different areas 
of industry and social life
Diplomatic 
Academy, Medical 
University, 
Azerbaijan State 
University of Oil and 
Industry, etc.
37,143
Public specialised 
(12)
Provides specialised training on 
narrow fields, such as music, art, 
painting, languages, etc. Some 
of these HEIs have special 
aptitude test. Low focus on 
internationalisation, doctoral 
studies and research
Painting Academy, 
Music Academy, 
Slavic University, etc.
39, 137
Regional 
comprehensive (5)
Universities established on the 
basis of upgraded institutes. 
Carries a goal of serving a higher 
education centre for big region 
of the country and provide with 
training in various areas. Low 
focus on internationalisation, 
doctoral studies and research
Ganja State, 
Mingechevir State, 
Lankaran State, 
Nakhchivan State, 
Sumgayit State
18, 663
Regional specialised 
(3)
This group also includes 7 
branches of Azerbaijan 
Pedagogical University. 
Teaching, Agriculture and 
technology focused institutions 
with low focus on 
internationalisation
Agrarian University, 
Technological 
University, 
Nakchivan Teachers’ 
Institute
9473
Private leading 
comprehensive (4)
4 private comprehensive 
universities with higher average 
scored points compared to other 
private HEIs. High cut-off 
score. Choice of presidential 
scholarship holders. Holds at 
least 5 out of 8 educational 
programmes
Khazar U, Odlar 
Yurdu U, Qafqaz U, 
Western U.
17,987
(continued)
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The regional comprehensive group encompasses five comprehensive 
state universities operating in big cities such as Ganja, Sumgayit, 
Nakhchivan, Lankaran and Mingechevir. They were developed and 
upgraded from regional technicums into universities to serve as major 
comprehensive education providers in various regions. This group also 
includes two autonomous HEIs: Nakhchivan State University and 
Azerbaijan Agrarian University. This group has a low international and 
research focus, enrols students mostly from neighbouring regions and 
provides comprehensive educational programmes. This group requires 
lower admission scores and has a less intensive international and research 
focus.
The regional specialised group is comprised of HEI branches: three that 
provide specialised training in technology, agriculture and teaching and 
seven branches of teaching schools. However, the main campus and steer-
ing body of these branches, Azerbaijan Pedagogical University, is located 
in Baku. This group supports very few international students (seven stu-
dents on average) and limited Doctoral studies (65 students on average). 
The major function of this group is meeting regional needs for a special-
ised work force.
Private leading comprehensive. Despite unequal competition conditions 
for private universities, some private HEIs perform with a strong portfolio 
and attract high-quality applicants each year. This group consists of four 
private universities in the capital city of Baku with higher average scored 
Table 4.5 (continued)
Title/number Institutional characteristics Example Students
Private specialised 
and comprehensive 
(10)
Includes specialised and 
comprehensive private HEIs, 
with low international and 
research focus, lowest average 
admission scores. Also includes 
the HEI with the smallest 
student body—Baku Asia 
University, 200 students
Cooperation U, 
Azerbaijan U, Baku 
Islamic U, etc.
10,078
Regional 
comprehensive 
private (1)
The only private university in 
the region that provides 
educational programme in 
various areas. No focus on 
internationalisation and research
Nakhchivan 
University
972
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points compared to other private HEIs. These are also the first established 
private institutions, which function mostly on the basis of income from 
tuition fees. Being deprived of any kind of state funding, these HEIs can 
compete with other public HEIs. Qafqaz University, for example, was 
established by a Turkish foundation and has the biggest local and interna-
tional student body with the highest number of research institutes and 
industry partnerships among private HEIs.
Private comprehensive and specialised. The remaining private compre-
hensive (six) and specialised (four) institutions require the lowest admis-
sion scores. This group is represented by the biggest (3900) and the 
smallest (200) student bodies amongst private institutions. HEIs within 
this group are teaching focused with very limited international activity. 
Although there are some research projects being conducted, none of these 
universities offer Doctoral degrees.
The regional comprehensive private group consists of only one private 
HEI, Nakhchivan University. It is located in the Nakhchivan Autonomous 
Republic with a student body of about 1000. This university provides no 
Doctoral study programme and enrols no international students. The role 
of the university is to provide alternative public education educational 
opportunities, mainly for local residents of Nakhchivan.
concluSIon
The higher education system in Azerbaijan was characterised by three pri-
mary types of institutions during the Soviet period and has now trans-
formed into a more diverse system with seven types of HEIs. The number 
of HEIs has tripled and student enrolment has increased 68% in compari-
son with the highest enrolment rates in the 1980s. A major increase was 
also observed in the number of comprehensive universities as a result of 
the government’s regional development policy. While during Soviet times 
there was only one comprehensive university (Azerbaijan State University), 
there are now 5 state and 11 private comprehensive universities.
Similar to the Soviet period, regional HEIs currently provide training 
in various areas to meet regional needs. When types of HEIs are com-
pared, there is an apparent difference in relation to research and interna-
tionalisation policies between regional and capital institutions. Capital 
public and some private HEIs focus more on research and attract interna-
tional students, while regional HEIs perform lower in these two 
dimensions.
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The higher education system has changed and developed through 
internal (demographic, political, social and economic) and external fac-
tors (international relations, involvement of international development 
organisations). These factors have led to accelerated growth in the num-
ber of higher education institutions, educational programmes and oppor-
tunities. They include population increase, a large proportion of youth in 
society and an increased interest in higher education qualifications and 
the changed nature of the economy. This interest was also met by inter-
national organisations that contributed to the internationalisation and 
financing of higher education. Major drivers of change in the system 
were increased attention to privatisation and private institutions, emerg-
ing demand for skilled labour in the new open market, a recognised need 
for an education system upgrade based on international standards and a 
desire to participate more in student mobility. Similar to the Soviet 
period, changes in the economy and market dynamics are still driving 
major changes in the higher education system and shaping its diversity 
today.
noteS
1. In Nagorno Karabakh.
2. Technical vocational educational institution.
3. This institution was called Baku State University between 1919 and 1920. 
In 1991, the name was reintroduced.
4. This institution was called the Azerbaijan State Oil Academy between 
1991 and 2015.
5. College—an educational institution that provides educational services 
based on secondary professional and vocational programmes and has the 
right to confer sub-bachelor vocational and professional degrees (Education 
Law 2009).
6. AZN- Azerbaijani New Manat (1400–1700 USD in 2015).
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CHAPTER 5
Belarus: Higher Education Dynamics 
and Institutional Landscape
Olga Gille-Belova and Larissa Titarenko
The HE system in Belarus has undergone important changes since the 
beginning of the 1990s under the pressure of various internal and external 
factors (including demographic, political, socio-economic changes and 
international cooperation). A study of changes in the HE system in the 
Republic of Belarus during the post-Soviet period can be made by using 
an analytical framework based on the conceptual distinction between three 
types of higher education system characteristics: horizontal diversification, 
vertical differentiation and organisational interrelationship (Teichler 
1988). We will focus on these three dimensions in our analysis of main 
changes in the institutional landscape of Belarusian HE and discuss the 
issue of its diversity “as being about both similarities and differences” 
(Huisman et al. 2007, 565).
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Horizontal system diversification increased with the creation of new 
private and public HEIs, and changes in the functioning of the former 
Soviet HEIs. The vertical system differentiation inherited from the Soviet 
period was slightly changed by the end of the 1990s/beginning of the 
2000s. It was strengthened, especially at the beginning of 2010, as a result 
of government policies (Educational Code 2011) and the introduction of 
national, regional and international rankings that made the existing verti-
cal diversity more visible. The organisational interrelationship between 
HEIs has also changed from the logic of complementarity under the Soviet 
system to the logic of competition for students and resources.
This chapter will first analyse the HE system inherited from the Soviet 
period, because Soviet legacies still play an extremely important role in the 
Belarusian case. Then it will explore the main factors influencing the trans-
formations in the HE landscape over more than 20 years. Finally, it will 
present the typology of existing Belarusian HEIs. The conclusion will 
draw some inferences about the further evolution of the national higher 
education system.
The he SySTem WiThin The SovieT ConTexT
If some Soviet republics inherited universities from the pre-Soviet period 
founded according to the German “Humboldt model” (Universities of 
Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kiev), it was not the case in Belarus. Under 
Russian Empire rule, only few secondary level establishments existed in 
this region (gymnasiums, vocational and parish schools), and three teach-
ers’ institutes were founded in Vitebsk in 1910, in Mogilev in 1913 and 
in Minsk in 1914. The HE system in Belarus was built from scratch during 
the Soviet period after the establishment of the Byelorussian1 Soviet 
Socialist Republic (BSSR) in January 1919. This system was designed as a 
part of a larger Soviet “master plan”.2 From the beginning, it was intended 
as a vocational institutional structure with the main mission to train pro-
fessionals for the needs of the Soviet command economy in the Byelorussian 
Republic. The main functions of the HE system included: (1) professional 
training for the needs of the national economy (according to the branches 
of the national economy in the BSSR); (2) reproduction of the Soviet 
managerial elite at all levels for the republic; and (3) Soviet ideological 
education for the younger generation.
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The first university in Belarus was opened in the newly established 
republic in 1921. This university (Byelorussian State University, or BSU) 
was designed as the only one for the whole republic and it was a multidis-
ciplinary comprehensive establishment with the main mission to train 
staff3 for future BSSR HEIs and research institutes, as well as managers for 
the republic administration. Other HEIs were actively founded in the 
1920–1930s, mainly as specialised institutes (instituty) to prepare cadres 
for particular sectors such as social infrastructure and economic develop-
ment for the republic (teachers, doctors, economists, engineers). By 
1940–1941, the BSSR had 25 HEIs with 21,500 students and 927 staff at 
different levels (Krasovskiï 1972). Some of these institutes were trans-
formed from the former BSU faculties: the Medical Institute (BSMI)4 in 
1930, Minsk State Pedagogical Institute (MSPI)5 in 1931 and the 
Byelorussian Institute of National Economy (BINE)6 in 1933. The other 
institutes were built by upgrading secondary level vocational establish-
ments (for example, Byelorussian Polytechnic Institute, BPI,7 was trans-
formed in 1920 from Minsk Polytechnic College) or regional pedagogical 
institutes transformed from former pedagogical colleges. Vertical differen-
tiation selected five major establishments (BSU, BPI, MSPI, Medical 
Institute and BINE) as the core of the Byelorussian HE system; they per-
formed the leading methodological functions for others and covered the 
training needs for main branches of republic professionals.
In the post-World War II period, expansion in the horizontal differen-
tiation of the HE system continued: in 1958–1959 there were 56,700 
students with more than 3,000 professorial teaching staff in 25 HEIs 
(Yearbook 1959). In order to develop the HE system in the regional 
(oblast) centres and introduce more balance, two new universities were 
opened, one in Gomel in 1969 and another in Grodno in 1972, on the 
foundations of existing pedagogical institutes. The separation of some fac-
ulties at Minsk State Pedagogical Institute gave birth to the Minsk State 
Pedagogical Institute of Foreign Languages8 in 1948 and the Institute of 
Culture9 in 1975. Some new stand-alone specialised industrial HE insti-
tutes were also founded. These included Minsk Radio Technical Institute 
(RTI)10 in 1964, the Institute of Mechanization and Electrification of 
Agriculture11 in 1954 and Belarusian Technological Institute,12 which was 
reorganised from the Forest Technical Institute in 1961. Growth in the 
HE system mainly met new economic needs and was connected with 
labour market demands for new plants and factories; it also supported the 
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development of agriculture, chemical and electronic industries and 
mechanical constructions.
Several institutes were opened in the regional centres: Mogilev Machine 
Building Institute13 (1961) trained cadres for the Mogilev elevators plant 
(one of the biggest in Eastern Europe), and the Belarusian Institute of 
Railway Engineers14 (1953) in Gomel prepared specialists for the transport 
sector. Other specialised regional institutes included Vitebsk Technological 
Institute of Light Industry15 (1965) and Grodno State Medical Institute16 
(1958). Preparation of managerial personnel and professional ideological 
training were conducted by Minsk Higher Communist Party School 
in 1958. As everywhere in the USSR, it performed the important functions 
of reproducing the political elite and handling the regular ideological train-
ing of Soviet personnel with various educational backgrounds.
By the end of the Soviet period, the BSSR had 33 HEIs with 188,600 
students and 15,400 staff including professors. BSU dominated the sys-
tem as the oldest republican comprehensive university, followed by the 
main specialised republican institutes situated in Minsk. Outside Minsk, all 
administrative regional centres had either their own university (Grodno, 
Gomel) or pedagogical institute (Vitebsk, Brest, Mogilev); in some cases, 
this meant specialised institutes to train employees for a particular factory 
or meet other regional needs for society and the national economy (see 
Table 5.1). Like the universities, major specialised institutes and pedagogi-
cal institutes generally depended on the Ministry of Education of BSSR, 
while narrowly specialised institutes were under the control of the corre-
sponding BSSR ministries. This vertical differentiation included general 
supervision by Soviet Union ministries in the relevant field from Moscow.
The increasing number of HEIs and staff during the Soviet period 
reflected the fast growth of young Soviet Byelorussians graduating from 
secondary schools with educational expectations that met the increasing 
needs of the national economy for professionals and well-trained person-
nel in the BSSR. In the last two to three Soviet decades, the BSSR was 
recognised as a manufacturing and industrial centre of the Soviet Union; 
therefore, all professionals for the factories and plants situated in the BSSR 
were trained mainly in the republic. As the republic was highly industri-
alised, most of its HEIs were oriented toward industry or other practical 
needs of the national economy including training for doctors, teachers, 
economists, and agronomists. Only the universities provided a limited 
space for education that was not directly connected with local needs (in 
philosophy, psychology, and sociology); therefore, young people had to 
move to other cities for education in fields not represented in Belarus. 
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Few Byelorussian HEIs had their own research centres and the level of 
financial support provided for research activities was rather low.
As for internationalisation, in 1988–1989 there were officially 6,800 
(3.8 %) foreign students in the BSSR (including military students) 
(Vetokhin 2001, 91). They arrived mainly from African and Asian coun-
tries that formally followed the Marxist ideology and were therefore sup-
ported by the USSR authorities. Such exchange was part of the 
internationalisation activities conceived on the all-Union level in order to 
reinforce the ties between the USSR and its closest allies. Most foreign 
students studied for free and paid only for their living expenses.
In conclusion, Byelorussian HE existed in 1991 as a “Soviet legacy” 
based mainly on complementary interrelationships between HEIs, each 
designed to respond to the particular economic or social needs of the 
republic or the region. However, this system was designed for the out-of- 
date challenges of the Soviet political and industrial economic model, 
which led to requests for important reforms at the beginning of 1990.
ChangeS in The higher eduCaTion SySTem in PoST- 
SovieT BelaruS: SloW evoluTion under STaTe 
ConTrol
The end of the USSR and the formation of the new independent state, the 
Republic of Belarus, in 1991 marked the beginning of a long period of 
political, economic and social transformations in the country, which had 
an important impact on the HE system. In Belarus, like everywhere in 
post-Socialist states, ideas such as “democratisation” “decentralisation” 
“liberalisation” “pluralism” and “humanisation of learning” became very 
popular at the beginning of 1990 in regard to transformations in the field 
of education (Silova 2009, 296) and construction of the nation-state; 
some new liberal ideas coexisted with attempts by the ministerial authori-
ties to preserve the “best practices” of the former Soviet system (Vetokhin 
2001). It was particularly the new Law on Education (adopted by parlia-
ment on 29 October 1991) that played an important role in the transfor-
mation of the system inherited from the Soviet period.17 It authorised the 
creation of private HEIs and the introduction of fees in state-owned pub-
lic HEIs, granted more freedom in choosing programmes and disciplines 
offered by each HEI and replaced the nomination of university rectors 
with elections. Additionally, new specialties needed for the nation-state 
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were introduced in new faculties at existing HEIs, such as “diplomacy” at 
the BSU Faculty of International Relations, and customs service at BSU 
and Belarusian National Technical University (BNTU).  Despite these 
important changes in the legislative framework, Belarusian authorities had 
no clear ambition to create a radically new HE model; instead, they tried 
to adapt the former Soviet model to a new political, economic, social and 
international reality (Gille-Belova 2014).
This new legislative framework had an important impact on the HE sys-
tem in breaking the state monopoly on education and stimulating system 
diversification. During the 1990s, many academic actors created new private 
HEIs or transformed existing public HEIs by creating new faculties and 
introducing new programmes. Ministry of Education officials did not have 
any particular “master plan” to guide the institutional changes, but they fol-
lowed this spontaneous process. Their role was limited to the general super-
vision of the diversification process, mainly financed by Belarusian students 
and their families: in fact, students at not only private HEIs paid fees, but 
almost two-thirds of the students in public HEIs also paid18 (NSCRB 2013, 
147). Only one-third of students enjoyed public financial support provided 
by the Belarusian Ministry of Education in public HEIs (the limited number 
of state financed student places, mainly in “old traditional” fields of study, 
was fixed). In contrast, very few diplomas in the new fields (humanities, social 
sciences, management) were financed from the public budget, and therefore 
most students in these fields paid for their education. Within 20 years, the 
Belarusian state thus reduced its HE expenditure from 1 % to 0.7 % of GDP 
(IBK 2013, 20–22), despite the growing number of HEIs and students.
Horizontal diversification of HE during the 1990s–2000s was largely 
facilitated by demographic factors and corresponded to the massification 
of HE, which happened between the mid-1990s and the beginning of the 
2010s. New HEIs were founded and new faculties opened in existing 
HEIs with a huge range of new programmes due to the growing number 
of students. In the academic year 1989–1990, the number of students was 
almost 190,000. It had increased to 250,000 by the end of the 1990s and 
almost doubled during the 2000s, reaching its peak at 445,000  in 
2011–2012 (see Fig. 5.1).
New private HEIs started to appear from 1994 and the number of 
HEIs almost doubled in a few years, increasing from 33 in 1990–1991 to 
59 in 1995–1996. This was largely because of private sector growth; there 
were 20 private HEIs by 1996/97 (see Fig. 5.2). Leading members of the 
teaching staff at main public HEIs were generally the founders of new 
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private HEIs, the staff of which was composed of part-time employees 
with full positions in nearby public HEIs. The number of students enrolled 
in private HEIs remained rather small and equal to about one-tenth of 
total student numbers (see Fig. 5.1). Private HEIs had a high proportion 
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Fig. 5.1 Change in the number of HEI students in Belarus (thousands), 
1940–2015 (Source: MORB 2001, 2013b; NSCRB 2013, 2014, 2015)
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Fig. 5.2 Change in the number of HEIs in Belarus, 1940–2015 (Source: MORB 
2001, 2013a; NSCRB 2013, 2014, 2015)
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of part-time students (80 %) that was much higher than in public HEIs 
(under 50 %) by the end of the 2000s.19 Most private HEIs were oriented 
toward training students in newly popular fields of study that represented 
a flux in education demands (management, economy, law and humani-
ties). The disciplinary diversity in private HEIs was much more limited 
than in public HEIs, and competition between university enrolees was 
much lower than in public HEIs; tuition fees were generally lower as well.
The number of public HEIs did not increase until the end of 1990; 
most underwent significant changes by proposing new specialties and 
opening new faculties. Many public HEIs (in particular, the narrowly spe-
cialised ones) created so-called “non-profile” faculties of management and 
economics or humanities during the Soviet period. Their motivation was 
mainly financial, as all students of these new faculties paid relatively high 
fees while the demand for the traditional “profile” fields of study (engi-
neers, agronomists, teachers) was less important and financed mainly by 
the state.20 As state finances decreased during the economic crisis at the 
beginning of the 1990s, student fees became an important source of com-
plementary revenue for public HEIs. At the same time, most of the former 
public HEIs called “institutes” were transformed into universities or acad-
emies. This ministry policy of “relabelling” responded to HEIs’ leadership 
desire for higher symbolic recognition and prestige. These changes con-
tributed to vertical and new horizontal differentiation.
Government policies started to change during the 2000s; as a result, 
the attitudes of Ministry of Education officials reoriented from supervi-
sion of a largely spontaneous HE system diversification to tighter control. 
The main reason for these changes was political, and related to the logic 
of consolidation by the authoritarian political regime searching to 
strengthen its ideological control over HE and prevent any student 
involvement in political initiatives (Gille-Belova 2015). As the Ministry 
actively used its right to control and check HEI performance, it became 
more difficult to obtain or renew accreditations as well as to secure com-
pulsory official approval for programmes and specialisations. The election 
of rectors was replaced by Ministry of Education or presidential appoint-
ment, so that by the end of the 2000s the Belarusian HE system experi-
enced a significant lack of academic freedom and university autonomy 
(IBK 2013, 2014).
During the 2000s, the number of private HEIs declined, some because 
they failed to renew their accreditation with the Ministry of Education.21 
The number of public HEIs, in contrast, increased to 46. New public 
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HEIs were opened by the state following two distinct trends. The first 
trend aimed to create public specialised non-university HEIs subordinated 
to various ministries and state agencies by changing the names of some 
colleges. Such “relabelling” was necessary for the government to raise the 
status of the colleges, because there has been almost no demand for special 
secondary education diplomas since the 1990s. These institutions were 
directly oriented to the preparation of cadres for a particular public admin-
istration sector (army, police, frontier guards) or economic branch (avia-
tion, transportation). The second trend reflected the logic of encouraging 
regional development by creating small state universities in new places, as 
was the case with Baranovitchskiï university in 2004 and Polesskiï univer-
sity in 2006, universities founded in the small cities of Baranovitchi and 
Pinsk. In both cases, the creation of new establishments responded mainly 
to demands from a particular ministry or regional authority and increased 
horizontal differentiation.
There were no foreign HEI campuses in Belarus, except two Russian 
HEI branches founded as official cooperation projects between the two 
countries within the framework of the Union of Belarus and Russia. Unlike 
the Baltic states, where the dominant language of instruction is Russian in 
all HEIs, there is no student differentiation by language (Belarusian is 
used primarily in faculties of Belarusian philology). The number of local 
branches of Belarusian national HEIs remained quite small in comparison 
with other post-Soviet countries. Only five branches of four public HEIs 
from Minsk were established: two in provincial cities, and three in the 
regional centres. However, like in Russia (Kuzminov et  al. 2013, 33), 
these branches are specialised in economics, management and humanities, 
offering their educational services to students paying tuition fees. On the 
one hand, this adaptive strategy helped HEIs adjust to the conditions of 
restrictive state finances; on the other, the same strategy made higher edu-
cation available for those living in small towns without time and money to 
spend on regular studies in regional centres or in the capital. Overall, 
branches became a new dimension of vertical differentiation.
Another important factor for HE diversification was strong social 
demand for higher education diplomas and high social expectations for 
the emergence of new occupations due to the transition to the market 
economy. The main rationale behind this social demand was the public 
opinion that a higher education diploma is necessary for career and life 
success. Most Belarusians were influenced by expectations of economic 
change and believed that the state-owned Belarusian economy might be 
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progressively transformed following the pattern of Western post-industrial 
countries. This phenomenon explains why the most demanded profes-
sions since the 1990s have been lawyers, economists and managers. Official 
national statistics show that more than 40 % of students study economics, 
law and management (see Fig. 5.3); while in public HEIs this proportion 
is about 30 %, in private HEIs it is about 80 %. Engineering studies (“sci-
ences” and “technology”) offered by public HEIs attract only 20 % of 
students. Compared to the end of the Soviet period, the proportion of 
students in various fields of study has changed dramatically: in the 
1990/1991 academic year, students in “industry” represented almost 
50 % and in “economics” only 13 %.
However, these social expectations based on anticipated future changes 
in the structure of the economy did not match the reality. Belarusian 
authorities did not put in place any liberal economic reforms recom-
mended by international financial organisations, in particular the IMF. The 
number of employees in the private sector grew in Belarus from 10 % in 
1994 to almost 50 % in 2010, but the share of the private sector in GDP 
reached only 30 % in 2010, which was at least two times lower than in 
other post-Soviet states (OECD 2011, 34). Almost 80 % of the industrial 
and agriculture sectors remained public, dominated by state collective 
farms. The situation differs mainly in the service sector, which contains a 
large proportion of private enterprises. By the end of the 2000s, Belarusian 
authorities were forced to publicly recognise the problems connected with 
the fast growth of the HE system and admit the distortion between HE 
system output and the real needs of the Belarusian economy, which was 
unable to absorb such a high number of HE graduates; this was especially 
true in economics, law and management fields. At the same time, the 
growing number of persons with HE diplomas, which reached 467 per 
10,000 at its highest level in 2011, was officially interpreted as an impor-
tant indicator of strong socio-economic development, placing Belarus as a 
most developed country (MORB 2013a). However, this situation also 
raises the question of higher education quality, as many employers com-
plain about the low level of graduate competencies and qualifications 
(Titarenko 2014).
The Belarusian state continues to play a main role in the structuring 
and functioning of the labour market, which implies maintaining a high 
level of employment and a low level of salary differentiation (Morgunova 
2010, 100). A survey conducted by the Belarusian Institute for Strategic 
Studies in 2013 confirmed that a higher level of education does not 
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 produce a higher salary level for HEI graduates (Chubrik and Shimanovitch 
2013). Under these conditions, HE diplomas cannot be converted into 
material values: persons with high school certificates could theoretically 
obtain almost the same salary while occupying low-qualified positions in 
the market, and there is no rational economic motivation to pursue HE 
diplomas (Sysoev 2010). Thus, the demand for HE could still be explained 
by social prestige, already important in the Soviet period, that seems to 
have become almost a social norm in contemporary Belarus.
While the social demand for HE still remains high in Belarus, the 
demographic situation has dramatically changed: from 2011 to 2012, the 
number of secondary school graduates decreased due to a low birth rate in 
the 1990s. The official government strategy for attracting foreign students 
could hardly compensate for the inevitable reduction in fees following the 
decrease in the number of potential students. These demographic and 
financial problems could have an important impact on the Belarusian HE 
system by increasing the competition between HEIs for students and 
financial resources. Some HEIs have better chances in this competition as 
they have better positions in terms of Belarusian HE vertical differentia-
tion. This factor will be examined in the following.
The he inSTiTuTional landSCaPe in ConTemPorary 
BelaruS
The typology proposed below defines six types of HEIs (see Table 5.2) 
and takes into account a variety of criteria regarding HEI educational, 
research and international activities (some of the criteria are presented in 
Table 5.3). The empirical data were gathered from official statistics on 
affiliation and number of HEIs, as well as size including number of facul-
ties, number and characteristics of students (by study profile, level, CT 
admission score) and teaching staff (by age and scientific degree). As it is 
difficult to evaluate research activities (for the reasons mentioned above), 
we took into account the number of PhD students (aspiranty and doctor-
anty), the number of PhD Commissions,22 the number of publications (if 
available) and the number of research centres and research projects (if 
available23). As for the level of internationalisation, we used official data on 
the number of foreign students and number of international cooperation 
agreements. We also took into account different official labels such as 
“leading” HEI status,24 as well as the results of national official ratings 
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introduced by the Ministry of Education in Belarus in 2013 as well as vari-
ous international ratings, even if very few Belarusian HEIs figure into 
them (mainly BSU, BNTU, BSUIR).
BSU maintains its status as the leading national university in Belarus and 
the only one that can be qualified as a “research university”. It has a signifi-
cant size with 25 thousand students enrolled in more than 260 various 
programmes (spetsializatsii) offered by 16 faculties and 4 institutes. The 
staff has a very high level of qualification, more than 50 % with PhD degrees. 
The enrolment process is competitive, and BSU graduates can usually obtain 
employment with relative ease. BSU trains cadres for teaching and research 
in the sciences and humanities as well as for Belarusian public administration 
and the private sector. There are several research institutions belonging to 
BSU where students can gain research experience in parallel to their regular 
studies. BSU counts the largest number of PhD students (almost 800) and 
PhD Commissions (22), and confirms its leading position in the national 
system through both SCOPUS publication ranking and a high number of 
research grants. Several research institutions that belong to BSU have the 
highest national rankings in publications as well.25 BSU has the highest 
number of international cooperation agreements and a significant propor-
tion of foreign students (10 %). In comparison to other Belarusian HEIs, 
BSU occupies the best positions in various international rankings.26
A second group of “national comprehensive universities” is composed of 
six HEIs belonging to the “national specialised HEIs” group. These have 
managed their internal diversification and generally have a significant size: the 
smallest is Belarusian State Technological University (BelSTU) with 12,000 
students and more than 600 teaching staff, and the biggest is BNTU with 
more than 32,000 students and more than 1,700 teaching staff (more than 
40 % with scientific degrees). They have many faculties (from 9 to 17) with a 
high number of specialties varying from 20 at BAA to 121 at BNTU, and all 
of them host 150–300 PhD students and at least 5 PhD Committees. There 
are two sub-groups inside this category of “national universities”: HEIs from 
the first sub-group (BNTU, BSEU, BSUIR) differ within the group by 
higher research levels and international activity; they attract students with high 
CT scores in their fields and have high positions in ministry ranks, sometimes 
even in regional and international rankings. These HEIs have “leading field” 
status and create programmes and manuals for corresponding disciplines.
The third group of “regional comprehensive universities” includes the 
six HEIs (former “leading regional HEIs”) situated in regional centres. 
Two were transformed into universities in the 1970s (in Gomel and 
Grodno) and currently demonstrate a higher level of performance than 
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the three (Vitebsk, Brest, Mogilev) that were relabelled as universities 
from pedagogical institutes in the 1990s. Only one, Polotsk State 
University (PSU), was founded in 1968 to serve the urgent needs of the 
country (USSR) in terms of new cadres of engineers for the chemical 
industry in the city of Novo-Polotsk; it was transformed into a university 
in 1993. They differ in size depending on the size of the region in which 
they operate and usually have 9–12,000 students enrolled in 10–12 facul-
ties offering 35–50 specialties with 500–600 teaching staff (up to 40 % 
with scientific degrees).27 They are almost totally oriented to the prepara-
tion of new teachers for all branches of education (pre-school, primary and 
middle school, high school). As they are no longer called “pedagogical”, 
they established new programmes to attract talented ambitious students 
from their regions with new specialisations. However, overall enrolment is 
still a challenge as young people are free to decide whether they want to 
study in regional universities, in the capital, or abroad. Their research activ-
ity is generally low with some PhD students in a few fields; only Grodno and 
Gomel SU have their own PhD Commissions. Some host a low number 
of foreign students and conduct some international cooperation projects.
The next group of “national specialised HEIs” includes nine HEIs situ-
ated in the capital city of Minsk with variable size from ~1000 students at the 
smallest, the University of Arts and Culture (BSUCA) and the Academy 
of Music (BSAM), to ~11,000 at the technical-agrarian university Belarusian 
State Agrarian Technical University (BSATU); overall enrolment generally 
varies between 5000 and 9000 students. The number of teaching staff varies 
from 200 to 500 with the exception of MSLU university of foreign lan-
guages (~800) and medical BSMU (~1,100). The proportion of staff with 
scientific degrees is around 30–40 % with some exceptions. The number of 
faculties varies from four to nine and reflects the disciplinary specialisation of 
these HEIs. Despite the diversification of their programmes (from 5 to 40 
specialisations), the majority of students are enrolled in major specialised 
profiles (medicine, foreign languages, art and culture, agriculture) and their 
main mission is to prepare specialists for the national labour market. Most do 
not host PhD students and only a few foreign students (with the exception 
of MSLU and Belarusian State Medical University (BSMU)).
The group of “regional specialised HEIs” is quite similar to the previ-
ous group but includes HEIs situated outside the capital, mainly in 
regional centres which already have regional universities. These HEIs are 
smaller in size with 4,000–8,000 students (except Brest technological 
Belarusian State Agrarian Technical University (BSTU) with 11,000 stu-
dents), 300–500 teaching staff, 6–8 faculties and up to 30 specialisations. 
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If they are specialised in the same field as their “mother” national special-
ised HEIs, they are much less competitive and serve mostly regional needs 
(industries or particular plants/factories).
The last group is heterogeneous and includes nine private HEIs, two 
newly established public local universities and one pedagogical institute. 
They are generally small-sized with 2,000 to 9,000 students and 50–300 
teaching staff, 30–40 % with scientific degrees. Private HEIs generally have 
3–5 faculties with 10–20 specialties offering popular courses in manage-
ment, economics and law, and provide educational service for almost any-
one who can pay the tuition fee. Most do not have foreign students with 
few, if any, international cooperation agreements. Their major role is to 
provide diplomas and socialisation for the students, but their graduates 
generally have difficulty finding proper employment. This means that they 
are oriented only to receiving the diploma “paper” (korotchki) rather than 
acquiring professional knowledge and competences. As for the three public 
local HEIs, they are situated in relatively small cities and were opened in the 
2000s to meet the demand of local authorities as well as to keep the provin-
cial youth “in place” and to forestal that they move to regional centres or 
the capital to study. This always results in inter-regional youth migration 
with low chances of return after graduating. The “new local universities” 
do not have enough resources to attract qualified staff, but have good 
enrolment. The staff often commutes between these universities and the 
nearest regional universities, where most qualified staff are also employed.
The increasing number of HEIs and offered specialisations led to a higher 
horizontal diversification of the Belarusian HE system during the 1990s and 
early 2000s, but it kept the main patterns of differentiation inherited from 
the Soviet period. The leading state HEIs reinforced their positions at the 
beginning of the 1990s, while the private or recently created states HEIs 
have played a marginal role in the national HE system. Vertical differentia-
tion increased: a few leading HEIs have the highest passing scores in the 
country, and the rest accept almost all enrolees (Dopnabor 2016).
ConCluSion
If HE diversification in Western Europe was a failed attempt to deflect 
students from the elite university sector into the non-university sector dur-
ing massification (Neave 2000, 12), the issue of diversification was much 
different in Belarus. The nature of the massification process was also dif-
ferent: it was not “the product of state intervention” following economic 
demand for a more qualified workforce like in Western countries, but 
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rather a more spontaneous process in which the state abandoned “its 
monopoly on demand in higher education” and could not “fully control 
the supply side” (Froumin et al. 2014, 209). During the massification of 
Belarusian HE, new HEIs were opened and the existing ones tried to 
diversify their curricula, principally in response to social demand based on 
expectations of labour market changes as an outcome of economic reforms. 
Many HEIs used this situation as a chance to step away from the narrow 
specialisation imposed during the Soviet period.
The Belarusian authorities did not have a blueprint or particular design 
for the new HE system; they followed a process of spontaneous diversifica-
tion during the 1990s, contributing more actively during the 2000s with 
the creation of new public HEIs in response to ministerial or regional 
authority demands. The expansion of the Belarusian HE system and its 
horizontal diversification were largely financed by students and their fami-
lies. However, they became neither new stakeholders nor employers and 
had almost no influence on the main issues related to education. The 
Belarusian government remained the key stakeholder, reinforcing its con-
trol over the HE system since the 2000s, mainly for political reasons, and 
despite its incapacity to efficiently connect the HE system to labour mar-
ket needs.
Regarding prospects for the development of the Belarusian HE system, 
it had already reached the limits of its expansion by the end of the 2000s, 
and it is likely that reductions will be reinforced in the near future. The 
decreasing number of national students and limited strategy results for 
exporting Belarusian HE services abroad will inevitably influence the 
number of HEIs. The Ministry of Education has already announced a new 
aim to cut the number of HEIs by 2020–2022, officially motivated by a 
desire to align with international standards (BELTA 2015). It is thus logi-
cal to expect the absorption of smaller state HEIs by the bigger regional 
or national institutions as well as the disappearance of some private HEIs. 
The number of study profiles at HEIs is likely to shrink, while their spe-
cialisations are likely to increase. As a result, the Belarusian state will 
strengthen its role as the main actor in remodelling the HE system; it will 
likely try to assign a particular role to every HEI and increase differentia-
tion, so that few institutions will be able to compete on the international 
or even the regional level, while other institutions will respond to specific 
national and regional needs.
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noTeS
1. For the Soviet period we use “Byelorussian” and for the post-Soviet period 
“Belarusian” in accordance with the official name change: from the 
Byelorussian SSR to the Republic of Belarus in 1991.
2. For a detailed description of the general design of the Soviet “master plan” 
and its application in the Russian context, see Kuzminov et  al. 2013, 
14–26; Froumin et al. 2014.
3. Its own academic staff came mainly from Moscow, Kiev and Kazan 
Universities.
4. Belarusian State Medical University (BSMU). Most HEIs changed names 
in 1990 and their new (formal English) names used later in the text will be 
mentioned in the footnotes in the first part of this chapter.
5. Belarusian State Pedagogical University (BSPU).
6. Belarusian State Economic University (BSEU).
7. Belarusian National Technical University (BNTU).
8. Minsk State Linguistic University (MSLU).
9. Belarusian State University of Culture and Arts (BSUCA).
10. Belarusian State University of Informatics and Radioelectronics (BSUIR).
11. Belarusian State Agrarian Technical University (BSATU).
12. Belarusian State Technological University (BSTU).
13. Belarusian-Russian University (BRU).
14. Belarusian State University of Transports (BelSUT).
15. Vitebsk State Technological University (VSTU).
16. Grodno State Medical University (GSMU).
17. It was not replaced until 2007 by the new Law on Higher Education, 
which in turn was replaced in 2011 by the new Code on Education.
18. At the beginning of 2010, the fees varied from 600 to 1200€ per year 
depending on the HEI and the type of studies.
19. In mid-1990 this proportion was about 35 % in both private and public 
sectors.
20. In the latter case, students do not pay for their studies but should work for 
two years in a state-appointed workplace upon graduation. This practice, 
called raspredelenie, is inherited from the Soviet period.
21. The most famous example was European Humanities University (EHU), 
one of the rare private universities created in 1994 and financed mainly by 
international organisations, foreign governments and foundations. It was 
forced to close in Belarus in 2002 and moved to neighbouring Lithuania 
where it continued to teach Belarusian students via distance-learning pro-
grammes before reorienting its strategy in recent years, during which EHU 
has started to attract Russian-speaking students from the Baltic countries.
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22. The PhD Commission (dissertatsionnyï komitet) is the official body in 
charge of granting the PhD degree in a particular discipline.
23. We assume that the number of projects shows that some HEIs are more 
active in the search for projects than others, even if this number does not 
directly reflect the scientific potential of the HEI.
24. The Code on Education (art. 209) introduced official differentiation inside 
the HE system through the creation of “leading” (vedushtshiï) status “in 
the HE system”, or “in a particular field of HE”, accorded to two and six 
HEIs, respectively.
25. One such research institution, the Institute of Physics-Chemistry Problems, 
has the highest rating on the H-index in Belarus.
26. According to QS World University Rankings, BSU is placed between 491 
and 500; according to EECA 2014/2015, BSU is in the top 50 for the 
region with the 38th position; according to the Russian ranking EXPERT 
RA, BSU belongs to class B (as do most of the best HEIs from other CIS 
countries). According to Webometrics Ranking of World Universities in 
2014, BSU took position 612 and was in place 1461 according to Scimago 
Institutions Rankings (data source: SCOPUS publication numbers).
27. The exception is Grodno SU with more than 17,000 students and almost 
1000 teaching staff as well as 13 faculties with 90 specialisations, 600 for-
eign students,131 international cooperation agreements, almost 130 
research projects and 180 PhD students. Polotsk SU is also slightly bigger 
(~15,000 students) than other regional universities.
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CHAPTER 6
Inverted U-shape of Estonian Higher 
Education: Post-Socialist Liberalism 
and Postpostsocialist Consolidation
Ellu Saar and Triin Roosalu
IntroductIon
The Estonian Republic considers itself the continuation of the first 
Republic of Estonia, which was in place between 1918 and 1940. In the 
50 years between 1940 and 1991, Estonia was part of the Soviet Union. 
Through the so-called ‘Singing Revolution’, independence was regained 
in August 1991. In 2004, Estonia became a NATO member state and a 
member of the European Union.
In almost 50 years of Soviet occupation, Estonia was subjected to the 
full force of Soviet ideological, political and economic policies as were 
other republics within the Soviet Union. While Estonia was afforded lim-
ited flexibility to adopt unique education policies reflecting language and 
culture, in all other respects it was fully integrated into the Soviet Union. 
The inevitable need to accommodate the heritage of the socialist regime 
when developing new institutions characterises all postsocialist countries in 
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Europe (Bunce 1999). In addition to this, the previous Soviet republics 
also have to reconcile the experience of belonging to the Soviet Union, 
which in most cases, and especially in the Baltic republics, was not fully 
legitimised in society. For countries such as Estonia, this meant that not 
only was there a need for new ways to continue as a society and construct 
institutions fit for the new regime, but also that any traces of the old system 
were likely to be denied and destroyed as part of the colonial Soviet state 
and the previous regime itself. The major difference stemming from this in 
relation to the development of the education system lies in the fact that in 
Estonia, the previously well-established institutionalised systems were dis-
continued (see Saar et al. 2013a). The Estonian case is special in terms of 
the radical character of market reform, which has been deep, profound and 
swift in nature. However, given the fact that institutional solutions have 
often been ‘imported’, it would be very important to study what impact 
these have had on the higher education system. It is clear that the demand-
led marketisation of higher education was taken up very quickly, illustrated 
by the fact that in 2002 there were 49 higher education establishments in 
Estonia, the majority of which later merged or closed down, but inevitably 
brought about system diversification on a different scale.
Therefore, not only what happened during the Soviet period but also 
what happened immediately after societal restructuring has had an impact 
on how higher education functions. The question remaining is if and 
when the latter period of 25 years has already become more important in 
understanding the current higher education era than the socialist period of 
50 years; if so, it would become reasonable to replace the term ‘postsocial-
ism’ with that of ‘post-postsocialism’ (see Ost 2009). Clearly, the roots of 
Estonian higher education existed long before the Soviet legacy.
EstonIan HIgHEr EducatIon  
BEforE tHE sovIEt PErIod
The development of education in Estonia has been influenced by many 
different countries which have ruled over its territory (Vaht et al. 2010). 
The conquest of Estonian territory by German, Swedish and Danish  feudal 
lords in the thirteenth century may be regarded as the starting point of 
school education in Estonia. The first schools were then established in 
larger towns, so the development of the Estonian national school was due 
to the decline of feudalism.
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In 1617 during the Swedish-Polish war, the territory of Estonia was 
incorporated into Sweden and Estonia remained under the rule of Swedish 
King Gustav Adolf II. This era was favourable for the development of edu-
cation. In 1632, the Tartu Grammar School was reorganised and given the 
name Academia Gustaviana, which is now regarded as the establishment of 
the first university in Estonia: the University of Tartu. In the seventeenth 
century there were only students of Swedish and Finnish origin at this 
institution, and no Estonians. Academia Gustaviana operated until 1656 
when the area was occupied by Russian troops.
An important event for the development of education in Estonia was 
the re-opening of the University of Tartu in 1802. Many outstanding 
scholars received their education there, among them the first native 
Estonians. Under the independent Estonian republic in 1919, instruction 
in the Estonian language was introduced and has remained the language 
of instruction since then. Between 1919 and 1939, 5,751 students gradu-
ated from the University of Tartu, a quarter of whom were women. In 
addition to providing Estonia with lawyers, doctors, clergymen and agron-
omists, the university also developed its own staff of lecturers and scien-
tists. There were also a number of other higher education institutions 
(HEIs) that taught specialists. In the course of the brief existence of the 
independent republic, Estonia was thus able to produce a Western-style 
though nationally minded Estonian-language high intelligentsia that met 
the needs of the country at the time.
Using the classifications created by Dobbins (2011) it can be suggested 
that Estonian HEIs during the pre-Soviet period were between the 
Humboldtian and Statist tradition: there was freedom of study and teach-
ing, because universities were governed by academic bodies, but also 
according to state budget decisions. Especially in the 1930s, state control 
seems to have intensified, with the Ministry of Education dictating stu-
dent places, study fees, wages and salaries in the universities.
sovIEt PErIod
After the occupation of Estonia by the Soviet Union in 1940, the intro-
duction of the Soviet education system began and possibilities for develop-
ing independent education policy were very limited. Education in Estonia 
was part of the Soviet educational system, which was constructed as an 
integral part of the party-state institutional structure and organised on the 
basis of three main principles (see also Titma and Saar 1995; Saar 1997): 
centralisation, standardisation, utilitarian and egalitarian goals. A strong 
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functional approach prevailed in education. However, the officially 
declared goal of education reforms provided more opportunities for previ-
ously disadvantaged groups.
The higher education system in Estonia was significantly redesigned in 
the Soviet period. Courses in dialectical and historical materialism and the 
history of the Communist Party were incorporated into study programmes, 
as was the Russian language. Military training also occupied a large share 
of higher education curricula (Tomusk and Tomusk 1993). Central 
authorities allocated disproportionally large quotas to engineering and sci-
ence specialities (Terama et al. 2014). For example from 1975 to 1978, 
about 70 per cent of all higher education graduates in Estonia were edu-
cated in these specialisations (Titma et  al. 1982, 45). This proportion 
stemmed not from the actual labour market dynamics but rather from the 
idea of industrialisation primarily for military purposes (Gerber and 
Schaefer 2004). Despite pressure to adopt the Soviet educational structure 
and curricula, the Estonian educational system nevertheless maintained 
Estonian as the language of instruction. While functioning within the ide-
ology and constraints of the Soviet education system, Estonia was permit-
ted to gradually develop more independent education policies, especially 
in the 1970s and 1980s.
By 1988, the higher education system in Estonia included six HEIs: one 
university, four special institutes (pedagogical, technical, agricultural insti-
tutes, institute for art) and one conservatory (see Table 6.1). While only 
one institution was officially called a university, their legal status was equal.
rEforms and cHangEs from tHE End of tHE 1980s
Upward Curve: Chaotic Liberalisation
Following independence from the Soviet Union, Estonian higher educa-
tion underwent rapid changes from the late 1980s. These changes, which 
took place against the background of a general shift from a socialist 
planned economy to a market-based economy, were characterised by an 
increasing number of HEIs and developments in areas including funding, 
quality assurance, equity and links to the job market. The changes contin-
ued into the following decade, but by then many aspects of the changes 
were different. The neoliberal doctrine, which stressed the need to dimin-
ish the role of the state in public life, had a great impact by stimulating an 
explosion of private educational institutions and the development of insti-
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tutional autonomy. The collapse of the communist regime in Estonia was 
reflected in a strong liberal discourse on education curricula, with explicit 
neoliberalism in attempts to introduce the notions of decentralisation, 
deregulation, market rules and values, the rhetoric of choice and an ideol-
ogy of service provision (Aava 2009). The most significant development in 
Estonian higher education, however, was the emergence of new actors.
Tomusk (2004) identifies three periods in late and postsocialist reforms 
of Estonian higher education. He characterises the first period (1988–1992) 
as “a period of chaotic, individually and institutionally driven changes” 
(Tomusk 2004, 36). As the forces for greater freedom and, evidentially, 
independence began to build at the end of the 1980s, Estonia developed 
a strong, indigenous, grassroots movement for education renewal, even 
while still formally within the framework of the Soviet Union. Gorbachev’s 
administration legalised cooperative enterprises in 1986. In this form, the 
first private HEI in Estonia was established, the Estonian Institute of 
Humanities. At the beginning of the 1990s this institute was very popular 
among young people. In 1989, a second private HEI emerged, the 
Estonian Business School (EBS). The EBS was clearly directed to the 
emerging class of newly rich and their children.
In 1989, the Council of Tartu State University deleted the word ‘state’ 
from the institution title and declared the university to be academically 
autonomous. Other public HEIs also changed their titles and became uni-
versities. In 1990, there were three types of HEIs: one university; five 
specialised institutes; and two private professional HEIs. By 1993 new 
types had emerged and there were now six universities; seven state-owned 
professional HEIs; and seven private professional HEIs (see Table 6.1). 
That indicates how rapidly the number of private HEIs increased, while 
also demonstrating that during this period, several formerly specialised 
secondary schools started to form a new sector in Estonian higher educa-
tion, both as a result of pressure from economic and political insecurity 
and to boost their status: professional higher education (rakenduskõrg-
koolid, ISCED 5b). The German higher education (Fachhochschulen) 
structure was taken as an example (Tomusk 2004).
This is an indication that institutions drifted towards higher status in an 
attempt to increase funding by opening higher education level tracks. 
There was confusion, because the government declared concern about 
this development and uncertainty regarding the structure of the higher 
education sector, but at the same time authorised these programmes 
(Tomusk 2004). As a result, the quality of teaching deteriorated because 
state-owned vocational schools did not have the capacity to provide higher 
education. It created a binary divide in Estonian higher education.
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Reaching the Turning Point: Expand, Then Regulate
The second period (1993–1998) saw the expansion of the higher education 
system in combination with the development of legal frameworks and 
quality assurance mechanisms for the various sectors. Already by the aca-
demic year 1993/1994, the HEI landscape had changed considerably: 
from the previous six public HEIs (consisting of the state university, four 
specialised institutes and one conservatory in 1988), it had grown into 20 
HEIs, with 2 private HEIs established at university level. The Law on 
Education was adopted in March 1992. Within the new higher education 
legislation, each institutional type was given its own law, but the University 
of Tartu was able to persuade the Ministry of Education to draft a law to 
protect its privileged and special status. According to Tomusk (2004), this 
indicates the level of political influence a single university can exert in a 
small country with regard to the national legislative process.
Regarding the management of the higher education system, there was 
a move from Soviet overly centralised education to extensive decentralisa-
tion. Universities became more autonomous from the government, with 
academic senates playing an increasing role in administration, while pro-
fessional HEIs were under more direct financial control of the ministry 
than the universities (OECD 2001).
At the same time, a dramatic decrease in public funding not only made 
universities dependent on private sources of financing, including tuition 
fees, but also raised serious concerns about equity of access to higher edu-
cation. The government introduced a formula funding mechanism: funds 
were distributed to universities according to student places, weighted by 
fields of study and level. However, the various weights of the funding for-
mula reflected the power positions of particular universities more than any 
objective criteria (Tomusk 1995). Experts from the OECD (2007) point 
out two key issues in their review of the funding mechanism. The first is a 
misunderstanding of the modern ‘knowledge’ economy in Estonian 
policy- making in general, and the second is a public funding focus on the 
allocation of state-commissioned study places to the ‘hard’ disciplines (sci-
ences and engineering) with inadequate funding for the service sector pro-
grammes (particularly financial and business services).
Due to the liberal HE policy, the number of HEIs grew very quickly to 
49 institutions in 2002 (see Fig.  6.1). By 2001, 13 vocational schools 
offered HE programmes (now this number is much lower, only 2). For a 
 population of just 1.3 million, Estonia probably had the highest ratio of 
HEIs per inhabitant in Europe at the time.
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Expansion of higher education occurred through: (1) the establish-
ment of new private universities and professional higher education schools; 
(2) the reorganisation of specialised secondary schools as public profes-
sional higher education schools; and (3) new legislation allowing foreign 
universities to establish branches in Estonia (Saar and Unt 2011). With 
the aim of maximising revenue and keeping costs low, private HEIs tend 
to concentrate on programmes in more lucrative professions such as law, 
business management and psychology, which do not require an expensive 
infrastructure. Parallel to the establishment of new, intellectually and 
socially exclusive HEIs, institutions emerged that have been referred to as 
diploma mills. These institutions attracted young people unable to find a 
place in public universities or meet the high fee requirements at elite pri-
vate institutions. The Ministry of Education declined to issue an operating 
licence to some of them. By early 1996, eight private HEIs had been 
licenced. Most private HEIs were small: the number of students rarely 
exceeded 1,000. They often relied on part-time teaching staff coming 
from public universities. Many private HEIs were caught in a vicious cycle 
of limited funding, problems with recognition and low-quality students. 
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However, some private institutions were doing important work in offering 
alternative courses and serving non-traditional students who would other-
wise have no access to higher education (see Saar et al. 2013c).
This rapid expansion of the higher education sector created a need for 
the establishment of a national higher education quality assurance system. 
Since 1996, the Standard of Higher Education has regulated the establish-
ment of HEIs and determined the requirements that they and their pro-
grammes must meet in order to obtain an appropriate education licence. 
Quality assurance is a strange mixture of the new quality movement in 
European higher education and Soviet bureaucratic practices (Tomusk 
2004). The accreditation process is run by the Higher Education 
Evaluation Council (HEEC, a unit under the auspices of the Ministry of 
Education). A negative decision by the Council means the closure of the 
programme or institution. However, several authors (Tomusk 1997; 
OECD 2007; Kroos 2010) have indicated that the HEEC seems to repre-
sent the quality perceptions of traditional universities and may be biased 
against private institutions.
While Estonian higher education policy seems to be part of the more 
general neoliberal agenda, there is a complexity in the approach used to 
steer Estonian higher education. “Far from being totally decentralised, its 
governance partially resembles the sovereign, rationality-bounded steer-
ing model. More specifically, in terms of political leadership and public 
(including EU) funds, the Estonian government, together with its 
Estonian Higher Education Quality Agency and various commissions, 
has an increasing will to intervene, as well as the power to do so” (Kroos 
2013, 48).
From the mid-1990s in connection with the accreditation of HEIs and 
the introduction of state/national exams in upper secondary schools (in 
1997), there has been evidence of some shift toward centralisation (see 
Loogma 1999). Since this time, a certificate of state examinations has 
been one of two general requirements for admission to higher education 
(another is a secondary school leaving certificate).
The number of students enrolled in higher education increased 2.7 
times between the academic years 1994/1995 and 2008/2009, growing 
from 25,000 to 68,000 (Tõnisson 2011). Over the past decade, the num-
ber of higher education graduates has doubled as well. This expansion was 
accompanied by differentiation of the higher education system. The pro-
portion of students enrolling in professional higher education increased 
until 2001, then started to slightly decrease (see Fig.  6.2). Since the 
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academic year 2005/2006, the proportions of students in academic and 
 professional higher education (66 per cent and 34 per cent, respectively) 
have remained the same (Tõnisson 2011). Despite the large number of 
private HEIs in Estonia, less than one-quarter of students have studied in 
them.
From the 1990s, Estonia has experienced a substantial decrease in 
enrolment in engineering, manufacturing and construction; the propor-
tion of students in these areas fell from 23 per cent in 1994 to 13 per cent 
in 2000. The agricultural fields also declined in popularity from 6 to 2 per 
cent in the same period. Enrolment also declined, but less significantly, in 
education. The number of students studying business increased dramati-
cally between 1994 and 1999 and then levelled out at about 23 per cent 
(Saar and Lindemann 2008; Tõnisson 2011). Enrolment in social sciences 
and media can be seen as U-shaped, with higher proportions of students 
enrolling during the mid-1990s and mid-2000s. An inverted U-shape is 
evident for law specialities, with almost 10 per cent of all students choos-
ing this subject area in 1999.
Characteristic for this phase was rapid growth in the numbers of tuition- 
paying students, both in terms of absolute numbers and as a proportion of 
all students. To obtain additional funding in the mid-1990s, universities 
began to admit fee-paying students. The Ministry of Education tried to 
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find a legal compromise that would allow universities to charge fees for 
some groups but at the same time maintain the official free-of-charge 
higher education policy (Tomusk 2004). As a result, the student admission 
quota was restructured, allowing universities to admit additional students 
(up to 20 per cent) on a fee-paying basis. The actual number of fee-paying 
students, however, exceeds this percentage. In the early 1990s, the major-
ity of students were publicly funded, but by the end of the 1990s half of all 
students were fee paying. The proportion of students paying tuition fees 
increased from 7 per cent in 1993 to 54 per cent in 2004 (see Fig. 6.3).
Rapid Decline: Reform, Then Consolidate
The third period (1999–2005) indicated the next wave of reforms, hall-
marked by a higher education reform plan in 2002. The growth of the 
system was considered too fast, and competition within the system was 
deemed fierce. In addition, the system was not fully geared towards the 
expectations established in the Bologna Declaration. Since 2000, changes 
in the higher education area have followed the principles of the Bologna 
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Process and have been primarily directed towards the new qualification 
structure and supporting mobility. The higher education reform was 
adopted by the Government of the Republic in the summer of 2001. 
Transition to new study programmes in Estonian HEIs took place in the 
academic year 2002/2003. The new system of higher education has two 
main cycles, following the bachelor/master model of the European Higher 
Education Area. The study programmes in some fields have been inte-
grated into a single long cycle. Universities provide professional higher 
education, bachelor, master and doctoral programmes. Professional HEIs 
and some vocational education institutions provide professional higher 
education. A professional HEI may also provide master programmes. In 
terms of ownership, institutions are divided into state, public and private 
institutions. In 2004, a Diploma Supplement was introduced, as was a 
system of recognising how qualifications awarded under different qualifi-
cation systems correspond to current degrees. The Bologna Process has, 
however, entailed changing the previous educational credential systems. 
Such a change has inevitable effects in undermining the value of bachelor- 
level higher education on the one hand, and not recognising the value of 
master-level education on the other hand. Compared to previous genera-
tions with more years spent in higher education, this is certainly unfair, 
even if the five-year higher education degrees are now considered compa-
rable to master-level degrees.
Shrinking but Stable: Compete, Then Sustain, Then Excel?
The fourth period (2006-present) indicates new measures for strengthen-
ing the competitiveness and sustainability of the shrinking higher educa-
tion sector. An overview of the changes in student numbers by study field 
is presented in Table 6.2.
It can be noted that the largest change occurred in the fields of social 
sciences, business and law, mostly due to the closure or merger of a num-
ber of private HEIs.
The Estonian Higher Education Strategy 2006–2015 was approved by 
the government in 2006. This strategy addressed four main challenges for 
the sector. First, the number of students entering higher education was 
expected to diminish by about 60 per cent by 2016. Second, the strategy 
indicated a clear need to strengthen the international dimension of HEIs. 
Third, additional funding for both infrastructure and human resources 
was mentioned as vitally important for the sustainability of the system. 
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Fourth, the strategy emphasised the needs of the Estonian economy and 
society. The following specific measures were planned: clarification of HEI 
profiles; a focus on quality issues; changing the recognition of diplomas 
(independent of accreditation results); advancing the Bologna Process; a 
new scheme for steering higher education by means of three-year con-
tracts with individual HEIs; and more attention to career services and 
guidance to better inform young people about professional prospects. An 
overview of the institutional changes is presented in Annex 1.
As a result of these measures and general developments in society and 
the economy, and as an effect of the global economic crises of 2008, the 
current HEI landscape in Estonia can be described as presented in the fol-
lowing table (Table 6.3). In general, in the Estonian binary HE system the 
main differentiation is still between academic universities (ülikool) and 
professional HEIs (rakenduskõrgkool). This is similar to the situation in 
2003, but also quite like the situation in 1993, when professional HEIs 
were not considered part of HE system, but six HEIs could be divided 
Table 6.2 Number and share of students in Estonian HEIs by study field
Number of students Proportion of students, %
Field of study 1993/1994 2005/2006 2013/2014 1993/1994 2005/2006 2013/2014
Educational 
sciences
671 1,457 1,013 11 7 7
Humanities 
and arts
724 2,401 1,888 12 12 13
Social 
sciences, 
business and 
law
1,954 7,180 4,081 32 37 28
Natural and 
exact sciences
499 2,251 2,316 8 12 16
Technical 
sciences, 
production, 
construction
1,498 2,586 2,295 24 13 16
Agriculture 198 480 328 3 2 2
Health and 
well-being
283 1,588 1,425 5 8 10
Services 328 1,677 1,260 5 9 9
Total 6,155 19,620 14,606 100 100 100
Source: Statistics Estonia 2014; Estonian education information system
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between the general (state) university and five more specialised institutes. 
Formally, there is no differentiation within the group of public universi-
ties; they all provide education at all academic levels (bachelor, master and 
PhD) and are engaged in high-level, internationally visible research activi-
ties. However, as the universities differ by size and fields of (main) speciali-
sation, their research profiles also differ.
In terms of further differentiating between public universities, it should 
be noted that funding varies greatly, including research grant-based fund-
ing (see Annex 2). In terms of both research as well as learning output, the 
University of Tartu as the state university appears the most productive, 
while different accounts place it as more or less comparable to Tallinn 
University of Technology. Other universities are smaller and have a much 
lower share of public funding. Therefore, it would be reasonable to distin-
guish between three types of universities: “flagship university”; two big 
universities (Tallinn University and Tallinn University of Technology); 
and four specialised universities, including the private university.
tHE story of tHE InvErtEd u: ExPansIon and vErtIcal 
dIffErEntIatIon of EstonIan HIgHEr EducatIon
The expansion of higher education in Estonia was clearly demand-driven 
rather than designed by the system. Tomusk (2004) differentiates three 
types of demand. First, there is demand for alternative liberal education. 
Second, there is demand for studies in fields that state universities did not 
offer, for example business administration. Third, there is demand for 
exclusive elitist environments. There was also a fourth, hidden demand for 
diplomas of any kind requiring minimal effort. With the expansion of 
higher education, the need for a diploma becomes a symbolic threshold to 
be considered for certain jobs. On the other hand, the implications for 
higher education in light of the Bologna Process, by changing the system 
into three-year bachelor studies and two-year master studies, may make 
MA degrees more desirable in the labour market.
Rapid higher education expansion has led to vertical differentiation and 
inequalities. On the one hand, expansion opened up more places in HEIs, 
and these should have increased the opportunities for under-represented 
students to attend. On the other hand given the pattern of expansion, 
socially disadvantaged or otherwise less prepared students might have 
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gained access to lower-status institutions, including those in smaller towns, 
and to fee-paying places either in the public or the private sector (see also 
Saar and Mõttus 2013). The OECD Review of Tertiary Education in 
Estonia (2007:63) indicates: “as is the case in many other countries, 
vocationally- oriented tertiary studies still suffer from a lack of parity of 
esteem relative to university studies”. The best secondary education grad-
uates, mostly with higher social origin and affluent urban families, were 
competing for a limited number of state-subsidied student places in public 
universities, while less affluent and less prepared students occupied fee- 
paying places, including those in private universities (Tomusk 2004).
According to the criteria offered by Arum et al. (2007) in their typol-
ogy, Estonia has a diversified higher education system. While the primary 
tier is comprised of public university courses, the secondary tier is com-
prised of both professional higher education programmes as well as most 
academic programmes in private universities. First-tier institutions are 
typically rather selective in terms of academic staff and students (‘status 
seekers’) and enjoy higher prestige, thus contributing to vertical differen-
tiation between universities. The less-selective, less-prestigious second tier 
consists of many private institutions, which rely on tuition fees for revenue 
(‘client seekers’). Several authors have described Estonian higher educa-
tion policy as oligopolistic (Tomusk 2003; OECD 2007; Masso and 
Ukrainski 2009). This means that even among the same type of HEI, 
some are more equal than others, for example with their own laws and 
ability to protect their special status. The leaders of these institutions have 
an important impact on higher education and research policy, from agenda 
setting to political leadership in reform implementation. Due to oligopo-
listic higher education policy, the University of Tartu has a special position 
in Estonian higher education.
Research indicates that employers also referred to the two-tier system 
of Estonian higher education (see Saar et al. 2013b). As there is an increas-
ing range of higher education credentials available, employers seem to rely 
more on institutional status due to uncertainty about the value of various 
credentials. This indicates the importance of vertical differentiation in 
higher education. It is noteworthy that employers preferring graduates 
from the more prestigious, competitive public universities do not connect 
the preferred degree with better skills, but rather with the sorting power 
of the staff in these HEIs (Unt et al. 2013).
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conclusIon: Post-PostsocIalIsm arrIvEd
Higher education has gone through four major phases during the postso-
cialist period:
 1. The first period, 1988–1992, can be considered a period of chaotic, 
individually and institutionally driven changes.
 2. The second period, 1993–1998, saw a major expansion of the higher 
education system in combination with the development of legal 
frameworks and quality assurance mechanisms.
 3. The third period, 1999–2005, indicated a wave of reforms, includ-
ing following the principles of the Bologna Process.
 4. In the fourth period, from 2006 onwards, new measures are being 
put in place to strengthen the (international) competitiveness and 
sustainability of the shrinking higher education sector.
We are inclined to say that the processes of the immediate postsocialist 
period may have had more impact on the current situation in Estonian HE 
system than the socialist period.
In the 1990s, the sector was growing rather chaotically in many direc-
tions, bringing about some vertical and horizontal differentiation between 
study programmes and institutions over time. In general, the Estonian 
binary higher education system differentiates only between academic track 
(universities) and professional track. While the size of the HE sector has 
changed over the past 25 years, the current number of HEIs is again com-
parable to that of 1993. On the other hand, it is worthwhile to distinguish 
between the (formally) similarly positioned universities: there is one so- 
called flagship university, and then there are others that can be classified 
differently depending on the dimensions chosen for comparison.
Expansion has thus led to a number of challenges which demand a prior-
ity shift from growth to quality improvement and equality. With respect to 
higher education access in Estonia, policy has emphasised an overall expan-
sion in enrolment rather than equity of access, which relates more to differ-
ences in participation rates among groups of students (OECD 2007). The 
Estonian Higher Education Strategy 2006–2015 does not put enough 
emphasis on the equity dimension. Previous studies indicate that the impact 
of social origin on access to higher education has increased since the 1990s 
(Saar 2010; Saar and Unt 2011). Enrolment in higher education by 
students from poor backgrounds is particularly low (OECD 2012). 
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A review by the OECD (2007) also indicated that Estonian higher educa-
tion was inequitable in its overall admissions policy and access to state- 
commissioned places (especially in the best institutions), which were 
disproportionately granted to students from families with well-educated 
parents. In Estonia, the main under-represented demographic group in 
higher education is the Russian-speaking population, which comprises 
about a quarter of the population. Increased variety in the supply of HE 
learning opportunities, in the form of both private institutions as well as 
more vocationally oriented professional learning facilities, has indeed pro-
vided those somewhat overlooked by the traditionally state-led educational 
system with better chances to acquire HE (Saar et al. 2012; Saar et al. 2014).
Among the main driving forces behind the developments in the 
Estonian higher education system are: the European political agenda, 
both in terms of a generally neoliberal European social agenda and reli-
ance on foreign expertise in designing policies; the Estonian political 
agenda, with its neoliberalism and fragmentation but also subsequently 
re-established intervention patterns; demographic processes and shrinking 
population; changes in the system of higher education funding as well as 
in the qualification system and in labour market structure; missing feed-
back loops between education and the labour market; and internationali-
sation of both education and labour markets, as well as brain drain, 
together with the continuously high social value of higher education and 
the perceived inequality of access to it, which has also resulted in pressure 
on the system from lower levels of education.
While the main axis of differentiation for Estonian HEIs is between 
academic universities and professional HEIs, public HEIs are clearly privi-
leged in terms of access to research funds as well as competition for stu-
dents. Still, the time has inevitably arrived for supply-driven rather than 
demand-driven reorganisation of the HE system in Estonia, as evidenced 
by system-level restructuring decisions in all major HEIs suggested by 
state actors and the Ministry of Education. A report (Okk 2015) commis-
sioned by the government and compiled by a CEO in private banking 
suggests further consolidation of HEIs as well as other major structural 
changes in the name of efficiency and excellence and has been met with 
rather mixed feelings in academia, as well as more critical analysis of neo-
liberal trends in academia (e.g. Aidnik 2014, 2015; Aavik and Marling 
forthcoming). Perhaps this, finally, indicates the arrival of the post- 
postsocialist period in Estonian HE. To what extent the underlying pro-
cesses of further neoliberalisation will take hold in the postsocialist context 
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in Estonia remains an open question, especially as the state is still a major 
player in defining and redefining the goals and structure of HE provision.
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Timeline of institutional changes in Estonian HE 1988–2015
First period—chaotic, 
individually and 
institutionally driven 
changes
1988 First private university, Estonian Institute of 
Humanities, established as a cooperative
1989 June – ESSR CoEd discussed bill setting out new 
by-lays for Tartu (state) uni
Second private university, Estonian business school, 
established
1990 (during the period, other public HEIs became Unis, 
and specialised secondary schools—professional higher 
education)
1991 Credit-based system reform (from academic year 
system) (bottom up)
Introduction of MA study programmes
1992 Education act passed in parliament
Second period—
expansion of HE 
system, development of 
legal frameworks and 
quality assurance 
mechanisms = 
decentralisation
1993
1994
1995 Universities Act; Tartu University Act
4+2 curriculum reform, start of 4-year BA programmes 
(not 5 year HE)
HE Quality Assessment Council
1996
1997 HE Accreditation Centre, launch of accreditation of 
curricula. Also, launch of nationally standardised state 
exams for high school graduates, later to be used as 
entrance exams in HE
1998 Institution of Professional Higher Education Act
annEx 1
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Third period—new 
wave of reforms, 
including initiating 
Bologna reforms
1999 4+2 MA degree in TUT equal to European PhD
Rapid growth in student numbers, after “Universities 
Act” and “Professional HE Act” enabled demanding 
reimbursement by public entities. By 2002, 42 
HEIs—up from 6 in 1988
2000 Building of quality assessment systems at HEIs started
2001 3+2 curricula reform concluded, legal acts amended, 
incl standard of HE
2002 3+2(+4) reform introduced to universities—Bologna
Estonian e-university programme launched
2003 Uni “Quality Agreement Concerning Curricula, Acad. 
Professions and Academic Degrees” 2003–2010
2004 Share of fee-paying students more than half, most in 
public Unis
2005 Doctoral programmes reformed in all universities
Launch of common electronic admissions platform 
(2014–15/22 HEI use it)
Prof HEI declaration “Development of Professional 
HE system Quality Assurance”
Fourth period—
strengthening 
competitiveness and 
sustainability of 
shrinking HE sector. 
Increasing inequality of 
access
2006 Strategy of HE 2006–2015/launch of curricula in 
English, promote student mobility, labour market 
demands set as objective
2007 Agreement on good practice in internationalisation
2008 Most numerous young cohorts enter HE, 82 % 
graduates in social sciences pay tuition
2009 Inadequate HE financing—only 1.3 % of GDP—and 
downtrend
HE Quality Agency formed. Bologna related outcome-
based learning/ECTS reform deadline postponed from 
2006 to 2009
2010 Most Bologna goals declared achieved…
2011
2012 Full-time, Estonian language HE programmes free of 
charge
2013 Introduction of needs-based income support for 
students
2014 Tallinn University of Technology Act + relaunch of 
entrance exams in HE
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 annEx 2
Typology of Estonian public universities, 2010s
Public universitiesa
TU TUT TLU EMÜ EKA EMTA year
Size N of study 
programmes opened
60 51 56 18 17 10 2014
N of students 17,200 13,926 10,330 4,514 1,177 736 2012
Students, compared 
to TUT
124% 100% 74% 32% 8% 5% 2012
% of PhD graduates 60% 24% 8% 6% 0% 1% 2011
Students/academic 
staff ratio
11 15 22 12 17 6 2012
Faculty Total academic 
personnel
1,513 930 470 370 69 124 2012
Academic personnel, 
compared to TUT
163% 100% 51% 40% 7% 13% 2012
Share of professors 
+ research 
professors
12% 16% 12% 10% 36% 23% 2012
Share of foreigners 
among faculty
8% 8% 9% 4% 1% 3% 2012
Relative pay of 
female faculty across 
academic positions
101% 86% 91% 90% 102% 103% 2012
Research 
intensity
% of public 
institutional support
55% 25% 9% 10% 0% 0% 2012
% of project-based 
national funding of 
academic research
55% 26% 6% 8% 3% 3% 2012
% of other R&D 
contracts
41% 40% 4% 14% 1% 0% 2011
High-level 
peer-reviewed, 
internationally 
published academic 
publications per 
academic employee 
per year
1.2 1.16 1.26 0.8 n/a n/a 2014
aTU University of Tartu, TUT Tallinn University of Technology, TLU Tallinn University, EMU Estonian 
University of Life Sciences, EKA Estonian Academy of Arts, EMTA Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre
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CHAPTER 7
Georgia: Higher Education System Dynamics 
and Institutional Diversity
Lela Chakhaia and Tamar Bregvadze
HigHer education in georgia at tHe time 
of independence
As one of the three South Caucasian post-Soviet republics, Georgia is 
located on the eastern coast of the Black Sea. Over 80 per cent of its 3.7 
million inhabitants are ethnic Georgians. Other large ethnic and language 
groups residing in the country include Armenians, Russians, Azeris, 
Abkhazs and Ossetians. Even though the country has made significant 
strides towards improving the economic and social conditions of its 
citizens during the last decade, a large proportion of the population is still 
under the poverty threshold and economic inequality is substantial. With 
the officially declared state goal of joining the European Union and 
NATO, the Georgian government and the people of Georgia see them-
selves as an indispensable part of the Western world.
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Just before Georgia gained independence, higher education was part of 
the Soviet system and was accordingly standardised in terms of both form 
and substance. The higher education institutional landscape was very simi-
lar to those in the other Soviet republics (Sharvashidze 2005). All higher 
education institutions (HEIs) were exclusively owned by the state and the 
full course of studies was subsidised by the state; this was to achieve the 
ideal of total equality for all. In terms of disciplinary diversity, HEIs were 
often highly specialised and roughly divided into the following categories: 
comprehensive universities preparing professionals for a wide range of dis-
ciplines; specialised HEIs, which were institutes preparing professionals 
for specific professions (in most cases technical, medical and agricultural); 
pedagogical institutes established in regional centres with the dual pur-
pose of preparing teachers and providing access at regional level; and insti-
tutes of art and culture. The number of HEIs in the country remained 
more or less constant throughout the entire history of the Soviet Union. 
Until the beginning of the 1990s there was only one HEI which bore the 
title of university and provided comprehensive education. This was the 
oldest and most well-known institution in the country, Tbilisi State 
University.
However, the number of students grew both nominally and as a share 
of the respective age group. In line with the Soviet trend of higher educa-
tion massification that started at the end of the 1960s (Matthews 1972), 
this development was reflected in Georgia as well. As seen from Fig. 7.1, 
absolute enrolments as well as enrolments per 10,000 people doubled 
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from the beginning of the 1940s to the beginning of the 1960s, although 
the number of institutions remained stable.
Since the start of the 1970s, the number of enrolled students remained 
flat and by 1988 there were 19 higher education institutions (HEIs) 
enrolling some 86,400 students with more than 100 specialisations and 4 
to 16 faculties at each university. With a gross tertiary enrolment ratio of 
30 per cent, Georgia had one of the highest participation rates in the 
Soviet countries by the time it gained independence.
As mentioned above, the main distinction between HEIs during the 
Soviet period was in terms of fields of study, with some offering a 
comprehensive range of programmes (universities) and some confined to 
educating professionals for specific fields (institutes). Another important 
classification factor was the location of universities: to expand access to 
higher education geographically, the Soviet government encouraged the 
opening of institutes in various regions. In terms of study structure, all 
HEIs offered single-cycle programmes, which typically lasted for five 
years, and issued ‘specialist’ diplomas upon graduation. An exception to 
this rule were medical institutes, which provided longer courses of study 
although the degree conferred was the same. There was therefore no dis-
tinction between HEIs regarding the level of qualifications awarded. 
Another point of distinction was the possibility to receive a graduate 
research degree. It was possible to pursue graduate degrees at universities 
and at some institutes as well. There was no formal way of distinguishing 
quality differences between HEIs in Soviet Georgia, since there were no 
formal rankings in place. However, there was an informal understanding 
of which HEIs were ‘prestigious’ and because HEIs were in most cases 
highly specialised, the prestige of a particular HEI or programme was 
often equated with the prestige of the discipline.
To sum up, the higher education institutional landscape in Georgia in 
the final years of the Soviet Union just before independence can be 
described as follows (Table 7.1).
 framework for classification of HigHer education 
institutional landscape in georgia
The transformation of Georgian higher education started immediately after 
the country gained independence. The changes that took place throughout 
the subsequent 25 years varied in scope, structure, agency and impact. 
There are several major dimensions along which the system developed and 
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which are still shaping its current institutional landscape. In fact, these 
developments are reflected very accurately in the institutional setup of 
higher education.
Firstly, a distinction should be made between HEIs by form of owner-
ship, meaning whether they are publicly or privately owned. Privatisation 
of higher education was perhaps the first major significant transformation 
of the system, resulting directly from the rapid transition from a centralised 
state-run economy to a market economy. The next distinction is horizontal 
substantial differentiation distinguishing between HEIs based on the 
Table 7.1 Classification of Georgian HEIs by the end of the 1980s
Type of HEI Description HEIs
University HEI offering extensive range of disciplines; 
under the supervision of the Ministry of 
Education; opportunity for postgraduate 
study and research; varying prestige 
depending on the field of study
Tbilisi State University 
(the only university in 
Soviet Georgia)
Specialised 
professional 
institutes
HEI offering programmes in specific fields 
of study and preparing professionals to work 
in certain areas; under the supervision of 
various ministries; opportunity for 
postgraduate study and research; varying 
prestige depending on the institute and the 
field of study; located in Tbilisi
Technical Institute of 
Georgia
Medical Institute of 
Georgia
Agrarian Institute of 
Georgia
Foreign Languages 
Institute of Georgia
Culture and arts 
institutes
HEI offering programmes and preparing 
professionals in various domains of arts and 
culture; under the supervision of various 
ministries; usually highly prestigious; located 
in Tbilisi
State Academy of Arts
Tbilisi State 
Conservatory
State Institute of 
Theatre and Film
Pedagogical 
institutes
HEI preparing school teachers in various 
subject disciplines; varying prestige 
depending on the institute and the field of 
study but usually less prestigious compared 
to most other HEIs; located in regions, one 
in Tbilisi
Tbilisi Pushkin 
Pedagogical Institute
Kutaisi Pedagogical 
Institute
Batumi Pedagogical 
Institute
Sokhumi Pedagogical 
Institute
Tskhinvali Pedagogical 
Institute
Gori Pedagogical 
Institute
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variety of study fields offered. This dimension was influenced by the mar-
ketisation of the economy as well as by the changing demands of the labour 
market. The major trend in this regard has been diversification and broad-
ening of narrow fields of specialisation. Further, there is horizontal struc-
tural differentiation between HEIs by degree of education offered and 
level of research and education integration. This is a more recent develop-
ment that is closely tied with joining the Bologna Process and the related 
changes in the system. It is also important to highlight vertical differen-
tiation by quality. This is more complicated in terms of suitable measure-
ments, but we propose certain proxies.
Further distinctions can be made between HEIs by location: the capital 
city of Tbilisi is not only the biggest city in the country by more than eight 
times the population of the next biggest city (Kutaisi), but its economy is 
also far ahead of any other city or region. Therefore, it is perhaps no sur-
prise that most of the HEIs in the country, 75 per cent, are located in 
Tbilisi. Next, there are important distinctions between HEIs based on 
size, ranging from a few hundred to several thousand students.
overview of socioeconomic and political 
developments
The development of higher education in post-Soviet Georgia mirrors the 
country’s political and socioeconomic landscape and closely follows the 
timeline of major transformations. In Georgia, the economic and political 
hardships common to all post-Soviet countries were accompanied by a 
severe civil war in 1991–1992 and two violent ethnic conflicts in the 
autonomous regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. Nationalistic senti-
ments were on the rise and the country was in a state of chaos after the first 
democratically elected post-independence government was ousted by a 
military coup.
Together with Moldova, the Georgian economy suffered most with an 
average annual economic decline of 24 per cent between 1990 and 1994; 
the GDP in 1994 constituted only 28 per cent of its 1989 level (Mitra and 
Selowsky 2002). Total GDP composition, which in 1990 was roughly 
equally distributed between industry, agriculture and service sectors, was 
also radically asymmetric in 1994 with agriculture accounting for 65 per 
cent and industry a mere 10 per cent (World Bank 2009). These changes 
had crucial implications for labour market demands, and as a further con-
sequence, for demands on formal education.
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Unemployment rates increased in parallel with the economic decline. 
In addition, the economic decline did not affect all groups evenly. As a 
result, income inequality as measured by the Gini coefficient increased 
dramatically, soaring from 26 in 1990 to 43 in 1993 (Mitra and Selowsky 
2002).
The political crisis resulting from the overthrow of the first elected 
president continued for almost three years, but the situation began to 
change in 1994 when a new government was installed. Central and local 
government institutions and agencies were slowly being restored and 
started functioning again, even if not efficiently. The economy grew rap-
idly as national assets were privatised, and the political situation was rela-
tively stable except for the aforementioned cases of Abkhazia and South 
Ossetia. Conflict in these areas was at a standstill, but tensions arose from 
time to time. Meanwhile, income inequality continued to grow. Political 
discourse was largely dominated by the need to maintain stability after 
years of conflict, upheaval and disorder. Perhaps the most prominent fea-
ture of the public sector during this period was inefficiency and rampant 
corruption at every level (Transparency International 2002).
Starting in 2004 after the so-called Rose Revolution, the Georgian gov-
ernment undertook a set of sweeping countrywide reforms aimed at com-
batting corruption and increasing the efficiency of public services. A team 
of liberally minded young economic reformers set out to radically trans-
form the country and make it a post-Soviet success story. The economy 
grew steadily with the exception of 2008–2009, when growth was hin-
dered by both the global financial crisis as well as war with Russia.
The economic policies of the new government, especially during the 
first years, were based on the principles of deregulation and liberalisation. 
After privatising national assets, the privatisation of public services ensued. 
These reforms, which were commended by international organisations 
(World Bank 2009; OECD 2011), indeed succeeded in eradicating cor-
ruption at lower levels by limiting bureaucracy and improving efficiency in 
all public sectors.
The educational system, higher education in particular, was not only 
part of the extensive reform package that the new government imple-
mented after the Rose Revolution; it was also one of the most prominent 
and highly debated. It is therefore deemed appropriate to divide the review 
of the Georgian higher education system development into two parts: 
before and after the Rose Revolution.
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HigHer education system development: an overview 
Before 2005
As explained earlier in this chapter, developments in the higher education 
system have closely reflected the political and socioeconomic changes in 
the country since independence in 1991. All the features characteristic of 
the public governance system in the independent republic of Georgia dur-
ing its first years of existence, as outlined above, were also relevant for its 
higher education system. The system functioned largely through inertia, 
and hence a number of defining features from the Soviet education system 
were retained. However, lack of experience in the planning and manage-
ment of education systems resulted in somewhat haphazard 
developments.
From the outset, economic hardships in the country were reflected in 
the funding of the education system. Together with the dramatic eco-
nomic decline described above, the share of educational funding as a per-
centage of GDP also shrank from about 7 per cent in 1991 to a mere 1 per 
cent in 1994 (Perkins 1998; Sharvashidze 2002).
In terms of institutional development and structural arrangement, the 
higher education system maintained many of the basic features of the 
Soviet period; changes, if there were any, were slow. There was no top- 
down effort to reform the system and no effort on the part of HEIs them-
selves to initiate substantive changes. As in other public sectors, the system 
was occupied with adjusting to new realities rather than substantially 
reforming. Rapid privatisation of the sector and disciplinary diversification 
of previously narrowly specialised HEIs were clear signs: these were unreg-
ulated and unplanned transformations to respond to the demands of the 
market economy and the labour market.
Privatisation and Ownership of HEIs
Privatisation of higher education was one of the most significant develop-
ments in the Georgian higher education system in the 1990s. Private edu-
cational institutions were opened alongside state institutions on the basis 
of the Decree of the Supreme Council of the Republic of Georgia, which 
was issued in June 1991. Privatisation also occurred through the introduc-
tion of tuition fees1 at existing public HEIs, a change authorised by the 
government in 1993.
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Growth and expansion of private higher education institutions in 
Georgia was spectacular; some 200 licenses for private HEIs were issued 
by the Ministry of Education and Science in 1991–1992. However, many 
of these were very short-lived and closed down within a year or two as 
shown in Fig. 7.2 below. The number decreased to 93 by 1993, but in the 
following years many more private HEIs were established for a total of 
172 by 2004–2005. As Georgia had no history of managing a private 
higher education sector, there was no regulatory procedure in place for 
authorisation or accreditation of these newly established HEIs.
The structure, profile and status of the new HEIs were very diverse. 
Most of them were established as for-profit organisations by entrepreneurs 
who saw an opportunity to gain profit under the liberalised market system. 
There was a large segment of not-for-profit institutions as well, such as 
theological academies established by the Patriarchate of Georgia in various 
regions. Private HEIs received funding from tuition fees as well as endow-
ments or other funds received from private sources such as gifts or dona-
tions, and funds received through agreements with the state and other 
legal entities. Tuition fees, however, constituted the largest part of their 
budgets (Sharvashidze 2005). No public institutional funding was avail-
able until major changes in the system in 2005.
Fig. 7.2 Number of HEIs
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The regional distribution of newly emerging private HEIs was another 
important issue. By the time of independence, almost all HEIs except for 
pedagogical institutes were located in Tbilisi. In the 1990s, even though 
the majority of new private HEIs were still located in Tbilisi, about one- 
third were in the regions. Figure 7.2 illustrates that while the number of 
private HEIs increased remarkably throughout the 1990s (with a small 
drop in 1995), the number of public HEIs remained stable.
On the other hand, the number of students enrolled in private universi-
ties, presented in Fig. 7.3, was much lower compared to public universi-
ties. To be more precise, at an earlier stage students at private HEIs 
constituted almost one-third of the entire student body. However, student 
numbers later dropped at private institutions and grew at public HEIs. It 
should be noted that the numbers presented in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 regard-
ing private HEIs and student numbers are only indications and should be 
considered with reservation. There are discrepancies in the numbers pro-
vided by the National Department of Statistics and the Ministry of 
Education and Science, which could result in possible inaccuracies.
The reasons for such dynamics are complex. Firstly, most of the newly 
established private HEIs had limited capacities due to lack of appropriate 
human and material resources. Facilities were in dire shape and  inappropriate 
Fig. 7.3 Absolute student enrolments
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for full operation. According to some accounts, about 30 per cent of all pri-
vate HEIs shared premises with secondary schools or other organisations 
(Sharvashidze 2005).
Expansion in enrolment rates at public universities came largely at the 
expense of students themselves in the form of tuition fees. While in 
1994–1995 fee-paying students constituted only 10.7 per cent of total 
enrolment, in 1997–1998 this number went up to 48 per cent and was 
stable till 2005. The number of students in tuition-free tracks, on the 
other hand, remained more or less constant.
It is important to point out that tuition fees constituted a substantial 
portion of income for public HEIs. In some cases, revenues received from 
tuition fees were more than double in volume compared to the funding 
provided by the state (Gvishiani and Chapman 2002).
Governance of Higher Education
As it was no longer under Soviet control, the education system was regu-
lated by the laws of independent Georgia and supervised by the Ministry 
of Education. Universities enjoyed relative freedom in terms of designing 
teaching programmes and curricula, and in establishing tuition fees. 
However, the number of students admitted was still negotiated with the 
government. Centralised control of public HEIs was absent or weak, but 
this was not so much an expression of institutional autonomy as it was a 
result of poor governing capacity at the central administrative level. In 
fact, lack of unified vision and coherent national policy was a defining fea-
ture of Georgian higher education development during the first transition 
phase, until 2003. Most changes were restricted to the institutional level 
without substantively reforming the system.
One of the most prominent features of the Georgian higher education 
system during the 1990s and early 2000s was rampant corruption. Higher 
education was no exception to the common trend, as it was a deeply 
rooted practice in each public sector and inhibited many attempts at prog-
ress and efficiency. As testified by a series of reports and academic research 
(Orkodashvili 2009; Lorentzen 2000), corruption practices were present 
in admission procedures as well as during the academic process through 
different channels, most notably in the form of bribery and nepotism. The 
admissions exams administered by each university were a source of sub-
stantial income for those involved in the admissions process, as people 
were willing to pay large amounts in bribes; up to 20,000 USD in some 
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cases, depending on the prestige of the university and the field of study. 
Corruption during admissions was largely limited to the tuition-free tracks 
in public universities. Only a very small number of top performing appli-
cants were able to access prestigious universities or fields without paying 
bribes (Lorentzen 2000).
In general, the admissions system remained the same as it was during 
the Soviet period. Applicants were required to pass university-level, 
subject- specific competitive examinations. Until 2000 there was no pos-
sibility to register for examinations at different universities, thus limiting 
applicant chances to enrol in higher education. Once enrolled, students 
also had very limited opportunities to transfer to a different HEI or even 
to a different field of study.
The study structure remained unchanged until the late 1990s. This 
meant that the course of study in all universities and all departments con-
sisted of five years, after which a graduate received a specialist diploma in 
the particular field. Those who wanted to work towards an academic 
degree stayed in the university or moved to a research institution.
As early as 1996, universities began shifting towards an Anglo-Saxon 
education model with a two-tier system comprised of a four-year bachelor 
cycle and a two-year master cycle. This was an attempt to bring the system 
closer to the standards of the Bologna Process. However, for a very long 
time this formal change did not translate into a fundamental reorientation 
of the system. In the initial stages of system transformation, the previous 
single-track five-year study programme was simply split without adapting 
the contents (Lorentzen 2000). This did not change until almost ten years 
later when the country formally joined the Bologna Process.
Rank and Prestige of Georgian HEIs
The issue of increasing access to higher education is tied to the question 
of returns to education. As attainment rates grow, returns might remain 
the same, they might shrink, or they might be affected differently based on 
the type and prestige of the degree. The ranking of universities according 
to quality is a helpful tool for both applicants and their parents wishing to 
distinguish themselves, as well as for employees wishing to recruit candi-
dates with the best skills. But, it is difficult to assess whether higher- ranking 
universities actually help students develop better skills, or whether they 
receive ‘better’ applications in the first place because they are highly selec-
tive. In this respect, the argument resembles the distinction between 
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‘human capital’ and ‘signalling’ approaches to analysing returns to higher 
education.
In Soviet Georgia, as well as in the 1990s, there was an informal distinc-
tion between HEIs based on quality and prestige. It is hard to evaluate 
what exactly constituted the main reasons for HEI prestige during the 
Soviet period. However, since all HEIs except TSU were highly special-
ised, institutional prestige was strongly linked to the prestige of the disci-
pline. For example, the Medical Institute was very prestigious as doctors 
enjoyed a high social status. The Institute of Foreign Languages was 
another popular HEI, albeit mostly for females. The Agrarian Institute 
and to a lesser extent the Polytechnic Institute, on the other hand, were 
considered less popular. Also within Tbilisi State University (TSU), certain 
disciplines were much more prestigious than others.
In the 1990s when all HEIs whether public or private introduced con-
siderable disciplinary diversity, the situation changed and disciplinary 
competition was transformed into institutional competition. There were 
huge differences between the newly emerging private universities. As 
Pachuashvili (2009) describes, most small private HEIs served to simply 
absorb the demand for ‘more education’. At the same time, by the end of 
the 1990s, a small group of more prestigious private HEIs had emerged. 
The success and prestige of these selected few private institutions was per-
haps determined by the availability of extensive financial resources, and 
hence the possibility to attract better teaching staff for higher pay as well 
as offering better-equipped facilities. In many cases these prestigious pri-
vate HEIs were co-funded by international foundations, donor organisa-
tions and large private companies. These HEIs were highly selective and 
completion rates were quite low due to demanding requirements. 
Employer appreciation of diplomas from this small set of private universi-
ties was therefore very high. This, in turn, cyclically contributed to the 
growth of their prestige. However, even these prestigious private HEIs 
were more focused on skills training and less on academic and research 
output (Gvishiani and Chapman 2002; Pachuashvili 2009). Table  7.2 
shows completion rates as well as job placement rates for graduates from 
these prestigious private HEIs (at that time Georgian Institute of Public 
Affairs, GIPA, had a very high completion rate because it initially offered 
only MA level courses).
Tuition-free tracks in certain disciplines at some public HEIs enjoyed 
the same high social ranking as the prestigious private universities listed 
above. These public HEIs were also popular during the Soviet period.
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At public universities, prestige and rank were defined by two factors: 
field of study and tuition fee status. The latter was important because stu-
dents were admitted to ‘free’ tracks solely on merit. Merit was measured 
by admissions examinations, which were administered by HEIs themselves 
and highly corrupt. Overall, selectivity at admission was arguably the most 
important factor defining university prestige. In terms of prestige, HEIs 
and programmes were roughly ranked as presented in Fig. 7.4.
Table 7.2 Performances of private HEIs
HEIs Graduation rate (%) Job placement (%)
Georgian Institute of Public Affairs (GIPA) 97 91
European School of Business (ESM)a 62 87
Caucasus School of Business (CSB)b 89 77
International Black See University (IBSU) 87 92
Alma Mater Universityc 90 86
aESM later merged with the Free University of Georgia
bCurrently a Caucasus University School
cNow Grigol Robakidze University
Source: Sharvashidze (2005)
First-tier
•Prestigious private HEIs (e.g. GIPA, ESM)
•Tuition-free tracks at some departments at prestugous universities (e.g. tuition-free
track, Law department at TSU)
Second-tier
•Tuition-charging tracks of prestigious departments at 'good' public HEIs
•All tuition-free departments at 'good' universities
Third-tier
•Tuition-charging departments at 'good' public HEIs
•Other public HEIs
Fourth-tier
•'Demand-absorbing' private HEIs
Fig. 7.4 Classification of Georgian HEIs in the 1990s by prestige and rank
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Disciplinary Diversification of Georgian HE
As described above in the section on higher education in Soviet Georgia, 
HEIs were classified by field of study and were usually narrowly special-
ised. There was only one HEI with formal ‘university’ status, Tbilisi State 
University, which offered programmes in diverse disciplines ranging from 
humanities to hard sciences. All other HEIs were specialised in a narrow 
set of disciplines. The basic classification of these HEIs was into technical 
institutes, medical institutes, agrarian institutes, teacher training institutes 
and art institutes.
However, immediately after the break-up of the Soviet Union, the edu-
cation system became independent from central control and this situation 
changed. In fact, lax regulations and the virtual absence of an appropriate 
legal framework gave public HEIs the freedom to transform courses of 
study, structure and even status. Most began to adjust the contents of 
their educational programmes to meet the emerging demands of young 
people. Already in the 1990s, law and business studies proved to be the 
most popular fields (Lorentzen 2000). As funding from the public budget 
was reduced, public HEIs offered a growing number of places in these 
disciplines as fee-paying tracks.
As all HEIs except TSU were previously institutes with narrow speciali-
sations, most changed their status from institute to university in order to 
offer new trendy disciplines. For example, the Polytechnic Institute 
became the Technical University of Georgia and Tbilisi Medical Institute 
became Tbilisi Medical University. This was in principle merely a name 
change, especially since no formalised definition was in place (Sharvashidze 
2005; Pachuashvili 2009).
Similarly, pedagogical institutes were transformed into universities and 
started to offer undergraduate and graduate programmes in a wider range 
of disciplines. Since most of these pedagogical institutes were located 
outside the capital city of Tbilisi, they effectively became regional univer-
sities. The expansion of higher education into the regions was further 
enhanced by the establishment of eight TSU branches in various cities 
throughout the country. As previously pointed out, HE sector develop-
ment was not strategised or planned in detail at the national level. 
Institutional-level changes were initiated by HEIs themselves and negoti-
ated with the government, often through personal connections and 
power networks.
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developments after 2005
From 2004, the new government of Georgia that came into power after 
the Rose Revolution embarked on a comprehensive reform programme. 
As described earlier, reforms in public governance were aimed at fighting 
corruption, inefficiency and inflexibility. Underlying many of these reforms 
were the principles of the market economy and New Public Management. 
Guided by the drive toward marketisation and competitiveness and 
encouraged by an extremely positive response from the World Bank, the 
International Monetary Fund and other international agencies, many pub-
lic institutions were fundamentally transformed in a seemingly very short 
period of time.
The changes that occurred in the higher education system in Georgia at 
the same time were no less dramatic. The system was entirely revamped by 
interwoven sets of reforms. Most notable were changes in higher educa-
tion funding, admission mechanisms and quality control. All the changes 
were closely connected and took place simultaneously. Effective as the 
changes were in improving efficiency and eliminating corruption, they 
were truly top-down reforms; they were therefore part of larger reform 
efforts not driven by the HEI community.
Table 7.3 presents the typology of present-day HEIs in Georgia. The 
following sections will describe the processes that have shaped it during 
the last decade.
 Accreditation and Quality Assurance
The development of external and internal higher education quality assur-
ance systems started after the adoption of a new Law of Georgia on Higher 
Education in 2004 and coincided with joining the Bologna Process in 
2005. In addition to making the three-tier HE system compatible with 
international systems, the enactment of the Bologna Process ensured that 
HE and scientific research would be brought closer together (Bakradze 
2013).
The process of institutional accreditation was initiated in 2004 by the 
semi-autonomous National Accreditation Centre (later the National 
Quality Enhancement Agency) under the Ministry of Education and 
Science. The institutional accreditation procedure involved HEI compli-
ance with certain requirements concerning their institutional capacity and 
physical facilities. As a result, the number of HEIs was dramatically 
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Table 7.3 Current typology of Georgian HEIs
Type of HEI Research Prestige Disciplinary 
diversity
HEIs in this category
Leading public 
comprehensive 
universities
Integrated High Wide TSU, Ilia State 
University
Leading private 
comprehensive 
universities
Integrated High Medium to 
wide
Free University, Black 
Sea International 
University, Caucasian 
University, GIPA, 
Georgian-American 
University
Specialised 
universities
Integrated Medium 
to high
Narrow to 
medium
Tbilisi State Medical 
University, Agrarian 
University, Tvildiani 
Medical University, 
Academy of Arts, 
Theatre and Film 
University, 
Conservatory, 
Georgian Aviation 
University
Comprehensive 
universities
Integrated Medium Medium to 
wide
Georgian Technical 
University, University 
of Georgia, Robakidze 
University, Davit 
Aghmashenebeli 
University of Georgia, 
Saint Andria 
University
Highly specialised 
public teaching 
universities
Partly 
integrated
Medium Narrow Ministry of Internal 
Affairs Academy, 
Defence Academy
Regional 
comprehensive 
universities
Integrated Medium Medium to 
wide
Batumi State 
University, 
Gogebashvili 
University, Samtskhe-
Javakheti University, 
Kutaisi State 
University, Sokhumi 
State University
Teaching universities Partly 
integrated
Low Medium to 
wide
All other teaching 
universities
Colleges Not 
integrated
Low Medium All colleges
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reduced. As shown in Fig.  7.5, so was the number of newly enrolled 
 students, as the state imposed a cap on public university admission; this 
cap was among the accreditation requirements.
In 2010, the system was modified and since then universities have been 
required to obtain mandatory authorisation to operate as institutions. In 
addition, they can apply for the accreditation of individual programmes in 
order to be eligible for public funding to support students enrolled in 
those programmes. Although programme accreditation is not compul-
sory, HEIs are interested in this option because programmes with public 
funding are expected to attract more students.
Figure 7.5 also shows that the number of universities and enrolments 
has bounced back somewhat. This is because when the accreditation pro-
cedures were initially introduced in 2005, many HEIs were not ready to 
meet the new requirements; they have since adjusted their practices over 
time. Additionally, it can be argued that authorisation procedures are 
milder than those for institutional accreditation (Darchia 2013).
As described above, joining the Bologna Process in 2005 was a step 
towards transforming the higher education system into a three-cycle struc-
ture that would be easily recognised and comparable at the international 
level. By introducing research projects into the first and second cycles of 
higher education as well as introducing doctoral education, the Law of 
Fig. 7.5 Number of admitted students in HEIs
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Georgia on Higher Education created a legal basis for integration of the 
higher education and science systems. PhD studies became an important 
element by integrating higher education and research.
As a result, all HEIs in Georgia are currently divided into groups by 
level of education and the degree of research and teaching integration. 
Universities offer bachelor, master and doctoral programmes; teaching 
universities offer master and bachelor programmes; and colleges offer only 
bachelor-level programmes. Accordingly, universities combine research 
and teaching, while teaching universities and colleges are solely focused on 
teaching. Such classification presents a remarkable break from the Soviet 
tradition, which considered HEIs primarily as places for teaching while 
most research was conducted at the Academy of Sciences.
Admissions Exams
Introducing centralised standardised examinations—Unified National 
Examinations (UNEs)—in 2005 was the single most important measure 
implemented by the government to fight corruption during the admissions 
process. Another major goal of introducing UNEs was to improve access 
for disadvantaged but talented students, as admission would be merito-
cratic. It was believed that the previous system disproportionately favoured 
those coming from families with ample financial resources and social capital. 
UNEs replaced exams previously administered by individual universities 
and became the sole admissions criterion (with minor exceptions, discussed 
below). The exams are administered in Georgian or English and focus on 
the relevant subject discipline (based on the study area selected by the appli-
cant) and general aptitudes (verbal and mathematic). Seats are allocated 
based on the results. Another novelty of UNEs is that applicants became 
free to apply to several universities and various departments at the same 
time, unlike the previous system under which they had only one choice.
Since the introduction of UNEs, the number of admitted students as a 
percentage of the total number of school-leavers has been growing. The 
number of students applying to universities has increased as well: currently 
about 60 per cent of students from the relevant age-cohort register for 
UNEs and over 45 per cent are admitted.
UNEs continue to be one of the most well-received reform measures, 
widely supported by the public as well as representatives from the full 
political spectrum. A number of reports and research projects show that 
UNEs have effectively addressed the issue of corruption (Karosanidze and 
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Christensen 2005; Orkodashvili 2009). It is more difficult to assess 
whether or not the second goal of promoting equal chances for access has 
been achieved. This is due to lack of data on the social background of 
admitted students as well as lack of pre-UNE data. However, there are 
indications that the system still favours those from advantaged back-
grounds, especially where funding is concerned, as elaborated in the sub-
sequent sections.
There are legitimate concerns that the examination system results in 
‘teaching to the test’ in the final years of secondary school. The 
International Institute for Education Policy, Planning and Management 
carried out a study which reports that the large majority of students attend 
private tutoring classes in their final secondary school years to better pre-
pare for the test (Machabeli et al. 2011).
Furthermore, lack of HEI involvement in the admissions process is a 
serious issue. UNEs currently provide a necessary and sufficient channel to 
enrol in any HEI. Therefore, HEIs themselves have no authority to select 
students based on their own criteria and preferences. Interestingly, how-
ever, there was no opposition from HEIs against such a drastic imposition 
on their agency. This could have been the result of a heavy-handed approach 
adopted by the government in 2005 to fight corruption. However, a decade 
later, the time seems ripe to reconsider the admissions policies and give 
universities the right to decide which students they want to admit.
One side effect of the UNE is that it allowed for the division of univer-
sities by selection standards to be more standardised throughout the 
country. It is now possible to rank HEIs by level of selectivity with average 
UNE scores received for enrolled students. In her study on the effect of 
rural residence on university admissions, Chankseliani (2013) divides all 
HEIs into five categories based on mean student scores on three compul-
sory examinations. Such informal ranking of HEIs by average UNE scores 
has become popular. As the Examination Centre annually announces the 
highest scoring students and the HEIs in which they are enrolled, this 
evaluation of HEI rank and prestige is self-reinforcing.
Funding
Public expenditure on education as a share of GDP and as a share of total 
government spending remains among the lowest in the region. Despite 
the fact that overall public expenditure increased from 2004 onwards, the 
relative share of education has hardly changed. The share of education 
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spending has varied between 2 and 3 per cent of GDP since 2000, and 
more recently the share of public spending on higher education has been 
estimated at around 1.2 per cent (Salmi and Andguladze 2012).
The introduction of standardised examinations coincided with a funda-
mental change in the higher education funding system. This change, in 
line with the government’s liberal economic ideology, was carried out in 
two major ways. Firstly, the funding mode changed to exclusively per cap-
ita; secondly, the overall share of private (household) costs in funding 
higher education increased (Chakhaia 2013).
The government of Georgia has substantively changed its funding mech-
anisms to increase transparency and efficiency in allocating public resources. 
Previously, funds were allocated to HEIs based on several factors including 
number of students and staff, specific needs including capital repair, and 
negotiations and connections. This system was gradually replaced by one 
under which funds are allocated only to students who qualify for public 
funding as a result of UNE scores. The state established a ceiling for tuition 
fees at national universities and admitted students were awarded study 
grants based on UNE scores in the amount of 100 per cent, 70 per cent, 50 
per cent, 30 per cent or 0 per cent of the maximum public university tuition. 
Those not able to secure 100 per cent funding have to cover the remaining 
costs themselves. Only about 30 per cent of all admitted students are cur-
rently receiving grants, and only about 5 per cent receive grants for 100 per 
cent. This effectively means that the overwhelming share of HE funding 
costs are generally borne by students and their families (Chakhaia 2013).
A major innovation and a step towards the economic liberalisation of 
the system was to include private universities in this scheme. Students who 
enrol in private universities are also entitled to state grants, conditional to 
their performance on the national exams. This way, private universities 
also receive state funding. Alongside improving transparency and effi-
ciency, the system was designed to increase competitiveness among uni-
versities (both public and private), as attracting more students means 
receiving more funding.
A similar approach was used for funding research: direct allocations for 
research institutions were slowly replaced by competitive research grants 
based on quality criteria administered by a semi-independent agency under 
the Ministry of Education and Science of Georgia (MoES). Previously, 
research institutes (within the Academy of Science) received lump-sum 
funding. Such modification of the funding process for research activities 
additionally strengthens the research component at HEIs and supports 
the integration of research and instruction.
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conclusions
The development of the Georgian higher education system during the last 
25 years has closely followed changes in the political and socioeconomic 
life of the country. Throughout the chapter, we have emphasised the use-
fulness of dividing this development trajectory into two periods: from 
1991 to 2004, and from 2004 to the present.
The first period was characterised by somewhat haphazard and chaotic 
system development, as well as relative HEI freedom and lack of concerted 
reform effort. Governance of higher education, in fact, reflected the gen-
eral pattern of public governance in the country: rampant corruption, lax 
regulations and lack of vision for development. It can be argued that dur-
ing the period, particularly during the first years of independence, higher 
education developed in a legal and regulatory void.
The changes observed in higher education before 2004 were therefore 
largely determined by economic factors (i.e. transition to the market econ-
omy) and related changes in labour demand. The spectacular growth of 
private HEIs resulted from unrestricted supply without governmental 
regulations as a response to the growing demand for university education. 
Public HEIs were perhaps a little late in recognising the market potential 
of admitting fee-paying students. Both public and private HEIs had the 
freedom to adjust their programmes in accordance with market demands. 
Weak or absent quality assurance mechanisms were conducive to such 
developments.
Radical changes to this lax approach took place with the arrival of a new 
government in November 2003. With overwhelming support from the 
electorate and a vow to increase transparency and efficiency, sweeping 
reforms based on market principles were introduced in all public sectors. 
Higher education was a flagship of this crusade against corruption and 
inefficiency. Quality assurance mechanisms were introduced, corruption 
was eradicated and competition was encouraged. However, HEIs them-
selves have remained passive receivers of change throughout the process, 
as the changes were centrally planned and implemented.
note
1. As opposed to the previously existing system under which all student studies 
were subsidised from the public budget.
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CHAPTER 8
Looking at Kazakhstan’s Higher Education 
Landscape: From Transition 
to Transformation Between 1920 and 2015
Elise S. Ahn, John Dixon, and Larissa Chekmareva
In the past 25 years, Kazakhstan has undergone a period of rapid educa-
tion reform. As it began transitioning from a Soviet Republic to an inde-
pendent nation-state, President Nursultan Nazarbayev and the Kazakhstani 
government made it clear that the lynchpin to becoming a globally com-
petitive market economy was education (Aitzhanova et  al. 2014). 
Ideologically, this focus signified a watershed moment, as the philosophi-
cal underpinnings of Soviet higher education (HE) were uprooted, with 
the transition toward a market economy. However, this process of  reforming 
Kazakhstan’s HE system is situated amidst significant demographic, socio-
cultural and political shifts which have taken place in the last two decades. 
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Subsequently, while the path to education reform shares similarities to that 
of other states of the former Soviet Union (FSU), there are idiosyncrasies 
particular to the Kazakhstani context.
Starting with the establishment of its first HE institutions (HEI), this 
chapter provides a brief historical overview of HE in Kazakhstan starting 
from the Soviet period. The next section examines the education reforms 
that have been implemented since 1991 by examining three aspects of 
system transformation that the contributions in this edited volume are 
focusing on—horizontal diversification, vertical differentiation and inter- 
organisational relationships (Teichler 1988). Drawing from various 
sources, such as archival Soviet documents, Kazakhstani MoES reports 
and policy papers, along with interviews with different Kazakhstani admin-
istrators and faculty members, we found that at the macro-level there have, 
in fact, been departures from the Soviet HE apparatus vis-à-vis regulatory 
reform. However, despite this, much change remains to be implemented 
in terms of institutional, pedagogical and research practices in order to 
fulfil the teaching, learning and research mission of HE. The chapter con-
cludes with a discussion on ongoing and emerging challenges facing the 
Kazakhstani HE system, as well examining its Soviet HE legacy.
The FoundaTions: KazaKhsTan’s sovieT higher 
educaTion Legacy
The Soviet education apparatus began developing HE in the Kazakh SSR 
as part of its overall massification of education project in the 1920s and the 
emphasis on preparing local specialists during the korenizatsia period. 
Prior to this time, no HEIs existed in the territory of present-day 
Kazakhstan (Froumin et  al. 2014; Kyzykeyeva and Oskolkova 2011). 
During the first phase of HE development starting in the 1920s, five insti-
tutions were established—Bukeev, Semipalatinsk, Kazakh, Orenberg 
Institutes of Public Education and the Kazakh Institute of Education in 
Alma-Ata (Dzholdasbekov and Kuznetsov 1975). Between 1927 and 
1932, 15 more HEIs were established, expanding the focus to include 
medicine, agriculture and livestock, such as the Veterinary-Zoo Technical 
Institute (1928), Kazakh State Agricultural Institute (1930) and the 
Kazakh Medical Institute (1931).
The following 5-year period (1933–37) saw an expansion of pedagogi-
cal institutes throughout the Kazakh SSR, including the establishment of 
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Kirov Kazakh State University (1934), as well as the inclusion of post- 
graduate (aspirantura) studies in different institutes (Dzholdasbekov and 
Kuznetsov 1975). Following World War II (1946–63), 16 more institutes 
were established in the Kazakh SSR, along with the Kazakh Academy of 
Sciences.1 In 1959, a state-level committee was formed to centralise the 
HE management within the Kazakh SSR, which would then eventually 
become the Kazakhstani MoES (Kyzykeyeva and Oskolkova 2011). By 
1975, there were 47 HEIs, which offered programmes in 175 different 
areas for 200,000 students (Dzholdasbekov and Kuznetsov 1975).2
However, not only was the HE system undergoing transition during 
that time, but that was situated in the broader context of education reform. 
One of the early challenges facing HE was a bottleneck effect; because of 
limited access to quality primary and secondary education, access to HE 
was consequently limited. Moreover, as Kyzykeyeva and Oskolkova (2011) 
note, students’ education trajectories were also affected by the rupturing 
of communities in the 1930s as a result of Stalin’s social engineering strat-
egy. Additionally, because HEIs expanded so rapidly between 1928 and 
1975, they faced a number of pragmatic challenges including: classroom 
and student housing shortages, a lack of textbooks and various teaching 
materials and a shortage of qualified teaching faculty (Heynemann et al. 
2007; Rumyantseva 2005; Silova 2011).
Like in the other SSRs, HE in the Kazakh SSR had several aims. The 
first was to produce specialists who could help sustain the Soviet Union’s 
objectives, including education goals like universal literacy and sociopoliti-
cal ones like a commitment to the party ideology. Relatedly, the second 
aim was to reproduce specialists who would be able to work in industries 
that were being developed in various territories. For example, in the 
Kazakh SSR, this included the oil and gas sector (Froumin et al. 2014). In 
this way, the horizontal landscape of HEIs was an instantiation of these 
two pillars—ideological and industrial—and they were centrally deter-
mined in a command economy.
However, the high degree of specialisation also consequently resulted 
in resource inefficiency and knowledge compartmentalisation. This knowl-
edge compartmentalisation was seen in the allocation of institutional 
 functions—institutes focused on teaching or conducting applied research, 
and academies conducted more “pure” scientific research.3
By the end of the Soviet period, the Kazakh SSR had 55 HEIs that 
enrolled 287,400 students (NIIVO 1992). Table 8.1 provides an overview 
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of the institutional specialisations that were inherited by the nascent 
Kazakhstani government.
While no official taxonomy is available regarding the types of institu-
tions and the corresponding quantity, Table 8.2 provides a general tax-
onomy of the types of HEIs that the Kazakhstani MoES inherited.
Al Farabi Kazakh National University (originally Kirov Kazakh State 
University) is the oldest university in the country and was the only HEI 
that could be considered a “classical” university with its multiple Faculties 
and Departments and an enrolment of 12,909 students (1988) (Moskva- 
Finansy i Statistika Razdel 1989). Most of the other HEIs could be cate-
gorised as either regional institutes or specialised institutes that were 
subject to shared oversight by the MoES and another Ministry (e.g., the 
Ministry of Transport, Internal Affairs or Defense). Regional institutes 
were primarily defined by geographical distribution, for example, peda-
gogical institutes were established throughout the country. This is in 
contrast to specialised institutes which, as mentioned earlier, were sector- 
specific—oil and gas, engineering and so on.
In sum, the Soviet HE legacy in the Kazakh SSR included: a system 
which was fundamentally undergirded by political ideology; isolation from 
international trends and practices, because of its ideological underpin-
nings; poor financing, which led to slow innovation; and systemically, the 
emphasis on specialisations, which were linked to the Soviet’s raw econ-
omy (Rudista 2004). However, this legacy also included the network of 
55 HEIs, of which the majority were engineering and pedagogy institutes, 
which provided the nascent Kazakhstani government a point of departure 
in 1991.
Table 8.1 Kazakhstani HEIs (AY1988–89)
HEIs by academic focus Quantity Enrolled students
Engineering 12 80,989
Transport 2 7,153
Agriculture 7 40,455
Economy/law 3 18,452
Education 23 104,516
Health, medicine, sport 6 23,477
Arts 2 1,836
Total 55 276,878
Source: Narodnoe Obrazovanie i Kultura v USSR (1989, p. 142, 202)
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The earLy years: higher educaTion reForm 
in The 1990s
The dissolution of the Soviet Union brought about significant social, 
political and economic changes in Kazakhstan. Economically, from 1991 
to 1996 the country’s Gross Domestic Product dropped 39%, resulting in 
an overall collapse of the country’s economy (World Bank 2005). But 
despite seemingly grim prospects, the economy eventually began recover-
ing around 1999 and by 2007, achieved an annual growth rate of 10% and 
higher (Pomfret 2014). However, in spite of steady growth, Kazakhstan 
has not been exempt from the global economic downturn in the 2000s. 
Unsustainable levels of currency exchange rate control by the Kazakhstani 
Central Bank, combined with plummeting oil prices and economic 
 sanctions on the Russian Federation starting in 2014, led to the de- 
dollarisation of Kazakhstan’s currency, the tenge, and floated the exchange 
rate. This resulted in three significant rounds of currency devaluation 
(2009, 2014 and 2015). Consequently, the inflation forecast for 2016 is 
now 7.9% with a predicted GDP growth of 3.3% (Asian Development 
Bank n.d.).
Demographically, as the economy struggled, birth rates declined in the 
1990s. This declining birth rate was reversed in the early 2000s, a shift 
which corresponds to the country’s economic recovery and a period of 
relative sociopolitical stability as seen in Fig. 8.1.
Table 8.2 Types of Kazakhstani HEIs in AY1990–91
HEI type 
(quantity)
Example Location Affiliation Research activity
National 
university (2)
Al Farabi Kazakh 
National Universitya
Almaty MoES Pure
Regional 
institutes (24)
Kostanay Pedagogical 
Institute
Kostanay MoES Applied research/
teaching only
Specialised 
institutes (29)
Kokshetau Technical 
Institute of the 
MoES Kazakhstanb
Kokshetau Ministry of 
Internal Affairs; 
MoES
Applied research/
teaching only
Note:
aThe other university in the Kazakh SSR was Karaganda State University as noted earlier. It should be 
noted that while Karaganda State University did have the status of university, it was smaller in terms of 
number of faculties and student enrolment in comparison to Al Farabi Kazakh National University.
bSee http://www.kti-tjm.kz/nash_instityt.html
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Socioculturally, with the establishment of its new Constitution in 1995, 
the Kazakhstani government began constructing a new civic identity.4 This 
began by privileging the titular Kazakh language as the official state lan-
guage, moving toward the conflation of an ethnic Kazakh and Kazakhstani 
civic identity.5 This has resulted in changes in the language of instruction 
(LOI) in all schools—there was a shift in the LOI at the primary, second-
ary and tertiary level from Russian toward Kazakh (and more recently, the 
additional inclusion of English as the LOI).
In the 1990s, the Kazakhstani government began implementing a 
system- wide education reform amidst wide-scale sociopolitical-cultural 
reforms. The government’s focus at the time was primarily on creating a 
regulatory structure that could create the conditions under which educa-
tion reform could take place. The Constitution (1995) established the 
right to compulsory education for all Kazakhstani citizens, the Law on 
Education (1992) and the Law on Higher Education (1993),6 along with 
other regulations and standards (Yakavets 2014). What did not change 
immediately was who “owned” education—HE remained a state-owned 
enterprise. Consequently, this meant that the government maintained the 
all-encompassing centralised control that had existed under the Soviet 
regime (Sarinzhipov 2013).
Figure 8.2 provides an overview of the main foci of the regulations 
initiated between 1991 and 2015.
Fig. 8.1 Demographic trends (1985–2012) (Source: Adopted from the Agency 
of Statistics of the Republic of Kazakhstan (2013))
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Although there were a number of departures from the Soviet HE sys-
tem and orientation in the new legislation and regulations, the most sig-
nificant was the opening of private HEIs. The 1993 legislation “On 
Higher Education” permitted private universities to operate in Kazakhstan 
(albeit under the auspices of all MoES regulations).7 During AY1990–91, 
there were 55 public HEIs. After the 1993 law was passed, 32 more HEIs 
opened, the majority of which were private (Sulima 2008). By AY1996–97, 
43.2% of the HEIs were public and 56.8% were private (OECD 2007)—
this distribution stayed similar through AY2013–14 (MoES 2014). The 
distribution of students enrolled in public and private HEIs was also simi-
lar (although there was some fluctuation). For example, in AY2012–13, 
49.1% of students were enrolled in public HEIs. By AY2014–15, this per-
centage shifted, with 48.3% of students enrolled in public HEIs and 50.3% 
enrolled in private HEIs (MoES 2015). So while the proliferation of pri-
vate HEIs was initially permitted through the enabling of regulatory 
reform, as seen in the enrolment distribution, there was a corresponding 
demand by Kazakhstanis who felt that acquiring a HE degree was essential 
to being employed in the new economic world order as demonstrated in 
Fig. 8.3.
Figure 8.3 reveals that the patterns of growth in student enrolment and 
the number of HEIs are similar. There are upward trends in both graphs 
with a particular peak in between AY2004–07. However, since then, there 
has been a decline in both the number of HEIs and enrolment due to 
increased accountability from the MoES (HEI decline) and demographic 
decrease (student enrolment). But despite these social and institutional 
shifts, the opening of HE to the private sector helped absorb the demand 
for HE particularly in the first 15 years of the Republic.
With an increased HE demand and the establishment of 114 HEIs in 
the 1990s, it is plausible to expect that geographical access to HE would 
have increased. This, however, did not happen. During the Soviet period, 
HEIs were primarily located in major urban areas (e.g., Almaty, previously 
Alma-Ata) or in oblasts with particular raw material factories (e.g., East 
Kazakhstan). However, when looking at the distribution of HEIs in the 
1990s, the majority were established in Almaty city because it was previ-
ously the capital of the Kazakh SSR and for the first few years of independent 
Kazakhstan. Figure 8.4 shows that although Almaty is no longer the capi-
tal, it still has the highest proportion of HEIs in the country.
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Thus, in terms of the horizontal institutional diversification of HE after 
independence, although it remained completely under the auspices of the 
government through the MoES under the Law “On Education” (1993, 
1997), the 1993 law did initially facilitate the establishment of private 
universities. This helped introduce financial diversity into the previously 
solely, state-funded sector. In turn, the proliferation of new private HEIs, 
along with the creation of new universities as a result of merging different 
institutes, helped to absorb the mass demand for HE.
Fig. 8.3 HEI trends over time by institutions 1940–2014 (Sources: Adopted 
from Brunner and Tillett (n.d.); MoES (2014, 2015); Ministry of Economics 
(2015); Moskva-Finansy i Statistika [Moscow Finance and Statistics] (1989, 202); 
OECD (2007, 40); Zhakenov (n.d.))
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The PrivaTisaTion oF he and The modernisaTion 
oF he: The 2000s
While the 1990s introduced private HEIs into the system, the year 2000 
began the process of privatising public HEIs. The general privatisation 
process of state-owned enterprises initiated in the 1990s was then extended 
to select HEIs with the passing of the law “On the List of the Republican 
State Enterprises and Institutions to be Privatised in 2000–01”. The result 
was that 12 public HEIs became joint-stock companies (JSCs)8—a scheme 
where the Kazakhstani government shares ownership with other share-
holders, which could be a private individual(s) or corporation. The priva-
tisation of HEIs was (and continues to be) an attempt to diversification of 
the funding of higher education by introducing new revenue streams 
(including student tuition fees). Consequently, the privatisation of HEIs 
continued the process of horizontal HE diversification.
At that time, eight universities were given the status of “National 
University”—Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Gumilyov Eurasian 
Fig. 8.4 Distribution of universities in Kazakhstan in AY2014–15 (Source: 
MoES (2015))
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National University, Kazakh National Agrarian University, K.I. Satpayev 
Kazakh National Technical University, S.D. Asfendiyarov Kazakh National 
Medical University, T.K. Zhurgenov Kazakh National Academy of Arts, 
Kurmangazy Kazakh National Conservatory and the Kazakh National 
University of Arts.
Thus, after diversifying the Kazakhstani HE horizontal institutional 
landscape with the inclusion of the private sector, the MoES then moved 
toward creating greater vertical differentiation. Generally, the type of HEI 
is determined by the institution’s licencing, which is based mainly on the 
number of faculties that institution has—HEIs with three or more facul-
ties can apply to become a university, while those with less than three are 
designated as an institute. An academy was a HEI that usually had one 
specialisation (e.g., the Academy of Civil Aviation). However, there are 
further distinctions which can be made via special Presidential Orders as 
seen above since the aforementioned Order granted eight universities the 
status of “National University”. National universities are public HEIs that 
teach a wide gamut of programmes that have made a contribution to HE 
in the country.
Subsequently, 18 HEIs were established as regional centres of teaching 
learning (Zhankenov n.d.). These were also categorised as “state universi-
ties”. Many of these regional or state universities were institutes that were 
merged in the 1990s in order to provide a diversity of taught program 
offerings and ultimately to attract more students. Table 8.3 is an overarch-
ing taxonomy of HEI types based on institutional mandate and scope and 
does not include all the different ways Kazakhstani HEIs are classified.
As the MoES continues with institutional privatisation and by exten-
sion, with the move toward a free market HE environment, it requires all 
HEIs to collect a percentage of the student fees which varies by institution 
in order to prepare them for eventual financial independence. Other poli-
cies and practices have been introduced to create an even “playing field” 
and to increase inter-institutional competition.
A significant part of increasing competition in the HE sector was the 
need to create a more transparent student admissions process (for both 
students and HEIs). In the 1990s, Kazakhstani HEIs were initially allowed 
to admit students based on their academic background and performance 
and how that fits with an institution’s specialisation. In 2001, a new qual-
ity assurance system was implemented by the MoES, resulting in the estab-
lishment of the Committee for Supervision and Attestation; the National 
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Centre for Educational Quality Assessment; the National Accreditation 
Centre; the Centre for Certification, Quality Management and Consulting; 
and the National Centre of State Standards for Education and Tests 
(OECD 2007). To combat public perceptions regarding corruption linked 
to university admission, the Unified National Test (UNT) (Edinoe 
Table 8.3 HEIs by type based on the law “On Education” (2007)
Type Description Example
Universities
National 
research 
university
A HEI which has a special status and programme  
of development for 5 years approved by the 
government, independently developed educational 
training programmes of higher education in three 
and more groups of specialties, using the outcome 
of pure and applied studies for generating, and in 
the transfer of, new knowledge
Al Farabi Kazakh 
National 
University 
(Almaty)
Research 
university
A HEI which implements programmes of 
development for 5 years, approved by the 
government and educational training programmes 
of higher education, in three and more groups of 
specialties. It uses the outcome of pure and applied 
studies for generating, and in the transfer of, new 
knowledge
Not defined
University A HEI that implements educational programmes of 
higher education, master and doctoral programmes 
in three and more groups of specialties, carries out 
pure and applied research and is a scientific and 
methodological centre
Suleyman 
Demirel 
University 
(Kaskalen)
Academy
Academy An educational institution that implements 
educational programmes of HE in one or two 
groups of specialties
Academy of Civil 
Aviation (Almaty)
Institutes
National higher 
education 
institute
A HEI which is a leading scientific and 
methodological centre in the country with a special 
status
Not defined
Institute An institution that implements professional 
educational programmes of HE
Atyrau Institute 
of Oil and Gas 
(Atyrau)
Source: Law “On Education” (2007); National Tempus Office (2012)
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Nacional’noe Testirovanie)—a 3-hour university entrance test and also an 
upper secondary school completion assessment—was developed for 
AY2003–04.9 High scorers on the UNT would be guaranteed admittance 
to a public university and could receive a full scholarship via state grants. 
An alternative test—the Comprehensive Test (CT)—was later developed 
for students who attended: a non-Kazakh/non-Russian language of 
instruction secondary school, a school abroad but wanted to attend a 
Kazakhstani university or a vocational/technical secondary school but 
decided to enter university.
However, while the establishment of these tests addressed issues regard-
ing the perceived corruption connected to university entrance by provid-
ing a more standardised measure of academic ability, there remain some 
unresolved issues. Neither test was or is calibrated to international univer-
sity entrance standards. Consequently, students who take the UNT or the 
CT cannot use the scores earned toward admission into universities out-
side of Kazakhstan. From an assessment standpoint, they have been criti-
cised because of their lack of subject matter depth due to the limits of the 
current format—30 multiple choice questions per section in 5 subject 
areas with an emphasis on language.10
A student’s performance on the UNT not only has implications for 
their HE admission but also to whether students qualify for a government 
scholarship. These scholarships are “portable”, which means that grant 
recipients have some choice(s) regarding which HEI they wanted to 
attend (EC 2010). But the government’s priority areas for education and 
economic development, nationality and language of education determine 
grant availability. The other factor that is taken into consideration is mem-
bership of population categories that are under-represented in the HE 
student population, which include orphans, students from single-parent 
homes or from rural communities and young people with disabilities (EC 
2010). The MoES also awards other types of scholarships for exceptionally 
high-achieving students (e.g., Presidential Scholarships). The MoES 
(2010) also established the “State Education Savings System”, whereby 
parents can save money for their children’s HE costs by providing a pre-
mium return on their savings. Note, however, HEIs can also provide dif-
ferent funding support to better attract students including 
institution-specific financial aid and loans, scholarships for high-achieving 
students and tuition and fee waivers or discounts.
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Systemically, in AY2004–05, the Kazakhstani HE system changed 
from the 5-year Soviet-era bachelor degree to a 4-year degree. This was 
intended to facilitate increased student and faculty mobility in and out of 
Kazakhstan, as well as greater degree of recognition in alignment with 
international institutional structures (Piven and Pak 2006). This paved 
the way for discussions regarding the possibility of Kazakhstan joining 
the European Higher Education Area (EHEA). On 12 March 2010, 
Kazakhstan then became the first Central Asia Republic to sign the 
Lisbon Convention of the Bologna Process (BP) becoming its 47th sig-
natory (Kazinform 2010).
Joining the BP has had the most comprehensive impact on the 
Kazakhstani HE system. Soon after joining the BP, the “State 
Programme of Education Development in the RoK for 2011–2020” 
was passed (MoES 2010). This outlined the government’s plan to align 
all three tiers of education to international standards by the year 
2020 in order to achieve its stated goal of “increasing [the] competi-
tiveness of education and [the] development of human capital through 
ensuring access to quality education for sustainable economic growth” 
(MoES 2010, 1). The plan was comprehensive, covering everything 
from financing to the professional development of teacher faculty, 
along with intended structural and programme changes. The HE focus 
of this report was on re-aligning its structural, university governance 
and autonomy reforms to conform to BP priorities. In addition to leg-
islation that was passed in the 1990s, the Law “On Education” (2007) 
and the Law “On Science” (2011) provided the legal framework that 
has been guiding HE reform.
In addition to system reform, one of the goals outlined in the MoES 
plan (2010) was the need to increase institutional and research output to 
meet international standards. In order to fund and support research, a 
number of laws have been passed, including the Law “On Science” 
(2001), Law “On Innovative Activities” (2003), Patent Law (2003) and 
the Law “On Support of Innovative Activities” (2006). In 2003, less 
than 100 articles were published per 10,000 researchers (Thomson n.d.; 
OECD 2007). The MoES (2010) stated that the goal was to have 2% of 
faculty members publish in international, peer-reviewed journals by 
2015 and 5% by 2020. But according to MoES (2014), out of 41,636 
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faculty members, 541 (1.3%) have publications in international (peer-
reviewed) journals. In terms of gender parity, there is an almost equal 
representation of genders among researchers, with the majority of 
researchers are in the STEM fields—Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics (UIS n.d.). However, in terms of researchers by sector, 
the HE and non-profit sectors have seen a gradual increase between 
2005 and 2011 with a decrease in number of researchers in the govern-
mental agencies (UIS n.d.).
The government remains the largest funder of research and develop-
ment; it is responsible for between 25% (2011) and 61.5% (2003) of all 
related expenditures (UIS n.d.), which has limited the growth of research 
and development in HE. After independence, similar to the other post- 
Soviet countries, the Kazakhstani HE system faced a physically crumbling 
research infrastructure, in terms of laboratory space, equipment, resource 
centres and libraries, further constraining the ability of researchers to con-
duct research (MoES 2010). This is not surprising, given the reduction in 
the expenditure on research and development since 2003 (UIS n.d.). 
Relatedly, another systemic constraint on research output is the MoES’s 
constrained funding priorities and by extension research outputs (OECD 
2007). However, partnerships between international organisations like 
the British Council and individual universities (e.g., Al Farabi Kazakhstan 
National University), are moves to diversify research funding and have 
contributed to building deeper research capacity of Kazakhstani 
academics.
Another impetus for Kazakhstan joining the EHEA and committing 
to the implementation of BP was the internationalisation of HE through 
faculty and student mobility through programmes like ERASMUS 
MUNDUS. Systemically, this meant that HEIs would need to adopt the 
European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) and pro-
vide Diploma Supplements in order to facilitate mobility.11 Moreover, in 
1998, Kazakhstan signed an agreement between Belarus, Kyrgyzstan 
and Russia allowing for degree equivalence recognition, thereby increas-
ing opportunities for student and graduate mobility between the four 
countries (Poletaev and Rakisheva 2011). Additionally, according to 
MoES (2010), as of 2010, over 20,000 Kazakhstani students had stud-
ied abroad, of whom 3000 were Bolashak scholarship holders.12 In terms 
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of in-bound student mobility, Kazakhstan is the second most popular 
destination to study in Central Asia (behind Russia) (Brunner and Tillet 
n.d.).
In terms of creating a more transparent system, MoES (2010) articu-
lated a set of relevant HE policy aspirations—to establish a board of trust-
ees at different HEIs to help provide stakeholder-informed governance, 
to continue the professionalisation of academic administrators (through 
various training programmes) and to institute a transparent rector- 
appointment system.13 To support academic administrators, the MoES 
stated its intention of creating a comprehensive and easily accessible data-
base of  educational statistics, which would be made available to all univer-
sities to facilitate data-informed management decisions. While a database 
is not yet available, the MoES has been making yearly reports of aggre-
gated HE data available on its website.14 Also integral to the process of 
transforming HE provision is the development and implementation of 
lifelong learning through professional development opportunities for 
university administrators and leaders. Such training opportunities are 
being conducted through institutions like Nazarbayev University and 
KIMEP University.
Along the same vein of transparency, the proliferation of HEIs in the 
1990s and 2000s is now being curbed by the emphasis on institutional 
quality assurance. At its peak, there were 182 HEIs in the system 
(2001) but by AY2015–16, there were 126 (MoES 2015). In 2011, 
the Independent Agency for Accreditation Rating (IAAR) was estab-
lished as an independent national agency with a remit that includes the 
ranking of HEIs, the improving of their competitiveness, and their 
institutional and specialised accreditation. The Independent Quality 
Assurance Agency of Kazakhstan (IQAA) was established in 2012, also 
an independent national agency but with a remit to provide both insti-
tutional and programme accreditation for Kazakhstani HEIs. Out of 
the 131 universities in AY2014–15, only 3 universities (2%) had 
received institutional accreditation from the IAAR (www.iaar.kz), 4 
(3%) from IQAA (www.iqaa.kz) and only 1 had all of its degree pro-
grammes accredited by an agency listed on the European Quality 
Assurance Register.15
While joining the BP has increased discussions regarding what consti-
tutes “quality education”, it has also foregrounded a number of policy 
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tensions which were created in the first 20 years of education reform. One 
example of this is the tension between the MoES’ centralised control over 
a significant portion of institutional operations and discourses on decen-
tralisation and privatisation. Because one of the pillars of the BP is institu-
tional autonomy, HEIs need to be given more procedural and substantive 
autonomy. “Procedural autonomy” refers to the ability for universities to 
make decisions related to higher-level administrative processes. 
“Substantive autonomy” refers to the ability to make decisions related to 
academic affairs. The later would include what degree programmes uni-
versities wanted to offer students and, subsequently, the curricular require-
ments (Soltys 2014). According to MoES (2010), it was intended that 
HEIs would be granted autonomy gradually—national research universi-
ties in 2015, national HEIs in 2016 and the rest by 2018. To date, this has 
not been the case; the exception is Nazarbayev University, which was 
established from its inception as an autonomous HEI by Presidential 
Order.16
Currently, the reach of the MoES still includes the types of degree 
programmes HEIs can offer through the list of state classifiers—HEIs 
cannot innovate degrees or programme titles which are not listed in the 
list of 342 state classifiers (OECD 2007; Sulima 2008), the standardisa-
tion of programme courses and core course curriculum through the 
State Compulsory Education Standards, the standardisation of faculty 
promotion and, for public HEIs, the constraints on tuition rates for fee-
paying students. According to Sarinzhipov (2013), regardless of whether 
a HEI is public or private, they all need to comply with the MoES 
requirements regarding these aforementioned areas in order to maintain 
their institutional licences.
The centralised control of the MoES also affects research output. While 
academics need to conduct research and publish in order to receive pro-
motion (according to the same criteria used pre-1991), there remain seri-
ous constraints on their time because of heavy teaching expectations, so 
faculty research output remains relatively low. Such constraints include 
800–900 contact hours with students per academic year, mandatory office 
hours, thesis supervision, student consultations as well as being available 
for a variety of different activities related to university service, which are 
prescribed in various education laws. This, combined with low academic 
salaries and institutional corruption, has resulted in the phenomenon of 
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faculty teaching at multiple universities—further limiting their time and 
their personal capacity to conduct original, independent research (Silova 
and Steiner-Khamsi 2008).
However, if the MoES does begin granting both substantive and pro-
cedural autonomy to HEIs, this would significantly change the dynamics 
between HEIs. Students would more freely be able to choose between 
meaningfully different programmes of study, educational experiences and 
curricula, and HEIs would have the ability to potentially innovate and 
engage directly with industry to produce graduates who would be able to 
aptly participate in the labour market.
Table 8.4 attempts to provide a comprehensive overview of the differ-
ent categories that were created by the MoES to delineate and differenti-
ate (horizontally and vertically) the emerging HE landscape between 1993 
and 2010.
For potential students, such categories are important because they 
determine whether their choice of HE is an eligible host for a government 
scholarship, as well as the quality of education they might receive. But for 
university rectors and administrators, the categories presented in Tables 
8.3 and 8.4 are marginally flexible. Private HEIs can move from being 
institutes to universities, but by virtue of being private, they currently 
 cannot become national institutions. Because public HEIs are under the 
auspices of the MoES, there is little major institutional/structural changes 
which can be initiated by the institutions themselves. The table corre-
sponding to this chapter in the Appendices provides an overview of the 
total number of HEIs that fit into the categories outlined in Table 8.4 as 
of AY2014–15.
In addition to the vertical and horizontal institutional distinctions that 
the MoES has made, it has also created another institutional taxonomy 
which highlights the university’s expected research output based on the 
official institutional licence it has been granted. This research distinction 
was based on the Law “On Education” (2007). Logistically, public HEIs 
can be given the special status of “National University” or “National 
Higher Education Institute” by means of a Presidential Order. “Research 
University” is a title which is ostensibly open for both public and private 
HEIs under the auspices of the Law “On Education” (2007). However, it 
is noteworthy that to date, no HEI has been officially granted this status. 
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By default, then, all other HEIs fall under the conventional categories of 
“university”, “academy” or “institute” with no official distinguishing 
descriptor. Table 8.5 provides an overview of the types of HEIs, profiles of 
exemplars and what they define as demonstrations of research in their 
institutional contexts.
Table 8.4 The Kazakhstani HE landscape between 1993 and 2010
Type Vertical Licensing Research Example Location
International International University Yasawi  
International 
Kazakh-Turkish 
Universitya
Turkestan
Public Autonomous University x Nazarbayev University Astana
National Al Farabi Kazakh 
National University
Almaty
Institute
Academy Academy of Public 
Administration  
under the President  
of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan
Astana
State University
Institute Atyrau Institute of  
Oil and Gas
Atyrau
Academy
Private: JSC University KIMEP University Almaty
Institute
Academy Academy of Civil 
Aviation
Almaty
Private University Almaty Management 
University
Almaty
Institute Eurasian 
Humanitarian 
Institute
Astana
Academy Kazakh Academy of 
Labor and Social 
Relations
Almaty
aYasawi International Kazakh-Turkish University is unique because it is a joint education endeavour by the 
Kazakhstani and Turkish governments.
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concLusion
While joining the BP should lead to greater convergence across the EHEA, 
Kazakhstani HE has been embedded in a dynamic sociopolitical cultural 
context. For example, because the birth rate had declined in the 1990s 
(Fig. 8.1), HE enrolment is expected to decline from 2011 until around 
2025. According to OECD (2007), the number of university-aged young 
people is expected to fall from 180,000 (2010) to below 120,000 
(2025)—a 33% decline over 15 years. Even with the MoES’s efforts to 
close for-profit diploma mill universities between 2001 and 2015, 
Kazakhstan’s demographic drop-off has had serious implications for fac-
ulty and staffing at the remaining 126 HEIs, since the majority of 
Kazakhstani HEIs are private and since all institutions are expected to be 
financially autonomous by 2020.
From a systemic perspective, the Kazakhstani government has begun 
implementing many of the Bologna action points since joining the EHEA 
in 2010. Most notably, it has done the following: developed a necessary 
legal infrastructure; mapping out governmental and national-level organ-
isational charts; and an array of procedural and substantive university 
autonomy and reform policies. But despite the plethora of HE reforms 
proposals and initiatives, there are a number of broad ranging challenges 
that the MoES continues to face, as Kazakhstan continues to navigate its 
way through its radical HE reform agenda (Heynemann 2010). For exam-
ple, the “proliferation of actions, the plethora of agencies and committees 
and the frequent changes in the related regulations and processes are con-
fusing and overburdening HE stakeholders” (OECD 2007, 117–118). 
This “proliferation of actions” and constant change are evident even in the 
way the MoES has been articulating its vision for an HE institutional infra-
structure as seen in the MoES different organisational taxonomies pre-
sented in Tables 8.4 and 8.5.
Shifts in Kazakhstan’s language policies also continue to change the 
linguistic context in which education is taking place. In AY1990–91, there 
was a greater percentage of students studying in Russian as compared to 
Kazakh. According to MoES (2014, 2015), there continues to be a shift 
in student enrolment from Russian to Kazakh-medium HEIs with a small, 
but growing number of enrollees in English-medium HEIs (2.6%) in 
AY2014–15 (MoES 2015).
What remains the most idiosyncratic element of Kazakhstani HE is the 
role of the government in making decisions regarding HE with little or no 
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transparency. Despite the existence of education governance in the form of 
the MoES, moves toward greater transparency and (imminent) institutional 
autonomy, in actuality, Presidential Orders have been used to establish 
HEIs—L.I. Gumilyov Eurasian National University, KIMEP University and 
Nazarbayev University17—and have led to institutional mergers, Atyrau 
Institute of Oil and Gas and, most recently, the merger of K.I.  Satpaev 
National Technical University with Kazakh-British Technical University (a 
JSC university).18 The primacy of the government to make decisions in and 
across different sectors points to the reality that in many post-Soviet coun-
tries, despite the development of systems and infrastructure, it retains 
enough power to be able to establish (or dissolve) institutions, initiatives 
and policies with little or no stakeholder involvement or public debate.
In its first 15 years, the Kazakhstani government focused on establish-
ing the framework for a new HE system—one that would be able to meet 
the needs of an emerging market economy, thereby pivoting away from 
the Soviet-style HE infrastructure which it inherited. It has laid the 
 building blocks for its development through the creation of its education- 
related regulatory structure (1990s) and embracing the BP agenda 
(2000s). Moreover, it has made strides toward creating a more competi-
tive HE landscape by allowing the establishment of private HEIs, the pri-
vatisation of existing public HEIs, and creating a more vertically 
differentiated structure which ostensibly acts to delineate between “elite” 
and “mass” HE (Trow 1970). However, areas that will lead toward long- 
lasting systemic and social change (e.g., curriculum content, programme 
structures and reporting and audit processes) still require significant 
amounts of reflection and change, with pre-independence HE organisa-
tional and institutional practices remaining entrenched. Moreover, because 
there has long been a lack of substantive stakeholder involvement in the 
HE reform process, there has been a lack of incentive to supporting reform 
implementation processes meaningfully, as evidenced by the disengage-
ment from the reform process of both external stakeholders (business and 
civil society organisations) and internal stakeholders (faculty, lower- to 
mid-level administrators and students).
All this has been further problematised by the global economic crisis 
since 2009, particularly because of the recent downward trend in prices of 
oil and other natural resources, and the continued devaluation of the 
Kazakhstani tenge, following the footsteps of the Russian ruble. This has, 
inevitably, shifted government into austerity mode—cutting public fund-
ing for what it deems to be non-essential and non-time sensitive educa-
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tional reforms, notably, the delay of implementing twelfth grade education 
on a larger scale, which has long-run implications for HE reform.
While signing up for the Bologna Process has somewhat clarified the 
HE vision, its implementation will test the resolve of government to per-
severe with the post-Soviet reform package. In this sense, Kazakhstan is, 
itself, a twenty-first century experiment in education reform (Kucera 
2014), a process that is taking place in the context of both the geopolitical 
uncertainties and vulnerabilities in the Central Asia region and the 
transitional nature of the Kazakhstani economic, social and political 
environments.
In sum, the legacy of the Soviet Union in Kazakhstan is ambiguous. 
While there have been departures in terms of institutional types and edu-
cation financing, its pedagogical legacy (approaches to teaching, learning 
and programme content) and administrative legacy (approaches to institu-
tional reporting and accountability) remain. Continued change requires 
the MoES to continue its current trajectory of trying to aligning its HE 
agenda with the BP in order to continue innovating and preparing young 
people for work in the twenty-first century.
This chapter focused on the horizontal diversification, vertical differen-
tiation and inter-organisational relationships among Kazakhstani HEIs. It 
is clear that, systemically, there have been significant departures from the 
Soviet-era institutions. But meeting future challenges cannot be done by 
one arm of the government in isolation; rather, it requires collaboration 
from all levels of governance and from the broad spectrum of HE stake-
holders. It is in this area that we argue the lasting imprint of the Soviet 
legacy is more clearly evident, for example, the intra-institutional opera-
tional policies (e.g., student admissions) and the day-to-day practices 
within different HEIs. Thus, future research on intra-institutional reform 
could elucidate how transformation is experienced, interpreted and imple-
mented at the local level and would provide a clearer picture regarding 
sustainable, meaningful and long-lasting transformation.
noTes
1. A number of schools and faculties were evacuated to the Kazakh SSR after 
World War II, along with many highly qualified faculty members due to 
political reasons.
2. Karaganda Pedagogical Institute became the second university in the 
Kazakh SSR, Karaganda State University in 1972 (http://www.euni.de/
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tools/jobpopup.php?lang=en&option=showJobs&jobid=16693&jobtyp=
7&university=Buketov+Karaganda+State+University&country=KZ&
sid=61473).
3. It should be noted that many institutes conducted applied research for 
specific industries, for example, the Mining Institute (Institut Gordnogo 
Dela), under the auspices of the Academy of Sciences.
4. See http://www.constitution.kz
5. The move toward privileging the Kazakh language started before 1991—
the Soviet 1989 Law “On Language” established Kazakh as the state lan-
guage of the Kazakh SSR. This law was passed when 62% of Kazakhstan’s 
ethnic Kazakh population indicated they fluently spoke Russian (Smagulova 
2008).
6. See http://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc_id=1001895
7. The exceptions were private institutes that were established by Presidential 
Order (1991), like the Kazakhstan Institute of Management, Economics 
and Research (KIMEP University since 2011) in Almaty.
8. See http://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc_id=1018504
9. In the Kazakhstani education system, upper secondary includes grades 10 
and 11.
10. There has been on-going discussion about cancelling both exams and 
replacing them with a more comprehensive and rigorous university 
entrance exam. In 2013, the MoES announced that the UNT would be 
cancelled by 2015 (Lee 2013). However, at the time this chapter was writ-
ten, the MoES had yet to provide an alternative university entrance exam 
and so, the UNT and CT tests were still being administered.
11. A number of Kazakhstani universities have begun implementing the MoES 
guidelines on ECTS. However, at the degree level, the MoES is struggling 
to harmonise the ECTS learning-hour with its own teaching- hour credit 
system without diminishing its student workload requirements for gradua-
tion (Dixon and Soltys 2013).
12. The Bolashak scholarship programme was a governmental programme that 
was instituted in 1994 and selects high-achieving Kazakhstani students to 
study abroad at top universities on the condition that they would come 
back and work in-country for a minimum of 5 years to offset brain drain.
13. Currently, all public HEI rectors continue to be political appointees.
14. See http://www.edu.gov.kz/ru/analytics
15. Additionally, all HEIs are still currently subject to regular licensing and 
attestation inspections, which are under the MoES’s purview.
16. See http://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc_id=30914968
17. See http://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc_id=30914968
18. See https://www.interfax.kz/index.php?lang=eng&int_id=10&news_ 
id=8961
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CHAPTER 9
Institutional Strategies of Higher Education 
Reform in Post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan: 
Differentiating to Survive Between State 
and Market
Jarkyn Shadymanova and Sarah Amsler
IntroductIon
Kyrgyzstan is a small, mountainous, landlocked, and relatively poor coun-
try in Central Asia. It is bordered by China to the east, Kazakhstan to the 
north, Uzbekistan to the west, and Tajikistan to the south and has a 
young, growing, and ethnically diverse population comprised of Kyrgyz, 
Uzbek, Russian, and German, Kazakh, Korean, Tajik, Tatar, Ukrainian, 
and other ethnic groups.1 Following its independence from the Soviet 
Union in 1991, Kyrgyzstan experienced processes of change across all 
areas of social, political, and economic life. Higher education reform has 
been central to this agenda, and between 1991 and today, the Soviet-era 
system of state-funded and Communist Party-controlled higher education 
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institutions (HEIs) in Kyrgyzstan has been transformed into an expansive, 
diverse, unequal, semiprivatized and marketized higher education (HE) 
landscape (Amsler 2011; Brunner and Tillett 2007; Mertaugh 2004; 
Narkoziev and Yanzen 2013). How should we make sense of these changes 
within the framework of institutional diversification?
Mindful of Fumasoli and Huisman’s (2013) arguments that the mar-
ketization of higher education does not necessarily generate institutional 
diversification, that government regulation does not necessarily lead to 
homogenization among institutions, and that universities’ own institu-
tional strategies and responses to environmental changes shape processes 
of structural reform in complex ways, this chapter assesses the specific 
character of these changes to the landscape in post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan. 
After briefly describing the structure and financing of higher education in 
the Kirgiz Soviet Socialist Republic (KSSR) from 1917 to 1991, we con-
sider some key factors which have shaped patterns of the differentiation 
and diversification of HE in the post-Soviet period. These include the 
historical legacies of Soviet HE infrastructures, new legal and political 
frameworks for HE governance and finance, changes to regulations for the 
licensing of institutions and academic credentials, the introduction of new 
multinational policy agendas for higher education in the Central Asian 
region, changes in the relationship between higher education and labor, 
the introduction of a national university admissions examination, and the 
adoption of certain principles of the European Bologna Process. The pic-
ture of HE reform that emerges from this analysis is one in which concur-
rent processes of diversification and homogenization are not driven wholly 
by either state regulation or forces of market competition, but mediated 
by universities’ strategic negotiations of these forces in the context of his-
torical institutional formations in Kyrgyzstan.
The analysis presented in this chapter focuses on trends, since 1991, in 
both ‘external diversification’ within the HE system (in which differences 
emerge between institutions) and ‘systemic’ and ‘programmatic’ differen-
tiation, with particular attention to the relationship between this process 
and the dismantling, reinforcement, or emergence of hierarchy and strati-
fication within the HE system. ‘Systemic differentiation’ refers to “differ-
ences in institutional type, size, and control found within a higher 
education system”, and ‘programmatic differentiation’ refers to the “degree 
level, degree area, comprehensiveness, mission and emphasis of programs 
and services provided by the institutions” (Huisman 1995, 13). The chap-
ter draws on national and international statistical indicators of higher 
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education and educational reform in Kyrgyzstan, and qualitative data 
about the history and substance of these changes drawn from legislation, 
regulations, and policy statements concerning this period of reform. 
Statistical information about each university’s structure, organization, and 
curricula during the post-Soviet period was obtained from the National 
Statistical Committee (NSC) of the Kyrgyz Republic; government educa-
tional databases from the Ministry of Education and Science (MoES), 
which is the main agency responsible for the quality of education and 
management of the education system in Kyrgyzstan; Accounting 
Chambers; the National Academy and National Testing Centre (for infor-
mation about student enrollments) and institutional websites and annual 
reports.
the development of hIgher educatIon In the KIrgIz 
SovIet SocIalISt republIc
In the 1920s and 1930s, the new Soviet state implemented a violent pro-
cess of forced settlement and collectivization in the KSSR and early 
Bolshevik programs for ‘civilizing’ the Central Asian steppe and incorpo-
rating its diverse tribal communities into a new empire included the cre-
ation of new universities and research centers in the region (Amsler 2007; 
Buyanin 2001); these existed side by side with traditional educational 
institutions such as the maktab and madrassa until the 1930s (Khalid 
1999). Institutions of higher learning such as universities and filials of the 
Russian Academy of Science, which began to appear in Kirgizia in the 
1930s following the establishment of the Central Asian University in 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan in 1920, were oriented primarily toward political 
and technical education rather than teaching or academic research and 
used as experimental sites for promoting literacy and disseminating peda-
gogies on science, politics and morality, or as ‘bases’ for Russian ethno-
graphic and geographical research (Amsler 2007).
During the mid-Soviet period, due to large-scale campaigns for basic 
education which accompanied a process of rapid industrialization across 
the country, the literacy rate in the society jumped from 16.5% (1926) to 
99.8% (1979) (Ibraimov 2001) and full systems of primary, secondary, 
professional, and higher education were created (Holmes et  al. 1995; 
Shamatov 2015). By 1991, the country had 12 institutions of higher edu-
cation, each of which served a different function within the educational 
system (Fig 9.1).
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The structural framework for Kyrgyzstan’s educational system, like that 
in all Soviet republics, was shaped by centralized state policies in accor-
dance with the country’s economic needs and principles believed to define 
a general socialist education, including the eradication of illiteracy, the 
provision of vocational instruction in secondary school, the massification 
of educational opportunities, and the incorporation of state ideology and 
moral education into the curriculum and training processes (Clark 2005). 
Decisions about governance, curriculum content and organization, stu-
dent admissions, and so on were made by the Ministry of Education in 
Moscow and, until the late 1980s, were similar across the 15 Soviet repub-
lics (Amsler 2007; DeYoung 2011; Heyneman 2010).
Each higher education institution had its own ‘profile’ or portfolio of 
specialized functions and purposes within the system (Table 9.1; Fig. 9.2). 
Contrary to current definitions of institutional positioning in which ‘higher 
education institutions locate themselves in specific niches within the higher 
educational system’ (Fumasoli and Huisman 2013, 160), this profiling 
was the responsibility of the Soviet state. There was no duplication of pro-
grams offered by each institution, although teachers with similar special-
izations were distributed throughout all regions. The state built HEI each 
with a specialized, profile-appropriate campus; for example, the Medical 
Institute had a study campus and anatomy building, the Polytechnic 
Institute had state-of-the-art technical labs, and so on. However, financial 
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Fig. 9.1 Number of HEIs in the Kirgiz Soviet Socialist Republic, 1932–1991 
(Source: Authors using data from Orusbaeva 1982 and NSC 2008)
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Table 9.1 Higher education institutions in the Kirgiz Soviet Socialist Republic, 
1980
Higher 
education 
institution
Established Location Student 
numbers
Profile
1 Kyrgyz 
Veterinary 
Institute 
(later the 
Agricultural 
Institute 
named after 
Skryabin)
1933 Frunze 5,637 Agrarian
2 Kyrgyz State 
Medical 
Institute
1939 Frunze 4,488 Medical
3 Kyrgyz State 
University
1951 Frunze 12,869 Main state university with 
multidisciplinary profile
4 Osh 
Pedagogical 
Institute
1951 Osh 6,166 Teaching/pedagogy
5 Kyrgyz 
Women’s 
Pedagogical 
Institute
1952 Frunze 4,771 Teaching/pedagogy
6 Prejevalsk 
Pedagogical 
Institute
1953 Prejevalsk 3,384 Teaching/pedagogy
7 Frunze 
Polytechnic 
Institute
1954 Frunze 14,324 Technical/construction/geology
8 Institute of 
Physical 
Culture and 
Sport
1955 Frunze 1,401 Sport
9 Kyrgyz State 
Institute of 
the Arts
1967 Frunze 1,117 Art and culture
(continued)
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Table 9.1 (continued)
Higher 
education 
institution
Established Location Student 
numbers
Profile
10 Frunze 
special 
secondary 
school, 
militsiya 
(police)
1969 Frunze – Protection of citizens and law
11 Frunze 
Pedagogical 
Institute of 
Russian 
Language 
and 
Literature
1979 Frunze 1,249 Preparation Russian language 
teachers/pedagogy
12 Osh 
Technical 
University
1990 Osh – Technical/construction/geology 
for southern regions
Source: Authors using data from Orusbaeva (1982)2
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Fig. 9.2 The HEI landscape in Kyrgyzstan (Source: Authors using data from 
Orusbaeva 1982)
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resources were not distributed evenly across the sector, and HEIs were 
geographically stratified such that central institutions located in Frunze 
(now the capital city of Bishkek) were more likely to obtain funding from 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party than regional institutions 
with small student populations and lower-priority profiles.
Student numbers were set by the State Planning Committee (Gosplan), 
which determined the demand for particular specializations in the national 
economy. All levels of education were state-funded, public and free of 
charge, and while enrollment was competitive it increased rapidly between 
1965 and 1975 and then steadily until 1991 (Orusbaeva 1982; NSC 
2012b; see Fig. 9.3). By the early 1990s, 58,023 students were studying 
across all HEIs in Kyrgyzstan—152 students per 10,000 citizens. As most 
of the institutions were located in Frunze, this urban center became the 
primary destination for higher education provision and many young peo-
ple moved to the capital from rural locations across the country to obtain 
their qualifications.
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Fig. 9.3 Number of HE students in the Kirgiz Soviet Socialist Republic, 
1932–1991 (Source: Authors using data from Orusbaeva 1982 and NSC 2008)
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By 1990, the formal higher education system in the Kirgiz Soviet 
Socialist Republic was thus both differentiated and externally diversified 
(as different types of institutions, courses environments, and educational 
programs had been created in response to state-defined political and eco-
nomic needs) and homogenous (as this process was directed through state 
planning and regulation, and all HEIs were state institutions).
Independence and new patternS of dIfferentIatIon 
and dIverSIfIcatIon In hIgher educatIon
In December 1992, a year after Kyrgyzstan gained independence from the 
Soviet Union, the government adopted a Law ‘On Education’ to reorient 
educational reform in the new political-economic context; in particular, 
“changing to diversified educational programmes, seeking new learning 
forms and technologies, arranging multi-channel funding, involving vari-
ous partners in providing educational services and developing non- 
governmental education” (MoESYP 2006; Tiuliundieva 2008, 78). This 
was followed by a series of new laws and strategies aimed at structurally 
transforming the system along these lines.3 HEIs thus became partially 
autonomous and able to implement independent policies in areas such as 
human resources, student performance evaluation, educational methodol-
ogy and technology, the identification of scientific research areas, and the 
management of organizational, financial, and other issues in accordance 
with their statutes, memoranda, legal, and other regulatory acts. Within 
these parameters, however, the state remained responsible for many core 
activities including providing basic funding for higher education accord-
ing to individual’s abilities and propensities (as determined by testing), 
setting standards for each level of formal education, approving priorities in 
curriculum development, training teachers, accrediting higher education 
institutions, collecting statistics on education, liaising with the National 
Academy of Sciences to set research priorities, and managing official inter-
national cooperation. Since independence, HEIs in Kyrgyzstan have 
remained accountable to the state for ‘quality assurance’ and must, at least 
formally, comply with its regulations in order to operate.
The new legal, financial and ideological frameworks for HE policy cre-
ated conditions for a rapid diversification and expansion of the system, 
which grew from 12 HEIs in 1991 to 52 in 2015 (although this number 
can fluctuate from year to year as new institutions are opened and closed). 
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This was accomplished in a variety of ways, including the establishment of 
new institutions in all regions of the republic; the creation of new branches, 
departments, and educational centers with legal status in existing institu-
tions; and the reorganization of vocational institutions (technikums) into 
higher education institutions that had a broader remit to offer market- 
oriented programs. For example, in the 1990s, the accounting vocational 
institute (Frunzenskyi tecknicum sovetskoy torgovly) changed its status to 
become the Bishkek High Commerce College (1997), then the Institute 
of Bishkek State University of Economics and Business (1999), the 
Bishkek State Institute of Economics and Commerce (2003), and the 
Kyrgyz Economic University (2007) (see Table 9.2).
Today, the Kyrgyz state classifies its 52 higher education institutions 
into four categories based on their teaching and research profiles. 
Academies are educational institutions that offer training programs and 
conduct fundamental and applied scientific research (public, 6; private, 
5). Universities are multi-profile institutions which provide a wide range 
of specialist training at all levels of higher education including academic 
and in-service training and which conduct fundamental and applied sci-
entific research (public, 19; private, 7). Institutes may be either inde-
pendent or units in universities carrying out higher education training 
for specialists and in-service training programs at all levels (public, 4; 
private, 6). Finally, ‘profiled HEIs’ offer more narrowly defined educa-
tion and training programs in specific areas, such as the training of 
highly specialized experts in music or the military (conservatory, art and 
musical HEIs, 3; Military Institute of the Armed Forces and Interior 
HEI, 2). In this chapter, we offer a slightly more nuanced typology, 
focusing on processes of differentiation and diversification, which makes 
visible the impact of the emergence of new private and international 
HEIs (see Table 9.3).
Table 9.2 Dynamics of institutional growth in Kyrgyz higher education, 
1991–2016
1991 1995 2002 2005 2015
Public HEIs 12 22 32 33 34
Private HEIs – 10 16 18 18
Total HEIs 12 32 48 51 52
Source: Authors using data from NSC (2008, 2012a, 2016)
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On one hand, this systemic differentiation and external diversification 
of the institutional landscape has broadened the range of HEIs in 
Kyrgyzstan. On the other hand, however, the setting of national curricu-
lum standards by the MoES and the state regulations for institutional 
licensing means that there are still parameters for the differentiation or 
diversification of HE as all programs, regardless of whether they are located 
in public or private institutions, must demonstrate compliance with these 
state standards. This limits the scope for HEIs to develop genuinely inde-
pendent profiles, which in turn limits the degree of diversity within the 
system (Fumasoli and Huisman 2013; Huisman 1995; Van Vught 2008; 
Teichler 1988). Nevertheless, institutional expansion has been coupled 
with an increase in the overall number of students enrolling in higher edu-
cation. Despite economic hardship in post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan, public 
demand for higher education grew during the 1990s and has continued to 
do so to the present day, with nearly 40% of the current age cohort enroll-
ing in higher education of some kind (NSC 2014b; Table 9.3).
According to official data (NSC 2008), student enrollment in HE 
reached its highest point in 2005 due to the growth in the number of 
HEIs in the country and the low cost of tuition fees (the average tuition 
fee being 8,000 Kyrgyz soms or USD $200 at the time). In 2008, how-
ever, more students began dropping out from universities due to the cost 
of tuition, and enrollments in vocational institutions—which charge lower 
fees, are more directly linked to employment, and offer shorter training 
periods—significantly increased (Fig. 9.4).
In 2008, the enrollment of secondary school graduate students to HEIs 
decreased because the tuition fees increased to a minimum cost of 17,000 
Kyrgyz soms ($360), and it became mandatory for students to submit their 
Table 9.3 Dynamics of student population, public and private HEIs, 1991–2013
1991 1995 2002 2005 2013
Public university 
students
58,023 
(100%)
57,211 
(88.5%)
184,879 
(93%)
213,619 
(92.5%)
196,232 
(88%)
Private university 
students
– 7,430 
(11.5%)
14,245 (7%) 17,476 
(7.5%)
27,009 
(12%)
Total university 
students
58,023 64,641 199,124 231,095 223,241
Source: Authors using data from NSC (2008, 2013a)
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results from a new national admissions test to enroll in any university. Many 
graduates who did not pass the test found alternative pathways into higher 
education, such as enrolling in specialized colleges on the basis of their 
ninth-grade marks (see also DeYoung 2011, 44). Such colleges operate as 
parts of particular HEIs which do not require admission test scores because 
students take a special study program of study for credit and, upon com-
pleting it, continue two further years of study at the same HEI. Finally, 
secondary school graduates and their parents still often consider the 2-year 
Bachelor’s degree, a post-independence credential which was introduced 
as part of Kyrgyzstan’s efforts to join the Bologna Process, to be an incom-
plete higher education as compared with the Soviet 5-year specialized 
degree. This strategy for access has generated new relationships between 
vocational institutions and other types of HEI, and some institutions such 
as the Kyrgyz State University, Kyrgyz Technical University, International 
University of Kyrgyzstan, Slavonic University, and Bishkek Humanities 
University have internally diversified into  multi- level complexes offering 
initial, secondary, and higher levels of vocational education.
Higher education in Kyrgyzstan also became more linguistically diverse 
after independence. With different logics of higher education reform 
operating in the country, from nation-building to regionalization and 
internationalization (Silova 2011), improving the quality of education in 
both a new national language (Kyrgyz) and English as well as Russian 
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Fig. 9.4 Secondary school graduates and student enrollment in vocational and 
higher education institutions, 1991–2013 (Source: Authors using data NSC 
2014c)
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became a focus of educational policy. While post-independence language 
laws initially stipulated the development of national language literacy at all 
levels of education, with then-President Akayev signing a state language 
law in 2000, an acute lack of adequate textbooks, dictionaries, and teach-
ing materials in Kyrgyz hindered the implementation of this policy (even 
the training manuals for the law were published in Russian). In 2013, 
although the legal status of state and official languages was altered again 
so that all official documents were to be prepared only in Kyrgyz, Russian 
remained the main language for most of the country’s higher education 
programs. Therefore, while the Kyrgyz language was used in primary and 
secondary schools in the 1990s, it was not used at the university level 
except in linguistic specialisms.
While some universities have dedicated programs in English (such as 
degrees in Medicine or Information Technology for international stu-
dents), there remains a shortage of both teaching materials and instructors 
who can teach diverse subjects in foreign languages in universities across 
the sector. Some institutions do now offer dual-language courses in other 
strategic languages. International HEIs such as the American University 
of Central Asia, the Kyrgyz–Turkish Manas University, and the Ata Turk 
Ala-Too University offer programs in English or Turkish and have degrees 
recognized jointly by both governments (the KRSU and KTU Manas uni-
versities work more generally in a new institutional form of inter- 
governmental agreement, which gives them more money for facilities and 
demands comparatively looser government oversight).
the bologna proceSS: an external drIver 
of dIverSIfIcatIon In Kyrgyz hIgher educatIon
The Bologna Process project of ‘harmonizing’ and standardizing univer-
sity awards across Europe and affiliated world regions has, in Kyrgyzstan, 
led to a certain type of diversification of education programs and the 
development of new types of relationship for training, financing, and part-
nerships in the provision of education services with European HEIs. In 
2004, the Kyrgyz government, through a Working Group of the President 
of the Kyrgyz Republic on the Integration of HEIs of Kyrgyzstan into the 
Bologna Process and the National Office of the EU Tempus–Tacis pro-
gram, signed a Memorandum of Agreement to integrate its HEIs into the 
Bologna Process (National Tempus Office Kyrgyzstan 2016). A number 
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of universities (the International University of Kyrgyzstan, Bishkek 
Academy of Finance and Economics, Kyrgyz Economic University, and 
Kyrgyz National University) subsequently adopted projects to implement 
the requirements of the Bologna Process. Despite being denied member-
ship to the Bologna Process in 2007, owing to the fact that Kyrgyzstan 
was not party to the European Cultural Convention of the Council of 
Europe, Kyrgyzstan still aspires to join and the state continues to create 
reform policies which are informed by the principles of the Bologna 
Process in order to increase opportunities for joint projects and interna-
tional mobility among students and academic staff.
For example, the Bologna agenda had a significant impact on the struc-
ture of academic degree courses within the Kyrgyz higher education sys-
tem, and on the status of existing and newer degree holders. Today, the 
Soviet-era two-cycle system, which consists of a specialist diploma degree 
and an advanced aspirantura, co-exists with the Bologna three-cycle sys-
tem, which prepares students at Bachelor’s, Master’s, and PhD levels. 
While recognized PhD enrollment in Kyrgyzstan began only in 2013 in a 
small number of HEIs (e.g., the Kyrgyz–Turk Manas University, Kyrgyz 
National Agrarian University, and International University of Kyrgyzstan), 
by 2012 the MoES required all higher education institutions to offer 
Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in order to enable future compliance with 
the Bologna Process. Seven HEIs are now licensed by the MoES to offer 
all three tiers of educational programs and seven to offer MAs, and while 
all universities offer BA programs, only ‘profiled’ HEIs can offer MA and 
PhD programs. The status of the PhD degree itself remains ambiguous in 
the country and at present only a few universities offer it, while the aspi-
rantura award is still widely available. Such programs are thus offered 
alongside traditional 5-year specialized degrees in many parts of the coun-
try, although with more universities reducing these programs as required 
by government decree (Government of the Kyrgyz Republic 2011).
These courses are not, however, distributed evenly throughout the sys-
tem and their availability varies across disciplines: Bachelor’s and Master’s 
degrees are in greater demand in economic and humanitarian fields, whereas 
within industry and agriculture, priority is still often given to specialists 
with what is considered ‘full’ (i.e., 5-year) higher education. Such degrees 
will thus remain part of the system for the foreseeable future and will not 
be shut down entirely, as according to a recent government resolution on 
education, by 2020 the proportion of students within the country’s univer-
sities should be 70% BA, 20% MA, and 10% specialist (Government of the 
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Kyrgyz Republic 2012). Yet the differential value between these Bologna-
compliant credentials and the previous two-tier cycle of awards, combined 
with the emergence of competition for students in public and private insti-
tutions alike, has become influential as a criterion for making hierarchical 
distinctions between the country’s higher educational institutions. These 
different levels of license thus contribute to both diversification and vertical 
differentiation within the system, which in turn influences future develop-
ments in the academic profile, infrastructure, and focus of teaching and 
research within each institution.
forceS and factorS of vertIcal dIfferentIatIon
The National Scholarship Test for University Admission
The higher education landscape in Kyrgyzstan has also been reshaped by 
the introduction of a National Scholarship Test, which is administered by 
a national testing center that is independent from both the MoES and 
individual HEIs. Kyrgyzstan was the first state in Central Asia to introduce 
a merit-based national university admission exam (following, in the wider 
CIS region, Azerbaijan in 1992 and Russia in 2001; see Drummond and 
Gabrscek 2012). It was introduced in 2002  in order to create a more 
transparent system for distributing state scholarships (National Tempus 
Office Kyrgyzstan 2016) and to replace institutional-based admission 
practices that had become regarded as problematic in the post-Soviet 
period because allowing universities to fill government-allocated student 
quotas and distribute government scholarships enabled some to be dis-
criminatory, corrupt, and ineffective (Blau 2004; Heyneman et al. 2008; 
Mertaugh 2004; Osipian 2007; Shamatov 2012). From 2004, a new 
Center for Educational Assessment and Teaching Methods (CEATM), 
funded by the United States Agency for International Development, 
assumed responsibility for administering this exam. In 2012, the MoES 
made it mandatory for all students to have a national test certificate in 
order to enroll on any program, and the 50 applicants with the highest test 
scores from across the country receive a certificate enabling them to enroll 
in the discipline and university of their choice without further examination 
(National Tempus Office Kyrgyzstan 2016).
The National Scholarship Test (NST) has had dual implications for the 
structure of the higher education system in Kyrgyzstan. On the one hand, 
it is regarded as having the potential to reduce practices of corruption in 
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university admissions processes and increase the participation of students 
from historically underrepresented social groups and geographical (par-
ticularly rural and mountainous) regions through the operation of a com-
plex quota system (Shamatov 2012). On the other hand, it reinforces and 
produces vertical differentiation and inequalities within the system as stu-
dents’ academic performance is influenced by existing inequalities in lan-
guage instruction, educational resources, type of school (public or private), 
and geographical opportunities (Tiuliundieva 2008). Elite students still 
have a better chance of winning a state scholarship for the program and 
university of their choice. This introduces a new form of hierarchy into the 
HE system as ‘top choice’ universities recruit more students with better 
scores and which, as they increase their prestige and ‘value’, are able to 
charge higher tuition fees for fee-paying students as well (DeYoung 2011, 
13). Universities are therefore situated within a competitive market in 
which all strive to recruit state-funded students with high admission test 
scores, as the more students they recruit the more resources they will accu-
mulate for improving facilities, hiring strong academics, and investing in 
research. Yet as state tuition grants are minimal and often do not cover the 
full costs of students’ education, even state scholarships introduce an ele-
ment of competition between institutions which all angle for economic 
survival amidst a “radical transformation of the whole market for higher 
education with the introduction of so-called kontraktnyie, or fee paying 
places” (Reeves 2005, 15). The introduction and reorientation of higher 
education financing toward private tuition fees is thus a major driver of 
both diversification and standardization in Kyrgyzstan today.
Commodification and Marketization: The Influence 
of Competition on Student Enrollments
Although 86% of students in Kyrgyzstan attend public HEIs, the majority 
still pay tuition fees as the government provides scholarships for only 21% 
of full-time students (NSC 2014a) in particular disciplines. As the demand 
for student-financed education has steadily increased, HEIs have sought 
new ‘revenue streams’ to attract fee-paying students with concerns that 
the emphasis on increasing fee-based revenues sometimes supersedes 
attention to the academic quality of the courses being taught. Various 
study formats—full-time, part-time, and evening classes—attract different 
types of students (Fig. 9.5) and international students who often pay more 
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unless they benefit from a bilateral agreement between countries co- 
sponsoring a university.
This form of educational commodification has been intensified as 
universities seek new means of financial survival in the absence of ade-
quate state funding (Morgan et al. 2004). In contrast to the internally 
differentiated Soviet system of universities in which each institution 
served a particular function in relation to the others, many HEIs now 
thus offer a range of similar programs with minor modifications. For 
example, new disciplines which are associated with (or presumed to be 
associated with) market economics quickly gained prestige after inde-
pendence, with economics, management, law, international relations, 
psychology, and foreign languages becoming oversubscribed as students 
and their families believed these professional qualifications would be 
lucrative; at the same time, HEIs have struggled to recruit and retain 
students for technical or teaching courses despite the allocation of state 
scholarships in such fields (Fig. 9.6).
This has created a problem of saturation in particular fields of study, in 
which universities educate more specialists than can be employed in a field 
and lead students to select courses of study instrumentally. By 2015, the 
state had already closed 23 university branches because they were deemed to 
be systemic ‘duplications’ (Bengard 2015). While the expansion of educa-
tional programs after independence was initially a process of diversification, 
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in other words, the unfolding of this process within a commercialized and 
marketized environment created a high degree of homogeneity across the 
system.
the hIgher educatIon landScape In contemporary 
KyrgyzStan
After independence, new legal and policy frameworks for university 
governance, financing, staffing, and educational programming created 
conditions for complicated new patterns of differentiation, diversifica-
tion, and homogenization among higher education institutions in 
Kyrgyzstan.
The system of higher education now consists of 52 public and private 
HEIs under the MoES: 3 technical and technological (‘specialized’, or 
‘profiled’) universities under the MoES; 1 medical university and 4 medi-
cal and healthcare institutes as branches of 2 public and 2 private HEIs, 
under the Ministry of Health; 1 agrarian institution, under the Ministry 
of Agriculture; 3 institutions in Arts and Culture, under the Ministry of 
Culture; 2 institutions in ‘state security’, under the Ministry of Defence 
and Ministry of the Interior Affairs, and the Ministry of Emergency 
Situations; 1 university in Sports and Tourism, under the State Agency 
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for Youth, Physical Culture and Sports of the Kyrgyz Republic; 1 diplo-
matic academy and international relationship academy, under the 
Ministries of the Interior and Foreign Affairs; 1 Academy of Management, 
with the President’s Administration; and 1 institute for social work and 
development, under the Ministry of Labour, Migration and Youth 
(Table 9.4, Fig. 9.7).
Figure 9.7 represents the current landscape of HEIs in Kyrgyzstan, 
illustrating each element of external and internal change which has been 
discussed previously in this chapter. This new landscape includes both 
historical and newly established public and private universities as well as 
HEIs which have been created by transforming technical institutes into 
universities. It also includes a number of institutions with new ‘joint’ 
forms of governance, such as those which are regulated by both the 
Kyrgyz Ministry of Education and Science and other government minis-
tries, and joint- national universities such as the Kyrgyz–Russian (Slavic) 
and Kyrgyz–Turkish Manas universities. The two oldest universities in 
Kyrgyzstan are the largest, having had many years to build their material 
and academic infrastructure. Leading specialized public HEIs that have 
been working since the Soviet period have also had more opportunities 
and resources (such as space, staff, and students) and some of them 
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Table 9.4 Classification of higher education institutions in Kyrgyzstan, 2015
Institution type 
(number)
Historical 
status
Description of institution type Selected examples
Leading state 
comprehensive HEIs 
(2)
Soviet-era 
HEI type
The oldest universities in 
Kyrgyzstan, these have strong 
bases in both applied and 
fundamental research. They 
offer a diverse spectrum of 
undergraduate, graduate, 
doctoral, and specialized 
degree programs and are 
affiliated with other research 
and educational institutions, 
colleges, and regional 
branches. They are the major 
providers of candidate (PhD) 
and doctoral (DSc) degrees. 
These universities also have 
the largest student bodies
Kyrgyz National 
University named 
after J. Balasagyn 
(30,000 students)
Osh State University 
(29,000 students) 
former Osh 
Pedagogical State 
Institute
Leading, specialized 
public HEIs (6)
Soviet-era 
HEI type
These ‘profiled’ HEIs carry 
out a broad range of 
specialist training at all levels 
of higher education (BA, 
MA, PhD, DSc) and 
in-service training, and 
conduct fundamental and 
applied scientific research in 
specific areas. They include 
research and educational 
institutions, research centers 
and colleges. Student bodies 
range from 10,000 to 20,000
Kyrgyz Technical 
University (19,000 
students)
Kyrgyz State 
University n.a. 
I. Arabaeva (17,000 
students)
Kyrgyz State 
University of 
Construction, 
Transport and 
Architecture (12,000 
students)
Bishkek Humanities 
University (10,000 
students)
(continued)
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Table 9.4 (continued)
Institution type 
(number)
Historical 
status
Description of institution type Selected examples
Narrowly profiled 
state HEIs (10)
Soviet-era 
HEI type 
and 
post- 
Soviet- era 
HEI type
These leading ‘profiled’ HEIs 
carry out narrow specialist 
training at all levels of higher 
education and conduct 
fundamental and (primarily) 
applied scientific research in 
specific fields. They offer BA, 
MA, and PhD level 
programs, including 
aspirantura and doctorantura 
degrees. Some HEIs such as 
Kyrgyz State Juridical 
Academy and Kyrgyz 
Economic University 
changed their status by 
reorganizing HEIs of Soviet 
period
Kyrgyz State Juridical 
Academy (8,000 
students)
Kyrgyz state Agrarian 
University (7,000 
students)
Kyrgyz Medical 
Academy (4,000 
students)
Kyrgyz Economic 
University (4,600 
students)
The Kyrgyz State 
Academy of Physical 
Education and Sport 
(1,700 students)
Soviet-era 
HEI type
Two military HEIs have a 
specific public function and 
offer training programs 
focused on military services. 
They require students to pass 
a special aptitude test as part 
of their admission process 
and are affiliated with 
military ministries and state 
bodies
Academy of the 
Ministry of Interior 
of the Kyrgyz 
Republic n.a. E. Aliev
The Military Institute 
of the Armed Forces 
of the Kyrgyz 
Republic n.a. 
K. Usenbekova
Soviet-era 
HEI type
Three arts-focused HEIs 
offer programs in the arts, 
music, painting, sculpture, 
acting, and other related 
specialties. They offer 
undergraduate, graduate, and 
postgraduate programs in 
these areas
Kyrgyz National 
Conservatory n.a. 
K. Moldobosanov 
(200 students)
National Academy of 
Arts of the Kyrgyz 
Republic n.a. the 
Academic T. Sadykov
Kyrgyz State 
University of Arts n.a. 
B. Beishenalieva
(continued)
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Table 9.4 (continued)
Institution type 
(number)
Historical 
status
Description of institution type Selected examples
Regional leading 
public universities 
(5)
Soviet-era 
HEI type
These universities are leading 
regional HEIs offering a 
wide range of programs at all 
levels, with the PhD being 
the highest award possible. 
They have a regional rather 
than international focus and 
conduct primarily applied 
research
Osh Technical 
Universities (11,000 
students)
Jalal-Abad State 
University (16,000 
students)
Regional specialized 
small HEIs (9)
Post-Soviet 
HEI type
In this category of teaching- 
focused institutions are 
technikums or HEI branches 
established during the Soviet 
period, comprehensive state 
universities and specialized 
institutions, and 2 
autonomous HEIs
Talas State University 
(3,000 students)
Naryn State 
University (3,600 
students)
Private 
comprehensive 
universities (18), 
including private 
international HEIs 
(7)
Post-Soviet 
HEI type
Private leading universities 
offer a wide range of 
programs focused on market 
demands for education, 
primarily in the areas of 
economics, management, 
law, and social science. This 
type includes international 
institutions such as the 
American University of 
Central Asia (AUCA) and the 
University of Ala-Too Ata 
Turk, which are regarded as 
prestigious despite charging 
high educational fees (e.g., 
$7000/year at AUCA)
International 
Academy of 
Management, Law, 
Finance and Business 
(3,000 students)
Bishkek Academy of 
Finance and 
Economics (1,500 
students)
International 
University for 
Innovation 
Technologies (3,800 
students)
(continued)
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changed their statuses to develop in comparison with newly emerged pri-
vate institutions, and after the collapse of the Soviet Union, these institu-
tions used their advantages to become leading HEIs in their areas of 
specialization. Private HEIs are comparatively small and still need build-
ings and finance to operate. Regional HEIs, with the exception of the 
state universities (e.g., in Issyk Kul and Djalal-Abad), have developed 
from what were vocational institutions in regional branches of state HEIs 
and asserted their independence when education was redefined as a 
profit-making service in order to recruit local students. Leading compre-
hensive international universities work under bilateral agreements and are 
mainly funded by foreign countries. These universities build the land-
scape of HEIs in Kyrgyzstan.
Table 9.4 (continued)
Institution type 
(number)
Historical 
status
Description of institution type Selected examples
Leading 
comprehensive 
international 
universities (2)
Post- 
Soviet- era 
HEI type
These institutions, which 
work under agreement with 
two national governments, 
are highly prestigious and 
have strong educational 
infrastructures. They are 
funded by the Kyrgyz 
government with 
considerable funding from a 
foreign government. Both 
universities offer a wide range 
of programs at BA, MA, and 
PhD levels. They are top 
choices for students with the 
best National Test scores. 
KTU ‘Manas’ offers only 
scholarship study programs, 
while KRSU offers a small 
number of scholarships with 
a larger number of study 
programs being tuition fee 
based
Kyrgyz-Russian 
Slavonic University 
(11,000 students)
KTU “Manas” 
(4,800 students)
Source: Authors
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concluSIon
For 25 years, higher education institutions in independent, post-Soviet 
Kyrgyzstan have undergone rapid, complex changes which are shaped by 
wider national and global projects to overhaul the social functions, 
financing, organizational structure, and intellectual content of higher 
education itself. The 1992 law ‘On Education’ was particularly influen-
tial in that it encouraged the creation or annexation of new public and 
private institutions, including ‘international’ or joint-governmental uni-
versities, which are neither dedicated to specific political and economic 
functions as in the Soviet system nor reliant on state funding for their 
survival. Yet the expansion of the system from 12 to 52 HEIs (at the 
time of writing) has not implied an immediate or totalizing diversifica-
tion of institutional forms. For example, many of the country’s original 
universities and institutes are still operating today (even if in altered form 
and under different names), and both Soviet and Bologna degree struc-
tures remain in operation across the sector. The development of higher 
education in post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan, while a process of expansion and 
diversification, remains located within historical and emergent hierar-
chies which separate older from newer, central from regional, public 
from private, generalized from specialized, larger from smaller, richer 
from poorer, and (increasingly) internationally connected from region-
ally oriented institutions.
These processes have been driven by economic, political and cultural 
reform agendas which seek to shift from state to private funding for 
higher education; to create economic and political mechanisms of com-
petition for students, resources, and prestige; and to transform higher 
education from a public system into a field of autonomous entities which 
compete for revenue and prestige through the sale of commodified 
teaching and research products, goods, or services (Amsler 2008, 2013). 
Within this framework, the Kyrgyz Ministry of Education and Science 
officially regulates the functions of individual HEIs through its licensing 
and accreditation mechanisms (although deregulation of ‘attestation’ 
has been proposed; see Merrill 2016) and maintains control over some 
processes of institutional diversification such as the functional and hier-
archical  distinction between elite (PhD-awarding, state-scholarship 
recruiting) and non- elite (BA-awarding, ‘contract’-focused) institutions. 
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At the same time, externally inspired reforms such as the US-led institu-
tionalization of the National Scholarship Test and the government’s 
ambition to participate in the European Bologna Process framework 
have introduced new forces of systemic homogeneity and convergence, 
largely by introducing and harmonizing mechanisms for ‘quality con-
trol’ in HEIs and through this also producing new distinctions (e.g., 
between HEIs which are more or less compliant, connected to European 
projects, etc.). As elsewhere in the world, HEIs in Kyrgyzstan are poised 
between “differentiation and compliance” in the “search for legitimacy” 
that will “make themselves different to elude competition” (Fumasoli 
and Huisman 2013, 160).
Yet for individual institutions, within this general context, differentia-
tion, diversification, and market-led specialization are primarily a strat-
egy for survival. As the public budget for higher education has been 
reduced and HEIs are forced to recruit greater numbers of fee-paying 
students in order to survive and thrive, they are under pressure to diver-
sify and commodify the form and substance of their activities often 
regardless of whether such quantitative expansion enhances or damages 
the quality of educational activities and relationships. In this sense, they 
follow a familiar cross-national pattern in which universities are “com-
pelled…to start positioning themselves, by constructing portfolios 
through setting priorities and a more explicit focus on specific compe-
tencies” (Fumasoli and Huisman 2013, 157, ADB 2004). However, as 
illustrated by the ballooning of student applications for and programs 
dedicated to ‘market-oriented disciplines’ promising (often elusive) indi-
vidual return and the simultaneous difficulty of recruiting and retaining 
students to government scholarship- funded programs in core fields such 
as teacher training, this process in Kyrgyzstan may be more akin to “tra-
ditional positioning in for-profit sectors” (ibid., 160; Amsler 2011). In a 
competitive context where the most marketable niche to occupy is the 
capacity to occupy a range of marketable niches, the institutions with the 
greatest resources to do so—accumulated historically, by association 
with governmental and international power, or through reputation and 
prestige—have the most capacity for differentiating themselves strategi-
cally. This, in addition to the traditional forces of state and market, may 
have a significant impact on the further development of Kyrgyzstan’s 
higher education landscape for the foreseeable future.
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noteS
1. In 1991, the population was 4,422,000; in 2001, 4,968,119; in 2011, 
5,551,888; and in 2015, 5,960,000. The ethnic composition of the popula-
tion in 2013 was 72% Kyrgyz, 14.4% Uzbek, 6.5% Russian, and 7.1% others 
(Tajik, Kazakh, Ukrainian, Tatar, Korean, and German) (NSC 2013a, 
2014a). Kyrgyzstan is, by World Bank classification, a ‘lower-middle- income’ 
country with 3.5% annual growth in 2015 (NSC 2015; World Bank 2016). 
The country’s GDP is heavily dependent on agriculture; mineral resources 
such as gold, mercury, uranium, and electricity export; and migrants’ remit-
tances working in Russia, Kazakhstan, and other CIS countries. With a 
Gross Domestic Product of $6.57bn, Kyrgyzstan relies on official develop-
ment aid, revenues from exporting mineral resources, and migrant labour-
ers’ remittances from work in Russia and other CIS countries.
2. Data for the Frunze special secondary school and Osh Technical University 
was not available.
3. Key legislation and policy include the Law On Education (1992) and its 
amendments in 1997, 2003, 2008, etc.; the creation of the ‘Bilim’ National 
Education Program (1996); the introduction of State Educational 
Professional Standards in Education (2000); the adoption of the ‘Education 
for All’ goals of the Dakar Agreement (2001); constitutional revisions 
(2003); the Development Strategy for Higher and Professional Education 
of the Kyrgyz Republic (2003); and National Education Strategies, 
2007–2010 (2006) and 2012–20 (2012).
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CHAPTER 10
Latvia: A Historical Analysis 
of Transformation and Diversification  
of the Higher Education System
Ali Ait Si Mhamed, Zane Va ̄rpiņa, Indra Dedze, 
and Rita Kaša
The SovieT higher educaTion LandScape in LaTvia
Several of the contemporary higher education institutions (HEIs) in 
Latvia emerged at the start of the twentieth century and even before. 
Higher education in Latvia, one of the Baltic States with a population of 
approximately two million, is more than 150 years old and has developed 
through several transformations in different political and socioeconomic 
contexts.
The first HEI in Latvia was Riga Polytechnicum, later renamed Riga 
Polytechnic Institute, which was established in 1862 under the Russian 
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Empire, first with German and then Russian as the language of instruction 
(RTU 2002, 2013). With the proclamation of the independent Republic 
of Latvia in 1918, the transformation of the higher education (HE) sector 
in Latvia continued. The first national HEI with Latvian as the language 
of instruction was established in 1919 on the foundations of Riga 
Polytechnic Institute (RTU 2013; LU 1999, 35). In 1923, this HEI was 
given the title University of Latvia. The development of the University of 
Latvia was a national priority, to which the government allocated 15% of 
the total national budget (LU 1999) between 1919 and 1940.
Several other HEIs were established during the first independence 
period. The Conservatoire of Latvia opened in 1919 and the Academy of 
Arts was established in 1921. These two institutions, like the University of 
Latvia, were located in the capital city of Riga. In 1939, the Department 
of Agriculture and Forestry separated from the University of Latvia (LU 
2014) and became the Academy of Agriculture in Jelgava. The start of 
higher education in sports and teacher education in Latvia also dates back 
to the 1920s, when the government established the Latvian Institute of 
Physical Education and state teacher training institutes were opened in 
Daugavpils and Rezekne (LPE1 1981).
Political, social and economic shifts associated with the establishment of 
Soviet rule in Latvia prior to and after World War II shaped transformations 
in the higher education sector as well. In 1940, directly after the Soviet 
occupation, the University of Latvia was changed in name and structure: it 
became the State University of Latvia. Those occupying management and 
governance positions were replaced. The schools of theology were closed, 
other schools were renamed and departments were established for Marxism-
Leninism and other political and military disciplines (LU 2009). The two-
stream language model of instruction in Latvian and Russian was also 
introduced (LU 1999). In the Stalinist era of the Soviet period, higher 
education was characterised by ideological purges and the repression of 
faculty and students. It also marked the movement to separate science from 
higher education according to the Soviet model (LU 2009).
Ensuing transformations of the higher education sector involved con-
tinuing the diversification of the institutional landscape. It included relo-
cating several HEIs from the supervision of the Ministry of Education to 
the supervision of the ministries of various sectors. Several new HEIs were 
established, some on the foundations of the existing structures established 
prior to 1940. Among those formed based on existing organisational 
structures were Rezekne State Pedagogical Institute established in 1941, 
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the State Institute of Physical Culture established in 1946, Daugavpils 
Pedagogical Institute in 1952 and Liepaja Pedagogical Institute estab-
lished in 1954. These HEIs were placed under the oversight of the 
Ministry of Education. In 1950, Riga Medical Institute was separated 
from the State University of Latvia and established as an independent HEI 
under the supervision of the Ministry of Healthcare (LPE1 1981, 
485–487). Riga Polytechnic Institute, which initially formed the basis for 
the University of Latvia, was re-established as an independent HEI in 
1958 (RTU 2002). A new institution was established in 1960, the Institute 
of Civil Aviation Engineering, the purpose of which was to prepare civil 
aviation professionals for the entire Soviet Union (LPE5 1984, 581). 
When Latvia proclaimed its independence from the USSR in 1990, the 
higher education system consisted of ten state HEIs; five HEIs were placed 
under the Ministry of Education and others were operating under the 
auspices of the ministries of healthcare, culture and agriculture (Table 10.1).
Higher education in Soviet Latvia was under full state control, organ-
ised to serve the needs of the centrally planned economy and the official 
Marxist-Leninist ideology. Institutional collaboration was limited to the 
HEIs of the Soviet bloc countries. The main focus of the higher education 
system was on the natural sciences and Soviet ideology, while social sci-
ences and languages, except for Russian, were marginalised (Eglıt̄e 2009; 
Heyneman 2000). Higher education in Latvia was expected to add to the 
building of the Soviet state, reshaping the social structure along socioeco-
nomic and ethnic lines (Karklins 1984; Walder 1990).
The number of study places to be filled per HEI and study programme 
was determined by the state. Students could apply to either a Russian or 
Latvian language variant of a study programme (LU 1999). The most 
popular study programmes at HEIs did not have difficulties selecting the 
best applicants, but there were different approaches to filling vacant study 
slots in the least popular study programmes. During Soviet times, the 
State University of Latvia offered admission to the least popular study 
programmes to students who failed to enter their preferred study 
programme. It also organised additional admissions to unpopular pro-
grammes for applicants who had failed to enter other HEIs (LU 1999, 
231–234). There was some student mobility taking place across the Soviet 
Republics; every year there were students from other parts of the USSR 
admitted to HEIs in Latvia, while a few students from Latvia were also 
admitted to other Soviet Republics with little to no HE entry competition 
(LPE5 1984, 581).
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Although officially higher education in the USSR was free as it was 
entirely funded by the government, research documents the application of 
tuition fees and limited student financial assistance for various periods of 
time (DeWitt 1955; Dobson 1977). Tuition fees at the State University of 
Latvia were waived in 1957 and stipends were introduced (LU 1999, 
259–260). Outstanding students had higher monthly stipends than aver-
age students (LVU 1982, 6). In 1989, tuition fees were reintroduced due 
to the admission of more students successfully passing the entrance exami-
nation than planned (LU 1999, 261).
Table 10.1 Types of HEIs in Latvia by 1989 characteristics
Type of HEI Number of HEIs Ministerial 
oversight
Type of HEI
Flagship
Public, located in Riga, 
multidisciplinary, 
undergraduate through 
advanced graduate study 
programmes
1 HEI
State University  
of Latvia
Ministry of 
Higher and 
Specialized 
Secondary 
Education 
(MHSSE)
Multidisciplinary 
university
Public specialised HEIs
Public, specialised or 
narrow specialisation, 
teaching, undergraduate, 
graduate and in some  
cases advanced graduate 
study programmes
9 HEIs
Liepaja State 
Institute of 
Pedagogy
MHSSE Specialised in 
teacher training
Daugavpils 
Pedagogical 
Institute
MHSSE Specialised in 
teacher training
Riga Polytechnic 
Institute
MHSSE Specialised in 
technical education
Latvia Academy  
of Agriculture
Ministry of 
Agriculture
Specialised in 
agriculture
Riga Medical 
Institute
Ministry of 
Healthcare
Specialised in 
medical education
Conservatoire  
of Latvia
Ministry of 
Culture
Specialised in arts
Art Academy of 
Latvia
Ministry of 
Culture
Specialised in arts
State Institute of 
Physical Culture
MHSSE Specialised in sports 
education
Institute of Civil 
Aviation 
Engineering
Ministry of 
Civil Aviation
Specialised in 
aviation and 
transport
Source: Authors based on MoES data, bylaws and HEI websites
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TranSformaTion of The higher educaTion SecTor 
Since 1990
The transition period from the centrally planned Soviet system to a demo-
cratic liberal market economy in Latvia involved challenging economic 
and social burdens. There was a dramatic collapse of production and real 
income, accompanied by a surge in poverty and social inequality. The 
restructuring of the economy involved massive declines in agriculture and 
industry, resulting in unemployment and a decline in individual well- 
being. The transition pushed 22% of the population in Latvia under the 
poverty line. The recession did not level off until 1994, while poverty and 
inequality remained a persistent attribute of the new system (Norgaard 
et  al. 1999). These challenging socioeconomic conditions formed the 
context for the transformations of the higher education sector in Latvia 
after 1990. At the same time, the national political priority of integration 
into European structures, which eventually led to Latvia becoming a full 
member of the European Union (EU) in 2004, provided the direction for 
higher education reforms. Accession to the EU and acquired global open-
ness strengthened the Europeanisation and internationalisation of higher 
education in Latvia (Kaša and Ait Si Mhamed 2013, 34).
Private Higher Education Institutions
The most important accomplishments of the higher education reform 
during the transition period from the centrally controlled Soviet system to 
a democratically governed system were the expansion of the HE sector in 
terms of the number of institutions and students, the creation of private 
HEIs, the introduction of HE quality assessment, the development of new 
study programmes and the modernisation of existing study programmes, 
and the intensification of international cooperation between HEIs in 
Latvia and abroad (Rivža 2004, 71–72).
After independence, higher education reforms in Latvia were in line with 
the Bologna process that started in 1999 and aimed at creating a European 
Higher Education Area (EHEA) with enhanced academic mobility 
(Štefenhagena 2012). As part of this process, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania 
created a common higher education area in 2000 by agreeing to recognise 
the higher education qualifications of the others. In the following years, the 
integration of Latvia’s higher education system into the EHEA progressed. 
In 2007, the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) was introduced, 
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which allows for higher education comparison and recognition across the 
EU.  Since 2012, Latvia has been a full-fledged member of the EHEA.
Figure 10.1 presents the milestones of the post- independence period.
In addition to European orientation, a liberal market has dominated 
the underlying steering philosophy of the post-independence higher edu-
cation reforms in Latvia. This has allowed for the emergence of one of the 
largest private HE sectors in the region (Pachuashvili 2009). It also pro-
vided public HEIs in Latvia with rather high levels of institutional auton-
omy as compared to other countries in Europe (EUA 2012). As a result, 
in 2014 there were 60 HEIs in Latvia enrolling 184,132 students (MoES 
2015). While private colleges were newly created, most public colleges 
were established on the foundations of vocational schools that existed 
prior to 1990. In 2004, these vocational schools were essentially renamed 
and reorganised into public colleges providing short-cycle higher educa-
tion in order to achieve integration with the EHEA. Figure 10.2 indicates 
developments in the number of HEIs in the country.
Student Enrolment
Since 1991, all HEIs in Latvia have autonomously decided the total num-
ber of students admitted annually. Immediately after independence, total 
Fig. 10.1 Milestones in the development of the higher education system in 
Latvia, 1990–2014 (Source: Authors)
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student enrolment decreased from 42,000  in 1992 to 38,986  in 1993 
because there were no more students coming in from the other former 
Soviet Republics (Latvijas Enciklopēdija 2002). However, in the mid- 
1990s, the increase in the number of students resumed to reach 46,680 in 
1994. Between 2005 and 2014, the total number of students in Latvia 
declined by 34% (MoES 2015) (see also Fig. 10.3).
Participation in higher education increased due to tuition-paying stu-
dents. All students at private HEIs, with negligible exceptions, paid 
tuition. Public HEIs reminiscent of the Soviet era applied a dual-track 
tuition approach based on the idea of public procurement in higher educa-
tion (Kaša and Loža 2001). That is, the government continued to provide 
funding to educate a certain number of students free of charge who stud-
ied alongside students paying tuition. Admission to these publicly funded 
study slots remained merit-based, taking into account only the applicant’s 
grades (Kaša 2007). In 2004, admission to HEI undergraduate studies 
changed from independently organised entrance examinations to the 
standardised national secondary school leaving exams (Cabinet Regulations 
846 2006; Saeima 1995a). In 2005, the number of fee-paying students as 
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a proportion of the total number of students in the country reached 70%, 
but this share started to decrease later, reflecting a demographic decline in 
traditional-age cohort students. In 2014, the proportion of tuition-paying 
students was 40% of all students in Latvia (MoES 2015).
Legislation Regarding the Higher Education System
According to the Law on Higher Education Establishments (Saeima, 
1995a), Latvia has a binary higher education system, which pertains 
mostly to the level of study programmes and is not strictly institution-
alised. This means that both university and non-university institutions in 
Latvia can run academic and professional study programmes, and most 
HEIs choose to do so. The only exceptions to this rule are colleges (first-
level professional higher education institutions) which offer short- cycle 
tertiary education (ISCED 5) in the form of professional study pro-
grammes only (Eurydice 2014). Legislation in Latvia supports the mobility 
of higher education graduates from professional to academic higher edu-
cation programmes and vice versa.
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The law of higher education institutions established the division of uni-
versity and non-university institutions in 1995, prescribing conditions for 
the use of specific terms in HEI titles. The types of HEIs according to the 
law in Latvia are universities, academies, institutions of higher education 
and colleges (Saeima 1995a). The legislation allows for institutions to 
change their status and evolve over time from one type of institution to 
another. The process of a non-university institution becoming a university 
institution is illustrated by the example of Liepaja University, which was 
initially a narrowly specialised HEI that eventually transformed into a uni-
versity (see Text Box 10.1).
Text Box 10.1. The Case of Liepaja University
Liepaja University is the youngest university in Latvia. It was estab-
lished in 1954 as Liepaja Institute of Pedagogy and has since changed 
its name seven times, eventually acquiring university status in 2008 
(Saeima 2008):
 1. Liepaja Institute of Pedagogy (01.08.1954–19.06.1961)
 2. Liepaja State Institute of Pedagogy (20.06.1961–27.04.1966)
 3. V.Lācǎ Liepaja State Institute of Pedagogy (28.04.1966–January, 
1990)
 4. Liepaja Institute of Pedagogy (February,1990–10.02.1993)
 5. Liepaja Higher School of Pedagogy (11.02.1993–08.06.1998)
 6. Liepaja Academy of Pedagogy (09.06.1998–15.07.2008)
 7. Liepaja University (since 16.07.2008)
In 2014, Liepaja University was accredited as a state higher educa-
tion institution offering study programmes on all three levels: 
Bachelor, Master, and Doctoral. It was the only university located in 
the Western part of Latvia, in the Kurzeme region, and can be con-
sidered a small, regional higher education institution.
Initially, this HEI offered teacher training for preschools, primary 
schools and teachers specialising in mathematics and Latvian lan-
guage and literature. Since 1990 it has also added non-pedagogical 
study programmes, with the aim of shifting from a single-profile 
HEI to a multi-profile institution offering a broad spectrum of study 
programmes. Eventually in 2008, it became Liepaja University and 
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The state steers the differentiation of the higher education system 
through accreditation and licencing. Licensed study paths encompass vari-
ous study programmes offered by HEIs (Saeima 1995a). The primary 
purpose of this process is higher education quality assurance, confirming 
that HEIs have sufficient resources to carry out their intended study pro-
grammes rather than enforcing a specific profile (Cabinet Regulations 407 
2015; Cabinet Regulations 408 2015). The higher education quality 
assurance system, which is primarily based on accrediting study paths 
rather than study programmes, was introduced in Latvia in 2011 in the 
context of reforms related to the Bologna Process (Saeima 1995a).
The HEI quality assurance reform was a result of ongoing effort to 
achieve better performance. Substantial institutional autonomy was 
regarded as another way to improve the quality of higher education, allow-
ing institutions more flexibility in their institutional development deci-
sions. From the start in 1995, there was an emphasis on HEI institutional 
autonomy, but substantial transformation only took place in 2006 when 
HEI law (Saeima 1995a) was amended to increase the autonomy of public 
HEIs.
Despite substantial financial autonomy, public HEIs in Latvia found 
themselves in very challenging circumstances between 2009 and 2014, 
because overcoming the economic crisis of 2009 required significant cuts 
in the public budget (Aslund and Dombrovskis 2011). The World Bank 
found the Latvian HEI funding system to be contingent on basic funding 
only, and thus it does not follow the European trend. Based on the recom-
mendations of the World Bank, the government of Latvia initiated a 
reform of the national higher education funding model to eventually 
introduce a three pillar financing model (World Bank 2014b). The intro-
duction of the new funding model was gradual and started in 2015. Public 
funding to HEIs became available on the basis of the first and the second 
pillar, that is, basic funding and ex post performance funding (Cabinet 
by 2014 had four faculties and offered 34 study programmes in 
social sciences, business, humanities and arts, natural sciences, math-
ematics, IT, pedagogic and educational sciences, and social welfare. 
The university employed 101 academic staff, of which 53 had a PhD 
degree.
Source: Developed by authors based on Saeima 2008.
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Regulations 994 2006). The third pillar is organised around innovation- 
oriented funding.
While public HEIs in Latvia enjoy a high degree of financial autonomy 
in comparison with their European counterparts, public HEIs remain 
more regulated by the state than private HEIs. As recipients of public 
funding, public HEIs are, for instance, required to observe more restric-
tive rules on the language of instruction than private HEIs.
Language of Instruction and Internationalisation
In 1998, the Parliament of Latvia passed the Law on Education (Saeima 
1998), which in combination with the Official Language Law (Saeima 
1999) and the Law on Higher Education Establishments (Saeima 1995a) 
stipulated Latvian as the language of instruction in public HEIs. One of 
the key reasons for such a national language policy in public higher educa-
tion was to ensure that Latvian as the official state language is used and 
developed in national higher education (Kļava et al. 2010, 14). It was also 
argued that the aim of such a language policy is to avoid English becoming 
the single language used in higher education and research in the country, 
given its international dominance. A further but related aim is to maintain 
and develop terminology in the national language to be used in research 
in order to ensure the quality of higher education studies. Also, there was 
acknowledgement of the fact that the level of English language among 
academic staff and students might not be sufficient for effective use 
(Davidsen-Nielsen 2010; Druviete 1998). By 2014, several amendments 
to the law enabled public HEIs in Latvia to carry out study programmes 
in the official EU languages, including English, if certain preconditions 
are met.
Private HEIs on the other hand were more advantaged regarding the 
use of a foreign language of instruction in Latvia. They were able to offer 
HE study programmes not only in English but also in Russian, which is 
not an official EU language. Although there was a portion of interna-
tional students at private HEIs in Latvia studying in Russian, evidence 
shows that these programmes mainly catered to the local Russian-
speaking student population (Kaša and Ait Si Mhamed 2013). Restrictions 
on the use of foreign languages in higher education instruction for pub-
lic HEIs have contributed to the diversification between public and pri-
vate HEIs in Latvia; each caters to different pools of the student 
population. However, it should be mentioned that there are exceptions 
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with English-taught  public higher education in social sciences, law and 
business. These academic  entities were established in the 1990s with spe-
cial governmental support in order to modernise instruction in the 
aforementioned fields (Dovladbekova et al. 2006; Riga Business School 
2015; RGSL 2014; Saeima 1995b). All of these cases involved collabora-
tion with Western HEIs and presented another trajectory in post-Soviet 
higher education system diversification.
With the exception of the Stockholm School of Economics in Riga 
(SSE Riga), which from the very start was established to educate students 
from all three Baltic countries (Saeima 1995b), all other public institutions 
offering study programmes in a foreign language of instruction have 
evolved to enrol an increasing number of international students. In 1995, 
there were 648 international degree-seeking students studying at public 
and private HEIs in Latvia, compared to 5293  in 2014 (MoES 2014). 
Internationally mobile students in Latvia originated from a vast number of 
countries in the East and West (Kaša and Ait Si Mhamed 2013). By the 
end of the first decade of the new millennium, international students from 
former Soviet Union countries acquiring higher education in the Russian 
language mainly enrolled in the private HE sector (Priednieks and Kuklicǎ 
2012). The majority of degree-seeking international students studying in 
English mainly come from other EU countries and choose the HE public 
sector. The most popular study programmes in the English language 
among internationally mobile students were programmes in business, 
medical sciences and social sciences. The most popular programmes in 
Russian among international students included information technologies, 
logistics and business (Kaša and Ait Si Mhamed 2013).
Nearly all international students as well as the largest share of local stu-
dents study at HEIs located in the capital of Riga (MoES 2014). Riga is 
home to the largest public and private HEIs in the country. However, the 
availability of higher education in other regions during the post-Soviet 
period increased with the opening of new public HEIs in the Western and 
Northern parts of the country. Some HEIs outside the capital that were 
narrowly specialised in Soviet times have also evolved into universities. In 
addition, many private and public HEIs have branches operating in major 
regional towns. From the perspective of institutional diversity, the region-
alisation of higher education in post-Soviet Latvia has contributed to more 
choices for higher education seekers. However, Riga is still the central 
destination for students and its attractiveness contributes to migration 
from the regions.
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Factors of Diversification
Since national independence in 1990, there has been a steep increase in 
the demand for modern higher education training in the social sciences, 
which was not available during the Soviet era driven by Marxist-Leninist 
ideology. This contributed to the expansion of higher education in the 
social sciences (see Fig. 10.4). Another factor driving student demand in 
the social sciences was the secondary education reform in the early 1990s, 
which gave high school students the choice of focusing on the social sci-
ences and humanities or mathematics and natural sciences. As the govern-
ment did not incentivise private HEIs to develop study programmes in the 
hard sciences, this HE sector is limited to study programmes in social sci-
ences, commerce and information technology. Study programmes in natu-
ral sciences and engineering are clustered in the public HE sector only.
Another aspect of higher education diversification by student character-
istics is age. As explained earlier, higher education participation in post- 
Soviet Latvia doubled and tripled at its peak in 2005 as compared to 1990 
(Fig.  10.3). In the 2000s, the prevalence of traditional students aged 
17–23 started diminishing and the proportion of non-traditional or 
mature-age students increased. This shift in the demographic composition 
of higher education students was driven by demographic changes in terms 
of smaller youth cohorts, as well as the necessity of engaging in life-long 
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(Source: Authors based on data from MoES 1998 to 2014)
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learning to upgrade education obtained during Soviet times. In 2014, 
nearly 30% of all students in Latvia were older than 26 (Fig. 10.5).
At the HEI level, however, there have not been significant differences 
in student clustering by age. In 2014, all HEIs showed a relatively similar 
distribution of students by age (MoES 2015). Thus, while there was a 
system-level trend towards a more diverse age composition of HE 
 students, there was no significant diversification by this factor among 
HEIs in Latvia.
The overall observation about HE system diversification from 1990 to 
2014, with a focus on programme provision and student characteristics, 
suggests that institutional autonomy has enabled most HEIs in the coun-
try to engage with demands and expectations in rather similar ways. An 
exception here is language policy in higher education, which has limited 
public HEIs in delivering study programmes in non-official EU languages 
such as Russian. This has instead been an area of activity for private HEIs 
in Latvia. On the other hand, private HEIs did not have the capacity to 
offer study programmes in natural sciences, as such institutional develop-
ment was not incentivised by the government. Although there were for-
mal governmental regulations allowing private HEIs to request public 
funding for programmes that are unique and competitive in the national 
HE market (World Bank 2014a), the government continued to provide 
direct funding to public HEIs only. Cases in which private HEIs receive 
public funding to implement study programmes are therefore the excep-
tion rather than the rule. Because public funding was also limited in the 
public HEI sector, all HEIs were sensitive to the market demand for 
higher education.
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Fig. 10.5 Proportion of students by age group (Source: Authors based on data 
from MoES 1998 to 2014)
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TypoLogy of higher educaTion inSTiTuTionS in LaTvia
By 2014, several types of HEIs in Latvia had emerged in terms of the 
range of study programmes offered. One type includes specialised HEIs 
offering study programmes in only one area, like the National Defence 
Academy or the College of Medicine. The second type of HEI offers study 
programmes in two to four areas, and the third type is multidisciplinary, 
offering study programmes in five or more areas. Changes in study pro-
grammes offered in various areas by HEIs reflect institutional ability to 
develop new study programmes in new areas in an attempt to develop 
competitiveness in higher education markets.
The type of specialisation, however, was not the only characteristic 
which distinguished different types of institutions, especially since they 
reacted to market pressures in similar ways. There were additional charac-
teristics such as primary function: teaching or research, location, owner-
ship, size, levels of study. When taking into account this set of characteristics, 
HEIs in Latvia can be placed into seven groups consisting of flagships, 
regional HEIs, public specialised HEIs, internationally developed special-
ised HEIs with English as the language of instruction, private HEIs, both 
public and private colleges, and branches of foreign HEIs (see also 
Table 10.2).
In 2014, the University of Latvia and the Riga Technical University 
qualified as flagships of the HE system. They enrolled one-third of all stu-
dents in Latvia (MoES 2015). Both of these HEIs have a history that 
precedes the Soviet era. In the years after independence since 1990, the 
University of Latvia has developed into the most comprehensive HEI in 
the country. While the focus of the Riga Technical University (RTU) has 
remained largely on technical sciences, it has also expanded since 1990 by 
developing study programmes in social sciences and business. Both the 
University of Latvia and RTU are multidisciplinary HEIs which offer 
undergraduate, graduate and advanced graduate/PhD study programmes. 
They are important research centres of national and international 
orientation.
The second type of HEI, regional HEIs, encompasses public institutions 
established both prior to and after the independence of Latvia in 1990. 
These HEIs are located outside the capital of Riga in the regional centres of 
the country. The University of Applied Sciences and Ventspils University 
College are both newly established regional HEIs with the primary objec-
tive of developing regionally accessible higher education. The remaining 
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Table 10.2 Types of HEI in Latvia by 2015 characteristics and ministerial 
affiliation
Type of HEI Number of HEIs Ministerial oversight
Flagships
Public, located in Riga, 
multidisciplinary, important 
research centres, undergraduate 
through advanced graduate 
study programmes, national and 
international orientation
2 HEIs
University of Latvia The Ministry of 
Education and 
Science (MoES)
Riga Technical University MoES
Regional HEIs
Public, located in regional 
centres, multidisciplinary, 
teaching and research, 
undergraduate and advanced 
graduate study programmes, 
significant regional orientation
5 HEIs
Vidzeme University of Applied 
Sciences
MoES
Ventspils University College MoES
University of Liepaja,
Daugavpils University,
Rezekne Higher Education 
Institution
MoES
Public specialised HEIs
Public, specialised or narrow 
specialisation, teaching, research, 
undergraduate, graduate, and in 
some cases advanced graduate 
study programmes, national and 
international orientation
10 HEIs
Latvia University of Agriculture The Ministry of 
Agriculture
Riga Stradins University The Ministry of 
Health
Jāzeps Vıt̄ols Latvian Academy 
of Music,
Art Academy of Latvia
The Ministry of 
Culture
Latvian Academy of Culture The Ministry of 
Culture
Latvian Maritime Academy MoES
Latvian Academy of Sports 
Education
MoES
Riga Teacher Training and 
Educational Management 
Academy (RPIVA)
MoES
BA School of Business and 
Finance
MoES
National Defence Academy The Ministry of 
Defence
(continued)
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Table 10.2 (continued)
Type of HEI Number of HEIs Ministerial oversight
Specialised HEIs with English as 
language of instruction
Public or private, specialised, 
teaching, research, 
undergraduate and graduate 
study programmes, national and 
international orientation, 
international and national 
founders, English as language of 
instruction
3 HEIs
Stockholm School of 
Economics in Riga
MoES
Riga Graduate School of Law MoES
Riga International School of 
Economics and Business 
Administration (RISEBA)
MoES
Private HEIs
Private, specialised and narrow 
specialisation, teaching, research, 
undergraduate, graduate, 
advanced graduate study 
programmes, national and 
international orientation, study 
programmes in official EU 
languages and in Russian
13 HEIs
Transport and 
Telecommunication Institute 
(established on the bases of 
former Institute of Civil 
Aviation Engineering)
MoES
Riga Aeronautical Institute 
(established on the basis of 
former Institute of Civil 
Aviation Engineering)
MoES
ISMA University of Applied 
Sciences (established on the 
basis of former Institute of 
Civil Aviation Engineering
MoES
Ten other private HEIs with 
specialisation in social sciences, 
humanities, commerce, and 
services
MoES
Colleges
Public and private, specialised 
and narrow specialisation, 
teaching, professional study 
programmes only, national and 
international orientation
25
17 public colleges MoES for the 
majority, one for the 
Ministry of Health, 
one for the Ministry 
of Culture, three for 
the Ministry of 
Interior, one for 
Ministry of Welfare
Eight private colleges MoES
(continued)
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three HEIs have evolved from an initially specialised focus on teacher 
 education during Soviet times into multidisciplinary institutions. In 2014, 
all five HEIs were multidisciplinary in orientation and delivered undergrad-
uate, graduate and PhD study programmes. While these HEIs are engaged 
in international projects and have a national orientation, they also have a 
strong regional focus in terms of responding to regional policies and human 
capital and cultural needs. The mission of these institutions includes both 
teaching and research.
The group of public specialised HEIs is comprised of ten institutions, 
six of which share past Soviet experiences and four of which were estab-
lished after 1990. The newly established specialised HEIs each serve a 
specific purpose: national security, the development of the financial sector, 
the modernisation of pedagogical and management education, and the 
development of international intercultural relations. Among the other six 
HEIs, the most significant transformation took place with Riga Stradins 
University (RSU), known as the Riga Medical Institute during Soviet 
times. While this HEI has continued to provide education and research in 
medicine, it has also developed study programmes in social sciences. Other 
HEIs in this group have also somewhat diversified their offer of study 
programmes, but within their primary subject areas. All of these HEIs are 
focused on teaching, with various degrees of international and research 
engagement.
Table 10.2 (continued)
Type of HEI Number of HEIs Ministerial oversight
Branches of foreign HEIs 3 HEIs
Riga Higher Institute of 
Religious Sciences affiliated to 
the Pontifical Lateran 
University (RARZI)
Lateran Pontifical University 
Branch—Riga Institute of 
Theology
Moscow State University of 
Economics, Statistics and 
Informatics (MESI) Riga 
branch
MoES
Source: Authors based on MoES data 2015, bylaws and HEI websites
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Specialised HEIs with English as the language of instruction form a 
group of three institutions which were established as the result of major 
international collaboration. The Stockholm School of Economics in Riga 
was established in 1994, endorsed by the Latvian and Swedish govern-
ments with the purpose of providing state-of-the-art education in business 
and economics for the Baltic region (SSE Riga 2015). Providing 
 state-of- the-art education in law and related social science fields, the Riga 
Graduate School of Law was established 1998 and is also supported by the 
governments of Latvia and Sweden (RGSL 2014). All of these HEIs teach 
exclusively in the English language, providing undergraduate and gradu-
ate education to students from Latvia and abroad. They have a strong 
international orientation and are also engaged in research.
The set of private HEIs in Latvia represents a diverse group of special-
ised and narrow specialisation institutions. This group is diverse in terms of 
historical heritage and contemporary focus. Three HEIs in this group have 
emerged from the former Soviet Institute of Civil Aviation Engineering. 
These HEIs maintain a focus on aviation and transportation systems. Other 
private HEIs have emerged in response to the post-1990 demand for 
higher education in social sciences, services, commerce and humanities. 
Most private HEIs in Latvia offer undergraduate and graduate study pro-
grammes, while others also offer PhD study programmes. Some are pre-
dominantly teaching oriented, although many are engaged in research 
activities with a national and international scope. An orientation to attract 
both national and international students is another characteristic of private 
HEIs in Latvia, which offer study programmes in English and Russian.
Colleges represent the sixth type of HEI. Both private and public col-
leges are the result of post-1990 legislative amendments in Latvia. While 
most public colleges share a Soviet past as vocational educational institu-
tions, private colleges are the outcome of attempts to satisfy market 
demand in higher education after Latvian independence. All the colleges 
offer specialised first-level professional higher education. Although col-
leges predominantly enrol local students, some have a strong international 
orientation and all are engaged in international collaboration networks.
The last type of HEI, branches of foreign HEIs, is quite distinguished. 
In 2014, there were three such HEIs in Latvia. Of these, two were theo-
logical HEIs and one was a branch of the Moscow State University of 
Economics, Statistics and Informatics. The presence of such an HEI form 
did not exist in Soviet Latvia. Ministries overseeing HEIs remain the same 
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as during Soviet times, creating unequal conditions for public HEIs 
depending on the wealth of each sector (World Bank 2014a). However, all 
HEIs in Latvia face similar higher education market conditions in terms of 
attracting tuition-paying students to their institutions.
concLuSion
Institutional history and the ability to respond to higher education market 
conditions have influenced how various HEIs have developed in Latvia. 
Compared to the Soviet period, the HE landscape has diversified. The 
Soviet HEI model with exclusively public and predominantly specialised 
HEIs has been replaced by a model of public and private specialised and 
multidisciplinary HEIs. The main drivers for this development were the 
liberalisation of the higher education sector and intensified demand for 
higher education among both traditional and non-traditional student age 
cohorts, especially in the social sciences (Kaša et al. 2016).
By 2014, the higher education landscape in Latvia consisted of 35 uni-
versity and non-university HEIs offering both academic and professional 
study programmes, as well as 25 colleges offering short-cycle or profes-
sional first-degree higher education programmes. Furthermore, after 
1990 HEIs in Latvia were longer operating in a secluded higher education 
space. On the contrary, integration into the EHEA and the internationali-
sation of higher education became an important national goal in the scope 
of higher education reform. EU membership provided conditions for the 
free movement of persons in Europe and supported student ability to 
travel abroad. Hence, Latvian HEIs no longer compete only on the 
national level (Cunska 2012). They face global competition for both local 
and international students, a condition unknown prior to 1990.
Given the context of a demographically shrinking student age cohort as 
well as national engagement with European higher education policy initia-
tives, migration and fluctuating economic conditions, it is likely that trans-
formations of the institutional landscape in Latvia have only just begun.
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CHAPTER 11
Lithuanian Higher Education: Between Path 
Dependence and Change
Liudvika Leišyte ̇, Anna-Lena Rose, 
and Elena Schimmelpfennig
IntroductIon
This chapter provides an overview of transformation of the higher educa-
tion landscape in post-Soviet Lithuania. Our special focus is on the vertical 
and horizontal system differentiation in an attempt to explain the main 
forces leading to such system dynamics. Lithuanian higher education has 
changed from an elite system with one flagship university towards a mass 
system with various institutions—both of university and non-university 
type. Vertical differentiation exists in terms of private higher education 
providers, regional providers as well as alliances between universities both 
on a national and international scale. Much of this differentiation was 
brought by political, economic and social changes, including the Soviet 
occupation of the country, the re-establishment of Lithuanian 
 independence, the signing of the Bologna Declaration and the accession 
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to the EU. Besides, a set of higher education reforms revealed the state’s 
ambition to boost higher education quality and to ensure access to higher 
education to various segments of population.
EmErgEncE of thE hIghEr EducatIon SyStEm 
In LIthuanIa
Lithuanian Higher Education Before 1940
Lithuania has had a long-lived tradition of elite higher education. One of 
the oldest universities in Europe, Vilnius University, was established in the 
country’s capital in 1579. Yet, Lithuania’s turbulent history and political 
developments, on the one hand, and the nature of the industrialization 
and the dominance of agricultural sector in the country, on the other hand, 
had a significant impact on the development of the higher education sys-
tem. Under the rule of the Russian Tsar, Vilnius University was shut down 
for almost a century from 1831 until 1919 and the Lithuanian language 
was banned. Lithuania regained independence in 1918, which led to the 
most important period for establishment and development of general, 
vocational and higher education in the country. New specialized profes-
sional training institutions, both regional and national, were central to the 
development of the Lithuanian nation state and were fostering Lithuanian 
culture, language and economy. After the end of World War I in 1918, 
Vilnius and the region surrounding it were annexed by Poland, but Vilnius 
University continued to function on Polish territory as Stefan Batory 
University until 1939. Therefore, a new ‘University of Lithuania’ (later 
named Vytautas Magnus University, VMU) was established in Lithuania’s 
interim capital, Kaunas (Bumblauskas et al. 2004; Mašiotas 1923).
By 1940, the time of the Soviet annexation, Lithuania had the follow-
ing institutions of higher education: Vilnius University (VU, which 
became Lithuanian after the territory of Vilnius was returned to Lithuania 
in 1939), the Vilnius Art School (established in 1940 on the basis of an 
VU department), the Vytautas Magnus University (established as the 
University of Lithuania in 1922  in Kaunas), the Agricultural Academy 
(1924, Dotnuva), the Conservatoire of Kaunas (1933), the Institute of 
Commerce (1934, Klaipėda, 1939–1944  in Šiauliai), the National 
Pedagogical Institute (1935, Klaipėda), the Veterinary Academy (1936, 
Kaunas) and the Kaunas Art School (1922, renamed the Kaunas School of 
Applied Arts in 1940) (OECD 2002; Leišytė 2002).
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Lithuanian Higher Education During the Soviet Period 
(1940–1941 and 1944–1990)
Based on a political agreement between the Soviet and German govern-
ments, the Baltic States became part of the Soviet Union in June 1940. 
Although the first period of Soviet control over Lithuania lasted only 1 
year (1940–1941), it was the time when a formal restructuring of the 
Lithuanian higher education system based on the Soviet standards com-
menced (Procuta 1967; Šakalys 1985). Vytautas Magnus University lost 
its Faculties of Theology and Philosophy. Many academics were relieved 
from their duties, and those engaged in intellectual resistance were arrested 
and sent to Siberian Gulags (OECD 2002; Zulumskytė 2014, 118; Leišyte ̇ 
2002; KTU 2016b; VMU 2016). Teaching and research activities were 
separated into different institutional settings with the establishment of the 
Lithuanian Academy of Sciences. After the end of WWII, the higher edu-
cation sector was redesigned according to the Soviet model and became 
subject to Moscow’s centralized control (Leišytė 2002). Vytautas Magnus 
University was closed in 1950, and its medical and technological faculties 
were re-established as independent institutes. However, many other higher 
education institutions that had existed before the war were re-opened and 
new faculties covering the Soviet agricultural and industrial needs were 
founded. A restructured Lithuanian higher education, which followed the 
Soviet model of higher education, was achieved by the mid-1950s and 
specialized institutions in the main cities and their subsidiaries in the 
regions performed the major task of preparing teachers, engineers and 
doctors for the Soviet-industrialized economy (Šakalys 1985). Universities, 
which traditionally acted as centres of teaching and research according to 
a Humboldtian model, were thus redefined as centres for professional 
training, and academic freedom and autonomy were eliminated, while the 
curriculum was controlled by the state (Suchodolski 1971; Želvys 2004). 
The goal of higher education was mainly focused on polytechnic educa-
tion and training the ‘socialist man’, and the traditions of Lithuanian 
higher education aimed at educating Lithuanian citizens according to 
Christian values were eradicated (Leišytė 2002). Despite this, Lithuanian 
remained the main language of instruction (ibid.) (Fig. 11.1).
In Lithuania, industrialization was not as rapid and heavy compared to 
Estonia and Latvia (Willerton 1992). In the 1960s, however, industrializa-
tion in Lithuania started to pick up in the regions, which triggered the geo-
graphical spread of some of the higher education institutions. For example, 
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to cater for the needs of electrical and mechanical engineering in the north 
of the country, which hosted a Soviet military airport, key factories produc-
ing electronics, as well as bicycles and naval engineering in the west of the 
country, Kaunas Technology Institute faculties or extramural programmes 
were established in the cities of Panevėžys, Šiauliai and Klaipėda. Thus, we 
can observe some horizontal differentiation in this period.
By the end of the Soviet era in 1989, the Lithuanian higher education 
system consisted of one university (Vilnius University, centrally funded 
from Moscow to prepare the academic and party elites), one music con-
servatory, five institutes, four academies and one Higher Party School. 
VMU, which was a symbol of independent Lithuania and its intellectual 
elite, was destroyed. The role of the state was severely interventional. All 
processes, including core academic activities, were controlled by the 
Ministries of Education either in Vilnius or in Moscow. Higher education 
in the Soviet period was free, while access to higher education was based 
on merits for the Communist party, affiliation to it being an important 
requirement. By 1990, the gross enrolment ratio in higher education was 
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33.25%, which is slightly higher than in the other Baltic states at that time: 
to compare, Estonia (24.75%) and Latvia (24.87%).
Lithuanian Higher Education in 1990
The Lithuanian higher education landscape in 1990 inherited the legacy 
of a diversified system from the Soviet period and pre-WWII Lithuania. In 
contrast to many other Soviet republics, Lithuania had already begun to 
act independently from the Soviet Union prior to its official dissolution in 
1990. In the 1980s under the policy of glasnost, Lithuanian democracy 
movements started to weaken the Soviet institutional base of government 
establishments. It served as a foundation for and laying the basis for the 
new higher education system (OECD 2002). The first step towards trans-
formation of the Soviet model of higher education in Lithuania took place 
in 1989–1990, when Vytautas Magnus University (VMU) in Kaunas was 
re-established. It was supported by Lithuanian expats who returned to 
their fatherland at that time, predominately from the USA and Canada. 
The institution was designed as a liberal arts university, adopted the 
US-American academic degree system with bachelor’s and master’s 
degrees and offered programmes in English. As such, the re-establish-
ment of VMU was a symbol for both the imminent breakdown of the 
Soviet Union and the profound changes that would occur within the 
Lithuanian higher education system in the years to come. At that time, in 
1989, many higher education establishments already prepared the new 
statutes (OECD 2002).
The first and most significant political step towards the restructuring 
of the Lithuanian higher education sector was to reform the higher edu-
cation legal basis. The Constitution of Lithuania ensured the autonomy 
of universities and free higher education for qualified students. The first 
enacted laws were the Law of the Republic of Lithuania concerning the 
Approval of the Status of Vilnius University (1990), the Framework Law 
on Education and the Law on Higher Education and Science (LHE) 
(1991). The most important aspect for higher education institutions in 
Lithuania was to clear themselves from Soviet ideology and become 
autonomous from the state. The 1991 LHE defined the governance, 
autonomy and financing of higher education institutions in broad terms 
and showed confidence regarding quality and academic freedom of 
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 academics in Lithuania (OECD 2002). It allowed specialized institutes, 
which were preparing students for certain professions (such as medicine 
or engineering) to be renamed into universities or academies. In this way, 
the Academy of Music and Vilnius Art Academy were born. This trend of 
seeking prestige and rebranding into universities or academies was also 
noted as ‘universification’ (Želvys 2004), as it was rather obvious that the 
trend of relabelling the institutions could enhance their prestige. It also 
allowed some institutions to be ‘upgraded’ into universities, such as the 
former police professional school, which was reorganized into a univer-
sity in Vilnius (Mykolas Romeris University at present). Regional insti-
tutes and technical colleges (‘technicums’) also took the chance to 
upgrade themselves. That is how two regional universities were created: 
Šiauliai University (based on former Pedagogical Institute and pre-war 
Commerce School moved from Klaipe ̇da) and Klaipeda University (which 
had three faculties: Humanities and Education, Marine Technology, 
Social and Health Sciences). Further horizontal differentiation was 
allowed as the first private institutions appeared, although they were not 
officially recognized as part of the higher education sector until 2000. 
Another important development in 1990 in terms of horizontal differen-
tiation was the establishment of religious higher education institutions, 
as well as Lithuanian Military Academy. These were institutions that 
embodied the economic, political and academic freedoms Lithuania 
regained: for instance, the military training was no longer taking place in 
Russia or Ukraine, at the bases for the Soviet Army, but in Lithuania for 
the Lithuanian Army. Lithuania, being a predominantly Catholic coun-
try, also got an opportunity to profess its religion, which meant that apart 
from the Catholic Seminary in Kaunas, Telšiai and Vilnius Seminaries 
were opened.
Thus, the preconditions for promoting the geographical spread of 
higher education institutions and horizontal differentiation were created 
in 1991 with the enactment of the first regulatory frameworks. At the 
same time, the system experienced chronic underfunding, low wages, high 
inflation and decreasing quality, although still having the features of elite 
higher education (with only 50,000 students in the system of 3.7 million 
population of Lithuania in 1990). The task of governing higher education 
institutions was given to a newly created Department for Science and 
Higher Education of the Republic of Lithuania and the government of 
Lithuania. The following table presents a typology of institutions in 1990 
(Table 11.1).
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 PoLIcy dEvELoPmEntS and othEr factorS InfLuEncIng 
StructuraL changE In LIthuanIan hIghEr EducatIon 
aftEr 1990
Since 1990, significant changes have taken place within the Lithuanian 
higher education system in terms of horizontal and vertical differentiation 
as well as inter-organizational collaborations (Leišytė and Kiznienė 2006; 
Leišyte ̇ et al. 2015; Želvys 2004). The main advances of higher education 
transformation included system expansion in terms of the amount and 
types of higher education institutions, as well as the number of students, 
the creation of binary higher education system, the agglomeration of 
research institutes into universities and the mergers of faculties and institu-
tions. These developments were partly caused by increasing competition 
between institutions, changes in funding models of higher education, 
demographic downturn and immigration partly facilitated by access to 
Western European higher education markets and academic mobility due 
to EU membership. Changes were brought about by incremental legisla-
tive changes (Laws on Science and Higher Education, 1991, 2000 and 
2009), numerous bylaws, as well as constant policy developments related 
to the Europeanization of the system (Bologna Process, EU accession, EU 
Table 11.1 Typology of higher education institutions in Lithuania in 1990
Traditional flagship 
university
Vilnius VU: comprehensive, high prestige, traditional, 
strong links with Soviet academic elites, had 
national university status during Soviet times, 
many professors got their doctorates abroad 
(mainly in Russia)
Re-established liberal 
arts comprehensive 
university
Kaunas VMU: re-established in 1989 following the 
liberal arts model of the US higher education, 
high percentage of foreign educated academic 
staff, very international and dynamic
Specialized 
technological 
universities
Vilnius Kaunas
Šiauliai
Paneve ̇žys
Klaipeda
VGTU and KTU: focus on technology and 
engineering, architecture with faculties and 
departments in many other cities, strong 
traditional links with Soviet industry and 
research institutes, well established and 
prestigious, traditional
Specialized other 
universities
Vilnius
Kaunas
Šiauliai
Klaipėda
KMA, VDA, LMA, VPU, LŽUA: focus on 
pedagogy, sports, arts, agriculture, medicine, 
veterinary science, music, religion. Well 
established, nationally known, traditional
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Structural Funds availability), international donor influences (the World 
Bank, Nordic Council of Ministers, Soros Foundation in Lithuania), 
transformation of the academic system after the collapse of the Soviet 
Union (dismantling the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences research insti-
tutes), and the collapse of certain industries and a consequent lack of 
demand for certain graduates and certain types of research. In the follow-
ing sections, we provide a policy development account during the main 
three periods of structural change of the system: 1990–2000, 2001–2009, 
2010 to present.
Years 1990–2000: Regained Autonomy and Sporadic Expansion
The main changes in the Lithuanian higher education sector in the early 
1990s were rather sporadic and focused on renaming and ‘re- establishment’ 
of universities and academies. The foundation of two regional universities 
followed the logic of regional revival, because due to the economic down-
turn, regional authorities were pressing for ‘having university in their city’. 
At the same time, the former technical institutes in Kaunas and Vilnius, 
which were training engineers and architects for the Soviet economy, were 
rebranded into Technology universities (in this way Kaunas University of 
Technology and Vilnius Gediminas Technical University were created). 
While in 1989, the majority of students in Central and Eastern European 
countries studied natural sciences and engineering, the 1990s saw a 
decrease in these fields and an increasing demand for programmes in the 
humanities and the social sciences (Scott 2015). As a consequence, some 
universities in Lithuania, such as Kaunas University  of Technology, 
expanded their profiles by adding the social sciences and the humanities in 
order to absorb large numbers of fee-paying students, especially in man-
agement and business, as well as humanities.
In 1991, universities in Lithuania were granted a high degree of auton-
omy to relinquish the Soviet political grip on higher education. The Law 
on Science and Higher Education (1991) defined the boundaries of state 
regulation (Leišyte ̇ 2002). The two instruments which remained at the 
state’s disposal were the funding of higher education as well as the demand 
for certain type and number of graduates. The governmental bodies con-
trolling universities were dispersed, which allowed a sporadic expansion of 
the system and led to chronic underfunding. This was soon compensated 
by the introduction of tuition fees (a merit-based system was established, 
where a certain number of study places at the entrance to higher education 
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were state funded, while others could enter the university, but had to pay). 
From the mid-1990s onwards, student numbers started to increase sub-
stantially, as did the share of fee-paying students, which changed from 
3.5% in 1995–1996 to 33.1% in 2000–2001. Universities started to com-
pete for students, as they were bringing in extra cash. Due to sporadic 
expansion, the quality of higher education was deteriorating. As interna-
tional support from the PHARE programme, the Council of Europe and 
foreign donors started coming in, the Centre for Quality Assessment in 
Higher Education was established in 1995 to ensure the quality as well as 
to accredit the study programmes (ibid.). The Centre also took over the 
role of recognizing foreign degrees, as this became a necessity due to 
increasing outgoing mobility of students. This development indirectly 
showed that the state was coming back into the game of supervising higher 
education sector and monitoring via intermediary agency.
The funding of foreign donors was highly important for the process of 
re-establishment and change not only in terms of global structural land-
scape but also for introducing institutional changes. Based on the US sys-
tem, bachelor (4 years) and master’s (2 years) system was foreseen in study 
programmes of universities since 1991. In contrast to Soviet times, univer-
sities were expected to carry out research and grant doctoral degrees again, 
which increased their power vis-à-vis other higher education institutions 
and called for the implementation of a stronger teaching-research nexus 
than before. The governance of higher education in the 1990s was carried 
out between university rectors and the Department for Science and Higher 
Education (which was later incorporated into the Ministry of Education 
and Science of Lithuania) (ibid.). The Lithuanian Science Council acted 
as  an advisory body, while the Parliament and its education committee 
were approving the budget. These were the actors with which university 
leaders had to constantly engage in discussions about the future of the 
system. The Academy of Sciences was restructured: it lost its research 
institutes and remained as a ‘club’ of elite professors. Nevertheless—
although it did not possess its main instruments anymore, namely, research 
governance and funding—it continued to exert some of its power in the 
policy networks.
The University Rectors’ Conference has been a very central and power-
ful actor in higher education policy decision-making in Lithuania since 
1990, lobbying the government and parliament committees to ensure that 
their interests were met (ibid.). It was strongly opposing the creation of a 
private sector in higher education and was initially successful. As shown by 
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Leišyte ̇ (2002), attempts to introduce reforms in management and gover-
nance structures, funding and teaching methods in higher education 
remained rather unsuccessful. Universities also opposed the establishment 
of colleges to minimize competition. Consequently, in contrast to the 
other Baltic states (Estonia and Latvia), where the private sector had 
emerged at early stages of independence, the Lithuanian higher education 
sector initially saw a slow growth in private universities.
In 1999 and 2000, however, after many years of resistance by other 
actors, the first private universities gained official state recognition. 
Moreover—partly driven by the significant expansion of the number of 
students, which was caused both due to higher number of high school 
graduates and the entrance of older students, who needed new types of 
diplomas in order to requalify themselves for the new market—the 
LHE passed in 2000 fostered the expansion of the system by creating 
the non- university higher education sector. First plans to establish a 
non-university higher education sector and to reorganize technicums 
(technologically oriented professional schools established during Soviet 
times) and professional colleges, which were counted as post-second-
ary vocational education institutes back in the 1990s, into colleges 
were made. After long debates between the Rectors’ Conference, the 
Higher Education Department and the leaders of former technicums, 
the big structural change—the creation of a binary system of higher 
education—took place in 2000. The Law foresaw university (doctorate 
granting) and non- university (colleges or universities of applied sci-
ences, providing undergraduate degrees) institutions of higher educa-
tion. The non-university colleges were allowed to offer undergraduate 
level degrees. A high demand for new degree programmes, especially in 
the field of management and law studies, was filled in by private col-
leges, which started to mushroom after 2000.We can say that this Law 
set the conditions for deregulation and increased autonomy of higher 
education institutions towards the corporate state model to use 
Gornitzka and Maassen’s typology (2000). It also provided a frame-
work for student fees within the auspices of the contract between the 
Ministry of Education and Science (MoES) and the higher education 
institutions according to different disciplines that covered the full costs 
of studies (Mockiene ̇ 2004). On October 1, 2000, there were 92,800 
students in public higher education institutions of which 28,600 were 
self-financed (DeSHE 2001; Leišyte ̇ 2002).
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Hence, we can observe that after regaining independence in 1990, 
Lithuanian higher education shifted between academic elite coordination 
and sporadic state interference. Student numbers were decreasing until 
1995–1996 from 67,000 in 1990 to 54,000 in 1995 as many high school 
graduates preferred to go to the ‘new market’ and earn money as the pres-
tige of higher education was dwindling. However, after the first worst 
transition period, the numbers of students rose sharply from 59,000  in 
1996–1997 to 96,000 in 2000–2001 (Leišytė 2002). Though the OECD 
(2002) notes that the acceleration has not been as drastic as in other coun-
tries in the region, the demand for higher education has risen and even 
enhanced with the expansion and diversification of the system (OECD 
2002). Due to the increase in the number of students and high demand 
for retraining, extramural courses flourished, which was a good source of 
funding for institutions, very often to the detriment of programme quality 
(Dobbins and Leišytė 2014).
Years 2001–2009: The Main System Expansion and EU Accession
Since the adoption of the LHE in 2000, no explicit strategic goals or pri-
orities for higher education policy were formulated. At the same time, in 
2001 the demand for higher education was rising: the gross enrolment 
ratio in the tertiary education in Lithuania was about 70% (UNESCO 
2002/2003). This phenomenon was accompanied by concerns about the 
quality of higher education, the mismatch between market/society needs 
and university outputs (Leišytė and Kiznienė 2006). Various proposals 
how to address higher education’s problems were made by the Science 
Council of Lithuania, the Rectors’ Conference and the Ministry of 
Education. Policy rhetoric called for the more efficient use of scarce fund-
ing, for more accountability and better management (ibid.). According to 
Žalys (2004), the government programme of 2001–2004 envisaged a 
higher education development plan, outlining the state’s aims and objec-
tives. However, the government did not approve the development plan 
drawn up by the Department of Higher Education and Science—allegedly 
due to a lack of political determination on the one hand and an inability to 
reach consensus among the main interest groups on the other. Thus, for 
five  years higher education developed without clearly stated aims and 
without a clear government higher education policy except for the tacit 
aim of expansion.
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An important development in the period of 2001–2009 included the 
expansion of the number of institutions as a number of private universities 
and colleges were created. The first private institution to be officially rec-
ognized as a university in 1999 was Vilnius St. Joseph Seminary, followed 
by the Lithuanian Christian College and ISM University of Management 
and Economics (1999), Vilnius University International Business School 
(2000) and Telšiai Bishop Vincentas Borisevicǐus Priest Seminary (2001). 
The real expansion of private sector did, however, take place in 2002, 
when the college sector saw the boom of private colleges. Traditionally, 
private colleges were rather small in size and narrowly oriented. They used 
to specialize in social sciences, management and economics offering law 
and business bachelor’s degrees or professional education, such as nursing. 
Recently, the focus of the colleges has however somewhat broadened. The 
private college sector served 20% of the Lithuanian college student body 
and was quite an important alternative in Lithuanian higher education. In 
the university sector, however, public universities had the majority of stu-
dents, as only around 4,000 students were enrolled in private universities 
in 2005 (Leišyte ̇ and Kiznienė 2006).
Not only private colleges, but the whole college sector saw a boom in 
the early 2000s. The seven first public and private colleges were estab-
lished in 2000. They offered 41 study programmes to about 3,500 stu-
dents. By 2002, there were 16 public and private colleges which offered 
242 study programmes to 26,000 students. A year later, the total number 
of colleges had grown to 27. A decrease in this number can be witnessed 
only after 2008/2009, when several colleges merged (Official Statistics 
Portal 2015).
After the first wave of significant system expansion and differentiation 
in early 2000, some new institutions also became part of the system. 
Despite the debates against private universities, one more specialized insti-
tution was created (Vilnius Academy of Business Law in 2003; renamed as 
Kazimieras Simonavicǐus University in 2012). Furthermore, two interna-
tional universities became part of Lithuanian higher education system in 
this period. The European Humanities University (EHU) was initially 
founded in Minsk in 1994 in Belarus and—after having been shut down 
by the national authorities in 2004—was re-established in exile in Vilnius 
in 2005 with support from the European Union funds. The university has 
a strong sense of Belarusian identity and—while also admitting interna-
tional academic staff and students—primarily serves as a ‘haven of aca-
demic freedom’ for Belarusian students and staff. Another example of 
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international presence in Lithuanian higher education was the opening of 
a branch of the Polish University of Bialystok in Vilnius ‘Faculty of 
Economics-Informatics’ in 2007. It was opened following an initiative to 
increase the level of higher education among the Polish minority in 
Lithuania.
As Lithuania joined the EU in 2004, EU Structural Funds became avail-
able to the country’s higher education via the Ministry of Education and 
Science. As a result, a number of initiatives with implications for system 
differentiation and inter-organizational dynamics took place from 2006. 
First of all, to use the EU Structural Funds the Ministry established the 
Research and Higher Education Monitoring and Analysis Centre (MOSTA), 
which monitors the system dynamics and collects data on higher education 
trends in Lithuania. It has carried out various monitoring studies of higher 
education institutions and has provided information to the Ministry of 
Education and Science on demand. The most recent research evaluation of 
all fields in Lithuania using the methodology developed by consultants 
from Technopolis and carried out by MOSTA in 2014–2015 shows that 
the state uses this centre as a monitoring instrument which may contrib-
ute towards vertical stratification in the long run. Further, a  crucial 
development based on the availability of the EU Structural Funds that had 
implications on vertical differentiation was the strengthening of the 
Lithuanian Research Council. Its budget was more than doubled and it 
has become the main provider of competitive basic research grants for 
academics and research groups at Lithuanian research institutions.
After 2009: Increasing Competition, Demographic Decline 
and Internationalization
The most recent reforms in the Lithuanian higher education were brought 
along by the 2009 Law on Higher Education and Research (2009). It 
extended the autonomy of universities even further and significantly 
increased competition for research funding and students due to a funding 
mechanism based on strong performance, as well as changed student 
financing system (Researchers’ Report, 2014). University status was 
changed into a not-for-profit institution, which entailed the need to 
approve new statutes of universities and to appoint rectors according to 
the new procedure. Besides, universities started to own their assets and 
became responsible for their maintenance. However, with regard to 
 matters related to the curriculum and student admissions, academics and 
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university management retained a strong say. Thus, academic elites still 
have considerable influence on the power balance of higher education 
governance in Lithuania, despite the indicated shifts towards the market-
based paradigm. With European Union funding schemes as well as 
increased tuition fees, the institutions have diversified their funding base 
and do not depend as much on state budget allocations as they did in 
2000. Given the above factors, competition in the system has significantly 
increased, and although we can still see the presence of the state in steer-
ing, there has also been a ‘discharging’ of state responsibility to the univer-
sity management and stakeholders (Dobbins and Leišytė 2014).
In terms of institutional landscape, proposals for mergers became 
even more present on the policy agenda. In 2005–2006, policy rheto-
ric and some initiatives for an agglomeration of faculties as well as 
integration of research institutes into universities were observed (Žalys 
2006). Imperatives of mergers of colleges and universities have been 
around also in 2008 (Valinc ̌ius 2008; Viliu ̄nas 2009). After 2009, the 
MoES put forward financial incentives for universities from EU 
Structural Funds to facilitate mergers. A governmental committee was 
created to prepare scenarios for mergers of universities with two con-
flicting goals: to rescue the weak institutions which will massively 
loose students and, at the same time, to improve the quality of higher 
education. The proposal developed by the commission with the par-
ticipation of the ministry basically implied a scenario of having one or 
two big institutions in each big city: Vilnius and Kaunas. Strong lob-
bies from certain university rectors were observed. However, this 
remained only a committee proposal, as the Minister was highly criti-
cized for the overall reform process and did not pursue further imple-
mentation of this proposal. Especially the destiny of regional and 
small, specialized universities was questioned. Overall, the attempt to 
facilitate mergers of universities did not work as only two institutions 
stepped forward. In 2010, Kaunas University of Medicine and the 
Lithuanian Veterinary Academy merged to form the Lithuanian 
University of Health Sciences. This happened both under pressure and 
with the financial assistance from the Lithuanian government 
(Švaikauskiene ̇ and Mikulskiene ̇ 2016).
However, mergers took place at a larger scale among research institutes, 
which also affected the university landscape. Mergers of research institutes 
into universities followed the carrot of the EU Structural Funds (e.g. the 
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Vilnius University merger with the Biotechnology Institute). Clustering of 
science institutions as well as university faculties in ‘Valleys’ took place due 
to infrastructural financing from the EU Structural Funds in Vilnius, 
Kaunas and Klaipėda. After these mergers, the binary higher education 
system consists of 22 universities (14 public and 8 private) and 24 colleges 
(13 public and 11 private). Altogether, the higher education sector edu-
cated 148,389 students and employed 13,532 researchers in 2014 
(Eurostat 2017a, 2017b).
In addition to these reforms, significant changes have taken place in the 
context of higher education institutions, including dynamics of student 
demand, internationalization and increasing competition for resources 
fuelled by demographic downturn as well as global rankings and prestige 
imperatives.
The student numbers in Lithuania peaked in 2008 with the prospects 
of a 40% demographic decline in the coming years. Partly due to this fact, 
internationalization has been influencing the policy agenda since the 
accession to the EU and the availability of the Structural Funds from 2006 
onwards. A number of development plans at the MoES as well as policy 
discourses have focused on increasing internationalization. The accep-
tance of double-degree programmes, promotion of English language pro-
grammes as well as agreements between Lithuanian higher education 
institutions and the institutions abroad are the examples of these develop-
ments. Historically, among the private higher education institutions we 
have seen a strong influence of foreign institutions and funders, as well as 
the strong influence of Lithuanian diaspora in reviving the Vytautas 
Magnus University in Kaunas. In terms of structures of higher education 
institutions, Mykolas Romeris University stands out as in the past couple 
of years it has strongly geared towards creation of double-degree pro-
grammes with foreign universities in France, Ukraine, Portugal, Austria, 
Finland, Latvia and Estonia.
thE hIghEr EducatIon LandScaPE In contEmPorary 
LIthuanIa
The current Lithuanian higher education system follows to a large extent a 
‘state supervision model’ (Leišytė 2002) where we have observed a policy 
shift in the state’s role from ‘sovereign state’ to a ‘corporate state’. Higher 
education institutions enjoy a high degree of organizational autonomy 
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while facing lower levels of political and especially financial autonomy 
(Ritzen 2013). The European University Association (2012) has rated the 
Lithuanian higher education system as ‘medium low’ in financial and aca-
demic autonomy, ‘medium high’ in organizational autonomy and ‘high’ in 
staffing autonomy. The autonomy of universities is strongly influenced by 
the bureaucratic financial reporting rules as well as quality assurance 
arrangements, which have shifted from input- to output- based funding and 
from a priori to ex-post quality evaluation over the years (see Dobbins and 
Leišytė 2014). In terms of Gornitzka and Maassen’s (2000) typology, the 
state in the past decade has played a corporate role with some supermarket 
state features. Market-driven orientation and increased competition for 
resources and students were key features of the past decade (Leišytė and 
Kiznienė 2006; Dobbins and Leišytė 2014). In order to counteract quality 
deterioration, low institutional accountability during the phase of expan-
sion and privatization in 1990s and 2000, the state “re-emerged as a moni-
tor of quality, while at the same time trying to relinquish previous legacy of 
bureaucratic and procedural control” (Dobbins and Leišytė 2014).
Demographic change, fuelled by high levels of emigration, lead to 
increasing competition for students among a large number of higher edu-
cation institutions in Lithuania (Rose and Leišytė 2017). Taking this into 
consideration, efforts to restructure the universities’ landscape  are cur-
rently made by individual higher education institutions as well as politi-
cians.  Again, it is planned to propose higher education institutional 
mergers concentrating them in Vilnius and Kaunas. In 2016 Kaunas 
University of Technology decided  to acquire shares of  the private  ISM 
University of Management and Economics. Furthermore, Kaunas University 
of Technology and the Lithuanian University of Health Sciences put 
forward the intentions to merge by 2020 with the declared goal of 
belonging to the top-250 universities worldwide in 2025 (KTU 2016b). 
Moreover, the International Business School, a private entity established 
by Vilnius University (IBS) became an integral part of Vilnius University 
in  2016. This shows that institutions are aware that competition is 
increasing and that institutional profiling and inter-organizational links 
are ever more important. While some institutions gain visibility and rank-
ings by publications and research projects (VU is the leader here), the 
other ones, with no strong hard science base to compete, attempt to 
internationalize and find international alliances in order to strengthen 
their market position (e.g. Mykolas Romeris University).
Thus, today we observe the following higher education institutional 
types in Lithuania (see Table 11.2).
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 concLuSIon
Over the past century, Lithuanian higher education has experienced a 
steady horizontal differentiation. It started with a moderate differen-
tiation in the Soviet times and intensified after 1990 when two regional 
universities and new specialized universities were created, many univer-
sities opened new programmes, and Vytautas Magnus University was 
re- established. Horizontal differentiation was especially fostered by the 
Law on Higher Education and Science in 2000, as it created a binary 
higher education system and allowed the establishment of private uni-
versities and institutions of a non-university type. This development 
opened the door to a number of small private and public colleges which 
strongly focused on management, business and law—the subjects which 
were in high demand at that time. These subjects were also taught at 
different universities, with new management and social sciences pro-
grammes being introduced at all universities, even though they could 
be, for instance, specialized in sports or agriculture. This blossoming of 
programmes and rapid system expansion catered for the ever increasing 
number of students, when up to 70% of high school graduate cohorts 
were going to obtain higher education. Issues of quality as well as 
funding through tuition fees were often the topic of policy debates. 
The state used quality assurance instruments of programme accredita-
tion as well as institutional evaluations to ‘tame’ the expansion of pro-
grammes and to ensure minimum quality. As the demographic reality 
started to change and student numbers started to drop (with the prog-
nosis of 40% drop until 2020) the vertical differentiation started to 
increase even further. Some institutions in Lithuania have changed 
their names quite a few times, sometimes to ensure that the same rector 
will be in office for a longer period of time than usual (e.g. Lithuanian 
University of Educational Sciences, Mykolas Romeris University). At 
the same time, renaming institutions has served the symbolic purpose 
of ‘relabelling’ into a new profile, which may reflect institutions’ inten-
tions to ‘abandon’ earlier legacies and specializations (in the case of 
Mykolas Romeris—former police school, and then law and social sci-
ences orientation) and to signal that the profile of the institution has 
become broader.
The Lithuanian higher education system was vertically differentiated 
from the outset—with one main classical comprehensive university cater-
ing for the needs of the nation. This trend has been maintained after 
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1990. However, the stratification of the institutions has increased due to 
the creation of the binary system, as well as the appearance of private 
higher education institutions. The prestige of public traditional universi-
ties and technological universities has remained the same, with Vilnius 
University still being the top university in terms of research output and 
student numbers. The specialized public institutions are stratified into 
two main categories. The well-established and prestigious specialized 
Arts and Music Academies and the Lithuanian University of Health 
Sciences recruit students on a national basis and have good reputation 
both nationally and internationally. At the same time, regional universi-
ties as well as some private higher education institutions and public col-
leges serve regional needs. They enjoy moderate prestige and have 
certain research strengths, but their main focus is on teaching and con-
tribution to regional economy and knowledge transfer. Recent national 
rankings, a variety of international rankings of study programmes and 
the attempt of the Ministry of Education and Science to evaluate research 
quality at Lithuanian universities in 2014–2015 show that the govern-
ment is keen to identify ‘winners and losers’ in the system. Further, the 
Centre for Quality Assessment in Higher Education with its programme 
and institutional accreditations has indirectly sustained the system’s ver-
tical differentiation. However, it is not that easy to establish a thoroughly 
stratified system in Lithuania as there are many lobby forces and a strong 
tradition of higher education funding on historical basis, which is not 
easy to uproot (Leišyte ̇ 2002). The main developments towards perfor-
mance-based funding and especially the availability of science funding via 
Lithuanian Research Council for basic research using EU Structural 
Funds seem to be one of the main instruments to boost the prestige of 
researchers and research groups from Lithuanian universities. Teaching 
and research at universities have been ‘reconnected’ in stronger ways due 
to external research funding. In this respect, the role of the Lithuanian 
Research Council as well as EU funding in the stratification of the system 
should not be neglected.
A great number of policy actors played a crucial role in the dynamics 
of system expansion and contributed to horizontal differentiation. 
University rectors and college directors were extremely influential in 
lobbying the necessary amendments and opposing policy changes in 
order to not allow private universities to get established in Lithuanian 
higher education. Moreover, the binary system creation and the fact 
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that colleges can offer only professional bachelor’s degree today dem-
onstrate that the traditional university status is maintained. Over the 
years, the Ministry of Education and Science did not have much power 
over the higher education institutions due to the broad autonomy 
granted back in 1990. However, the laisser-faire period of 1990s 
showed that certain instruments of state steering, like the power of the 
purse and quality assurance, are important to try to ‘reign’ some of the 
system dynamics which went somewhat ‘out of hand’ in the period of 
2001–2009.
The 2009 Law on Higher Education and Research was extremely 
important in terms of giving even more flexibility to universities in owning 
their assets, charging tuition fees and having the ability to act strategically 
and profile themselves. At the same time, it was buttressed with the power 
of the purse that has had an effect in terms of clustering scientific and 
educational base in big cities in Lithuania. Here we observe the role of the 
state shifting towards a corporate state as the power is given to students, 
their parents as well as other actors, such as the Lithuanian Research 
Council and university management.
However, brain drain to Western European universities as well as the 
demographic decline of young people in the Lithuanian higher education 
system call for significant policy initiatives as well as institutional actions. 
Students, their parents and employers are having their say in shaping the 
system of higher education in Lithuania. Students voting with their feet 
opting for certain universities or going abroad determine the destiny of 
quite a few higher education institutions which are at the bottom of the 
pecking order pyramid. Further, rankings and league tables of study pro-
grammes and universities appear to be increasingly significant for policy-
makers as well as institutional leaders. This is another impetus for 
competitive behaviour and strategic gaming for the institutions. We can 
see that in the past years, some rectors have been active in promoting 
mergers and alliances, thus contributing to vertical differentiation. In the 
years to come, it seems that the trend of agglomeration of faculties, pro-
grammes and further alliance building between institutions is inevitable, 
which will lead to even further vertical differentiation and agglomeration 
in the Lithuanian higher education system.
As shown in our earlier studies (Leišytė 2002; Dobbins and Leišytė 
2014), many developments in higher education in the 1990s and early 
2000 were strongly path dependent. Taking initiatives and introducing 
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competitive funding were the notions that took time to be accepted in the 
higher education policy and practice. State steering approaches and gover-
nance arrangements took a lot of time to change. A lack of trust in gov-
ernmental authorities and institutional resistance to change persisted. 
Initiatives to monitor the higher education system have always been per-
ceived as a form of control by higher education institutions. At the same 
time, the notion of academic freedom and professional autonomy among 
Lithuanian academia has become stronger than ever, in this way placing 
the Soviet past aside.
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CHAPTER 12
Moldova: Institutions Under Stress—The 
Past, the Present and the Future 
of Moldova’s Higher Education System
Lukas Bischof and Alina Tofan
IntroductIon
This chapter introduces the higher education system (HES) in the 
Republic of Moldova and discusses the changes it underwent between 
1991 and 2015. The case of Moldova is characterised by competing 
forces such as the oscillating political priorities of often-changing gov-
ernments, labour market changes, emigration and demographic decline. 
Political blockades and interdependences in such a small country have 
only allowed hesitant consolidation of the higher education system.
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the republIc of Moldova
The Republic of Moldova is a post-Soviet state, situated between Romania 
and Ukraine, with a long and controversial history of shifting borders and 
a short history as an independent state. Regarding higher education, the 
quasi-permanent peripheral status the region had for centuries was not 
favourable to the establishment of centres of higher learning before the 
mid-twentieth century.
The territory of modern-day Moldova between the area’s two main riv-
ers, the Dniester and the Prut, was part of a Romanian principality 
(Principality of Moldova) from 1359 until 1538, when it became a vassal 
state of the Ottoman Empire. In 1812, the Russian Empire annexed the 
eastern part of medieval Moldova from the Ottoman Empire and renamed 
the annexed region “Bessarabia”. After World War I, the area became part 
of the Romanian State until the German-Russian non-aggression pact 
allowed the Soviet Union to re-annex Bessarabia in June 1940. In August 
1940, the Soviet authorities created the Moldovan Soviet Socialist 
Republic (MSSR), encompassing mostly the interwar Bessarabia annexed 
territory as well as a strip of land on the eastern bank of the Dniester from 
an earlier-established “Moldavian SSAR”. Simultaneously, the southern 
and northern areas of Bessarabia and almost 60% of the MSSR territory 
were incorporated into Ukraine. In addition to reconfiguring the ethnic 
and linguistic landscape of the MSSR in this way, the Soviet government 
sought to reshape the identity of the republic’s remaining population 
through the creation of a distinct national Moldovan identity. On the one 
hand, this presupposed a distinctive “Moldovan” language with Cyrillic 
letters, distinct and separate from the Romanian language. On the other, 
Russian was imposed as the predominant language at all levels of social 
organisation. This process was not specific to the Republic of Moldova, 
but part of the much larger Sovietisation taking place across the Soviet 
Union (Worden 2014, 49).
The Republic of Moldova became independent from the Soviet Union 
in 1991, retaining its Soviet-defined borders. During the dissolution of 
the USSR, the region on the eastern bank of the Dniester with its pre-
dominantly Russian-speaking population self-proclaimed an independent 
“Pridnestrovian Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic” (Transnistria) in 
1990; its capital was located in Tiraspol. In 1992, the political tension 
degenerated into a military engagement and evolved into a frozen con-
flict. As of 2015, the Moldovan government still has no control over the 
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 territory and higher education in Transnistria will not be addressed in this 
chapter. The total population of Moldova within its internationally recog-
nised borders was 3,940,000 in 2014 (National Bureau of Statistics of the 
Republic of Moldova 2014) with 78% Moldovan/Romanian, followed by 
Ukrainian (8%), Russian (4%), Gagauz (4%) and Bulgarian (2%).
hIgher educatIon In the MSSr
The history of higher education in the modern Republic of Moldova is 
relatively young, the bulk of its development occurring during the Soviet 
period with support from professors from Leningrad, Odessa, Kiev and 
Moscow (Tiron et al. 2003, 23). As in other Soviet republics, not only 
were the HES organisational structure and governance arrangements of 
the USSR replicated in Moldova but also the contents of the courses, 
study programmes, teaching methods and recruitment policies. The lack 
of academic traditions prior to the Soviet period and the import of estab-
lished Soviet institutional types (as well as staff) into Moldova accentuated 
the typical characteristics of the Soviet educational system in the Moldovan 
case. The immigration of professors and scientists from other Soviet 
republics, especially Russia and Ukraine, raised the educational levels of 
the population but also promoted the use of the Russian language, which 
became the predominant language of education.1 By 1988 the HES of the 
MSSR included nine state HEIs (Yagodin 1990, 76): one university, seven 
specialised institutes (three pedagogical institutes, one medical institute, 
one technical institute, one agricultural institute and one art institute) as 
well as one conservatory (Table 12.1).
On the one hand, ample state funding to HEIs created unprecedented 
growth and “a ‘golden’ period in the development of Moldavian cultural 
life” (Padure 2009, 234), a well-developed technical and material base 
(Stati 2002) and internationally comparable educational standards 
(Cojocaru 1995, 74). On the other hand, the high centralisation of the 
Soviet educational system made it static and unable to adequately respond 
to the changing needs of the dynamic labour market (Smolentseva 2012, 
16–17). The strict centralisation of education led to the bureaucratisation 
of management, authoritarianism, excessive uniformity, a lack of under-
standing of local conditions, a stifling of “bottom up” initiatives (Cojocaru 
1995, 74),  and a lack of academic mobility (Galben and Cogan 2003; 
Padure 2009). Participation in HE was still the third lowest of all Soviet 
republics (Yagodin 1990).
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Table 12.1 HEIs in Moldova during the Soviet period
Year Name Location Profile Number 
of students 
(‘91/‘92)
1926 Moldavian Institute of Public 
Education in Tiraspol
Tiraspol Teacher training 2,720
1940 Agricultural Institute in Chisinau, based 
on pre-existing Agronomy Department 
at the University of Iasia
Chisinau Agricultural 
education
4,220
1940 Pedagogical State Institute “Ion 
Creanga ̆” Chisinau
Chisinau Teacher training 4,335
1940 State Conservatory in Chisinau, based 
on pre-existing Chisinau “Unirea” 
Conservatory
Chisinau Musical education 2,017
1945 The State Medical Institute as a 
successor of Medical Institute No.1 in 
St. Petersburg
Chisinau Medicine and 
pharmacy
5,113
1945 The Pedagogical Institute of Balti, 
based on the Primary School Teachers 
Institute in Balti (1945) and renamed 
in 1959 to “Alecu Russo Balti State 
Pedagogical Institute”
Balti Teacher training 4,030
1946 The Chisinau State University, 
integrating the Chisinau-based 
Departments of the Moscow 
Economics Institute and the Moscow 
Institute for Legal Studies in 1953 and 
1959
Chisinau Classical 
comprehensive 
university
6,015
1946 Moldovan Affiliate for Scientific 
Research of the Academy of Sciences of 
the USSR (1949 converted into 
Moldovan Branch of the Academy of 
Sciences of the USSR, and in 1961 
reorganised as the Academy of Sciences 
of MSSR)
Chisinau Research institute n/a
1963 Moldavian State Institute of Arts Chisinau Belle arte 
education
2,158
1964 The Polytechnic Institute in Chisinau, 
which emerged from the Faculties of 
Engineering and Economics at 
Chisinau State University
Chisinau Technical 
education
9,765
aThe Agrarian University became the only institution with “all-Union significance” (Vsesoyuznogo 
znacheniya) in the MSSR. The other HEIs educated specialists primarily for the local labour market.
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tranSforMatIon of the hIgher educatIon SySteM 
In the republIc of Moldova
The Republic of Moldova declared its independence on 27 August 1991. 
This marked the beginning of radical political, economic and social 
changes aiming at developing a market economy based on private and 
public property, entrepreneurship and competition. As a consequence, the 
political, economic and social changes also created the necessity to align 
the social and educational institutions the young country had inherited 
from the Soviet Union.
As did other countries, Moldova faced the multiple challenges of main-
taining and building a self-sufficient HE system in a small country under 
the conditions of a rapidly deteriorating planned economy. Challenges 
also included adapting the higher education system to support nation and 
state building as well as harmonising the education system with European 
and international practices. These sometimes competing objectives all 
shaped the transition process, which did not turn out to be a smooth one.
Indeed, compared to the neighbouring post-Socialist states in terms of 
HE expansion and diversification, curricula de-ideologisation, governance 
democratisation and European integration in the Republic of Moldova, 
the transition from the Soviet system to a distinct national HES occurred 
in several abrupt and often contradictory steps, with policy shaped by 
often-changing governments and education ministers. Educational policy 
was thus often subject to contradictory oscillations between the divergent 
political vectors in language politics (pro-Romanian vs. pro-Russian) and 
ideological orientation (pro-Communist and pro-Western) (Padure 2009, 
335–37) (Fig. 12.1).
The following timeline gives an overview of important steps in the 
development of the HES in the Republic of Moldova.
The development and institutional diversification of the HE system in 
Moldova are characterised by the direct involvement of the main political 
forces; the parliament of the Republic of Moldova was a strong driving force 
shaping the higher education system. The many changes of parties in power 
were thus reflected in different policy initiatives promoted by parliament, 
which reflected the different political factions in power during each phase.
The first post-Soviet years (1989–1994) were characterised by concep-
tualisation, experimentation and the emergence of private HE in a young 
independent republic. Until 1989, all HEIs in the MSSR were state insti-
tutions exclusively funded by the state. In 1989, the first groups of students 
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were enrolled on a tuition basis in a special English-language engineering 
and technical programme designed as a private entity within existing state 
institutions at the Polytechnic Institute in Chisinau.2 In September 1992, 
the first two private educational institutions opened their doors in Chisinau 
almost simultaneously: the University of Humanities and the Free 
International University of Moldova (Galben and Cogan 2003, 28–30). 
This marked the actual start of an institutional diversification process of 
the national higher education system. Prior to the 1995 Law on Education, 
private HEIs operated based on the Soviet Law of Education (1972, 
repealed in 1992) along with government decisions.
The development of a new conceptual and legal framework for the 
national HE system began with the Concept on the Development of 
Education in the Republic of Moldova (1994) and the Law on Education 
(The Parliament of the Republic of Moldova 1995) which established post-
Soviet educational policy and regulated the organisation and functions of 
national education. Especially during the 1990s, higher education reforms 
were often modelled on Romanian examples.3 Moldova’s ascension to the 
Bologna Process and the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) in 
2005 marked the beginning of the gradual integration of the Moldovan 
HES into the European area. As summarised by Ciurea, Berbeca, Lipcean 
and Gurin (2012), reforms aimed at three priority areas: (1) changing the 
structure of the university system, organising higher education in three 
cycles, introducing the diploma supplement and the European Credit 
Transfer and Accumulation System; (2) organising an internal and external 
quality evaluation and monitoring system by creating a quality assurance 
agency independent of the government, and quality management centres 
at each university; and (3) connecting the university curricula to the market 
by tracing graduate employment, creating links with employers and profes-
sionalising education. While most actors welcomed the accession to the 
European Higher Education Area, the related action programme proved to 
be a serious challenge. This was the implementation of broad structural 
reforms in financing, quality assurance, stricter regulation of access to HE, 
greater institutional autonomy, the development of a national qualification 
framework and the elaboration and adoption of a new legal framework for 
higher education (Code of Education).
In summary, the Republic of Moldova is a country which essentially 
did not have an HES prior to its establishment by the Soviet Union and 
inherited its institutional architecture. For almost two decades, the coun-
try perpetuated many Soviet HES institutional arrangements, first of all 
centralised governance (Toderas ̧ 2012). The following sections describe 
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the key structural changes in the Moldovan higher education system 
between 1989 and 2015.
Structure, change and contInuIty of the hIgher 
educatIon SySteM In Moldova
Degree Structure
After joining the Bologna Process in 2005, Moldova reorganised its for-
mer Soviet-style degree structure into a two-cycle degree system (Turcan 
et al. 2015, 19), consisting of Bachelor (3–4 years) and Master’s degrees 
(1–2 years). This was accomplished by 2011. Only medical, pharmaceuti-
cal and architectural education retain their one-tier structure. Study pro-
grammes can be organised as day, evening or extramural. The new Code 
of Education (2014) extends the tertiary education cycles and introduces 
cycle III: Higher Education PhD. Within cycle III, the Soviet “kandidat” 
and “doktor nauk” degrees are still in place as “Doctor” and “Doctor 
Habilitate”.
Classification of HEIs
By law, Moldovan HEIs are classified by ownership as either public or 
private and, as unchanged since the Soviet era, by the scope of their disci-
plinary offers as universities, academies or institutes. However, between 
1990 and 1999 as an attempt to restructure and optimise the HE land-
scape in accordance with new social and economic needs, almost all public 
specialised HEIs (institutes) were converted into “classical universities” 
with the possibility to offer study programmes outside their previous area 
of specialisation.4 Newly founded regional public universities (in Comrat, 
Taraclia, Cahul) were designed as classic universities from the beginning. 
The only exceptions were the new public specialised HEIs, which were 
founded to serve the needs of state building, especially for international 
relations, police and armed forces.
With the exception of the University of the Academy of Science, the dif-
ferent types of HEIs are considered equal in terms of academic organisa-
tion, governance and state standards and requirements. All HEIs are 
coordinated by the Ministry of Education. Since Soviet times, each HEI has 
been affiliated to and supervised by a particular ministry. For the vast major-
ity of HEIs, this is the Ministry of Education. Specialised universities and 
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academies are affiliated to other ministries (e.g., the State University of 
Medicine and Pharmacy reports to the Ministry of Health, the State 
Agrarian University to the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry, and 
the Academy of Public Administration to the President of the Republic of 
Moldova). However, the Ministry of Education still remains their institu-
tional supervisor for education and research activities. As with the official 
classification, the ministry affiliation in itself does not have an effect on 
status or reputation.
Admission to Higher Education
For each state university and for all study cycles, the government sets 
admission quotas for state-funded (budgets) and tuition-based study 
places. Competition for admission is based on grades achieved during and 
at the end of secondary education (Baccalaureate exams). Depending on 
the number of study places determined by the state and the score obtained 
on school leaving certificates, applicants can either enrol in state-funded or 
tuition-based places. The share of state-funded places is considerably 
smaller; about one-third of students are financed by the state, whereas the 
rest pay tuition fees (self-financed) (Ruffio et al. 2012). The entrance reg-
ulations are the same for private and public HEIs.
Until 2014, admission to higher education was possible for graduates 
from different secondary education schools including lyceums, general 
schools and vocational schools and colleges. Since 2014, however, the 
exclusive entry requirement is the Baccalaureate Diploma issued by lyce-
ums.5 This restricts the number of eligible potential students for HEIs and 
has had an effect on admission numbers (Fig. 12.3).
The Development of the Public and Private HE Sector
As of 2015/2016, there are 30 HEIs in operation in Moldova, 19 of them 
state institutions and 11 private institutions. The development of private 
higher education as an alternative to state education started in 1992 with 
the inauguration of two classic (humanistic) universities. In 2000, the 
number of private HEIs had risen to 32 compared to only 15 public insti-
tutions. The lack of a stringent quality assurance system allowed universi-
ties to multiply (especially private HEIs) and significantly internally expand 
(especially state HEIs). Expansion was greatest for HEIs benefitting from 
preferential allocations or on the basis of political affinity (as in the case of 
ASEM or Institute of International Relations of Moldova (IRIM)) or political 
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centrality (as with the University of the Academy of Science). During the 
2000s this number was substantially reduced again when many private 
HEIs failed to survive the intermittent economic crisis and the competition 
with the public education sector, in which they were at a disadvantage.
The emergence in the 1990s of private HE as an alternative to public 
HE was a response to the pressures of socioeconomic and political demand 
and new opportunities at a time of rapid economic and social change. The 
institutional mission of the first private HEIs was to train specialists for the 
market-oriented economy and under (new) conditions of the market- 
oriented economy. Over the years, the environment which generated HES 
transformations has changed, as has the strategic focus of many private 
HEIs. Only one private HEI (The Free International University of 
Moldova) corresponds to the profile of a “classical” comprehensive uni-
versity. The rest of the private sector seems to be guided primarily by 
economic considerations, which seem to be the decisive factor in establish-
ing new graduate degree programmes.
“Public” HEIs, however, also changed their behaviour in similar ways 
to the non-public HEIs. The Law on Education (1995) stipulated that 
state education is generally tuition-free (“free of charge”), but insufficient 
state funding has in fact forced HEIs to find new income sources to fill this 
gap (Secrieru 2007, 12–14). State HEIs have accomplished this since 
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1993–1994 by enrolling students on a “contract basis”, which requires 
those students to pay tuition fees. The following graph illustrates these 
developments (Fig. 12.3):
While the law distinguishes HEIs by ownership status, higher educa-
tion policy requires private HEIs to fulfil the same criteria as public 
HEIs. Private HEIs are subject to the same accreditation requirements 
as public institutions and have to conform to the same admission regula-
tions. In the 2013–2014 academic year, private HEIs in Moldova made 
up 39% of the total number of HEIs while only enrolling around 20% of 
all students. Their role is thus relatively modest. Their emergence, how-
ever, represents an important increase in the institutional differentiation 
of the Moldovan HES.
Differentiation of HEIs Based on Research Activity
Another “historical” legacy of the Soviet Union is the perception of uni-
versities as primarily teaching institutions, leaving research to the Academy 
of Science. The one exception to this rule is the University of the Academy 
of Science itself, which was founded with the express objective of conduct-
ing both teaching and research. This, however, does not mean that its 
Fig. 12.3 Development of the total number of students enrolled on a budget 
and tuition-fee basis (in both private and public HEIs)
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reputation within the HE system is better than that of other HEIs. Until 
2014, doctoral studies at other universities always depended on the 
Academy of Science for examination and oversight and were tolerated 
rather than welcomed at universities. To what degree the new Law on 
Education of 2014 will change this remains to be seen.
Moldovan HEIs report a relatively large volume of annual scientific pro-
duction to the Ministry of Education. Most of this data, however, is pub-
lished in local journals and collections; to the authors’ knowledge, there is 
no database for a reliable comparative analysis of research productivity or 
funding. The non-inclusion of most local publications in international data-
bases (ISI-Thomson and Scopus) means they are mostly invisible to the 
international scientific community (Cuciureanu 2014, 63). As a conse-
quence, Moldovan HEIs are currently not represented in the internation-
ally recognised rankings by Academic Ranking of World Universities 
(ARWU), THE, Quacquarelli Symonds World University Rankings (QS), 
University Ranking by Academic Performance (URAP) and CWTS Leiden. 
An indication for research performance is accreditation by the National 
Council of Attestation and Accreditation (CNAA), which conducts an 
assessment of HEI research activity and acts as a precondition to receiving 
public funding for research.6 Of 30 HEIs in the Republic of Moldova, cur-
rently only 14 public universities and 4 private universities have been 
accredited by the CNAA and may thus receive public funding for research. 
Since the new Code of Education (2014), PhD programmes need to be 
conducted in doctoral schools, which need to be accredited. As of November 
2015, 43 doctoral schools had received temporary authorisation. Of all 30 
Moldovan HEIs, only the 18 with CNAA accreditation were permitted to 
establish doctoral schools. All but two of these are located in Chisinau.7
International Cooperation
There is an ongoing process of differentiation between Moldovan HEIs 
in terms of international activities. While some HEIs (especially USM, 
UTM, USMF, ULIM, UPS and the Agrarian University) are actively 
developing internationalisation activities, the HES overall is still very 
weakly internationalised (Cuciureanu 2014, 63). While the number of 
foreign students reached a low point in 2008/2009 and has since been 
increasing again, the overall share of foreign students remains around 2% 
and the number of teachers from abroad remains insignificant.
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typology of heIS In the republIc of Moldova 
In 2015
Although all HEIs operate under the same legal framework, their status, 
quality and performance vary. This variation exists in regard to accredita-
tion status, size (in terms of number of students and staff), the degree of 
research activities, the level of international activities and, as a result of 
these factors, financial situation. Based on size (in terms of student num-
ber), scope (in terms of study programmes), research activity, prestige and 
internationalisation as discussed above, a number of distinct types of 
Moldovan HEIs can be distinguished (Table 12.2)8.
The large high-prestige comprehensive universities (type I) have devel-
oped a good reputation in teaching and partially in research. They also 
have developed infrastructure and a collective of teachers. Except for two 
(The Free International University of Moldova and the Academy of 
Economic Studies of Moldova), all of them already existed before 1991. 
This historical heritage combined with their mostly public status and gov-
ernment education policies favoured their development during the post-
Soviet period. All of them have active doctoral schools, are accredited by 
CNAA in different research areas and are partners in various regional or 
international academic cooperation projects. Over two-thirds of all stu-
dents are enrolled at these universities. Except for one (Balti), all are 
located in the capital city of Chisinau.
Specialised middle- to high-prestige universities (type II) offer 
high- quality study programmes in a small range of subjects such as 
medicine, economics or the arts. These universities have managed to 
develop a good reputation in their respective fields. All of them have 
active doctoral schools, are accredited by CNAA in specific research 
areas and are partners in various regional or international academic 
cooperation projects. All of them are located in the capital city of 
Chisinau.
Between 1991 and 2004, three regional public universities were 
founded in small cities in the south (type III). Only about 3% of all 
Moldovan students study at the newly established regional universities in 
Cahul (1.6%), Comrat (1.8%) and Taraclia (0.28%). These type III HEIs 
are characterised by a small number of students (between 300 and 700 in 
total), a reduced range of studies and relatively little research; their long- 
term survival has been put into question (Turcan and Bugaian 2015). 
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Table 12.2 Types of HEIs in 2015
Type/label # HEIs in this category Description
I. Large high-prestige 
comprehensive 
universities
8 Moldova State University, 
Technical University of Moldova, 
Free International University of 
Moldova, Academy of Economic 
Studies of Moldova, State Agrarian 
University of Moldova, Chisinau 
Pedagogical State University “Ion 
Creanga”, Tiraspol State 
University, Balti “Alecu Russo” 
State University
5k+ students, large 
number of study 
programmes, developed 
infrastructure, good 
international contacts 
and partnerships, public 
or private, doctoral 
programmes
II. Specialised 
middle- to high- 
prestige universities
6 European University of Moldova, 
“Constantin Stere” University of 
European Political and Economic 
Studies, Trade Co-operative 
University of Moldova, State 
University of Medicine and 
Pharmacy “N.Testemiteanu”, 
Academy of Music, Theatre and 
Fine Arts, State University of 
Physical Training and Sports
Large number of 
specialised study 
programmes, developed 
infrastructure, good 
international contacts 
and partnerships, public 
or private, doctoral 
programmes
III. Regional public 
universities founded 
after independence (in 
Comrat, Cahul, 
Taraclia)
3 Cahul State University “Bogdan 
Petriceicu Hasdeu”, Comrat State 
University, Taraclia “Grigore 
Țamblac” State University
Small number of 
students, reduced range 
of study programmes 
and a predominantly 
regionally oriented 
teaching activity
IV. Highly specialised 
state HEIs
5 Academy of Transports, Computer 
Sciences and Communications, 
Military Academy of the Armed 
Forces “Alexandru cel Bun”, 
Academy of Public Administration; 
The Academy “Stefan cel Mare” of 
Minister of Internal Affairs, 
Institute of International Relations 
of Moldova
Specific affiliation to a 
particular ministry, 
highly specialised study 
programmes to meet 
demand of state services
V. Small private HEIs 4 University “Perspectiva—INT”, 
Institute of Applied Criminology 
and Criminal Sciences of Moldova, 
Dniestr University of Economics 
and Law, University “Higher 
Anthropological School”
Small number of 
students, reduced range 
of cost-effective study 
programmes
(continued)
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Type III institutions were established to serve regional labour market 
needs and linguistic particularities (in the case of Taraclia).
There are five highly specialised state HEIs (type IV). These were 
founded with the objective of educating future staff for government- 
related institutions such as the Ministry of Internal Affairs (Academy of 
the Ministry of Internal Affairs), Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Institute of 
International Relations of Moldova), the armed forces (Military Academy 
of the Armed Forces “Alexandru cel Bun”) and the Academy of Science 
(University of the Academy of Science).
Of the 32 private HEIs that existed in 2000, only 11 survived. The 
remaining small private HEIs (type V) play only a marginal role. They 
often struggle with lack of infrastructure (they often have to rent 
premises), a small number of students and the absence of research 
activity.
In addition to these HEIs, there are four with a unique profile which 
do not fit into any type. These special HEIs include two highly special-
ised institutions offering postgraduate education (the Academy of 
Public Administration (APA) trains civil servants and the Institute of 
Education Sciences conducts graduate research and training in educa-
tion), as well as the University of the Academy of Science and the 
Slavonic University that offer study programmes in the Russian 
language.
forceS affectIng the developMent of the heS 
In Moldova
A number of forces have affected the development of the HES in the 
Republic of Moldova, which will be explored in this section.
Table 12.2 (continued)
Type/label # HEIs in this category Description
VI. Special HEIs 4 IMI-Nova International 
Management Institute, Slavonic 
University, Institute of Education 
Sciences, University of the 
Academy of Science
Very specific profile, 
unique HEIs
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Political Will to Break with the Soviet Past and Orientation 
Towards Romanian and European Models
During the short history of the Republic of Moldova, political priorities 
have been oscillating between a strong orientation towards Romanian and 
Western models and more conservative tendencies in favour of preserving 
the model of higher education inherited from the Soviet Union. During 
the 1990s, higher education reforms were often modelled on Romanian 
examples. The tendency may have been promoted further by the substan-
tial number of Moldovan students who have studied at Romanian univer-
sities since the 1990s. During the 2000s, the “European model of higher 
education” promoted by the Bologna Process became the most important 
point of reference for the public discourse on higher education reform, 
and European Union funded projects helped to introduce new curricula 
and management structures at many HEIs.
Demands for New Skills (e.g. in Business, Economics, Political 
Science) and Shifting Employment Prospects
An important factor driving the differentiation of curricula offered by 
Moldovan HEIs is market demand for new skills. This became particularly 
evident during the large wave of newly founded HEIs after 1992 (see 
Annex 6.1). Private HE pioneered the import of Western curricula while 
new public HEIs were primarily established to train public servants for the 
young state. Of the ten HEIs founded between 1990 and 1995, seven 
were focused on economics, business administration, law or political 
 science. These new skills were in high demand and soon most HEIs 
adapted to market demand by offering their own study programmes in 
these sought-after disciplines.
On the other hand, the economic collapse of substantial parts of the 
industrial and agricultural base of the country led to a decline in student 
interest in studying exact sciences, agriculture, medicine and engineering. 
This was sometimes to the ruin of the involved faculties which further suf-
fered from brain drain due to emigration of highly qualified specialists.
Maintained Public Funding for Education
As in other CIS countries, the break-up of the economy in the early 
1990s decreased government revenues and in consequence the public 
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funds available to HEIs (The World Bank 1997). On the other hand, 
public spending on education (as % of GDP) is higher than in other post-
Socialist states, in fact, almost double the average of peer countries. Not 
only did Moldova establish and fund very small regional universities in 
cities such as Taraclia or Cahul; since 2000, Moldova has also increased 
spending on education each year, even in the face of a decreasing num-
ber of students. Without this continued public funding, several public 
HEIs may have disappeared, as did several private ones. While the sur-
vival of all public HEIs was assured, government funding was almost 
entirely subsistence-oriented and was used to pay for salaries and main-
tain existing infrastructure rather than investing in infrastructure quality 
and teaching staff. The following figure shows education funding in 
absolute and relative terms (Fig. 12.4).
Demography, Stricter Admission Requirements and Attractive 
Alternatives Lead to Declining Student Numbers
As described above, a demographic decline is reducing the number of 
potential students. In addition, reforms in secondary education have also 
had effects on the HES.  The Code of Education (2014) enforced the 
Baccalaureate exam as a compulsory admission requirement, which has 
considerably reduced the number of potential students. In addition, an 
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anti-fraud campaign conducted during the Baccalaureate exams in 2014 
caused a sudden drop in the number of high school graduates who suc-
ceeded, resulting in a 2014 Baccalaureate pass rate of 56% compared to 
96% in 2010.9 The following figure shows the decline in admission num-
bers by type of school leaving certificate (Fig. 12.5).
The HEI “crisis” due to lack of potential students is exacerbated by 
attractive alternatives to studying at home. Bilateral agreements and schol-
arship programmes with Romania, Russia, Ukraine, Bulgaria and Turkey 
are options for Moldavan students, mostly in specific ethnic groups. As of 
2014, over 4000 fully funded study places were open in Romania, 574 in 
Russia, 128 in Bulgaria and 100 in Ukraine. Scholarships for high school 
graduates are also provided by Turkey, Greece, China, Hungary, the 
Czech Republic, Slovakia and Lithuania. Moldovan graduates can con-
tinue their studies at universities in any country in the world, with the 
most preferred countries being Germany, Italy, France, the UK and the 
USA. According to mass media statistics,10 every year approximately 6000 
young Moldovans are choosing to study abroad, although no official 
numbers seem to exist to confirm this. The demographic downshift has 
already led to the closing of two HEIs and is threatening many others.
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Internationalisation and Reform Driven and Supported by International 
Funding
Foreign funding has undoubtedly had an effect on the development of 
the higher education system in Moldova. Actors such as the Soros 
Foundation, the World Bank, the European Union, the Chinese govern-
ment, the Council of Europe and others have provided funding for 
exchange programmes, scientific publications and conferences, as well as cur-
ricula modernisation and governance reform. While it is difficult to quan-
tify the impact of these projects, their number, often-stated strategic 
purposes11 and feedback from personal communication make it reasonable 
to assume that they do indeed shape higher education policy.
The most visible impact of international funding has been the establish-
ment of the International Management Institute “IMI-NOVA” in 1995 
by USM, ASEM, ASM, Pierre Mendes University (Grenoble, France) and 
two large local Moldovan enterprises. The institute specialises in social sci-
ences (law, international relations). It is active in various international 
partnerships, especially with the francophone world, and has introduced a 
double-degree programme which allows students to obtain a French as 
well as a Moldovan degree.
concluSIonS
In summary, the development of the HES from its Soviet past can be 
described as a process of expansion and (still ongoing) consolidation. The 
1990s were a time during which tremendous economic change (mostly 
decline) coincided with the sudden disappearance of governance struc-
tures (and indeed of government itself) that regulated and assured the 
quality of the higher education system. HEIs were faced with strong 
demand for new types of knowledge, while at the same time their ideo-
logical and economic foundations were in a state of rapid deterioration. 
Education entrepreneurs and (a little later) public HEIs took advantage of 
this situation by setting up new programmes and establishing new HEIs, 
which led to a tripling in the number of HEIs between 1989 and 1999. 
Not only newly founded HEIs but also established ones set up “trend” 
faculties teaching law, business administration, economics or international 
relations. Because of the speed of this expansion and the resulting scarcity 
of qualified teaching staff, HEIs often had to make do with less than quali-
fied personnel. Student numbers soared, in part driven by a market need 
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for the qualifications HEIs had to offer, in part for the prestige HE con-
ferred on graduates and in part because the bleak economic situation 
offered few alternatives to young people. The lack of adequate state fund-
ing for HEIs created an incentive to attract and retain any fee-paying stu-
dents while the lack of (rigorous) regulation made HE easy to enter, 
including for those who lacked the appropriate qualifications. As a conse-
quence, the quality and, in turn, the reputation of HE began to suffer, in 
particular that of young HEIs in the provinces or non-publicly owned. 
Emigration of qualified teaching staff and the practice of teaching at more 
than one HEI for more income further contributed to this decline in 
quality.
The expansion phase reached a turning point around 2005. Several fac-
tors contributed to this, the most powerful of which is demography. The 
HES had expanded to such a degree that the available number of HEI 
study places had become saturated and even exceeded demand. On the 
other end of the supply-demand equation, high incidences of emigration 
and low birth rate led to a decline in the number of potential students. 
The state as a regulation agency had further consolidated structures and 
was implementing stricter forms of quality assurance; these were restrict-
ing the ability of sub-par HEIs, but also clamping down on corrupt prac-
tices in school-leaving and university entrance examinations, which were 
reducing the number of potential students. The poor reputation of some 
HEIs made them less attractive to students eligible for HE with increasing 
opportunity to choose between affordable options, not only in Moldova 
but also abroad. The consequences of declining student numbers have 
long been visible in the declining number of private HEIs, while public 
HEIs have so far been kept alive by maintained state funding.12
Comparing the situation in 1991 and 2015, one cannot help but note 
that the Soviet-era institutions still form the core of the HE system. Only 
two truly new HEIs have grown to resemble the “old” institutions in 
terms of size, scope and quality, while most newer HEIs are smaller and 
focus on serving the regions or very specific market niches and make up 
only a small part of the higher education system.
The demographic and economic situation makes it unlikely that all 
HEIs will continue to thrive or even survive in their present form. In some 
cases, they may disappear altogether. HEIs with the least fortunate geo-
graphical and demographic potential in the regions as well as those with 
the worst reputations will likely be hardest hit. More fortunate HEIs may 
be facing fiercer competition for the remaining students. This competition 
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may be based on quality, or it may be based on the ease of attaining a 
qualification. Seen in the light of more challenging prerequisites for stu-
dents to gain HE eligibility combined with the potentially devastating 
effects of a bad reputation, the first strategy seems more likely; however, it 
cannot be ruled out that some HEIs may try to pursue the second. 
Regional HEIs may not be able to maintain the full range of programmes 
and may be forced to cooperate in consortia lest they perish. Like with the 
number of HEIs, a number of “trend faculties” established during the 
boom of the 1990s will be forced to close, either as a consequence of 
stricter accreditation and quality assurance requirements or because they 
will not be able to attract enough students. To the degree that this con-
solidation decreases the practice of teaching at more than one HEI, such 
a development may even contribute to the quality of teaching elsewhere.
All of these internal trends point towards further consolidation and 
decreasing internal quantity and possibly diversity, albeit arguably gaining 
in quality. In the macrosystem, the process towards European integration 
through the Bologna Process, student and staff mobility and joint research 
activities will make further internationalisation probable, although likely 
still on a relatively low level.
noteS
1. For instance, according to King (2002, 99), the share of Russians in the 
MSSR increased from 7% in 1941 to 13% in 1989, and Russian became the 
native language of 4% of Romanians, 37% of Ukrainians, 7% of Gagauz, 
18% of Bulgarians and 73% of Jews, and these numbers were higher among 
younger people (King 2002, 123).
2. The force behind this first initiative was professor Ion Groza, who in the 
past had benefited from a series of fellowships in the United States, France 
and the United Kingdom. On the basis of these first two student groups, 
the first private HE institutional structure was created by an official gov-
ernment decision within the auspices of a public institution. However, this 
private sub-division (named “private university”) of a public university 
existed for only 3 years and had to suspend activity because of legal contra-
dictions and personal opposition by university administration.
3. A noteworthy example of this knowledge transfer from Romania is the 
invitation of a Romanian professor to act as rector of the newly founded 
Academy of Economic Studies of Moldova.
4. Specifically, in 1990 the Pedagogical State Institute “Ion Creanga ̆” became 
the Pedagogical State University “Ion Creanga”; in 1991 the Beltsy “Alecu 
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Russo” State Pedagogical Institute was reorganised into the Beltsy “Alecu 
Russo” State University, the State Institute of Medicine to the State 
University of Medicine “N.Testemiteanu” (since 1996 the State University 
of Medicine and Pharmacy “N.Testemiteanu”), and the State Agrarian 
Institute “M. Frunze” of Moldova was nationalised and became the State 
Agrarian University of Moldova. In May 1992, the Tiraspol State 
Pedagogical Institute “T.  Sevcenko” was reorganised into the Tiraspol 
State University. In 1993, the Polytechnical Institute “S.Lazo” of Moldova 
became the Technical University of Moldova. The two specialised HEIs in 
the field of culture and arts have supported a triple reorganisation: in 1993 
the “Gavriil Musicescu” Moldovan State Conservatory became the 
Academy of Music “Gavriil Musicescu”, which in 1999 merged with the 
Moldavian State Institute of Arts to become the State University of Arts in 
Moldova; in 2002 this university was reorganised into the Academy of 
Music, Theatre and Fine Arts of Moldova.
5. The 2014 Education Code allows graduates of other types of secondary 
education to participate in an external examination for the Baccalaureate 
upon application.
6. Accreditation results in recognition of an HEI as a “profile member” of the 
Academy of Science, which grants them the right to conduct independent 
research in a specific area. Alternatively, HEIs may become “affiliate mem-
bers” of the Academy of Science, which allows them to conduct research in 
cooperation with the Academy of Science.
7. The exceptions are the Universities of Balti and Cahul.
8. A list of Moldovan HEIs can be found in Annex 6.1.
9. http://bloguvern.md/2013/11/11/rezultatele-finale-ale-examenului- 
de-bac-2013/
10. http://www.zdg.md/editia-print/social/peste-sase-mii-de-burse-pentru- 
tinerii-din-r-moldova-care-doresc-sa-studieze-in-strainatate
11. The Ministry of Education lists all ongoing cooperation projects on its 
website: http://edu.md/ro/cooperare-internationala/
12. Some experts argue that in favour of long-term viability, quality and effi-
ciency, the number of public HEIs should be reduced from the current 19 
to only 7, with 3 in the regions and 4 in the capital of Chisinau (Turcan 
et al. 2015).
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CHAPTER 13
Russia: The Institutional Landscape 
of Russian Higher Education
Daria Platonova and Dmitry Semyonov
IntroductIon
In this chapter we explore changes in the higher education institutional 
landscape, analysing the case of the largest post-Soviet higher education 
system. In the post-Soviet period, Russian higher education (HE) has 
expanded tremendously. Dramatic growth in the number of students and 
institutions has been facilitated by the introduction of additional tuition- 
paying tracks in the public as well as the new private higher education 
sector. Shifts in social and economic demand for professional fields have 
affected the disciplinary and organisational structure of higher educational 
institutions (HEIs).
External forces (economic, political and social conditions) and higher 
education policy have been changing during the last decades. In the first 
part of the transitional period, the state provided limited regulation for the 
higher education system, but in the 2000s it has regained its role as the 
main agent of change in the design of the higher education system. The 
variety of institutional types that have evolved in Russian higher education 
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Institute of Education, National Research University Higher School of 
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illustrates the consequences of massification and marketisation, such as a 
new “demand-absorbing” segment of the higher education system and 
institutional programme drift. Also, the governmental role in shaping the 
landscape has been reflected in attempts to increase vertical diversity (e.g. 
the excellence initiative) on the one hand, and to restrain it by closing 
down lower-tier institutions on the other.
The first part of the chapter presents a brief description of the HE land-
scape by the time of independence as the starting point of post-Soviet 
transformations. In the second part, we will discuss the key socioeconomic 
changes and major trends in higher education including massification, pri-
vatisation of costs and changes in the subject mix at HEIs. The key HE 
policy changes that affected the institutional landscape since independence 
are discussed in the next part. In the final part we present the results of an 
analysis of the recent HE landscape.
the hIgher educatIon Landscape In sovIet russIa
In the last decades of the USSR, Russian higher education played a major 
role in the whole Soviet “machinery”. The Russian Soviet Federative 
Socialist Republic (RSFSR) was a part of the Soviet Union (USSR), and 
the Union spent about 39% of expenditure on higher education in its larg-
est republic. This higher education expenditure represented 17% of all 
education expenditure in Soviet Russia (compared to 10% for the Soviet 
Union, Table 13.1).
Table 13.1 Expenditure on education (total and higher education) in the USSR 
and Russian SFSR in 1981 and 1987 (in billion rubles and %)
Year 1981/1982 1987/1988
USSR Expenditure on education (total), billion rubles 31.9 42.5
Expenditure on higher education, billion rubles 3.86 4.17
Percentage of expenditure on higher education in 
all expenditure on education
12% 10%
Russian 
SFSR
Expenditure on education (total), billion rubles 7.2 9.9
Expenditure on higher education, billion rubles 1.54 1.64
% of expenditure on higher education in all 
expenditure on education
21% 17%
Source: Statistical Book on Higher Education (1992, 100)
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In contrast to higher education trends in Western Europe and North 
America, during the last decade of Soviet Russia enrolment decreased (by 
about 6% in 1980–1990). The number of students per 10,000 inhabitants 
also dropped by 13.2% (Statistical Book on Higher Education 1992, 166).
The federal design was a distinctive feature of the RSFSR from other 
Soviet republics. It consisted of several dozen regions, which affected the 
deliberate dispersion of HEIs within the Russian “subjects of federation” 
(hereafter referred to as regions). Moscow and Saint Petersburg were the 
two largest regions (they were in fact cities with the status of regions) and 
accumulated more than 28% of students (528.7 and 272.9 thousand stu-
dents, respectively) in 82 HEIs in Moscow and 41 in Saint Petersburg.
Each region had at least one HEI, but often more. The regular set con-
sisted of a comprehensive university, a polytechnic institution, a pedagogi-
cal institution and a specialised HEI (described below). This “package” 
varied according to the size of the population and the distribution of 
industries across the regions. By 1990 there was a group of regions with 
10–18 HEIs and a large number of regions with 3–4 HEIs (Statistical 
Year Book 1992, 278–280).
By the end of the Soviet era, 2,825 million students studied in 514 
HEIs within Russia. About 58% of the student population were full-time, 
about 10% took evening courses and about 32% studied in correspon-
dence courses1 (Statistical Book on Russian Federation 1993, 276). There 
were 42 comprehensive universities with 328.1 thousand students. Yet, 
the majority of HEIs were highly specialised and affiliated to a relevant 
industrial ministry or department.
Thirty-seven per cent of all students studied in 135 specialised indus-
trial HEIs (the largest group of HEIs), with 26% in 94 pedagogical HEIs 
(the second specialised); most of the other HEIs were small institutes (see 
Table 13.2).
The number of HEIs specialised in economics and law was limited. 
Moreover, these institutions mostly provided part-time education. About 
70% of students took evening and correspondence courses in such institu-
tions, while in all other types of HEIs the percentages ranged from 30% to 
50%. The exception were medical institutions where the share of full-time 
students was about 92%.
In general, the Soviet Russian higher education system, as in the rest of 
the Soviet system, reproduced the German-style industrial education 
model (strict segmentation of vocational and higher education) and the 
Humboldtian academic tradition (although with a Soviet slant). The 
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model reflected “a merger between the need for speedy mass education 
with the reality of few university centers in the country” (Kuraev 2016, 
182). These centres of knowledge were established by the most presti-
gious universities, such as the Lomonosov Moscow State University. With 
regard to the typology of Soviet HEIs (Froumin et al. 2014), we can dis-
tinguish six types of HEIs in Soviet Russia (Table 13.3).
Major changes In hIgher educatIon  
under new condItIons
The 25 years of Russian HE can be divided into three periods with dif-
ferent key policy intentions. The major HE reforms are shown in 
Fig. 13.1.
The first post-Soviet decade can be characterised as “laissez-faire”. After 
the adoption of the main federal laws on education in the early 1990s that 
set the framework for HEI activities, the government did not intervene in 
the higher education system until the early 2000s.
Table 13.2 Number of HEIs by type, number of students by form of learning 
and their shares, 1990
Sector Number  
of HEIs
Total number  
of students
Students in evening and 
correspondence courses
Number of 
students, 
thousand
Number of 
students, 
thousand
Percentage of 
total student 
numbers
Industry 135 1,026 406 40
Construction 21 104 49 47
Transport 23 143 76 53
Communication 5 31 16 52
Agriculture 60 261 119 46
Economics 31 170 119 70
Law 4 27 21 78
Healthcare 46 186 14 8
Physical training and sport 9 28 13 46
Education 14 52 32 62
Pedagogical HEIs 94 446 179 40
Art and cinema 30 21 7 33
Universities 42 328 125 38
Source: Statistical Book on Higher Education (1992)
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The period of reforms in the 2000s started with the introduction of a 
unified national exam. In this period, the government also stimulated 
institutional reforms, such as meeting the expectations of the Bologna 
Process and the integration of education and research. Moreover, the state 
Table 13.3 Types of HEIs in Soviet Russia
Leading General
Comprehensive 
universities
Old prestigious universities, 
research centres, located in 
capital/regional centres, 
subordinated by MoE
~5–10 universities
~80–120 thousand students
For example, Lomonosov 
Moscow State University
Established for regional 
socioeconomic development; 
some were opened on the basis 
of pedagogical HEIs, graduates, 
faculty for other HEIs, and staff 
for research institutes, 
widespread within regions, 
subordinated by MoE
~32–37 universities
~180–240 thousand students
For example, Tyumen State 
University
National industrial 
HEIs
Specialised HEIs related to the 
Soviet industrial clusters, 
performed the role of curriculum 
development centres, 
subordinated by the particular 
ministries, located in Moscow, 
Leningrad or other large 
industrial cities
~ 20–30 HEIs
~ 200–250 thousand students
For example, Moscow Aviation 
Institute
Specialised HEIs related to the 
Soviet industrial clusters and 
particular factories, subordinated 
by the particular ministries, 
located in large industrial cities, 
widespread within regions
~100–110 HEIs
~750–800 thousand students
For example, Kazan Aviation 
Institute
Regional HEIs:
Agricultural, 
pedagogical, 
medical, economic, 
polytechnics, arts 
and theatre
Established for socioeconomic 
development of the region; the 
role of methodological centres,
Specialised HEIs, subordinated 
by the particular ministries, 
located in Moscow, Leningrad or 
other large industrial cities
~10–20 HEIs
~100–150 thousand students
For example, Moscow 
Timiryazev Agricultural Academy
Established for socioeconomic 
development of the region;
Specialised HEIs, subordinated 
by the particular ministries, 
spread within all regions
~280–300 HEIs
~1,150–1,300 thousand students
For example, Chelyabinsk State 
Pedagogical Institute
Source: Developed by the authors based on Froumin et al. (2014)
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launched its first support programmes for federal universities and national 
research universities.
Since 2012, the government has taken the reins even more explicitly 
regarding the reform of the Russian HE system and its institutional land-
scape. It started with the performance-based monitoring of HEIs, which 
led to mergers and reorganisation. Excellence programmes urged more 
internationally oriented research activity in selected universities. The ideas 
of new public management including performance evaluation, transpar-
ency of data and managerialism were key drivers for change in this period.
Higher education transformations have been closely related to the 
political and socioeconomic changes in Russia since the USSR dissolution. 
Liberalisation and the establishment of a new market economy inevitably 
affected the education system (Balzer 1994). Within the framework of 
wider socioeconomic changes, we emphasise three main trends in HE 
development in Russia that significantly influenced the landscape: massifi-
cation, privatisation of costs (cost-sharing) and changes in the subject mix.
Shift in Demand for Educational Fields
The Russian economy has experienced explicit structural transformations, 
with a major expansion of the tertiary sector (services) (see Table 13.4). From 
Federal Law “on Higher and Vocational Education”
Russia enters Bologna process
New Law “On Education”
Federal Law “On Education”
Piloting Unified State Examination
Nationwide Unified State Examination
Establishment of Federal Universities
Government Support for Universities’ Innovational Educational Programs
Government Support for National Research Universities
5-100 program. 15 (+6) universities to hit global rankings
Monitoring of HEIs’performance
Ministry of Education --> Ministry of 
Education and science
2-level education (bachelor, master) +
remaining “specialist”
1992
1996
2004
2003
2009
2013
20151991 1991 1994 1997 2000 2003 2006 2009 2012 2015
Fig. 13.1 Timeline of key higher education reforms in Russia, 1991–2015 
(Source: Developed by the authors)
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1990 to 2002, the cumulative loss in the number of employees in the indus-
try sector was extremely dramatic, amounting to about 36%. There were 
comparable changes in other production sectors such as agriculture (−20%), 
construction (−23%) and transport and communication (−16%) (Gimpelson 
et al. 2010, 4). These changes in the labour market generated a perception of 
low demand for “hard sciences” and led to a decline in the popularity of 
engineering HEIs. The services and healthcare sector grew significantly. 
Employment in the trade sector increased by 85%, in the financial sector by 
103% and in public management by 85% (Gimpelson et al. 2010, 4).
Such changes in the economy and the labour market also affected student 
choices. Figure 13.2 shows the dramatic increase in social science graduates.
Table 13.4 Structural transformations of the Russian economy 1991–2014
1991 1995 2000 2005 2010 2014
Agriculture, value added (% of GDP) 14.3 7.2 6.4 5.0 3.9 4.2
Industry, value added (% of GDP) 47.6 37.0 37.9 38.1 34.7 35.8
Services, value added (% of GDP) 38.1 55.9 55.6 57.0 61.4 60.0
Source: World Bank: World Development Indicators
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Social Science, Humanities
and Law
Arts and culture
Engineering, construction
Math and Nature Science
Agriculture
Medicine
Other
Fig. 13.2 Number of graduates by study field (Source: Aggregative groups cal-
culated by authors based on data from the Federal State Statistics Service (2015))
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Massification
New economic conditions and changes in social attitudes underlie the 
rapid massification of higher education in independent Russia. Contrary 
to the previous period (1990–1995) when student enrolments were 
declining, from the mid-1990s new social values led youth to invest in 
long-term targets, such as continuing their education. This phenomenon, 
which can be explained by the quick rise of the wage premium after central 
control on salaries was abolished (Kapeliushnikov 2006; Gimpelson et al. 
2007), is defined as “proobrazovatel’nyi sdvig” (the shift towards educa-
tion in the life strategies of young people) (Magun and Engovatov 2004).
Figure 13.3 shows the pace of massification in absolute numbers and 
the gross enrolment rate according to national statistics. All indicators 
have been growing since 1994, and it was only after 2008 that the trend 
turned downward. Today, the age cohort participation among 17- to 
25-year-olds in higher education is about 32%. OECD data show the same 
upward trend. The tertiary2 enrolment rate among 20- to 24-year-olds 
increased from 28.8% to 30.3% between 2005 and 2014 (OECD 2016). 
Russian higher education has thus become “universal” in the last decade 
according to Trow’s terminology (Trow 1973).
As a response to the massive demand, the number of HEIs doubled 
from 1991 to 2011. Moreover, the establishment of HEI branches (satel-
lite HEIs3) provided wider access to higher education in the regions. The 
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majority of satellite HEIs has shaped a demand-absorbing segment along 
with small private HEIs. In 1993 there were only about 200 public satel-
lite HEIs (National Centre for Public Accreditation n.d.), but in 10 years 
the number increased more than six times; taking into account private 
establishments as well increases the number to eight times. The growth 
originated from local initiatives for new HEIs as well as a liberal govern-
mental attitude towards newcomers on the higher education market. 
Moreover, the demographic situation and the financial abilities of some 
households to enrol in higher education also contributed to the expanding 
supply.
The government had concerns about the quality of education provided 
by satellite HEIs and there was a general perception that the number of 
satellites increased too fast. Hence, the government limited the growth of 
these entities in 2006 by revoking the licence of several dozen satellites. In 
2005 there were about 2200 satellite HEIs (1823 public and 378 private), 
while in 2007 there were only 1646 (1114 public and 532 private). The 
same concerns in the period between 2012 and 2015 led the Ministry of 
Education and Science (MoES) to once again reduce the number of satel-
lites, this time on the basis of performance evaluation.
Massification is also associated with the influential trend of expansion in 
part-time HE.  The number of part-time students increased three times 
over the 25-year period. In 1991, the share of students learning in evening 
and correspondence courses was 39%, and by 2014 it had risen to 53%. The 
majority of part-time programmes are not supported by state funding.
Private Sector and Cost-Sharing
The new legislation adopted in 1992 allowed the establishment of private 
HEIs (the Federal Law “On Education”). The expansion of the HE sys-
tem was therefore partially due to the growth of the private higher educa-
tion sector. The number of private HEIs grew to 358, although only 7% 
of students were enrolled in the private sector.
After 2000, the private sector formed a substantive part of the higher 
education system, not only in terms of the number of HEIs (there were 
more than 400 private HEIs) but also in terms of student body. About 
14% of students were in private HEIs in 2014. Moreover, private educa-
tion expanded through the privatisation of public HEIs. New legislation 
adopted in 1992 allowed public HEIs to attract so-called non-budgetary 
funding. In line with that regulation, HEIs started to introduce a dual 
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tuition track system (Johnstone 2004). This means that in public HEIs the 
state provides tuition-free student places and that HEIs can add private 
tuition tracks. A student can apply for either state funding (more competi-
tive) or pursue a self-paid place in public or private HEIs (less competi-
tive). The competition for state-funded places is based on merit. In 
general, students with the highest entry exam scores enrol in public HEIs 
for state-funded places, and students with the lowest exam scores enrol in 
third-rate private HEIs. The latter are less competitive HEIs that accept 
the majority of low performers.
As Fig. 13.4 depicts, the balance between the numbers of state-funded 
students and students paying tuition is inverted when the 1990s are com-
pared with the 2000s. In 1995 only 13.7% students enrolled in public 
HEIs without state support, but since 2000 more than 40% of students 
enrolled in public HEIs are paying fees. If private HEI enrolment is 
included, more than 60% of students in Russia are paying for their educa-
tion by themselves (since 2002).
Most of the higher education private sector is oriented towards provid-
ing popular programmes (e.g. economics, law and management). The 
government made several attempts to restrain the growing supply, includ-
ing quotas for privately funded places in public HEIs in 1996, but the 
quota was abolished (Klyachko et al. 2002, 17).
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The explicit higher education financial policy was thus cost-sharing that 
took the form of a double tuition fee track system. Students with high 
exam scores almost automatically get free access to a public HEI, whereas 
students with lower grades can register for a tuition fee track. The support 
for regularly admitted students at public HEIs has not changed since 
Soviet times and is implemented through the dispersion of state-funded 
slots to HEIs. In the mid-2000s, there was an attempt to introduce a stu-
dent grant system; however, it faced opposition from academics and soci-
ety in general (Zaretskaya and Kapranova 2003).
The lingering economic crisis partially determined the financial policy 
directions during the first decade of independence. By 1998, the funding 
allocated per student decreased by 70% compared with the end of the 
1980s (Klyachko and Rojdestvenskaya 1999, 4). Figure 13.5 shows the 
gap in HE funding during the late 1990s. Compared with Soviet Russia, 
the importance of HE in public expenditure on education dropped from 
17% in 1987 to less than 10% in 1995–1999.
Public resources, or lack thereof, affected the operation of HEIs. Most 
HEIs accumulated bad debts due to inability to pay for utilities. Financial 
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distress and new legal abilities provided a catalyst for active fundraising 
through the creation of fee-paying slots and the leasing of facilities 
(Klyachko and Rojdestvenskaya 1999).
From the beginning of 2000, government policy was focussed on edu-
cation as a priority (Johnson 2008). The new legal basis for the develop-
ment of HE (e.g. National Doctrine for Education, 2000; the Concept of 
Modernisation for Russian Education, 2001; and the Federal Strategic 
Programme for the Development of Education, 2005) along with rapid 
economic growth enabled large-scale changes in the design of the HE sys-
tem  (Abankina and Abankina 2013). Firstly, these circumstances condi-
tioned substantial growth of public expenditure on HE from 2000 to 2010 
(see Fig. 13.5), although this share dropped between 2009 and 2014.
The described developments affected the horizontal differentiation of 
Russian higher education. Before 2010, the main changes took place in the 
field of HEI education activities (mix of subjects, as addressed earlier). 
Economy and labour market transformations, along with lack of public 
financing and state deregulation, urged HEIs to find new sources and 
broaden their supply. Liberalisation and decentralisation supported “natural” 
differentiation by legitimising the emergence of a private sector, a dual tuition 
track system and relatively unrestricted internal programme diversification.
hIgher educatIon governance and reforMs
Governance Structure
Despite the fact that Russia is a federal country, the decentralisation of 
state authority over higher education did not go far. In the 1990s some 
regions established their own HEIs, but very few HEIs were actually 
under regional control. Since the early 2000s, greater centralisation has 
affected the HE system. There are few HEIs subordinated by regional 
authorities (70 HEIs, including satellite HEIs with only 2.5% of students, 
see Table  13.5) and more than 95% of budgetary funding is federal 
(Froumin and Leshukov forthcoming).
HEIs report directly to the various bodies of executive power. By the 
end of Soviet times, there were 28 different ministries supervising HE. In 
modern Russia there are still 21 different bodies, including the MoES. In 
general, the MoES provides a broad framework for HE system operation 
through its right to grant licences, accredit institutions, assign admission 
quotas and implement federal programmes for HE development.
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Most HEIs (catering for 60% of all students) report directly to the 
MoES. The two other major ministries are the Ministry of Agriculture and 
the Ministry of Health and Social Development (medical HEIs).
Higher Education and Science
After two reforms of the ministerial body that oversees higher education 
(1991–1995, the State Committee of Higher Education; 1996–2004, the 
Ministry of Education), the governance structure changed profoundly in 
Table 13.5 Distribution of HEIs by ministry and other agencies, Russia, 2014
Number of HEIs 
(satellites and 
parent)
Number of 
parent HEIs
Share of students 
(head count) in 
total number of 
students
Ministry of Education and Science 825 274 58.49%
Private HEIs 816 368 14.89%
The Russian Government 88 7 4.30%
Ministry of Agriculture 76 55 7.47%
Regional authorities 70 53 2.54%
Ministry of Culture 55 45 1.32%
Federal Agency for Railway 
Transport
51 9 2.64%
Ministry of Health and Social 
Development
48 46 4.13%
Ministry of Sport 22 14 0.78%
Federal Agency for Marine and 
River Transport
20 6 0.76%
Ministry of Justice 13 1 0.33%
Supreme Court 11 1 0.29%
Federal Communications Agency 11 4 0.53%
Federal Fishery Agency 8 6 0.77%
Federal Air Transport Agency 5 3 0.32%
Federal Customs Service 4 1 0.17%
Russian Academy of Arts 3 2 0.05%
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs 2 2 0.16%
Ministry of Economic 
Development
2 1 0.06%
Russian Science Academy 1 1 0.00%
The Federal Service for Intellectual 
Property, Patents and Trademarks
1 1 0.01%
Source: Calculated by the authors. Data from Monitoring (2015)
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2004. The new Ministry of Education and Science united two former 
separate spheres, which are higher education and science. However, the 
Academy of Science was not abolished. In 2013 the government launched 
an academy reform, which faced considerable resistance and has not 
brought crucial changes yet.
In general, in contrast to Soviet HE, research activity in universities 
is receiving ample support in modern Russia. For example, the federal 
programme “Integration of Science and Higher Education” 
(2002–2006) supported the involvement of graduate and postgraduate 
students in large research projects and leading research centres. The 
development of HEI research activities and the research university as a 
model for leading HEIs is legitimated by direct support for research 
projects from several state foundations, special federal programmes and 
requirements for academic performance. With the introduction of a new 
federal law (2012), the qualification framework supports a three-cycle 
education system.
Although there are no PhD programmes in Russia, the government 
moved aspirantura (corresponding level to PhD) from the postgraduate 
to the higher education level. Before the reform, aspirantura was a spe-
cific learning track more focussed on self-directed learning in preparation 
for a dissertation. Now, as a part of higher education, aspirantura pro-
grammes are more oriented toward training research skills.
Bologna Process
The Bologna Process is considered one of the major institutional reforms 
with a direct internationalisation aim and involvement in the global higher 
education system. Although the government’s intention to join the 
Bologna Process was much debated and faced strong opposition among 
university leaders and faculty as well as students and parents, Russia signed 
the Bologna Declaration in 2003 (Telegina and Schwengel 2012).
Since that time, the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation 
System (ECTS) along with a three-cycle degree system and quality assur-
ance systems have been gradually introduced. The bachelor/master 
degree structure was optional for HEIs parallel to the 5-year specialist 
degree (gradually introduced since 1989, in 1992 proposed as the 
national multilevel degree structure) (Luchinskaya and Ovchynnikova 
2011). From 2009, all educational programmes were expected to trans-
form into two- cycle degree programmes (with some exceptions). Half of 
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all master students are enrolled in 65 HEIs, suggesting a high level of 
master student concentration in a relatively small set of HEIs. In 2015, 
12% of all bachelor graduates transferred to master programmes. The 
government has emphasised the importance of master programmes by 
allocating about 40% of all publicly funded places to master degree pro-
grammes in 2016.
Admission: National State Examination
The admission reform started in 2001 and was implemented nationwide 
in 2009. It included the abolishment of university-specific exams and the 
introduction of the state entry exam (Unified State Examination, USE). 
The reform aimed at increasing accessibility, equality and transparency of 
higher education (Bolotov 2004).
The exam is called “unified” as schools and HEIs use the same exam. 
The USE is designed for the assessment of all results for secondary educa-
tion graduates and for the enrolment of prospective HE students. The 
USE is administered in test form and school graduates must choose several 
subjects to enter an HEI (two are obligatory, mathematics and the Russian 
language). Due to the double track tuition system with publicly and 
 privately funded slots, students with lower grades can choose to study on 
a payment basis, yet “passing” scores vary between HEIs.
The USE project is considered one of the most influential institutional 
reforms in Russian higher education. A high score on the exam has become 
the aim of most school leavers. Selectivity became a measurable indicator 
of perceived educational success at HEIs. The higher the average entry 
exam score of the HEI, the more successful it is in attracting talented stu-
dents and (presumably) the higher the quality of teaching; this is the guid-
ing logic of the MoES. Selectivity has always been in place, during Soviet 
times as well, but transparency brought a clear framework for HEI hierar-
chy based on prestige and demand.
The distribution of HEIs by average exam scores is far from normal:
• Only a few HEIs accept students with very high exam scores (most 
of these HEIs are medical);
• Only 10% of HEIs have an average entrance score of more than 67.5 
(out of 100);
• And 40% of HEIs have very low average exam scores (under 55), 
with a dominance of private HEIs.
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Normative Types of HEIs in Russia
The Federal Law (1996) defined the structure of the higher education 
system, considering the types of HEIs: universities, academies and insti-
tutes (see Fig. 13.6). According to this law, the distinguishing characteris-
tics of these formal types were:
• University—wide range of education fields
• Academy—focussed on graduate education in one or more fields 
(often medical HEIs)
• Institute—HEIs mostly with a particular specialisation (inherited 
from Soviet times)
Due to the loss of federal funding in the 1990s, many institutes 
upgraded themselves to university status, expect those with more stable 
public financing and attractiveness for tuition-paying students (Bain 
2003). As the upgrades had to be permitted by the state, the acquisition 
of university status was associated with diversification of fields.
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Soviet diversity with reference to specialisation is also rooted in the 
description of the HE landscape in post-Soviet Russia. Until 2004 the 
Federal Statistical Agency collected data on the number of students within 
such groups as engineering HEIs, agricultural HEIs, transport HEIs, ped-
agogical HEIs, arts HEIs and medical HEIs. The classification reflects 
merely path dependence, but does not reflect the actual subject mix.
As mentioned, the new Federal Law was adopted in 2012. It suspended 
the three HEI categories. In addition to proposing a general HEI cate-
gory (“organisation of higher education”), the law labels Moscow State 
University and Saint Petersburg State University as leading classic univer-
sities with special status. Other categories included federal universities and 
national research universities (Federal Law 2012).
Leading University Programmes
From the mid-2000s, the government made efforts to select a group of 
leading universities. In 2004, two universities (Moscow State University 
and Saint Petersburg State University) were assigned a special status, 
which implied a particular model of autonomy and funding. From 2006, 
the government has frequently launched special programmes to shape an 
elite higher education segment.
In 2006 the government started establishing “federal universities” by 
merging several regional institutions (e.g. comprehensive, teacher training 
and arts HEIs). The model implied a special focus on the regional eco-
nomic context and special funding. Currently, there are ten federal HEIs.
In 2006–2007, 57 institutions received special funding for the imple-
mentation of “innovative education programmes”. This was the first 
example of targeted funding for selected universities.
In 2008–2009, 29 HEIs obtained national research university status 
with special government funding for research, internationalisation and 
curriculum development. The programme set incentives for research 
intensiveness and was intended to stimulate the strategic development of 
university R&D missions through annual performance evaluations.
Furthermore, in 2013, Russia launched its Excellence Initiative 
(“5–100”). The Russian government, with the help of the International 
Council, selected 15 Russian universities to receive special funding in 
efforts to place these universities among the top 100 universities (in major 
global rankings) by 2020. In 2015, the programme was extended by add-
ing six more universities.
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Although the number of institutions decreases from one project to 
another, in general the policy trend is to establish a benchmark for leading 
institutions, modelled on the idea of the research university.
Universities with special status differ considerably from all other HEIs 
in terms of size, funding, research activity and enrolments. Federal univer-
sities are the largest in the higher education system in terms of student 
numbers and federal funding. Research universities in the 5–100 pro-
gramme rely mainly on federal funding. Moreover, the excellence pro-
gramme spurs the internationalisation of education activity and research. 
The number of publications indexed in Scopus and the Web of Science is 
several times higher than in other universities. Vertical diversification, ini-
tiated by the structural reforms, has increased. The most talented students 
choose these universities. Almost 50% of school Olympiad winners enrol 
in 5–100 and national research universities.
Post-massification: Quality and Performance
The topic of insufficient quality and quality assurance is a recurrent theme 
on the agenda in public and policy debates, fed by nostalgia with reference 
to the Soviet past. The government has made an attempt to reshape the 
accreditation system. The authorities decided to establish a special 
 department inside the federal ministry which now exists as the Federal 
Service of Inspection and Control in Education and Science.
In 2012, the MoES launched HEI Performance Monitoring, an annual 
institutional assessment of HEIs. The MoES collects and publishes about 
150 indicators for each HEI, and six to eight indicators that vary through 
the years are also selected as performance indicators. They describe all 
fields of activity such as education (average entry exam score), research 
(share of R&D revenues), international activity (share of international 
students), financial stability (revenues per faculty) and faculty salaries 
(ratio between average faculty salary and average salary in the region). 
High results on at least four indicators are considered critical for efficient 
HEIs.
A radical policy was implemented when the first results of the Monitoring 
Project were published. In 2012–2013, 52 HEIs and 373 satellite HEIs 
were either reorganised through mergers, or the Federal Service of 
Inspection and Control in Education and Science revoked their licences. 
In subsequent years, more than 200 HEI satellites were reorganised and 
even private HEIs could not avoid reforms.
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current hIgher educatIon systeM Landscape 
In russIa
As the Russian higher education system is large, we employ a quantitative 
analysis to identify the types of HEIs by implementing a cluster technique 
to categorise the classification of HEIs. In previous sections we described 
the major changes that influenced the HE landscape in post-Soviet Russia, 
and on this basis we suggest key indicators for the quantitative analysis in 
the table below (Table 13.6).
Approach, Sample and Data
The general sample consists of 1,653 parent and satellite HEIs. For the 
quantitative analysis, we take only 772 parent HEIs, excluding the satellite 
HEIs as a relatively homogeneous group. We exclude some organisations 
that are in the process of reorganisation, as well as HEIs with unreliable 
data (according to the Monitoring Project), arts and military schools (due 
to the specificity of their activities) and significant outliers.
We use Ward’s agglomerative hierarchical clustering technique. Euclidean 
distance is chosen as a metric, and all variables are standardised into Z-scores. 
Several parameters have high (and significant) levels of correlation.
All data are retrieved from HEI Performance Monitoring 2015 
(Monitoring 2015). Considering the programme diversification index and 
Table 13.6 Indicators and measurement
Indicator Measurement
Size of student body Number of students, headcount
Part-time education Share of full-time students in all students, %
Privatisation of costs Non-state revenues from education activities as a 
share of overall revenues from education activity
Subject mix Herfindahl-Hirschman index
Research R&D revenues per faculty
Number of publications in Scopus per 100 faculty
Balance between bachelor/ 
specialist and master programmes
Share of master students in all students, %
Unified state exam Average exam scores
Selectivity The number of students, admitted by the school 
Olympiad
State support The share of federal funding in all revenues
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following previous studies on programme diversification in universities 
(e.g. Rossi 2009), we use the Herfindahl-Hirschman index.
Empirical Results
The hierarchical clustering technique is flexible in terms of arriving at the 
number of clusters. A step-by-step analysis of relevance for each division 
revealed five clusters. Hence, Table 13.7 shows the contemporary classifi-
cation of HEIs in Russia.
Table 13.7 Classification of HEIs in Russia, 2015
Type Features 1—# of HEIs
2—% of HEIs
3—% of 
studentsa
1 Research 
universities
Diversified subject mix, research-productive, 
selective, attract talented students, MA students, 
attract fee-paying students, location—particularly 
in Moscow and Saint Petersburg
1–22
2–3%
3–4%
2 Public regional 
universities
Very large, diversified subject mix, selective, large 
part-time, large state support, some R&D
1–84
2–11%
3–32%
3 Specialised HEIs Small, highly selective, highly specialised, 
full-time, mostly medical
1–88
2–11%
3–8%
4 Public mass 
universities
Diversified subject mix, selective, large part-time, 
large state support, do not attract fee-paying 
students
1–248
2–32%
3–36%
5 Private HEIs Small, only fee-paying students, large part-time, 
very low selectivity
5a Specialised Specialisation in popular programmes 1–167
2–22%
3–5%
5b Diversified Diversified subject mix 1–95
2–12%
3–5%
6 Part-time HEIs Only part-time fee-paying students, very small, 
specialisation in popular programmes
1–68
2–9%
3–10%
aShare in the sample
Source: Calculated by the authors
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Government policies resulted in the segregation of a group of research- 
intensive universities. Research universities (cluster 1) pursue high selectiv-
ity, are oriented towards the provision of master programmes and cater 
mostly for full-time enrolment. Despite the long history of division 
between research institutes and universities during Soviet times, the global 
movement towards world class is reflected in the Russian higher education 
landscape. However, very few of these universities have achieved global 
recognition yet.
Post-Soviet expansion also provided an opportunity for some universi-
ties to grow into large institutions alongside an internal diversification and 
growth of part-time enrolment. These large regional public universities 
(cluster 2) are often situated in provincial centres and are usually signifi-
cantly supported by the state. Examples of such giants can be found 
worldwide, but mostly in big federal countries. In Russia, these HEIs 
attract talented students and focus on their teaching mission but still 
engage in some research.
The Soviet legacy of specialised training in particular fields remained 
vital for another group of institutions. The peculiarity of specialised HEIs 
(cluster 3) is their limited internal diversity, relatively small size and high 
selectivity. These are mostly medical institutions accompanied by Soviet- 
type industrial universities that managed to sustain their narrow orienta-
tion in the reconfigured economy.
The next groups represent the consequence of higher education expan-
sion that can be identified in all high-participation systems worldwide as a 
reaction to the growth of demand. In order to achieve economic sustain-
ability, the higher education system grew through internal diversification 
in Soviet institutions, as well as through the emergence of new institu-
tions, an increase in part-time education and privately funded places (both 
in traditionally public HEIs and others). The demand-absorption HEIs 
constitute a large share of the higher education system.
The group of mass public universities (cluster 4) is close to the group of 
regional giants (cluster 2), but they are smaller, less selective and more 
dependent on public funding. With regard to their funding model, we can 
assume they represent the state’s function of providing widened access to 
higher education.
Three groups of privately funded institutions (clusters 5 and 6) repre-
sent different aspects of popular demand. The small specialised HEIs (5a) 
provide education in particular low-cost popular fields (usually economics, 
management and social sciences). The diversified HEIs (5b) also have a 
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low level of selectivity and a low share of full-timers, but a broader range 
of fields. The group of “open” HEIs (cluster 6) focusses entirely on part- 
time distance education and provides credentials in popular fields.
concLusIon
The post-Soviet social and economic higher education environment 
along with massification, new regulations and targeted government 
activities have shaped the institutional landscape in Russia in the past 
decades. Decreased funding pushed existing HEIs to seek new sources in 
order to survive. Old and newly established institutions, both public and 
private, entered a new competition that went along with regulatory lib-
eralisation. The expansion was moreover fed by popular demand in reac-
tion to the new social and economic conditions. Yet, many HEIs 
continued playing the “higher learning tradition” card by addressing 
their legacy, mostly Soviet, in order to legitimate their existence in cur-
rent times. Many internally diversified HEIs even kept their old names in 
order to demonstrate their commitment to parent industries. This con-
servatism combined with general organisational adaptability has sus-
tained path dependency.
From the 2000s, the comeback of the state as financially stronger and 
more managerial brought several policies that introduced new rules of the 
game: the Unified National Examination, and two-level (later three-level) 
degrees.
The initiatives that aimed at system segmentation (from 2006 on) 
shaped the Russian institutional landscape even more, in both the vertical 
and horizontal dimension. The creation of federal universities and assign-
ment of national research universities resulted in the coercive adoption of 
new functions: regional labour market supply, research efficiency, and 
international recognition.
Public claims for education quality and the governmental intention to 
spend resources efficiently drove the system to the “optimisation” period 
(from 2012 on). Along with licence withdrawals, the state widely used 
mergers to correct the system to a manageable size and assumed higher 
levels of efficiency. The government is continuing with system segmenta-
tion to build an institutional hierarchy.
The aspiration of a clearly arranged structure for the higher education 
system is not new. The Soviet design also outlined clearly defined func-
tions. However, the size of the system and the emergence of popular 
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demand as defining factors closed the door on a renaissance of the Soviet 
masterplan, but also on a wholesale introduction of Western concepts and 
structures. For the state and society, it is still a work in progress to find 
balance in the institutional landscape with regard to regional differentia-
tion, the country’s global ambitions, its path dependency from historical 
developments and the relevance of higher learning in the contemporary 
and future socioeconomic environment.
notes
1. There are two forms of part-time education in Soviet and post-Soviet coun-
tries. Here we use correspondence courses to indicate the form of education 
in which students visit HEIs twice per year. Part-time education was also 
called “on-site education” (study without leaving the workplace).
2. The tertiary system includes both the higher education and secondary voca-
tional education systems in Russia.
3. It should be noted that in Russia a satellite HEI operates as a representative 
of the parent HEI, but it is a separate (independent) legal entity. The ties 
and relationships with parent HEIs can vary from direct “supervision” to 
absolute independence.
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CHAPTER 14
Higher Education in Tajikistan: Institutional 
Landscape and Key Policy Developments
Alan J. DeYoung, Zumrad Kataeva, 
and Dilrabo Jonbekova
Higher education in Tajikistan has undergone substantial changes over the 
past 25 years. After an educational degradation in the early 1990s, a long 
period of educational reforms began aiming at dismantling the Soviet 
model and creating a new system of education based on national values, 
traditions and culture—while simultaneously responding to the challenges 
of globalization and transitioning toward world education space. The 
 process of internationalization, however, was slower in Tajikistan com-
pared to most of the Newly Independent States (NIS).
In this chapter, we examine progression of the Tajik system of higher 
education from the Soviet time throughout independence (1991–2015) 
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in terms of its growth, the emerging institutional landscape and diversifi-
cation, and key policy developments and issues. We analyze the impact of 
changes in the relevant economic, social and political spheres which is 
particularly important in the case of Tajikistan. The system of higher edu-
cation is highly centralized, yet greatly affected by a complex mixture of 
cultural, religious, demographic and regional factors. Political decisions 
made under certain political circumstances influence it significantly. The 
landscape of higher education in Tajikistan has commonalities but also dif-
ferences with others among the NIS. This writing is based on a variety of 
sources—statistics, educational laws, institutional documents, reports 
published by international organizations; English-language press accounts; 
and ethnographic interviews conducted by the authors in Tajikistan 
between 2011 and 2014.
The SovieT Legacy and a SySTem of higher educaTion 
aT The Time of independence
Soviet education, with all its shortcomings, has been widely praised as a 
success in the USSR, including Tajikistan. Although lagging behind in 
most major educational outcomes compared with other Soviet republics, 
by the time of its independence in 1991, Tajikistan was a country with 
almost 100% literacy and 10 years of compulsory secondary education. An 
especially important (early) Soviet education legacy was bringing girls to 
school, under the auspices of a wider movement known as “The liberation 
of a woman of the East.” Before 1917, there were no formal higher educa-
tion institutions in Tajikistan. Schooling took place in religious schools 
(madrasas), where students learned the Quran and other religious books 
and read masterworks written in Persian and Arabic. Students were also 
able to learn geography, geometry, algebra and other sciences. Graduates 
of these religious schools such as Avicenna made significant contributions 
to modern science. After the socialist revolution, the Soviet government 
closed all madrasas due to their religious connections and created a system 
of new public and postsecondary schools. Over the decades, various sorts 
of post-secondary education opportunities were also created for 
 high- achieving secondary school graduates to become skilled workers and 
professionals.
The first higher education institutions in Tajikistan were these peda-
gogical institutes. The first established were in Dushanbe (then Stalinabad), 
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the republican capital (1931) and Khujand (1932), a more than 2000-year- 
old cultural center of the country, renamed Leninabad during the Soviet 
era. Also in the 1930s, an agrarian institute was separated from an institute 
in Tashkent (Uzbekistan) and placed in Khujand. Later (1939), a medical 
institute was founded in Dushanbe (Tajik State Medical University www.
tajmedun.tj). Further developments were slowed due to World War II, but 
were resumed in the late 1940s and 1950s. Evacuated from the European 
part of the USSR during the war (1941–1945) and also exiled by the Stalin 
regime, many professors and academicians came to work in Tajik HEIs, 
helping to lay the foundation for a high-quality system of education.
The first and only university in Soviet Tajikistan—Tajik State 
University—was created in 1947 in Dushanbe (Tajik National University 
www.tnu.tj). The agrarian institute was relocated to the capital (1944)
(Tajik Agrarian University www.tajagroun.tj), and a polytechnic institute 
was established there in 1956. In the 1960s and 1970s, two regional peda-
gogical institutes in Khatlon were founded—Kulob Pedagogical Institute 
(1962) and Dushanbe Branch of the Pedagogical Institute in Kurghon- 
Teppa (1978), bringing the total number of pedagogical institutes in the 
country to four. In Dushanbe, meanwhile, the Institute of Physical Culture 
(1971), the Institute of Arts (1973) and the Tajik Pedagogical Institute of 
Russian Language and Literature (1980) were added to the system.
The last wave of transformation happened during perestroika and imme-
diately before independence. In 1987, the Institute of Russian Language 
and Literature was reorganized into the Tajik State Institute of Languages. 
Around the time of announcing independence, some institutional upgrades 
happened quickly. For example, the now prestigious Technological 
University of Tajikistan (TUT) traces its history back to 1990 when the 
Tajik High Technological College was founded, renamed later (1991) as 
Tajik Institute of Food and Light Industry and eventually as the 
Technological University of Tajikistan in 1993.
There were ten HEIs in Tajikistan by the end of the 1980s. Higher edu-
cation was free, and students received stipends. As graduates, they were 
then assigned by the government to work for 2 or 3 years in schools and 
HEIs. There were also quotas which advantaged rural students who may 
not have had high-quality preparation in secondary schools to enter HEIs. 
Apart from teachers, engineers, doctors and agricultural specialists—requir-
ing higher education diplomas—other specialists for the economy were 
prepared at lower educational levels—secondary specialized education 
(technicums and uchilischa) and vocational training schools (uchilischa).
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Using Teichler’s (1988) framework of horizontal and vertical system 
differentiation and organizational interrelationships, the most prominent 
bifurcation in Tajikistan was the “university” versus the “institute.” 
However, the university was not exactly commensurate with those of the 
West, as it was more tightly controlled by the government and primarily 
focused upon teaching at the expense of independent research. Tajik State 
University, however, did have better funding and more freedom and 
enjoyed much greater prestige than did the institutes. The other primary 
axis of differentiation occurs at the level of region. Initially, the higher 
education system started as “dual-centered”—with HEIs operating in 
Dushanbe and Khujand; but the educational dominance of the capital 
eventually gained momentum. Meanwhile, the fact that a pedagogical 
institute in Khujand is one of the first Soviet era institutes greatly impacted 
the regional landscape. Throughout Soviet history and today, “in its scien-
tific and pedagogical potential and the number of students, it is considered 
second only to the Tajik (National) University” (websites, KhSU).
Sectoral expansion of the system was specifically tied to the needs of the 
socialist economy. There was one institute per sector in agrarian, medical 
and polytechnic fields (except, as we have seen, for the last year before 
independence). The rest of the system was overwhelmingly pedagogical: 
Not only were there four pedagogical institutes and one branch of 
Dushanbe in Kurghon-Teppa, but the graduates of the Physical Culture 
Institute and (most) graduates of the State University were assigned to 
work as secondary school teachers. And as a Soviet state, no private HEIs 
were allowed. Table 14.1 represents the classification of HEIs by the time 
of independence (1989/1990).
In sum, the Tajikistan higher education system during Soviet period 
was maintained as a response to the direct need of the planned economy 
with well- developed technical, engineering, medical and pedagogical edu-
cation. However, the high centralization of the Soviet educational system 
was not responsive to changes in the labor market. A number of other 
characteristics contributed to the weaknesses of higher education such as 
restrictions on faculties and student enrollments in fields like history, lin-
guistics, genetics and sociology; poor management of  financial and human 
resources; and narrow and rigid vocational and professional curricula 
(Johnson 2008; Anderson et  al. 2004). This would all change with 
independence.
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Table 14.1 Classification of HEIs as of 1989/1990
# Name Year Location Profile # of 
students
 1. Tajik Agrarian 
Institute
1931 in 
Khujand/then 
moved to 
Dushanbe in 
1944
Leninanabad 
(now Khujand) 
and then 
moved to 
Dushanbe
Agricultural 
education
5,916
 2. Tajik Medical 
Institute
1939 Dushanbe Medicine 5,816
 3. Tajik State 
University named 
after V.I. Lenin
1947 Dushanbe Comprehensive 
university
12,128
 4. Tajik Polytechnic 
Institute
1956 Dushanbe Technical and 
engineering 
education
7,046
 5. Institute of 
Physical Culture
1971 Dushanbe Physical/sport 
education
1,055
 6. Institute of Arts 1973 Dushanbe Art and 
cinematography 
education
2,180
 7. Tajik State 
Pedagogical 
Institute  
named under 
T.G. Shevchenko
1931 Dushanbe Pedagogical 31,445
 8. Leninabad State 
Pedagogical 
Institute named 
under S. Kirov
1932 Leninabad 
(now Khujand)
Pedagogical
 9. Kulyab State 
Pedagogical 
Institute
1940 Kulyab Pedagogical
10. Tajik State 
Pedagogical 
Institute of 
Languages
1980 Dushanbe Pedagogical
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changeS in The higher educaTion LandScape: riSe 
of The univerSiTieS
After the events of 1991, the higher education landscape significantly 
changed in Tajikistan. Its growth and diversification were challenging dur-
ing the time of the Civil War (1992–1997), considered another major 
factor in the history of independent Tajikistan. During the war tens of 
thousands of people were killed, and hundreds of thousands more dis-
placed. It also destroyed the economy and much of the educational infra-
structure; and subsequently led hundreds of thousands of (mostly) men to 
out-migrate to Russia, where they have been seasonal and unskilled work-
ers remitting wages home. These remittances continue to be substantial, 
comprising almost half (42%) of Tajikistan’s GDP, and making the coun-
try vitally dependent on Russia (Eurasia Net 2014). The narcotics trade 
has also flourished (Olcott 2005). In terms of financial provisions, funding 
allocated for the educational sector in the state budget declined from 
11.6% (1989) to 2.3% (2000) and rose again to 4.0% in 2014 (World Bank 
2005, 2014). It is below the OECD average of 4.8%, but just about the 
average of countries with similar economic development status and demo-
graphic compositions of the former Soviet Union (Moldova, Kyrgyzstan, 
Georgia, Azerbaijan) (World Bank 2014). The government intends to 
increase educational spending up to 6% of GDP by 2015 and not less than 
7% of GDP by 2020 (NSED). The higher education enrollment rate of 
13% is lower than most Europe and Central Asian countries, but much 
higher than many countries at a similar level of economic development.
The transition from the planned to the market economy has led to a 
number of key policy decisions, which also has led in the Tajik case to a 
quadrupling of the number of higher education institutions since 1990. 
The graphs below illustrate this “massification” of higher education in 
Tajikistan since independence; however, it also shows that while the num-
ber of HEIs grew rapidly in the 1990s, enrollments did not—until more 
recently. By the academic year 2014/2015, there were 38 institutions 
enrolling 167,660 students, with 10,675 faculty members (Figs. 14.1 and 
14.2). Of the 167,660 students, 69% were enrolled in full-time programs 
and 31% in part-time correspondence programs; 62% of 2013/2014 
 full- time graduates of HEIs received a specialist diploma (master’s degree 
equivalent) and 38% a bachelor’s degree.
The rapid emergence of universities (13 by the mid-1990s) significantly 
changed the Tajik higher education landscape. A list of the previous Soviet 
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institutes has quickly become a list of the universities, as all the institutes com-
monly known as ped, med, politech and selkhoz (originated in student slang 
from the beginning of institutes’ types) have been transformed (see Table 14.2). 
Four pedagogical institutes have been reorganized into state universities (three 
regional and one “pedagogical” in Dushanbe) and have become the largest 
HEIs, enrolling currently from 8000 to 15,000 students—Khujand State 
University (Khujand State University www.hgu.tj), Tajik State Pedagogical 
University, Qurghonteppa State University and Kulob State University. The 
medical institute has become the Tajik State Medical University. The rest of 
the transformed—the Tajik Technical University, the Tajik Agrarian University, 
the Tajik State University of Commerce and the Technological University of 
Tajikistan—are also among the now largest universities, enrolling from 5,000 
to 9,000 students.
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Table 14.2 Typology of higher education institutions as of 2014/2015
Type Number/location Example/prestige Educational profile
1. National flagship 
university
1/Dushanbe TNU (programs in 
law and economics 
among the most 
prestigious)
The largest university 
(118 programs) with 
bachelor, specialist, 
master’s degrees and 
candidate of science; 
PhD will start in 
2015/2016
2. State specialized 
universities
8/Dushanbe (7) 
and Khujand (1)
TSPU, TAU, TTU, 
TSMU 
(prestigious), TUT 
(prestigious), 
TSUC, TSIBPL
Multidisciplinary 
large- and medium-size 
universities with 
bachelor, specialist and 
master’s degrees and 
PhD will start in 
2015/2016
3. Regional state 
universities
5/regional centers KhSU, KSU, 
KTSU, Khorog SU, 
DSU
Multidisciplinary 
large- and medium-size 
universities; with 
bachelor, specialist and 
master’s degrees; PhD 
will start in 
2015/2016
4. International 
bilateral 
institutions
4/Dushanbe RTSU; MSU; 
MISA, MIE—All 
highly prestigious
Multidisciplinary 
medium-size university 
with bachelor, 
specialist, master’s 
degrees and candidate 
of science; and small 
recently established 
branches of prestigious 
Russian universities and 
institutes with 
bachelor’s degree: PhD 
only in RTSU
5. Institutes in the 
capital
12/Dushanbe TSIL,TSIA, TIAD, 
TIPC, TIEF, TIES, 
IPA (prestigious), 
MIMD, AMIA, 
HSBPNCS, 
HSNCS
Small- and medium- 
size HEI with 
specialist, bachelor and 
few master’s degrees
6. Regional 
institutes
8/regional centers EIKT, TMMI, PPI, 
PIR, KulobTUT, 
IsfaraTUT, IET, 
PITTU
Small-size HEI with 
few disciplines with 
bachelor, specialist and 
few master’s degrees
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Three new universities were born in the mid-1990s: the Russian-Tajik 
Slavonic University (RTSU), The Tajik State University of Law, Business 
and Politics (TSULBP) in Khujand and the Khorog State University. 
Established by a bilateral agreement between the two governments and 
now one of the most prestigious, RTSU offers instruction in Russian 
(arguably understood to be of better quality just because of that) and has 
technology better than most; and its degrees are recognized in both coun-
tries (Russian Tajik Slavonic University www.rtsu.tj). Its “founding” rec-
tor A. Sattarov, reported the history of its founding. While working for the 
Ministry of Education, parents often complained to him that Russian lan-
guage groups in HEIs were being closed. So he came up with the idea of 
creating an HEI, where Russian was the only language of instruction. 
Then in 1992, the Russian minister of Foreign Affairs, A. Kozyrev, visited 
Tajikistan: and with his support and the support of the government of the 
RT, the RTSU was founded (Asia-Plus 2011). “Slavonic” has symbolized 
a trend—still less common in Tajikistan compared to the NIS and or its 
Central Asian neighbors—the establishment of international universities.
The creation of TSULBP was the result of a merger of the branches of 
the two higher education institutions in Khujand. It represents yet another 
trend—capitalizing on the popularity of law and business degrees that 
would attract “contract” or fee-paying students (in this case, in a regional 
setting). Continuing the institutional expansion into the regions, the 
establishment of Khorog State University (where Tajik is the language of 
instruction) has provided historic opportunity for Pamirian people in the 
Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast (GBAO) to receive higher edu-
cation for the first time without going to the capital.
The latest (2013) addition to the system—the Danghara State 
University (2,000 students)—started as a branch of the Agrarian University 
with 200 students in 2005. It represents a recent trend (seen also with 
institutes and branches) to go beyond the large regional centers (Kulob, 
Qurghonteppa and Khujand) to reach smaller towns. There are currently 
14 universities—8 in Dushanbe and 6 in the regions. Ten of them existed 
as HEIs before the 1990s. All of them are “state” universities, meaning 
that they belong to the state system of education of Tajikistan. Some uni-
versities also have “state” in the title—reflecting a vertical hierarchy among 
them. Importantly, there will be one more university soon in Dushanbe. 
Tajik Islamic Institute (2000 students) is expected to be transformed into 
a university. It prepares specialists in Islamic studies: Quran study, History 
of Islam and Arabic language study.
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Some of the newly born universities were small, with only several hun-
dred students. They were modest attempts (sometimes private) to start 
from scratch that did not survive. One of the latest private universities 
(2003–2009) was originally known as the University of International 
Relations. It kept changing titles under the pressure of the Ministry of 
Education, but was widely known by an unofficial name—“American” 
University. It was founded by a Tajik-born US citizen and funded primar-
ily from Western sources. It also was the home of several prominent oppo-
sition leaders who were on the faculty, proclaimed to be transparent in a 
national sea of corruption and provided higher quality and more afford-
able education than the others. Its founder, S. Akramov, insisted the rea-
sons it was closed were all political, but he lost his court battle against the 
Ministry of Education (Najibullah 2009). In neighboring Kyrgyzstan, the 
Kyrgyz-American University had a different experience. Ironically—or 
not—the Moscow State University appeared on the Tajik map at approxi-
mately the same time as the “American” university was being closed.
“Branching-in,” “Branching-ouT” and The growTh 
of inSTiTuTeS in a changing LandScape
Established in 2009 under the initiative and by the Decree of the President 
Emomali Rahmon, who personally attended the opening ceremony, the 
Dushanbe Branch of the Moscow State University (now one of the most 
prestigious HEIs in Tajikistan) provides a “fundamental, classical univer-
sity education,” based on the latest Moscow educational standards. Highly 
qualified instructors are from Tajikistan (30%) and the Russian Federation 
(70%) who work in changing rotation. Students (600) have digital access 
to the Moscow State University (MSU) library and cutting-edge technol-
ogy. And it seems that they have already acquired an elitist mindset: Those 
in International Relations, for example, see their future careers as working 
no less than for the UN, European Council, government and the largest 
analytical think tanks (websites, MSU, Gazeta 2014). Recently, the 
Dushanbe MSU has been given a new status—a “regional branch.” (Branch 
of the Moscow State University in Dushanbe www.msu.tj) As the President 
Emomali Rahmon has envisioned, it has been developing into a regionally 
significant HEI for neighboring Asian countries. With this move, another 
attempt of creating an international HEI can be seen. Although there will 
soon (2018) be a functioning international university in Tajikistan, the 
University of Central Asia, this university is being subsidized by the Aga 
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Khan Foundation and will be in distant Khorog. International student 
enrollments (for 2014–2015) in Tajikistan remain small: Around 900 stu-
dents—mostly from Afghanistan, Iran and India.
“Branching-in” and “branching-out” has been a prominent feature on 
the Tajik education landscape. “Branching-in” is the Moscow HEIs: In 
addition to the first comer (Dushanbe Moscow State University (MSU)), 
two more branches have settled in the Tajik capital—the Branch of the 
Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloy and the Branch of the Moscow Energy 
Institute. “Branching-out,” on the other hand, is the Tajik universities—
from Dushanbe into the regions. There are two branches of the 
Technological University—in Kulob and in Isfara (Sughd); The Tajik State 
University of Commerce and the Tajik Technical University have their 
branches in Khujand. With regard to student enrollment, Dushanbe 
 universities expanded overwhelmingly into Khujand. Notably, as well, 
moving to the regions were the branches of other than “pedagogical” 
institutions; and no branches crossed the mountains to reach GBAO.
Sixteen institutes operate in the country, including institutes remaining 
from the Soviet times. Established in the 2000s the Pedagogical institute in 
Rasht and the Penjikent Pedagogical Institute in Sughd demonstrate a trend 
of reaching to the smaller towns. They also symbolize a (modest) attempt 
“to revive” pedagogical education in the regions, that is, “to correct” at the 
regional level a largely unfavorable development in teacher training, when 
all the former regional pedagogical institutes have become universities. Yet 
“university” graduates in pedagogical specializations are often in no hurry 
to actually teach—given the economic situation. Teachers have little salary 
or prestige to work in the education sector. Teacher shortage, especially in 
rural places, has become a serious problem. The Penjikent Pedagogical 
Institute occupies a unique place in the higher education system of Tajikistan. 
It is a “non-state” institution. It does not proclaim it is “private” in its char-
ter (ustav); but still, it is the only “non-state” institute out of 38 HEIs.
The Tax-Law Institute in Dushanbe, with more than 13,000 students 
in 2003–2004, was an exception among the institutes with regard to 
enrolment. “Tax” and “law” programs have become magic words in 
Tajikistan. Meanwhile, we heard during an interview with a respected and 
skeptical senior higher education administrator that even the MoE was 
having trouble obtaining exact numbers of students enrolled there. It was 
a puzzle to figure out how so many thousands of students could physically 
sit at the desks in the available building space (interview, Dushanbe 2011). 
Clearly an educational “bubble” previously, it was eventually reorganized 
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into the Tajik Institute of Economy and Finance. We summarize the cur-
rent higher education landscape in Table 14.2.
Looking at the regional distribution of HEIs, it must be noted that the 
expansion into the regions, although important, has not solved the historically 
established center-periphery gap in Tajikistan, as almost 60% of students 
enrolled in higher education institutions located in the capital of Dushanbe.
Moreover, instructors with advanced degrees and best qualifications are 
clustered in the six largest universities in Dushanbe. In 2014–2015, 
10,675 faculty members were employed in HEIs. Only 25% of them hold 
candidate of science or doctor of science degrees; and most of those with 
degrees are approaching retirement age (Mirzoev 2014; Kataeva 2014). 
The ministerial affiliations affirm the increased horizontal differentiation 
of the HEIs. It can be seen, in particular, by the fact that the number of 
the institutions under the auspice of the Ministry of Industry and New 
Technologies has increased; and that RTSU and Russian branches brought 
with them an oversight of the Russian Minister of Education (MoE)—in 
addition to the MoE of RT. The number of the programs offered by uni-
versities and institutes has also increased. The most significant enrolment 
growth (by almost 30%) has occurred in “economics and law” programmes: 
from 1% in these specializations in 1991 to 29% in 2011 (see Fig. 14.3).
However, the existing market cannot absorb graduates from these pro-
grammes. “Who needs so many lawyers and economists?” has been a rhe-
torical question among educators for two decades now. Furthermore, a 
disconnect between the production of graduates by specialty and the 
actual job market has brought about new discussions centering not only 
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Fig. 14.3 Number of enrolled students by specialization, 1991 and 2010 
(Source: The Ministry of Education and Science)
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on the lawyers and economists, but upon higher education specialists in 
general. The current discourse about interrelationships between higher 
education and market now finds many asking the question, “who needs so 
many higher education graduates at all?” There are also quality concerns. 
Employers are often dissatisfied with the skills of new graduates, especially 
in terms of subject areas (see Jonbekova 2015).
Among the social and cultural factors affecting higher education has 
been the role of women in society. Since independence, a more traditional 
definition of the role of women in Muslim society has been reintroduced 
as a part of national identity building (Johnson 2004; Whitsel 2009; 
DeYoung 2012). These include strong cultural traditions and values where 
extended multi-generation and patriarchal families are the norm, and 
expectations and opportunities for young women outside the household 
limit their involvement in secondary and higher education. Arranged mar-
riages are typical, and young women are now marrying at younger and 
younger ages, affecting women’s enrolment in the HEIs. Therefore, in 
2006 the Presidential Quota was introduced into the higher education 
system to provide free places for girls and boys from disadvantaged fami-
lies and those residing in remote mountain areas to provide them with the 
opportunity to obtain higher education. Though it is still very small, the 
number of Presidential quotas since 2008/2009 has been increasing and 
in 2014/2015, 3.4% of students in HEIs of Tajikistan were awarded 
scholarships under this quota. The chart below (Fig. 14.4) shows that 21 
HEIs out of 38 receive places funded from the state budget for quotas. 
Most of quota seats are distributed among medical, pedagogical and two 
regional universities (KhSU and KTSU); a bit lower number for national 
and technical universities to cover the labor market needs with physicians, 
teachers and engineers.
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univerSiTy STaTuS and univerSiTy auTonomy: 
The caSe of Tajik naTionaL univerSiTy
The rise of the universities has brought an end to a higher educational 
landscape overwhelmingly populated with institutes. The vertical 
“university”-“institute” differentiation has become more profound and 
nuanced—regionally, as well as nationally. Importantly, all the universities 
have come into existence by the decree of the Tajik government. Back in 
Soviet times, HEIs were founded and regulated by the government, and 
this modus vivendi continues now. State university relationships, although 
under international pressures to introduce serious changes, are still man-
aged and operated as they were during Soviet times.
Meanwhile, higher education system expansion has not changed the 
leading position of the university that used to be the only university in the 
country—Tajik State University. Currently enrolling over 21,000 stu-
dents, it offers the largest number (188) of programmes (22 bachelor’s, 
68 specialist and 28 master’s) and continues to be the republican HEI 
flagship. To distinguish this (only) pre-independence university in 
Tajikistan from all those which appeared later—and to re-enforce its higher 
status—the Tajik State University was first renamed (in 1997) “Tajik State 
National University” (TSNU); and then, in 2008, “Tajik National 
University” (TNU). Both decisions were made by a Decree of the President 
of Tajikistan; and the university’s charter, or Ustav (2008), was approved 
by the government (Ustav TNU, 2008).
TNU was the first and for some time the only university that was given 
university autonomy. The 1997 Decree of the President of RT “On the 
Status of the Tajik State University” has declared TNU as an “autono-
mous, self-governing higher education institution.” A new status has 
brought more funding and—importantly—directly from the republican 
budget. Notably, the Decree came at a time when the national system of 
higher education was operating on the legal base of the “Law on 
Education,” adopted in 1993 (Tajikistan, 1993). University autonomy 
was not specified there, but was included later into the Law on Higher and 
Professional Education (Tajikistan, 2003). 
The definition of university autonomy in the Law on Higher Education 
differs profoundly from what is generally understood in Western higher 
education (DeYoung and Valyayeva 2013). In Tajikistan, “university auton-
omy is the highest form of the learning process and academic activities, 
determining the state responsibility of the institutions of higher professional 
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education before their founder” (Law on Higher Education, definitions; we 
used the amended 2009 version). Unless a HEI is private—which does not 
apply in Tajikistan—“the founder” is always “the government.” As part of 
university autonomy, students and instructors are given “academic free-
doms” defined in Tajikistan as “freedom of delivering the content of learn-
ing in one’s own way – within the learning programmes” and “a freedom of 
those who study [students] to acquire knowledge in accordance with their 
own inclinations  – within the learning programmes” (Law on Higher 
Education: Definitions; Article 5).
There is very minimal academic freedom or university autonomy in 
Tajikistan. If we apply the European University Association (EUA 
2009) university autonomy framework—which employs indicators of 
financial, staffing, organizational and academic autonomy—most obser-
vations in the Tajik case would yield scores of “none” to “low.” In real-
ity, it is only rectors who now have some autonomy. Universities are 
governed by rectors’ orders; and in most of the interviews with faculty 
and administrators, it became clear that few members of the academic 
community in the country can speak or comprehend the language of 
university autonomy. Yet, the concepts of university autonomy and aca-
demic freedom are now in the Tajik Law on Higher education and in 
the TNU Ustav.
Being the most powerful within the university governance structures, 
rectors at the same time are vulnerable to political changes. They are 
appointed to and dismissed from their positions by the government 
(President) of the country. The events of 2012 provide an illustration of 
the extent the higher education system has been politicized, and the verti-
cal power hierarchy within universities. In January, A.  Rahmonov was 
“relieved from his position” as a Minister of Education—and later 
appointed to be the rector of the Tajik State Pedagogical University. 
Following this, TNU rector N. Saidov was elevated to become the educa-
tion minister. At that time he had been TNU rector for approximately 3 
years and, prior to that, the Tajik State Pedagogical University rector for 
less than a year. In August, H. Odinaev, who was then the TNU rector was 
“relieved from his position” to “be transferred to another job.” The vacant 
chair of the rector of the main HEI was given to M. Imomov, former rec-
tor of Slavonic University. The rector of the Tajik State Kulob University, 
in turn, became the rector of Slavonic (Asia-Plus 2012). During these 
domino effect changes, all rector appointments, as required by the law, 
were made by decrees signed by the President. 
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key educaTion poLicy iSSueS and chaLLengeS
Being the poorest among the NIS, Tajikistan is a country with relatively 
young and fast growing population. Approximately 44% of its eight mil-
lion people are under the age of 18. The estimated 2.2 million labor force 
is divided mostly between agriculture and services, with only about 11% in 
industry. Industry is dominated by a small number of state-owned 
 enterprises, and consists basically of an aluminum plant (one of the ten 
largest aluminum smelters in the world), several large hydropower plants 
and small factories in food processing and light industry. Tajikistan’s 
exports are primarily cotton and aluminum.
Although the Civil War delayed the beginning of the reforms and tran-
sition to market economy, even during the war, a Law on Education 
(1993) was adopted. The adoption of the new Law was a part of the series 
of legislation reforms in Tajikistan, which were initiated by the parliament. 
Just 1 year before the adoption of this Law, the presidential system of 
governance was abolished. Then President Nabiev had resigned, and par-
liamentary power was established and lasted until the first after-war presi-
dential elections in 1996. The turning point in educational policy 
decision-making was the process of signing the Peace Agreement with the 
United Tajik Opposition in 1997, which officially ended the Civil War, 
and the development of new educational policies then commenced.
The Law on Education of 1993 allowed a number of changes in educa-
tion (Tajikistan, 1993; ERSU, 2006). Private education institutions were 
legally allowed and some were established; but those in higher education 
eventually closed in 2000s. As throughout the NIS, “contract places” for 
students who paid tuition has become a key higher education development 
(DeYoung 2011). By the 2000s, the formation of the new government was 
completed, and the Ministry of Education started adopting several policy 
documents, under the influence of key supra-national agencies such as the 
World Bank, UNICEF and OSI. The Ministry’s efforts were driven by the 
rhetoric of including Tajikistan’s education system into the “world educa-
tional space.” Although the reasons for these policy decisions were made in 
an effort to democratize the system, equalize and diversify access to quality 
education, the educational system still remains under the tight control of 
the government. For instance, decentralization of the system of education 
and its management is widely perceived as incomplete. The National 
Strategy for Educational Development of Tajikistan (Ministry of Education, 
2005, 2012) acknowledges that “today the system of public management 
of education is a legacy of a highly centralized and planned system of the 
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former Soviet Union and to a considerable extent remains unreformed. … 
The dominant position in education belongs to the Government and par-
ticipation of non – governmental and private sector is minimal” (p. 11). 
International agencies are also concerned that the country has “a central-
ized” and “non- participatory governance structure” which is “one of the 
main obstacles to effective educational change” that “policy key stakehold-
ers, including NGOs, teachers, parents and students are rarely involved, 
and they have only very limited influence on key decisions at the national 
level” (OSI 2002).
Language of instruction issues were and remain contentious. Adopted 
during Gorbachev’s perestroika, the Law on Languages (1989) declared 
Tajik the “state” language and Russian a “language of international com-
munication.” The current ethnic breakdown of Tajikistan is 84.3% Tajiks 
and 13.8% Uzbeks. The rest include Russians, Kyrgyz, Tatars and others. 
It also includes Pamiris, a small ethnic group primarily living in 
GBAO. Dozens of local language dialects are spoken there—Shugni being 
the most popular (see Niyosov 2002).
Over a quarter of century into independence, working knowledge of 
Russian among the Tajiks has almost been eliminated. While many from 
an older generation still speak Russian fluently (especially in Dushanbe), 
and while Russian is still used in business and government transactions, 
the younger generation as a group—especially in rural places—has limited 
Russian language skills. This process was also facilitated by a mass exodus 
of Russians during the Civil War. Following the process of a national iden-
tity building and cultural de-russification, secondary schools with Tajik as 
the language of instruction effectively replaced Russian language schools, 
and Tajik eventually also became predominant in HEIs. In 2014/15, 
approximately 82% of the students studied in Tajik and 17% in Russian. 
Meanwhile, replacing Russian as the language of instruction with Tajik has 
become an important challenge, especially for Medical and Technical 
Universities(ERSU, 2006). Now some subjects are being taught in 
Russian, although “officially” Tajik is required.
Today, an instructional language policy has re-emerged as a divisive 
political issue throughout all education levels. In Dushanbe, many ethnic 
Tajik parents now pay bribes to enroll their kids into Russian language 
schools, resisting the Ministry of Education’s “suggestions” that only eth-
nically Russian are eligible. This parents’ movement is driven by a quest 
for education quality and concerns about Tajification of the country 
(Parshin 2014). Elites and the upper classes in the country often still 
believe that Russian fluency is a prerequisite to upward social mobility.
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Russian fluency is also essential now at the other end of the scale. 
Annually, almost a million Tajiks (mostly men) go to Russia as seasonal 
workers; about half of the labor age males. The Russian Federation has 
adopted a new law (in 2015) requiring a Russian government Certificate 
of Knowledge of Russian for those who apply for a working visa. This 
makes Russian fluency important even for those not going to HEIs. 
Seizing upon the opportunity, the Dushanbe Branch of Moscow State 
University has already opened a testing center, issuing such a certificate 
and offering Russian language classes (websites; MSU branch).
Along with the National Strategy for Education Development of the 
Republic of Tajikistan (2006–2015) and the National Strategy for 
Education Development of the Republic of Tajikistan until 2020, there is 
also the National Concept of Up-bringing of the Republic of Tajikistan, 
adopted in 2006. Accordingly, HEIs constitute stage four in the process 
of the up-bringing of youth; the preceding stages accomplished by the 
family, pre-school and secondary education. Therefore, vospitatelnaya 
rabota (the system of up-bringing) is an essential responsibility of each 
university and institute; and they should organize activities to contribute 
to the moral, national, patriotic, ideological and physical upbringing of 
students. HEI websites in Tajikistan invariably contain a separate rubric—
“vospitatelnaya rabota.” The MoE, in its turn, is responsible for continu-
ously reviewing the programs “to strengthen” this component. 
Symptomatic of these developments is the imposition of a dress code for 
students, mandating conservative attire for both boys and girls, and a con-
troversial decision prohibiting the hijab on campus.
The latest education policy initiative is the creation of the Unified 
Entrance Exam (UEE) for HEI admission. Developed by The National 
Testing Center founded in 2008 by the Tajik government and funded 
mostly by grants from the Russian Federation, World Bank and the Open 
Society Foundation, it was administered nationwide for the first time in 
2014—replacing the previous Soviet practice. The rational for this center 
and UEE relates to the rampant corruption in higher education widely 
understood in the country (Transparency International 2013). Other con-
siderations have been the improvement of quality and equity throughout 
the entire system of education. The National Testing Center is considered 
to be the first step in establishing national education assessments.
While other countries, like Russia (2003) and Kazakhstan (2010), have 
already joined the Bologna Process, Tajikistan is currently a “non-Bologna 
signatory.” The Bologna Process is “being implemented by ad hoc groups 
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under the supervision of the Ministry of Education.” (TEMPUS 2012) 
The level of implementation of the Bologna cycle structure is judged 
“extensive but gradual,” according to TEMPUS (2012). Introduced 
Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees widely coexist with the previous (Soviet) 
degrees of Specialist, Candidate of Science and Doctor of Science. 
Ironically, graduates with Western PhDs sometimes report difficulty in 
having these degrees formally recognized in Tajikistan. Credit hours 
(European System of Transferred Credits, ESTC) are also being gradually 
adopted. In an inherited Soviet system curriculum, however, not all the 
classes are created equal, and to recalculate hours from the exiting learning 
plans into the required credit hours without revamping the curriculum has 
been difficult. For that matter, researchers find the borrowing of higher 
education policies and strategies in Central Asia poorly understood and 
applied (Merrill 2011). Adapting Bologna structures, like many other 
changes, often conflicts with the existing educational cultures and internal 
administration. Tajikistan is building Bologna structures basically within 
the MoE, instead of creating independent monitoring and implementa-
tion agencies. The “2020 National Strategy” envisions Tajikistan joining 
Bologna after this strategy has been implemented—thus by 2020. In offi-
cial speeches, joining Bologna is cast as achieving “world standards” in 
higher education. In reality though, no Tajik HEIs has made it to the 
“Emerging Europe and Central Asia” (EECA) 150 top universities in 
2015 rankings (QS 2015).
concLuSion
Higher education in Tajikistan has undergone substantial changes over 
the past 25 years as a result of both its internal crises and those social and 
economic transition challenges seen throughout the NIS. Transforming 
major Soviet institutes into universities and establishing new ones has 
significantly changed the higher education landscape. Now universities—
not institutes—dominate this landscape, enrolling most of the students. 
The only university from Soviet Tajikistan, TNU, retains its leading 
position. The number of HEIs and student enrollments have signifi-
cantly increased. This has been fueled partly by the mass creation of new 
programmes that reflect the needs of an emerging knowledge-based 
economy but also the result of parental craving for higher education for 
their children—regardless of market demands. Specific features of the 
massification of higher education in Tajikistan are further explained by 
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internationalization according to the Bologna Process and other global-
ization agendas, the establishment of international HEIs under bilateral 
government agreements (with Russia) and significantly increasing the 
number of HEI programs and enrollments in far-flung regions of the 
country—especially those programs related to industry and technology. 
A deeper look at the higher education landscape reveals, however, that 
the major changes have occurred mostly within the preexisting Soviet 
structures and frameworks. Relationships between the HEIs and the 
state have not changed much, although nominally university autonomy 
was given to them. The system remains highly centralized; and MoE 
governance generally follows the old Soviet pattern. Tajikistan does not 
have private HEIs; and most important landmarks of the current educa-
tional landscape are the former Soviet institutions.
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CHAPTER 15
The Transformation of Higher Education 
in Turkmenistan: Continuity and Change
Victoria Clement and Zumrad Kataeva
IntroductIon
Turkmenistan is a Central Asian country that has experienced significant 
reforms in its higher education system since the end of the Soviet Union. 
Because Turkmenistan’s state archives are not available to researchers, this 
chapter is based on limited available information such as statistical infor-
mation of CIS countries, NGO reports, mass media reports and the 
reports of international agencies.
Turkmenistan is one of the largest holders and exporters of gas in the 
world. The country is comparable to the size of France in territory, but it 
is sparsely populated by approximately five million people. The country 
possesses the world’s fourth largest reserves of natural gas. According to 
the World Bank (2014), Turkmenistan has become an upper middle- 
income economy driven by hydrocarbon exports: GDP per capita rose 
from 970 USD in 2002 to nearly 7,000 USD in 2013. Among Central 
Asian countries, Kazakhstan has a larger GDP per capita (10,508 USD), 
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with Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan the lowest: 1,103 USD and 926 USD, 
respectively.1 Living standards of the Turkmenistan population have 
improved over the past years, supplemented by massive investment in 
physical capital. Natural gas exports, which consist of 90 percent of overall 
export, have pushed national economic growth. The extractive sector 
accounts for nearly half of Turkmenistan’s GDP.
Although the country has made a significant progress in macroeco-
nomic indicators, the quality of Turkmenistan’s human capital—its health 
and education systems—lags behind most other comparable nations, such 
as Azerbaijan or Ukraine. Moreover, “the Human Development Index 
(HDI), a composite statistic of life expectancy; education; and income, 
shows that despite the enormous increase in income per capita experi-
enced in recent years, improvements of health and education outcomes 
are not remarkable.” The people of Turkmenistan have lower life expec-
tancy than most neighbors, let alone the populations of more developed 
resource-rich countries around the world. Current employment rates of 
55 percent and a labor force participation rate of 61 percent for the 
15–64-year-old population are low by international standards. According 
to the same study, with the working age population projected to increase 
by one-third in 2030, investment in human capital is insufficient to allow 
the next generation of Turkmen citizens to find jobs.
Despite this wealth, affluence has not trickled down enough to the 
general population. Rural areas remain notably poor and underdeveloped. 
The state budget provides funds to subsidize citizens’ home heating, gaso-
line, electricity, water, flour and salt. However, people in rural areas do not 
have guaranteed access to clean drinking water and electricity outages are 
not unusual.
Although Turkmenistan does not participate in global assessments such 
as PISA or TIMSS, the quality of education and its alignment to the pres-
ent and future needs of the economy are questionable. Education trans-
formation under the first president of Turkmenistan led to decreasing 
educational provision on all levels. Relatively recently the Turkmen gov-
ernment has made an attempt to reverse this negative trend. The 
Turkmenistan President’s Decree on the “Improvement of the Education 
System in Turkmenistan” (2013) and the “Concept of Transition to 
12-year General Secondary Education in Turkmenistan” were adopted, 
which aim at radical reforms in the education sector. These reforms are 
reaching a great number of the population. They include costly projects, 
ranging from introduction of internet access to building new campuses for 
HEIs that are made possible by the government’s access to energy wealth.
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The challenge of modernization is significant, particularly in higher 
education. Turkmenistan’s population is extremely young with 46 percent 
under age 24 and 20 percent between ages 15 and 24. This demographic 
situation has implications for all social systems, especially education. 
Taking in just over 7,000 first year students in the 2014/2015 academic 
year, HEIs are only able to accommodate around 7 percent of the 100,000 
annual graduates. There are approximately 25,600 students currently 
enrolled in HEIs.
Turkmenistan as other post-Soviet republics attempted to build its edu-
cation system according to national interests, which were identified by the 
government. According to the model developed by the first President of 
Turkmenistan, Niyazov, the country has had to emphasize transformation 
from the Soviet model to what he called a democratic model, which was 
declared in the first Constitution of independent Turkmenistan. However, 
according to this political model, the state should be the main driver and 
guarantor of this process (Horak 2005). Building the education system, 
which had to respond to the national interests identified by Niyazov, has 
driven many reforms in this country. In Turkmenistan, the state plays a 
major role in the transformation of the economic, social and political insti-
tutions including secondary and higher education systems.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an analysis of the changes that 
took place in higher education and its institutional landscape in 
Turkmenistan from the late Soviet years to the present day. Most promi-
nent in this examination will be the differences between Soviet and post- 
Soviet Turkmen higher education institutions (HEIs) as well as the salient 
characteristics of reform during the first presidency of Saparmurat Niyazow 
(1990–2006) and that of the second president, Gurbanguly 
Berdimuhamedow (2007–present).
This chapter starts with an overview of the Soviet era education and 
continues with the analysis of two periods of independence (1991–2007) 
and 2007 to the present day.
SovIet era educatIon
Overall it was the Soviet state rather than any independent entities that 
modernized education in Turkmenistan (also known by its Russian name 
“Turkmenia”), which was established as part of the 1924 delimitation of 
Central Asia. Though reliant on Russian language, the Soviet higher educa-
tion system was free, secular and available to all. In the final years of the 
Soviet Union, before Turkmenistan gained independence on 27 October 
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1991, adult literacy approached 99 percent and education was universal. 
When the Turkmen Soviet Socialist Republic did become independent 
Turkmenistan, the education system was “Soviet.” Textbooks still featured 
works of the Bolshevik leader Lenin, and HEIs continued to rely on Russian 
language vocabulary for technical, scientific and medical terminology.
Prior to 1917, there were no universities in the region that became 
Turkmenistan. Turkmens went to Ufa, Bukhara, Istanbul and sometimes 
St. Petersburg for higher education. The Soviet administration developed 
the higher educational system in the Turkmen SSR as part of the Union- 
wide infrastructure designed for mass tertiary education.
By the end of the Soviet era, there were 9 higher education institutions 
(Table 15.1) and 41,800 students, with 8,000 of those at the Turkmen 
State University alone. Most of those institutions (8) were located in the 
capital, the city of Ashgabat, enrolling 31,000 students (1988). There was 
one regional pedagogical institution located in the city of Chärjew (cur-
rently Turkmenabat). Additionally, established in 1931, the Ashgabat 
Pedagogical Institute became known as the Turkmen State University 
named after the Russian writer Maxim Gorky in 1950.
It is important to note that number of students enrolled in higher edu-
cation institutions in Turkmen SSR was the lowest: number of students 
per 10,000 equaled 112  in the republic versus 174 on average in the 
USSR, while the competition at entrance examinations was among the 
highest: 301 students per 100 places (the average in the USSR was 192). 
Apparently, the social aspirations of the population to get higher educa-
tion were much higher than the opportunities created within the republic. 
It is worth noting that during the Soviet period, Turkmenistan achieved 
relatively high indicators in terms of gender parity: 44 percent of overall 
numbers of students were female as of 1988. Two tables below show the 
institutional landscape of higher education in Turkmenistan where the 
Table. 15.1 Number of higher education institutions in Turkmenistan during 
1940–1990
1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1985 1988 1990a
Number of HEIs 5 6 4 5 7 9 9 9
Number of students, 
thousands
3 6,6 13,1 29,1 35,8 38,8 40,2 41,8
aNarodnoe khozyaistvo SSSR v 1990 godu. Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1991
Source: Narodnoe obrazovanie i kultura v SSSR 1989, Moscow: Financy i statistika)
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majority of HEIs were specialized institutions. At the same time their 
composition reflected the main manpower needs of the republic and needs 
of maintaining Turkmen language and culture (Table 15.2).
However, as in some other Soviet Union republics, the pedagogical 
institutions in Turkmenistan enrolled relatively large numbers of students: 
two (2) pedagogical higher education institutions enrolled 25 percent of 
the total number of students (Table 15.3).
 FIrSt YearS oF Independence: cloSIng “BorderS”
The first post-independence years were a period of new state building under 
the leadership of President Niyazow. According to Niyazow, a new demo-
cratic society could appear only through the state taking responsibilities for the 
well-being of the nation, which led to the total control of overall economic, 
social and political life of the country (Horak 2005). Post- independence 
reform of education was intimately tied to language and alphabet reform 
(Clement 2008). Encouraged by Gorbachev’s reforms, the Turkmen SSR 
adopted the law “On Language” on 24 May 1990. Announcing, “Turkmen 
is the state language of Turkmenistan,” this law made Turkmen the official 
language and removed Russian’s official status.2 From 1 September 1998 the 
main language of instruction throughout Turkmenistan became Turkmen. To 
underscore this, an exam in the Turkmen language—with both written and 
oral parts—became a mandatory part of the entrance exam for universities and 
institutes (Meredova 2013). In 1993, President Niyazov announced that 
Turkmenistan would, over a 3-year period, adopt the Latin-based “New 
Turkmen National Alphabet” in place of the Cyrillic-based one (Soyegow and 
Rejepow 1993).
Table 15.2 Distribution of higher education institutions by sector (1988)
HE by sector, 1988 Number of HEIs Number of students, 
thousands
Industry and construction 1 6.0
Transportation and communication 0 0
Agriculture 1 5.8
Economics and law 1 3.5
Education 3 18.3
Incl. Pedagogical HEIs (2) (10.2)
Healthcare, physical education and sport 2 5.3
Art and cinema 1 6.6
Source: Narodnoe obrazovanie i kultura v SSSR 1989, Moscow: Financy i statistika
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In the early 1990s, policy on education was laid out in Niyazow’s 
1993 program “Bilim” (Education) and corresponding law. This pol-
icy is unique for the beginning of twenty-first century. It manifested a 
radical reform that contradicted pedagogical norms. For example, the 
length of secondary education in Turkmenistan was reduced from 10 
to 9 years.
Curriculum reform in all levels of education was also radical. From the 
first grade of school education to the last year of university education the 
core of the curriculum was President Niyazow’s Ruhnama, a two-volume 
work combining history, philosophy and ideology. He wrote this text to 
instruct Turkmen in their moral, spiritual and political lives. The books 
contained President Niyazow’s personal version of Turkmen folk history, 
spiritual guidance as well as his own autobiography. Courses on Ruhnama 
Table 15.3 Classification of Soviet HEIs (1988)
# Name Year Location Profile # of 
students
1. Turkmen State 
University named 
after M. Gorky 
(now—TSU named 
after Magtumguly)
1931 Ashgabat Comprehensive 
university
8100
2. Turkmen State 
Medical Institute
1931 Ashgabat Medicine 5300
3. Turkmen Institute of 
Physical Culture
1981 Ashgabat Physical/sport 
education
4. Turkmen Agricultural 
Institute
1930 Ashgabat Agriculture 5800
5. Turkmen Institute of 
National Economy
1980 Ashgabat Economy fields 3500
6. Turkmen Polytechnic 
Institute
1963 Ashgabat Technical and 
Engineering
6000
7. Turkmen State 
Pedagogical Institute
1950 Chardjew  
(current 
Turkmenabat)
Pedagogical 10,200
8. Turkmen State 
Institute of Russian 
Language and 
Literature
1984 Ashgabat Pedagogical
9. Turkmen state
Institute of Culture
1972 Ashgabat Culture/arts 6600
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replaced fully or partially such courses as History, Social Studies, Philosophy 
and Geography. Students memorized passages from it, wrote essays on the 
history it recorded and lived their lives according to Ruhnama’s moral 
guidelines. Learning became severely limited when study of Ruhnama was 
combined with the intense cult of personality surrounding Niyazow, which 
required students to participate in frequent public festivals, sing the praises 
of the president in their school work and take exams on his writings. 
Niyazow labeled this period the “Golden Era” and the students of the 
time the “Golden Generation.” However, local teachers referred to their 
students as the “Lost Generation,” witnessing the decline of education 
(Ahn and Jensen 2016; Clement 2004). Many teachers and university pro-
fessors lost their jobs. Niyazow’s language policies caused non-Turkmen 
specialists to leave the country. This was one way that Turkmenistan used 
education for nation-building.
The structure of the tertiary education sector was strongly affected by 
this policy. The length of study in vocational schools was also reduced 
from 3 years to 1 year; most vocational schools were reprogramed into 
1-year agricultural schools, which provided only certificates after gradua-
tion. The study term in higher education was also reduced from 5 years to 
2 years. In addition, in 1995 the evening and correspondence learning in 
higher education was totally dismissed. The Academy of Science and all 
research institutes under the Academy were also closed blocking any post-
graduate studies such as aspirantura.
One could expect that such drastic reduction of the number of years to 
study might lead to greater access to higher education. It was not the case. 
The access to higher education has become very restrictive because the 
enrollment to higher education institutions required at least 2 years of 
practical experience before entering institutes and universities, let alone 
becoming very competitive. This system has also reproduced inequality in 
access to higher education because most poor families could not afford 
paying private tutors to prepare them for higher education as the quality 
of secondary higher education spiraled downward.
In 2003, the Cabinet of Ministers announced that in order to gain 
practical experience university students would be required to obtain 
2-years’ work experience in their selected area of study before they could 
graduate. Thus, students who wished to pursue higher education were 
expected to find an internship in a country where unemployment was esti-
mated to be between 40 percent in urban areas and 60 percent in rural 
areas.3 When the Ministry of Education announced this program, urban 
youth lined up at state administration offices while rural students sought 
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work in areas connected to wheat or cotton in the hope of later entering 
the Agricultural University.4 Students studying at the Medical Institute 
found themselves mopping floors in hospitals (Clement 2004). A funda-
mental problem with the program was that the state provided banks, 
 hospitals, schools and businesses with little guidance as to how to mentor 
these young people. An example of this was the cohort assigned to the 
banks, which was supposed to be engaged in daily bank activities, learning 
managerial skills. However, many reported that they were assigned simple 
tasks such as filing or running errands (Clement 2004). The general con-
ditions around the country hampered the feasibility of even marginal suc-
cess when high unemployment was keeping qualified individuals from 
obtaining work. Locals labeled this the “two-plus-two program,” refer-
ring to the fact that the 2 years of internship left students of 4-year pro-
grams with only 2 years of formal learning (there are some exceptions, 
such as Architecture, which are 5-year programs). The students received 
their stipends from the government, and criteria for the program were met 
on paper, but in reality it suffered from weakness in implementation.
However, under President Niyazow the number of HEIs increased 
from 9 to 16. The isolated country needed to ensure supply of trained 
graduates in the areas where Turkmenistan did not have higher educa-
tion programs in the Soviet times. Some new universities and special-
ized  institutes were opened including Turkmen State Institute of 
Transport and Communications, International Turkmen-Turkish 
University, Turkmen State Academy of Arts, the National Institute of 
Sport and Tourism of Turkmenistan, and the National State Institute of 
Manuscripts.
The governance of higher education in Turkmenistan is centralized; the 
higher education institutions are regulated and governed by the Cabinet 
of Ministers of Turkmenistan. The Cabinet has a wide array of responsi-
bilities including developing and implementing state policy in the field of 
education. It also ensures that the system of education is in line with the 
constitution of Turkmenistan, the legal provisions governing education 
and international treaties. The Cabinet of Ministers also develops all strat-
egies and state education standards; coordinates the activities of education 
institutions; participates in setting the budget for education; develops 
quality assurance models and sets requirements for admission to higher 
education institutions.
The implemented reforms have made a significant impact on the gen-
eral indicators of higher education. Although the number of higher educa-
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tion institutions doubled from 1991 to 2000 the number of students has 
significantly declined. For instance, in 1990 the number of students was 
41,800, but in 2000 the number of students declined to 17,000 
(Table 15.4).
Consequently, the participation rate in higher education for youth aged 
from 20 to 24 years has declined by almost 75 percent (Fig. 15.1).
From 2007 to the preSent: From ISolatIon 
to partIcIpatIon?
The political and policy agenda in Turkmenistan has changed with the 
new (second) President, Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedow. Since then the 
education sector has been a focus for reorganization and development. 
The president has repeatedly declared education reform to be one of his 
top priorities. After his election to the presidency in February 2007, 
Berdimuhamedow launched a major reform of Turkmenistan’s education 
Table 15.4 Number of higher education institutions and number of students 
from 2000 to 2011
2000 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Number of HEIs 16 17 18 19 21 23
Number of students, thousands 16.6 17 20.7 22.1 23.7 25.6
Source: Turkmenistan Statistical Yearbook 2012
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Fig. 15.1 Higher education participation rate 1991–2011, in % (age cohort 
20–24) (Sources: http://www.cisstat.com)
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system starting with his 15 February 2007 decree “On improvement of 
the education system in Turkmenistan.” This decree manifested a depar-
ture from Niyazow’s reforms. With that decree the school system was 
restructured from 9 to 10 years, higher educational institutions to 5 years, 
and medical and some art institutes to 6 years.5 He also raised the salaries 
of those in the education sector while decreasing the number of hours 
worked, reducing class sizes and increasing access to computers. On 30 
March 2007, he instructed that the salaries of Turkmenistan’s teachers 
increase by 40 percent.6 Starting 1 September 2007 a presidential decree 
reduced the annual work hours from 1250 to 850 for teachers, instructors 
and professors. Of that time, 490 hours are contact hours (14 hours per 
week), the rest is time for preparation.7
Perhaps President Berdimuhamedow’s most important initiative in 
education was his 1 March 2013 extension of secondary schooling to 12 
years.8 This initiative has had ramifications for higher education as well 
since it has meant that there are a greater number of students graduating 
with the credentials that will allow them to pursue higher education both 
domestically and abroad.
Since 2008, President Berdimuhamedow has emphasized the role of 
higher education in providing “abundant inflow of highly qualified spe-
cialists in a few years.”9 The new Law on Education adopted in 2009, and 
modified in 2013, has made a significant change in higher education poli-
cies. It allowed the introduction of tuition fees in educational sector 
including higher education; it also regulated issues regarding quality assur-
ance. The International University of Humanities and Development 
(IUHD), which was opened in 2014, has become a pilot university for 
introduction of tuition fees. The first university to charge tuition was the 
International Turkmen-Turkish University. Recently opened (2016), the 
University of Engineering Technologies of Turkmenistan, named after 
Oguz Khan, has been also introduced as a pilot university. There is no 
public information about the amount of tuition; however, according to 
some mass media resources it varies from $1,300 to $2,000 dollars per 
academic year. Legally public HEIs have the right to charge tuition fees in 
cases when (a) students whose education is not being funded from the 
state budget, (b) students admitted to part-time, evening or correspon-
dence courses and (c) students admitted to the second cycle of higher 
education (TEMPUS 2012). The minimum annual tuition fee will amount 
to 3,700 manats ($1,300), average, 4,200 manats ($1,470) and maxi-
mum, 4,700 manats ($1,645). The amount of the fees will be determined 
by the higher educational establishment.10
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The other significant peculiarity of the Turkmen education system is 
that although the Law on Education allows private educational organiza-
tions all higher education institutions are still the public ones.
Since 2007, Turkmenistan opened four new universities including the 
Institute of International Relations under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
of Turkmenistan (2008), the International University of Oil and Gas 
(2012), the International University of Humanities and Development 
(2014), and most recently the University of Engineering Technologies 
named after Oguz Khan (2016). In the meantime, the government closed 
the Branch of the Russian Oil and Gas University (2012) and International 
Turkmen–Turkish University (2016).
One of President Berdimuhamedow’s earliest promises was to reduce 
the status of Ruhnama. Between 2008 and 2011, schools and universities 
phased out lessons based on Ruhnama. Entrance exams on based on 
Ruhnama were ended in August 2014 by declaration of the president. 
However, the new president’s books have replaced the writings of 
President Niyazow, and Berdimuhamedow’s ideological statements now 
fill the public sphere.11
In 2014, a new university opened that is somewhat experimental for 
Turkmenistan: the International University of Humanities and Development 
(IUHD). The experimental aspects are that it is organized according to the 
Bologna model and the language of instruction is English. Thus, the uni-
versity has been hiring faculty who have obtained their degrees abroad as 
well as foreign faculty (in spring 2016 there were two foreign professors 
working there). Other HEIs do not hire foreign faculty, but some, such as 
the International Oil and Gas University and the Turkmen Institute of 
Economics and Public Administration, do invite guest lecturers from 
abroad, in alignment with the Erasmus Program.12 The philosophy behind 
IUHD’s founding was to create a Turkmen HEI that would meet interna-
tional standards and compete with the internationally recognized 
Nazarbayev University in Kazakhstan. It is intended to become “a national 
brand for academic excellence.”13 With over 500 students, it is operating 
below its capacity for 2500, but plans to take in more students each year. 
IUHD will train specialists in 14 areas of study: philosophy, sociology, 
international public law, private law, international relations, journalism, 
international economy, management, finances, insurance, commerce and 
computer  programming, information technology and communication 
technologies. This university’s education is based on a 5-year program, 
with the first year devoted to language learning and practice. With the 
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establishment of IUHD we see a new form of education in Turkmenistan. 
The new university represents institutional differentiation of a new sort: 
international criteria, use of ECTS (European Credit Transfer and 
Accumulation System) and the Bologna model. The 2013 Law on 
Education has also introduced a two-tier system such as Bachelor and 
Master degrees.
Turkmenistan is not a signatory to the Bologna Process. However, 
there are long-term plans to bring HEIs in line with the Bologna model. 
This is significant as officially neutral Turkmenistan does not often join 
coalitions or unions. It signals that the government is growing more com-
fortable with the importation of outside ideas. It is not clear how it will 
affect the higher education system and the institutional landscape in the 
country.
In 2014, the state began to recognize foreign diplomas earned after 
1993, which in 2004 Niyazow had declared invalid in an effort to discour-
age students from studying abroad.14 In 2012, Turkmenistan’s Ministry of 
Education estimated that there were 42,000 citizens studying abroad in 
foreign universities.15 There were 13,000 Turkmenistani students in 
Ukraine; 10,000 in Belarus; while Russia, Turkey and Malaysia also each 
were taking in a great many. The government of Turkmenistan paid tuition 
for only 2,000 of these individuals, the rest were privately funded.16 In 
addition, there is some demand for Russian language education within 
Turkmenistan itself. To help satisfy this desire, Russia’s Oil and Gas 
University opened a branch in Ashgabat in 2008 (closed later). Except for 
at this university, Russian is no longer a language of instruction at HEIs, 
it is taught only in Russian language classes as a foreign language.
In spring 2009, when there were 4,275 students entering their first year 
at Turkmenistan’s HEIs and 2,700 leaving to study abroad, President 
Berdimuhamedow referenced the country’s reliance on graduates from 
foreign universities and the knowledge they bring home, saying that 
Turkmenistan would continue the practice of sending students abroad 
“until the country gets fully staffed with specialists with high qualifica-
tions.”17 Citizens of Turkmenistan holding a foreign degree may have 
their diploma recognized with a certificate after successful completion of 
two exams: one in Social Studies and one in the applicant’s field of special-
ization. These exams were offered in the Turkmen language.18
In terms of gender policies Turkmenistan’s Constitution and laws declare 
equality between women and men and guarantee equal rights to education. 
However, the available statistics of 2008/2009 shows that the proportion 
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of women in higher education is decreasing annually. For example, as of 
2008/2009 academic year, only 35 percent of total students were female 
which is 2 percent lesser than in 2006/2007 academic year.
current InStItutIonal landScape In hIgher 
educatIon
Turkmenistan represents unequal regional distribution of higher educa-
tion. All institutions, except three, are located in the capital of the country, 
Ashgabat. For instance, Turkmen National University named after 
Magumguly, Turkmen State Medical University, Turkmen Agricultural 
University, International University of Oil and Gas, the newest University 
of Engineering Technologies of Turkmenistan, the International University 
of Humanities and Development, the Turkmen State Institute of Culture, 
the Turkmen State Institute of Transport and Communication, the 
National Institute of Sport and Tourism of Turkmenistan, the Turkmen 
National Institute of World Languages, the Institute of International 
Relations under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Turkmen State Institute 
of Finance, Turkmen State Institute of Architecture and Construction as 
well as Turkmen National Conservatory and Turkmen Academy of Arts. 
The three regional higher education institutions include Turkmen State 
Pedagogical Institute in Turkmenabad, Turkmen State Institute of Energy 
in Mary city and Turkmen Agricultural Institute in Daşoguz.
The typology, which is proposed below, represents four types of HEIs 
(see Table 15.5) and takes into account criteria with regard to educa-
tional activities and majors and specialties they include. The data were 
gathered from available internet information on number of HEIs, their 
size and major and specializations they represent. It is difficult to gather 
information on number of students, research activities and involvement 
in international projects of these HEIs. The Turkmen State University 
named after Magumguly (former Maksim Gorky) still holds the status of 
leading university and remains the flagship in Turkmenistan. The second 
type includes large state specialized universities such as Agricultural and 
Medical, which were specialized institutes during Soviet times, as well as 
the new University of Engineering Technologies named after Oguz 
Khan. The third category represents two international universities, 
International University of Humanities and Development and 
International University of Oil and Gas. While we were working on this 
chapter one international university (Turkish–Turkmen University) was 
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closed by the decree of President Berdimuhamedow, while the pro-
claimed International University of Humanities and Development was 
launched under the guise it would play a lead role in preparing highly 
qualified graduates according to international standards, using English as 
the instructional language. It is composed of six faculties and 13 depart-
ments and has programs in philosophy, sociology, international rela-
tions, journalism, economic, finances and computer science. The IUHD 
is also the first university preparing students according to the two-tier 
education system with Bachelor and Master degrees, theoretically 
Table 15.5 Current classification of higher education institutions (2016)
Type Number/
location
Example Educational profile
1. National flagship 
university
1/Ashgabat Turkmen State 
University
The largest university
2. State large 
specialized 
universities
3/Ashgabat Agricultural and 
medical Universities; 
University of 
Engineering 
Technologies named 
after Oguz Khan
Multidisciplinary 
large- and medium- 
size universities
3. International 
universities
2/Ashgabat International University 
of Oil and Gas; 
International University 
of Humanities and 
Development
International 
university
4. Small and 
specialized 
institutes in the 
capital
15/Ashgabat Turkmen Institute of 
Economics and 
Management; Institute 
of World Languages; 
Institute Architecture 
and Construction
Small- and medium-
size HEI
5. Regional 
specialized 
institutes
3/regional 
centers
Seyitnazar Seydi 
Turkmen State 
Pedagogical 
Institute(Turkmenabat 
city)
Turkmen State Power 
Engineering Institute 
(Mary city)
Turkmen State 
Agricultural Institute 
(Daşoguz city)
Small- and medium-
size HEI
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aligned with requirements of the Bologna Process.19 The International 
University of Oil and Gas was opened due to Turkmenistan’s specific 
need for specialists in the oil and gas industries.
The fourth type of HEIs represents small and specialized institutes, 
which prepare students in narrow areas for specific jobs. Some of them 
include institutes from the Soviet period, which were renamed such as 
the National Institute of Sport and Tourism of Turkmenistan (former 
Institute of Physical Culture) and Turkmen National Institute of World 
Languages (former Institute of Russian Language and Literature). Other 
institutes include new ones such as Turkmen State Institute of Transport 
and Communication, Turkmen State Institute of Finance, Turkmen 
State Institute of Architecture and Construction, Turkmen National 
Conservatory, Turkmen Academy of Arts and the Institute of 
International Relations under the MFA.  This institutional type also 
includes five military institutes located in the capital city of Ashgabat. 
Finally the last category includes regional institutions. One of these insti-
tutes inherited from the Soviet time is the pedagogical institute named 
after Seyitnazar Seydi and two other new institutions, Pedagogical 
Institutions in Mary and Das ̧oguz city.
The research and development in Turkmenistan has been revived and 
coordinated by both higher education institutions and the Academy of 
Science, where the Academy of Science still carries the large part of the 
research and is still responsible for training of doctoral students. At the same 
time, although the university programs were extended in accordance with 
international standards, it became clear that the dismissal of former research-
ers and/or teachers from the universities in the past decade has created a 
gap in qualified staff from which the country has not been able to recover.
concluSIon
Turkmenistan’s higher education has undergone significant changes since 
the Soviet era. These changes were driven mainly by state policies under 
total centralization of the system. The political leaders were main drivers 
of the transformations. Two periods of presidency in Turkmenistan have 
also played a major role in its current institutional landscape. Turkmenistan 
had only 9 higher education institutions by the end of the Soviet times 
and now the country has 24 higher education institutions to have a full 
spectrum of higher education programs in the country through the 
 specialized universities. For the main sector of the economy—oil and 
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gas—Turkmenistan’s government even allowed the establishment of an 
 international university. The challenge of the territorial development also 
forced the government to establish two new regional universities.
The demand of higher education is very high—five applicants for one 
place in 2014. At the same time the wealth of the country and total con-
trol allow the government to ignore this growing demand and to prohibit 
the private higher education sector to grow.
For almost three decades of independence Turkmenistan’s higher edu-
cation has undergone reforms and transformations, and the dynamics of 
those changes were not smooth. Compared to other post-Soviet countries 
where the number of higher education institutions and number of stu-
dents have raised significantly, Turkmenistan did not have such rapid 
growth. During the first years of independence, the number of students 
decreased  considerably. However, after the second phase and arrival of 
President Berdimuhamedow, the education system started to see some 
growth in terms of student enrollments, opening new universities and 
emphasis on internationalization. Turkmenistan was able to open more 
specialized institutes and relatively expand its regional higher education. 
However, Turkmenistan higher education does not have any private 
higher education institutions and the system remains under the tight con-
trol of the government.
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universities of reducing the number of contact hours to 12–13 per week, 
but that has yet to be agreed upon.
8. http://www.turkmenistan.ru/en/articles/17173.html
9. http://www.turkmenistan.ru/en/print/node/7467
10. http://chono-tm.org/en/2014/05/tuition-fees-to-be-introduced-in-turkmen- 
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13. IUHD brochure
14. According to Presidential Decree 13430, issued 9 January 2014, only 
diplomas earned through full-time study will be acknowledged in educa-
tional establishments. Degrees earned through part-time study, at HEIs or 
secondary vocational educational establishments, will not be recognized. 
This is problematic for thousands of students studying abroad as well as via 
correspondence.
15. http://chrono-tm.org/en/2015/02/turkmenistan-resumes-validation-of- 
foreign-diplomas/
16. www.thediplomat.com/2015/07/in-turkmenistan-border-woes- 
trump-education/
17. http://www.turkmenistan.ru/en/node/8188
18.  http://www.chrono-tm.org/en/2014/03/turkmenistan-to-impose-severe- 
restrictions-on-foreign-diplomas/
19. http://www.infoabad.com/obrazovanie-nauka-i-tehnika/v-ashhabade- 
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CHAPTER 16
Ukraine: Higher Education Reforms 
and Dynamics of the Institutional Landscape
Nataliya L. Rumyantseva and Olena I. Logvynenko
IntroductIon
The developmental trajectory of the HE system in Ukraine has mirrored 
the large-scale transformations that have been taking place in the country 
since the collapse of the Soviet Union. Rapid change in the socioeconomic 
and political environments and dramatic demographic changes as well as 
vicissitudes in foreign relations have all formed the wider context in which 
the HE system has been evolving.
This chapter views the changes in the HE landscape through the lens of 
horizontal and vertical diversification and organisational interrelationships 
(Teichler 1988). Ukraine’s HE followed a trajectory that is both similar 
and different to developments in other post-Soviet states (Huisman et al. 
2007, 565), facing a shared communist past, bringing back to life pre- 
Soviet institutions and achievements and looking for the ways forward.
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We will review how horizontal institutional differentiation has been 
jumpstarted with the introduction of private universities and other 
 structural changes in the system. We will also discuss changes in the verti-
cal differentiation amongst institutions of HE based on their status and 
ranking system. The interrelationships amongst old and new universities 
have inevitably shifted towards being more competitive, which presents 
not only a new practice for the system but also an additional challenge in 
the face of negative demographic trends.
BrIef HIstorIcal overvIew of tHe Pre-sovIet 
He system In ukraIne1
The first HEIs in Ukraine appeared in the West of the country and, in 
Kyiv, the capital of Kyivan Rus. Towards the end of the sixteenth century, 
Western Ukraine was experiencing religious and national identity strug-
gles whilst seeking to position itself between the influence of Orthodox 
Christian Russia and Roman Catholic Poland and Austria. The Ostrozska 
Academy, established in 1576, was the first HEI established in the terri-
tory that is now Ukraine. The Academy was closed in 1636. In 1632 Petro 
Mohyla, Metropolitan of Kyiv, founded a later well-known Kyiv-Mohyla 
Academy whose main purpose at the time was to ‘benefit the Orthodox 
Rus’ religious and ethnic communities’ (Yershova and Gordiichuk 2013, 
474). The Academy became an influential centre of innovation and 
research and served as a model for universities in Eastern territories estab-
lished in the nineteenth century (Bunina 2013). In 1817, however, the 
Academy closed down soon after Russian Empress Catherine II withdrew 
her financial support.
In the mediaeval city of Lviv, the Roman Catholic Jesuits order actively 
pursued the approval of the Polish King John II Casimir who eventually 
granted permission to establish the University of Lviv in 1661. The 
University facilitated the development of this region (Bunina 2013) and 
produced several graduates of national impact. Over a 100 years later, 
another university in the western part of the country was opened in 
1875 in the city of Chernivtsi. Although the University teaching was origi-
nally delivered in German, it gradually became a multicultural and multi-
lingual institution.
In the modern Eastern Ukrainian territories, the first HEIs appeared at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century. These HEIs were established in 
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territories that at that time were under the jurisdiction of the Russian 
Empire. Hence, they reflected different principles and traditions. Osipian 
(2008) describes the Russian tradition in HE as one of ‘weak university 
self-governance’, compensated by ‘strong state control’. The first univer-
sity in these territories was opened in the city of Kharkiv in 1805. Other 
national universities were open in Kyiv (1834) and Odessa (1865).
Institutions established under Western European influence differed in 
many ways from their Eastern counterparts in the underlying autonomy 
models that underpinned institutional relationships with the correspond-
ing governments. In the West, the impact of religion on HEIs was given 
considerable importance by the state (whether Polish or Austrian) and 
often resulted in clashes with the religious beliefs of the Ukrainian popula-
tion. In the East, issues concerning institutional autonomy were the key 
source of tension in university-government relations.
A parallel trend of systematic development of teacher training institu-
tions started in the 1860–1870s. This development introduced the first 
elements of differentiation into the HE system as these institutions com-
bined elements of vocational training with advanced studies and attracted 
a specific student population interested in the teaching career. Initially, not 
all of them were HEIs. The first teacher training HEI opened in Gluhiv in 
1874 (Bunina 2013) putting a start to what is now a robust net of peda-
gogical universities.
By the beginning of the twentieth century, student numbers in higher 
education had doubled by comparison to the late 1800s, although access 
for poorer working class and peasant youth was still severely restricted 
(Bunina 2013). Immediately prior to 1917, the Ukrainian HE system 
amounted to 27 institutions that educated more than 35,000 students 
(Kurbatov 2014). During the brief period of Ukraine’s independence and 
the Civil War of 1917–1920, additional HEIs were opened in the capital, 
including the Academy of Pedagogy, as well as in Kamyanets-Podilsky in 
the West and an early form of Tavrida University in the Crimea. By the time 
most of the current Ukraine’s territory became part of the USSR in 1939, 
Ukraine had 129 HEIs. In 1941, Ukraine had 162 HEIs and around 
130,000 students. Table 16.1 presents a simple typology of the HEIs by 
extent and type of specialisation. At this point, Ukraine had six comprehen-
sive universities. Technical and industrial institutions were leading the way 
along with their pedagogical counterparts, reflective of the needs of the 
economy and the high emphasis placed on access to secondary education.
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ukraInIan HIgHer educatIon system Between 1940 
and 1990
Not unlike other post-Soviet states, the Soviet Ukrainian HE system was 
designed and developed to supply the manpower needs of the economy. 
In a highly centralised social system, HE was controlled and coordinated 
in relation to the industry and economic needs of the USSR. The military 
needs during the war and then the post-war arms race mirrored themselves 
in the growing numbers of engineering and other technical specialisations. 
Centralised control and manpower planning enabled institutional inter- 
relationships that were primarily based on the principles of complementar-
ity rather than competition. Ukrainian HEIs during the Soviet period 
were producing graduates for the needs of other Soviet republics as well as 
Ukraine itself. Two institutions, in particular, were noteworthy for their 
all-USSR student body: the Ivano-Frankivsk National Technical University 
of Oil and Gas and the Mykolayiv Shipbuilding Institute.
Disciplinary orientation and geographical location in part determined 
HEIs’ role in the overall system and national economy. In addition, stu-
dent mobility was not very high but policy measures were implemented 
over time to boost the HE participation rate for low-income applicants, 
especially from the countryside. Higher education was free of charge and 
all students were admitted on a competitive basis. Students also received a 
modest stipend to cover living expenses. This gradually boosted student 
mobility.
Table 16.1 Typology of 
HEIs by specialisation in 
1941
Type of HEI Number of HEIs
Comprehensive universities 6
Industrial/technical institutes 40
Agricultural institutes 19
Economics institutes 6
Pedagogical institutes 69
Medical institutes 15
Art, music and theatrical institutes 7
Total 162
Source: Buhalo (1945)
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After World War II and Stalin’s death in 1953, Khrushchev’s govern-
ment undertook a reform of the HE system. In the 1950s–1960s, the HE 
system was slightly downsized, with some institutions closed or merged, 
leaving 135 HEIs instead of 160. The student numbers, however, dou-
bled in comparison with the pre-war period. Diversity in the form of deliv-
ery grew, including the delivery by correspondence (zaochyi fakultet), 
further opening opportunities for older individuals already in the labour 
force.
Vertical institutional differentiation had become particularly clear by 
this time. Comprehensive universities enjoyed higher status, a wider range 
of disciplines and more privileges, including opportunities to engage in 
research, whilst specialised institutes focused primarily on teaching within 
their chosen fields. Polytechnics, however, received additional support and 
funding from the government at this time, fuelled by the need to rebuild 
the country (USSR) after the war, whilst maintaining its technologically 
competitive status in the international political arena. Many of these poly-
technics grew into well-recognised and prestigious institutions of the time. 
Table 16.2 presents the state of the system in 1988, shortly before the 
collapse of the Soviet Union. Horizontal diversity is evident in the differ-
ent types of specialisation within universities. Technical HEIs attracted the 
largest number of students at the time, followed by pedagogical HEIs, 
suggesting a possible element of vertical differentiation based on their 
importance in the overall social system.
Table 16.2 Typology of HEIs by type of specialisation in 1988
Type HEI Number of HEIs Number of students
Comprehensive universities 10 98,734
Pedagogy and education 42 257,014
Technical (industry and construction) 40 318,181
Transport and communication 10 56,284
Agriculture 17 90,372
Economics and law 10 68,964
Medicine and sport 18 56,591
Art and cinema 9 6,572
Total 156 952,712
Source: Goskomstat (1989)
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cHanges In tHe He system sInce ukraIne’s 
IndePendence: PolIcy, PractIce and agency
With the onset of independence, Ukraine’s HE system had 156 HEIs at 
the beginning of the 1991/1992 academic year. The system was then 
about to enter a long and turbulent period of reforms with varying levels 
of success in implementation.
Initially, the only active agency in the reform process belonged almost 
exclusively to the President, the Parliament and the Cabinet of Ministers. 
Fimyar (2010), in her analysis of policy rationales in HE, argues that the 
primary policy documents reveal that the sources of all policy documents 
were Presidential Decrees, whilst Educational Laws, directives of the 
Cabinet of Ministers and Ministry of Education laws and directives were 
derivatives of the latter. It is in part understandable why the president of a 
highly centralised country so inexperienced in self-governance would be 
reluctant to delegate important decisions, but such high levels of centrali-
sation in policy sources excluded important stakeholders from having a 
voice for at least two decades, having an inevitable impact both on the 
institutional diversity, institutional interrelationships and the quality and 
relevance of higher education to the country’s economy and social devel-
opment. The reform processes have been underpinned by three key ratio-
nales: nation and state building, comparison and critique, and finally 
catch-up Europeanisation (Fimyar 2010). The following three sub-sections 
explain the nature of each rationale in more detail.
Nation and State Building
The nation and state building rationale is grounded in the concerns of 
separation from the Soviet past, establishing a differentiated system, reviv-
ing pre-Soviet traditions and history as well as pursuing active ukrainian-
isation of the educational process to ensure that the historically vulnerable 
Ukrainian language (Janmaat 2008) continues to develop and shape the 
national identity of the Ukrainian people. The proportion of university 
students instructed in Ukrainian in the 1995/1996 academic year was 
51%. In 2002/2003 this figure grew to 78%, with Western (99%) and 
Central Ukraine (approximately 96%) taking the lead. Even in the tradi-
tionally Russian-speaking East and South, these figures grew from 23% to 
58.9% and from 26.9% to 55.5%, respectively (Ministry of Statistics 2003). 
The use of language presents a more complex picture, however, if we 
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 consider formal and informal use, the use of Surzhyk (a mixture of Russian 
and Ukrainian) and the ideological dimensions of linguistic diversity 
(Bilaniuk and Melnyk 2008). The government’s language policies sparked 
much controversy and, some believe, ate up valuable time and resources, 
leaving other goals disadvantaged (Byron 2001). Others argue that ethno-
linguistic self-identification is crucial for second wave Wilsonian states, 
which derive their legitimacy for independence primarily through ethnic 
and linguistic markers (Janmaat 2008). Regardless of how one evaluates 
these changes, they undoubtedly became a source of horizontal institu-
tional differentiation, with Western and Central Ukrainian HEIs being 
more ukrainianised than their Eastern and Southern counterparts. In addi-
tion to language as a marker of ethnic identity, shared Ukrainian history 
was revived via symbolic (but also very practical) rebirth out of mediaeval 
ruins of two HEIs: the Kyiv-Mohyla Academy in 1991 and the Ostrozska 
Academy in 1994. Several new HEIs were opened to supply qualified staff 
for the newly created state organs of the independent Ukraine: the 
University of Customs and Finance (1996), the National Academy of 
Internal Security of Ukraine (1992) and the University of the State Fiscal 
Service (1999).
In addition to the revival of language and history, the Law of Ukraine 
on Education (1991) and the Law on Higher Education (2002) made the 
statement that Ukraine’s HE system was to be structured differently and 
to some extent mirror the growing liberalisation of the economy and of 
property rights. The most radical change at this stage was the introduction 
of the private or non-state HEIs. This set the precedent for an alternative 
private HE system. By 2013, the proportion of private HEIs mounted to 
21% of all the HEIs in the system. According to UkrStat, Ukraine had 162 
private institutions in the 2015/2016 academic year, comprising around 
130,000 students (State Office of Statistics of Ukraine 2016). New insti-
tutions have only loosely been regulated and were largely left to their own 
devices to find their way in the market. The impact of private HE provid-
ers on the quality of education in the system remains unclear. They appear 
to be a lot less competitive than traditional public institutions but tap into 
the same intellectual potential of the academic staff thus, according to 
some reports in the Ukrainian press, diluting the system. A more system-
atic approach, however, is needed to assess how this form of institutional 
differentiation is influencing the quality and relevance of HE in the coun-
try. From the students’ perspective, the division between private and pub-
lic higher education becomes less clear as more and more students across 
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all institutional types pay the cost of their studies out of their own pocket. 
On the whole, 52.3% of all students, across all types of institutions, were 
paying tuition fees in the 2014/2015 academic year, whilst 46.1% were 
funded from the state budget, with a small minority being funded from 
city budgets (0.9%) and from the budgets of private companies (0.7%) 
(State Office of Statistics of Ukraine 2015).
The second prominent feature of systemic changes in the onset of inde-
pendence has been the merging of parts of the vocational education sys-
tem with higher education. Secondary specialised educational institutions 
(uchilischa and technikumy) were reclassified as HEIs of I and II levels of 
accreditation, and more established HEIs as level III and level IV.  By 
changing the status of these institutions, the Law on Higher Education 
(2002) increased the institutional diversity of the HE system. HEIs at dif-
ferent levels served different functions and attracted different types of stu-
dents (horizontal differentiation) but also enjoyed different levels of 
prestige and status (vertical differentiation) both with the government and 
students. This becomes particularly obvious when we consider that the 
number of HEIs of levels I and II exceeded that of the III and IV levels 
throughout the period of independence (Fig.  16.1), though the latter 
were leading in student numbers by 1995 (Fig. 16.2).
In addition to increased institutional differentiations and choice, the 
new structure incorporated a more diverse set of degrees, starting with 
junior specialist granted in HEIs of levels I and II and the new-for-the- 
system Bachelor’s degrees, which left graduates qualified to enter Master’s 
programmes, alongside specialist degrees inherited from the Soviet system 
which in principle enabled graduates to enter doctoral-level studies. 
Doctoral-level degrees were left unchanged from the Candidate of Science 
and Doctor of Science until later reforms (specifically the Law on Higher 
Education passed in 2014). At this stage, the new structure thus com-
bined elements of Western degrees with the Soviet heritage. The second 
Law on Higher Education (2014) has left the status of level I and II insti-
tutions undefined, although the practice of students’ direct entry from 
college into the second year of university continues, which implies that 
level I and II institutions remain a part of the HE system. The Soviet 
doctoral-level degrees were replaced at this stage with the more familiar to 
the Western reader Doctor of Philosophy (PhD). The licence to grant this 
higher-level degree serves as an additional source of institutional differen-
tiation, with the academies and the universities having the exclusive right 
to bestow it.
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Fig. 16.1 Numbers of HEIs by levels of accreditation, 1990–2015 (The data for 
2014–2015 and 2015–2016 are not fully comparable to data from previous years 
as they do not take into account institutions that remained in the occupied territo-
ries and the zone of military conflict in Donetsk, Lugansk and Crimea. Source: 
State Office of Statistics of Ukraine (2016))
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Fig. 16.2 Numbers of students in HEIs by levels of accreditation, 1990–2015 
(The data for 2014–2015 and 2015–2016 are not fully comparable to data from 
previous years as they do not take into account institutions that remained in the 
occupied territories and the zone of military conflict in Donetsk, Lugansk and 
Crimea. Source: State Office of Statistics of Ukraine (2016))
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Whilst the number of HEIs continued to grow along with the student 
numbers, the demographic situation in Ukraine took on a negative turn 
from the early 1990s onwards. Whilst 1990 saw 657,000 children born, in 
2001 when the birth rate hit its lowest, there were only 376,000 births. 
This trend has been accompanied by high emigration and brain drain 
rates. The first decline in student numbers can be seen in 2008 for level 
III–IV institutions, which corresponds to the 1991 born cohort. At the 
same time, the number of HEIs of III–IV accreditation levels increased 
from 156 in 1991/1992 to 351 in 2006/2007, a 125% increase.
Although the negative demographic trend has been partly offset by 
growing participation rates and increasing popularity of second HE 
degrees amongst already employed university graduates, on the whole, 
these trends taken together represented a time bomb for the HE system. 
Unfortunately, very few Ukrainian policy makers and university managers 
chose to acknowledge them with any strategically developed response. 
Hence, the inevitable oversupply of HEIs posed a serious problem and the 
question of mergers has arisen for the recent and the current Ministers of 
Education, Serhiy Kvit and Liliya Grynevych.
Comparison and Critique
The second policy rationale—comparison and critique, or more precisely 
self-critique—has generated discourse around the desired states of decen-
tralisation, quality control, modernisation, democratisation, internation-
alisation and equal access, often noticed by Western observers as positive 
developments (Johnston and Bain 2002; Silova 2009). Such aspirational 
goals on the one hand and acute awareness on the other of the real state 
of affairs—which is seen as lacking in all these qualities by the Ukrainians 
themselves—are what generates most of the self-critique and the notion of 
a persistent educational crisis. Specific facets of the crisis are described in 
Presidential (1995) and Parliamentary Decrees (2002) and admit to the 
low status of the academic profession, unacceptably low salaries, the low 
and decreasing level of prestige of higher education, limited diversity in 
the forms of ownership and declining interdisciplinary links (Fimyar 
2008). This policy discourse identifies the reasons for the crisis highlighted 
in the Law on Education of 1991 (Fimyar 2008) as significant reduction 
in educational spending, lack of implementation of policies on social pro-
tection of teachers, the legacy of the Soviet system of education (specifi-
cally politicisation and bureaucratisation) and, at the same time, nostalgic 
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whining about the weakness of the modern state’s control over quality of 
education. A large step from a highly centralised system to a more demo-
cratic and self-governing one is perhaps not possible without some ambiv-
alence and hesitation, which comes across in the early educational 
discourse. What is troublesome, however, is that an ‘impersonal’ critique 
is fostered, ‘limited to critical evaluation of the processes but not the actors 
behind these processes; the identification of which is crucial for under-
standing and overcoming the crisis’ (Fimyar 2010, 80).
Interestingly, similar types of issues pertaining to the notion of crisis in 
HE were raised by academic staff and administrators in the case study by 
Shaw et al. (2013), conducted a decade after these weaknesses were origi-
nally noted in official documents. The study additionally documented the 
complaints of university administrators on low levels of autonomy in terms 
of financial self-management and of academic staff in terms of the struc-
ture and content of degree programmes. Levels of autonomy are not iden-
tical across the system, however, serving as a source of vertical institutional 
differentiation. Currently, three state HEIs have the status of autono-
mous/self-managed universities with greater powers over their budgets, 
academic curriculum and capacity to forge external links (Table  16.3). 
There is also a plethora of private institutions that enjoy relatively high 
levels of autonomy from the government in terms of their own income 
generation and spending, and to a certain extent over curriculum planning 
and implementation.
Respondents in the case study conducted by Shaw et al. (2013) were 
drawn from a HEI that is less autonomous by formal criteria. Unsurprisingly, 
the accuracy of understanding of the status quo evident in the interviews 
was accompanied by an acute awareness of the informers’ own helplessness 
with regard to reality, with only occasional sparks of optimism and sense of 
agency from selected top-level administration or very experienced aca-
demic staff.
The Law on Higher Education (2014) has made some notable steps in 
the direction of creating an explicit sense of agency in the system by intro-
ducing actors apart from the government and charging them with specific 
responsibilities. Specifically, in creating provisions for a Quality Assurance 
Agency, which is expected to function as an arms-length body, similarly to 
its UK namesake, the Law makes an effort to delegate important  monitoring 
functions away from the Ministry. The Agency has not started functioning 
at the time of this writing, however, which makes it impossible to com-
ment on the actual realities of its work and division of responsibilities. 
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Another thought-provoking phenomenon apparent in the most recent 
legislative changes is a tendency for policy makers to blame academic staff 
for poor implementation of the changes and a corresponding resentment 
of academic staff towards the government for not creating sufficient legal 
and system-wide provisions to enable the implementation processes. For 
instance, although universities are allowed in principle to hold their own 
bank accounts, the legal and procedural details of this change have not yet 
been implemented, making it impossible for universities to take advantage 
of this opportunity. These conversations appear to be happening at cross 
purposes and much gets lost in translation (e.g. Fedorchenko 2016; 
National Aviation University 2015). On the positive side, there is evidence 
of dialogue between the power and the people, which had previously been 
suppressed.
In addition to the most obvious stakeholders in HE, government, aca-
demic staff and university administrators who find themselves in strenuous 
and difficult relationships with one another, the discourse of comparison 
and critique also pervades the minds of students, many of whom prefer to 
study abroad and often fail to return to Ukraine after completion of their 
studies. This creates a problem known as ‘brain drain’ or ‘brain waste’ 
(Semiv and Hvozdovych 2012). At the time of writing, this exit appears to 
be the primary if not the only mechanism accessible to students to com-
municate their views on the state of the national HE system.
Employers are equally dissatisfied. According to the World Economic 
Forum Global Competitiveness Report (2011), despite relatively compre-
hensive higher education coverage (8th place out of 142 countries), 
Ukraine takes the 51st place in terms of perceived quality. According to 
the survey, employers complain about the lack of important employability 
skills, including critical analysis, emotional, technical and even basic math-
ematical skills. Despite this documented dissatisfaction, the Federation of 
Employers in Ukraine’s involvement in higher education reforms remains 
minimal. In stark opposition are the views of rectors on the quality and 
state of higher education in the country. According to a survey conducted 
by the Ukrainian Democratic Initiatives Foundation, most rectors report 
high quality of education in their institutions and raise concerns around 
poor funding and disinterested students (Democratic Initiatives 
Foundation 2015). One may conclude that the views and opinions of 
 various stakeholders on the state of quality of the HE system in Ukraine 
are akin to those of the fabled blind men touching an elephant, though 
most agree on the notion of crisis. Responsibility for the crisis, however, is 
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pushed around like a football on a playing field. On the whole, the com-
parison and critique discourse lacks a clear sense of agency and, as a result, 
has not had any significant impact on the structure or extent of differentia-
tion of the HE system. The Soviet legacy remains largely untouched.
Catch-Up Europeanisation
If the HE system is seen as being in crisis, Europeanisation or rather catch-
 up Europeanisation, the third policy rationale identified by Fimyar (2010), 
is seen as the strategy by which to emerge from crisis. Based on extensive 
study of policy documents pertinent to higher education reform, Fimyar 
(2020, 81) concludes that this narrative is widespread and all-pervading, 
seeking to reach ‘every subject, organisation, as well as the system of edu-
cation as a whole, to align existing Ukrainian norms, capacities, and ethos 
with those in ‘Europe’ and the “world”’. The most obvious manner in 
which this narrative is manifested in practice is Ukraine’s joining the 
Bologna Process in 2005. Experiments with Bachelors’ degrees inspired 
by the Bologna Process started as early as the year 2000. More widely, this 
policy rationale pervades all strategies of moving from the ‘old’ system to 
the ‘new’, bridging the gap between the ‘ideal’ and the ‘real’, as well as all 
the tools and changes aimed at resolving the educational crisis described 
above. The practical implementations, however, are riddled with difficul-
ties and often encounter insurmountable resistance from various actors in 
the system. In fact, resistance appears to be the most common way for 
various stakeholders to respond to changes implemented from above. A 
case study by Shaw et al. (2013) presents multiple examples of academics 
trapped by competing external pressures as well as the internal need for 
meaning derived from their work. These tensions lead to selective adapta-
tion of the Bologna requirements. Clearly, the role of lower-level stake-
holders should not be underestimated in the process of changes. Although 
the approach to the reforms has gradually become more democratic (as 
part of the catch-up Europeanisation narrative) as more and more infor-
mation is shared with lower-level stakeholders and some consultations are 
taking place (e.g. with the Council of Rectors), the relationship between 
the government, institutions and academic staff within them appears to be 
pervaded with low levels of trust. This, in turn, causes difficulties in 
 communication and panic amongst the lower levels as a response to 
changes, and possibly a hesitation to communicate more openly on the 
part of such strategic actors as the Ministry. Such tensions may be indicative 
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of more deeply seated problems described by Kovryga and Nickel (2006) 
as a cycle of false necessities in the reform processes in Ukraine, for which 
they partly blame excessive pressures for reform from the West and the 
very high speed of change.
Admittedly, Europeanisation has impacted different parts of the system 
to different degrees. Larger, national-level HEIs have had better access to 
student mobility programmes, staff professional development opportuni-
ties which often bring Western notions into the Ukrainian realities (e.g. 
empowerment) and joint degrees with overseas institutions. HEIs located 
in Kiev also tend to have an advantage due to their relatively better acces-
sibility for foreign visitors. Smaller institutions located in smaller towns 
tend to have less contact with their EU counterparts, less funding to 
finance international conferences or institutional visits and, as a result, 
develop fewer international links. International links and academic staff 
with overseas backgrounds form an attractive and prestigious feature for 
students. Hence, to a certain extent, Europeanisation policies have con-
tributed to the vertical diversification of the institutional landscape.
The Law on Higher Education (2014) and the Most Recent 
Changes in the Institutional Landscape
The recently adopted Law on Higher Education (2014) has a special sig-
nificance in the process of HE reform in Ukraine and comes at a significant 
time in Ukrainian history, following the Revolution of Dignity and the 
assertive stance Ukraine adopted on national self-governance. As insuffi-
cient time has yet to pass from its adoption it would be unreasonable to 
expect fully fledged implementation at the time of writing. It is, however, 
important to note several aspects which weave in the above-mentioned 
changes, leading to already noticeable alterations in the institutional 
landscape.
First of all, there is an explicit effort to engage all the most immediate 
stakeholders of HE with the quality assurance process. The newly created 
Quality Assurance Agency is expected to draw on representatives of aca-
demic staff (excluding senior managers), employers and students. Secondly, 
rectors will once again be elected, with students’ voices having a greater 
impact (15% in proportional representation) on the outcome than before, 
which democratises the system. The Ministry of Education will be obliged 
to appoint rectors who have been elected in this fashion, regardless of the 
Ministry’s own views. This is a clear step towards supporting institutional 
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autonomy and self-governance. The Law abolishes the concept of levels of 
accreditation, which simplifies the typology of HEI and leaves four types 
of institutions: comprehensive universities, specialised institutes, acade-
mies and colleges. This change has not yet been fully implemented. 
Moreover, the Ministry of Education is planning to discontinue the direct 
financing of colleges, leaving them attached to the municipal budgets. 
Expert observers predict that this will cause colleges to merge with higher 
status HEIs, thus reducing their overall number. Given the extremely high 
number of level I and II colleges at the time of writing (over 1500) and 
the high likelihood of forthcoming comprehensive changes in this part of 
the system, the authors have chosen to present only level III and IV insti-
tutions in the most up to date typology of Ukrainian HEIs. Although this 
part of the overall system appears to be more stable than institutions with 
lower levels of accreditation, it is not completely shielded from changes. 
The recent Minister of Education Serhiy Kvit had tackled the rather high 
numbers of HEIs of III and IV levels of accreditation with plans and some 
actions to reduce their numbers via closures and mergers. For example, 
the Lugansk State Institute of Housing and Utilities and Building was 
closed in 2015 (Cabinet of Ministers 2015). Moreover, the Accreditation 
Commission that functions under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of 
Education announced a list of 60 HEIs in 2015 that may be closed follow-
ing quality control revisions of their curriculum and study programmes. 
The process is on-going and the full impact on the institutional landscape 
remains to be seen.
At the time of writing, the Ukrainian HE system amounted to around 
300 HEIs of levels III and IV of accreditation with clear elements of verti-
cal and horizontal differentiation. Flagship institutions present the most 
successful ones, both in terms of the status granted by the government 
(highly autonomous with their own budgets) as well as consolidated inde-
pendent rankings (a market element of the system) (Osvita.ua 2016). 
These institutions, however, occupy very low positions in the Times 
Higher Education Rankings of HEIs worldwide (Times Higher Education 
Rankings 2016). The overall picture suggests that the number of technical 
HEIs has been considerably reduced in comparison with 1988 (Table 16.2), 
with only 22 institutions remaining, 20 of which are state owned. The 
total number of comprehensive universities amounts to 28 state (22 
national and 6 regional) and 11 non-state establishments, whereas special-
ised institutions are much more numerous, with 181 state-owned, 44 
non-state-owned and 6 supported by municipal budgets.
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conclusIons
Ukrainian HE developments inevitably testify to the path dependency and 
reliance on the post-Soviet legacy as the point of departure—either by 
seeking to overcome it or to incorporate it into the new realities. Similarly, 
the fascination with EU developments and the zeal to modernise the sys-
tem represent an equally strong driver that impels Ukraine to implement 
changes, assimilate Bologna alterations and seek developmental inspira-
tion from the West. The black box in the middle between these two driv-
ers represents authentic and unique Ukrainian concerns, aspirations and 
visions of how and why the HE system has to function for the distinctive 
needs of Ukrainian economy and society. Like most other post-Soviet but 
also European nations, Ukraine is seeking to reshape its system of Higher 
Education to fit into the globalised world, whilst ensuring the country’s 
interests are sufficiently protected.
The chaotic 1990s released a great amount of creative resources, which 
up until then had been securely hidden under Soviet regulatory pressure. 
This, in turn, unleashed the process of growth and institutional diversifica-
tion along with the increased participation rates, resulting in a somewhat 
hectic and overgrown higher education system. The diversity of institu-
tional types and horizontal differentiation in the system has also increased 
with the proliferation of non-state and municipal universities, academies 
and institutes. The number of technical institutions has decreased in com-
parison with the late Soviet period, whereas institutions specialising in the 
social sciences have outperformed the needs of the economy to a certain 
extent. On the other hand, many HEIs have achieved a fairly respected 
status, thus driving vertical differentiation, both as recognised by the gov-
ernment and in the market driven rating systems, and they continue to 
perform critical functions in supplying the nation with qualified graduates.
Multiple political, demographic, economic and social currents under-
pin the dynamics of the HE system in the country. Although the most 
visible agency of change remains in the hands of the government, the role 
of the academic staff, students and employers is becoming more and more 
noticeable and impactful, which is being gradually recognised via official 
mechanisms (the Quality Assurance Agency). Still, many of the factors 
influencing change are not fully incorporated into conscious decision- 
making processes or influential debates, which perpetuates the bottleneck 
in the communicating vessels metaphorically representing various stake-
holders. Low levels of trust, divergent points of view on the suitability of 
quality and functions of higher education and lack of dialogue amongst 
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stakeholders hold the developments back but may also be maintaining an 
illusory equilibrium which is needed for stability and continuity. Having 
outgrown the country’s needs, the HE system is now viewed as being in 
need of closures and mergers of individual HEIs. This process is inevitably 
painful and fear-inducing at the institutional level as well as that of indi-
vidual academics and university graduates. It may be a necessary undertak-
ing but how it is managed will make a big difference for the future health 
and stability of the system. Top-down threats, even when justified, still 
echo painfully in the post-communist mindset and demand special care in 
the implementation process. Ironically, the government appears to lack 
precisely the understanding of the implementation processes and mecha-
nisms required to ensure a smoother and less traumatic experience for 
stakeholders at the lower levels. Although the Western literature is full of 
such recommendations concerning implementation of reforms, it rarely 
takes into account the depth of pre-existing disturbances that proliferate 
in post-Soviet societies (e.g. Bittner 2014). Ukraine, like other post-Soviet 
states, needs to find its own path to continue modernising and organising 
the HE system more effectively, reflecting its specific geographical loca-
tion, demographic trends, including the levels of mobility amongst young 
and intelligent students, history and future prospects, whilst maintaining 
a fragile equilibrium. The uniqueness of one’s path, however, does not 
preclude collaboration or seeking support from outside actors, both 
Western and from fellow post-Soviet states. The devil as always hides in 
the details.
note
1. This chapter refers to  contemporary Ukraine’s territory as  recognised by 
the United Nations unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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CHAPTER 17
Uzbekistan: Higher Education Reforms 
and the Changing Landscape Since 
Independence
Kobil Ruziev and Umar Burkhanov
IntroductIon
Higher education (HE) played an important role in the pre-independence 
period under central planning, as it helped to provide the economy with 
specialist skills to support the country’s industrialisation drive; it also 
served as a means through which the prevailing ideology was promoted. 
HE plays a no less important role in modern market-based economies. In 
well-functioning meritocratic economic systems, HE can serve as a catalyst 
for achieving social mobility and cohesion, matching individual aspirations 
and societal goals in the process.
Uzbekistan has a long tradition of HE, albeit in a narrower sense of 
the term. It inherited territory mostly comprising the three indepen-
dent khanates (kingdoms ruled by Khans) centred in Bukhara, Khiva 
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and Kokand, which ruled central Asia between the sixteenth and nine-
teenth centuries. The education system in pre-Soviet times in central 
Asia, also known as Turkistan at the time, included maktabs (schools) 
and madrasas (colleges), both funded by landed estates and charitable 
donations. Maktabs taught basic reading and writing skills, and more 
talented students went to study at madrasas by the age of 14, where 
they would spend another 10 years studying theology, literature, law, 
philosophy and other worldly wisdom (Allworth 1994; Majidov et al. 
2010). One of the universities in modern Uzbekistan, Samarkand State 
University, claims to be a spiritual heir to Samarkand’s well-known fif-
teenth century Madrasai Oliya (Higher Madrasa) established by 
Timurid king and astronomer Ulugbek, where advanced math and 
astronomy were also taught. The country’s first modern and secular HE 
institution, Turkistan National University, was created in April 1918 in 
Tashkent under Soviet rule. The name of the university has changed 
several times since then: to Central Asian State University in 1923, 
Tashkent State University in 1960 and finally to the National University 
of Uzbekistan in 2000.
This chapter is the first study that carefully documents the evolution of 
higher education reforms in Uzbekistan since the demise of the Soviet 
Union (SU). It examines key HE reforms undertaken in Uzbekistan since 
independence and analyses the impact of these reforms on the changing 
landscape of the HE system in the country. The study highlights complex 
interactions between policy legislation and its implementation on the one 
hand, and the demands of the new market-based economic system and the 
requirements of building and strengthening state institutions on the other 
hand.
In the next section, we provide brief background information on 
Uzbekistan’s unique approach to transition, as it closely resonates with the 
country’s HE system reforms. The basic determinants of HE demand 
since independence are discussed in the section ‘Determinants of HE 
Demand’. In the section ‘Key HE Reforms Since Independence’, we dis-
cuss the key characteristics of the HE system at the time of independence 
and examine fundamental and systematic HE reforms introduced since 
1991. The impact of HE reforms in shaping the current HE landscape in 
the country is analysed in the section ‘Reforms and the Current Landscape 
of HE’. Finally, discussions and concluding remarks are presented in the 
section ‘Discussion and Concluding Remarks’.
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uzbekIstan’s General approach to economIc reforms
Unprecedented political and economic developments that swept across 
the former communist bloc countries in the late 1980s and the early 1990s 
did not leave Uzbekistan unaffected. Similar to other former Soviet repub-
lics, the country gained its independence in 1991 after the dissolution of 
the SU. The disintegration of the SU was seen by many as final proof of 
the triumph of a market-based economic system over one that is centrally 
planned. Following the prevailing euphoric expectations at the time about 
the advantages of a market-based economic system, Uzbekistan also joined 
other post-communist economies and committed itself to a transition 
towards a market economy.
Transition from a centrally planned economy to a market-based econ-
omy, as promoted by influential international financial institutions such as 
the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, required funda-
mental and comprehensive reforms in both sociopolitical and economic 
spheres of life. In terms of the former, this entailed a move away from a 
single-party administrative bureaucratic system towards a multiparty civil 
society based on democratic institutions and a replacement of communist 
ideology with a national ideology that was consistent with free market 
principles. In terms of the latter, this involved the introduction and pro-
tection of private property rights, privatisation of state-owned enterprises 
and facilitation of private entrepreneurial initiatives. Further institutional 
reforms in the monetary, banking, fiscal and judiciary systems, as well as 
price liberalisation and the achievement of macroeconomic stabilisation, 
were needed to support the transformation process. Changing the struc-
ture and composition of disciplines taught at higher education institutions 
(HEIs) and reorienting the priorities of the HE system were equally 
important as the system prepared personnel for the new economic system 
and social order.
Although the Uzbek government agreed with the essence of this com-
prehensive reform package, its gradualist approach to transition was 
unique in terms of the pace, sequencing and prioritisation of reforms, 
resulting in the so-called Uzbek model of economic development (Pomfret 
2000). The Uzbek model emphasised, among other things, the guiding 
role of the state during transition, the precedence of economics over poli-
tics and a gradualist approach to reform implementation (Karimov 1995, 
1998). Hence, in principle, Uzbekistan adopted a ‘developmental state’ 
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approach to transition: the authorities decided to maintain complete 
 control over the ‘commanding heights’ of the economy, including the HE 
sector as well as the transport, communications and media industries and 
the financial, agricultural and extractive sectors.
The regulations allow the entry of small-scale private enterprises to cer-
tain sectors such as finance and agriculture, but large organisations with 
systemic importance remain state-owned and hence state-controlled. In 
other sectors, such as HE and extractive industries, no direct private sector 
participation is permitted. It is therefore not surprising that Uzbekistan’s 
general approach to HE reforms has been described as top-down and 
strictly centralised, offering little or no autonomy to HEIs in matters con-
cerning course design, student intake and management of own finances 
(Weidman and Yoder 2010).
determInants of he demand
The supply of and demand for HE services play equally important roles in 
shaping the structure of a national HE sector. Public policy and regulation 
ultimately determine the quantity of HE supply and at what cost it will be 
provided. The key demand-side factors, on the other hand, include struc-
tural transformation of the economy, improvements in per capita income 
levels, demographic conditions, and the changing aspirations and prefer-
ences of the general public. Before embarking on a detailed analysis of HE 
policy and regulation, we will briefly discuss some of these demand-side 
phenomena.
With a population of over 20 million, Uzbekistan was the third largest 
former Soviet republic in 1990 after the Russian Federation and the 
Ukraine. It was, however, one of the poorest and least industrialised coun-
tries of the Soviet Union: its per capita income level in 1988 was only 62 
% of the USSR average and the share of industrial production in GDP was 
33 % in 1990 (Ruziev et al. 2007). The country’s population increased 
from around 21 million in 1991 to around 31 million in 2014 (ADB 
2015). Further, the share of 14- to 24-year-olds in the general population 
expanded by over 1 million between 1990 and 2015, which highlights a 
significant growth in demand for HE services during independence.
Figure 17.1 shows data on the changing structure of the economy dur-
ing independence. In 1993, in terms of the national income, agriculture 
accounted for 36 %; manufacturing, mining, energy and construction 
jointly accounted for 35 %; public administration, trade and transport for 
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around 10 %; and financial and other services for the remaining 19 %. As 
the economy slowly moved towards a free market system, some sectors 
shrunk and others expanded in relative size. The most notable changes can 
be observed in relation to agriculture, which fell by almost half, to 17 % of 
GDP by 2012, and services, which increased from around 30 % of GDP in 
1993 to more than 50 % of GDP in 2012. Although the share of manufac-
turing, mining and energy in the national income remained relatively sta-
ble during this time, the composition changed. While some industries 
shrank in size or disappeared (agricultural machine building shrank, and 
airplane building industries disappeared), others emerged and expanded (a 
strong automotive industry emerged, and the mining and energy sectors 
expanded).
As the composition of the economy changed, so did the structure of 
the demand for labour. As can be seen in Fig. 17.2, in 1991 more than 40 
% of the employed labour force worked in agriculture, 14 % in industry 
and the rest in other sectors. By 2012, only 27 % of the employed labour 
force worked in agriculture, 13 % in industry and the remaining 60 % in 
the services sector. The growing importance of services is a natural phe-
nomenon, as the sector was underdeveloped in the centrally planned econ-
omy. Further, the demand for services is expected to increase even more 
with rising per capita income levels: it is estimated that four of every five 
new jobs created in the economy between 2010 and 2030 will be in the 
services sector (World Bank 2014, 28).
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Fig. 17.1 Share of GDP by industrial origin in Uzbekistan, 1993–2012 (Source: 
ADB (2015))
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In terms of economic performance, the size of the economy expanded 
and per capital income levels also rose notably during transition, after a 
slight dip in the early 1990s (Ruziev et al. 2007). The economy has expe-
rienced strong and sustained growth of around 8 % per year since the 
mid- 2000s. The country’s GDP, measured in current US dollars, grew 
from around $US13 billion in 1990 to more than $US63 billion in 2014. 
In PPP dollar terms, it grew from $US62 billion in 1990 to around 
$US165 billion in 2014 (World Bank 2015). Per capita income levels also 
rose during this period. GDP per capita rose from around $US650  in 
1990 to more than $US2000 in 2014 in current US dollars, and from 
around $US3000 in 1990 to $US5300 in 2014 in PPP dollar terms. In 
terms of income distribution, limited available data indicate an inverted 
U-shaped behaviour for the period between 1988 and 2003: the Gini 
coefficient was 24  in 1988, 44  in 1998, 36  in 2000 and 35  in 2003 
(World Bank 2015).
The demand for HE increased strongly during independence in 
response to changing economic conditions and demographic dynamics, 
necessitating a supply-side transformation in the HE sector. In line with a 
generally cautious and gradualist approach by the authorities to transition, 
however, HE sector reforms were introduced only slowly and gradually. 
Some important changes, although ad hoc in nature, were introduced in 
the first half of the 1990s. These included the enactment of the Law on 
Education in 1992 combined with growth of student intakes in account-
ing, banking, economics and other business related disciplines, which 
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Fig. 17.2 Employment by economic sector in Uzbekistan, 1991–2012 (Source: 
ADB (2015))
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were deemed particularly important in the early years of transition. Truly 
fundamental and systematic reforms, however, were not introduced until 
the second half of the 1990s.
key he reforms sInce Independence
Upon independence in 1991, Uzbekistan inherited an education system 
that was organisationally and structurally similar to those found in other 
members of the Former Soviet Union (FSU). As can be seen in Table 17.1, 
in 1988–89 there were 43 HEIs in Uzbekistan, including 40 specialised 
institutes and 3 comprehensive universities. Around 310,000 students 
studied 5-year taught degree courses in these HEIs, of which around 45 % 
were enrolled in evening and correspondence courses (Brunner and Tillett 
2007, 158). Almost half of the student population specialised in educa-
tion, a quarter in industry and construction, around 10 % in agriculture, 
and the rest in other areas such as healthcare and sports, transport and 
communications, and economics and law (Goskomstat 1989). With 
approximately 15 % of the relevant age cohort studying at HEIs in 1991, 
access to higher education in the country was among the lowest in the 
former Soviet Union (UNDP 2008).
Of the 40 specialised institutes that concentrated on specific fields of 
knowledge such as agriculture and medicine, 14 were teacher-training 
institutes specialising in education, 10 in engineering and technical stud-
ies, 7 in medical-pharmaceutical studies, 3 in agricultural studies, 3 in arts 
and culture, 3  in national economy and cooperative services, and 1  in 
physical training and sports. The three comprehensive universities offered 
HE courses in a wide range of specialisations, except for medicine, and 
were also larger, collectively accounting for around 12 % of the overall 
student population. The universities were better funded in terms of 
 physical infrastructure and human capital, more prestigious and located in 
major politically and economically important cities such as Tashkent (the 
capital city since 1930), Samarkand (Uzbekistan’s first capital city until 
1930 and the country’s cultural centre) and Nukus (the capital of the 
Karakalpak Autonomous Republic).
Another peculiar feature of the pre-independence HE system in 
Uzbekistan was that almost half of all HEIs were located in Tashkent, 
where around 60 % of the student population studied (see the last two 
columns of Table 17.1). The concentration of HEIs in Tashkent was influ-
enced by a combination of factors. First, most manufacturing industries in 
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pre-independence Uzbekistan were concentrated in and around Tashkent, 
which made the city the most prosperous administrative region in the 
country; its per capita output exceeded the national average by more than 
two and a half times. Second, Tashkent was the largest regional city in 
central Asia with a population of around 2 million in 1990 and had been 
historically seen as a higher education hub for the country and the central 
Asian region. For example, the National University of Uzbekistan bore 
the name the Central Asian University until 1960, and the Tashkent 
Institute of Paediatric Medicine was called the Central Asian Institute of 
Paediatric Medicine until 1988. Both played regionally important roles in 
central Asia at certain points in their history. Third, as a rule, almost all 
regions had teacher-training institutes. Regionally important agricultural 
and medical institutes existed only in some regions such as Samarkand and 
Andijan. Other regions such as Bukhara and Qashqadarya, which had 
strong natural gas and associated processing industries, also hosted techni-
cal institutes.
Reforms were introduced to the general education system only gradu-
ally, particularly the HE sector. The Law on Education, which was enacted 
on 2 July 1992, provided the legal foundations and laid the underlying 
philosophical principles for carrying out further reforms in the education 
system. It emphasised, among other things, a secular and ideology-free 
nature for the new education system. The timeline of the key HE changes 
since independence is illustrated in Fig. 17.3 below.
Several new HEIs were created in quick succession in the early 1990s, 
taking the total number of HEIs in the country to 58 by 1995–96. Twelve 
of these new HEIs were institutes which specialised in business studies, 
law, engineering and medicine. Two were specialised universities which 
focussed on foreign languages and international relations, respectively, 
and only one was a comprehensive university established on the  foundations 
Table 17.1 Horizontal diversity by HEI type in 1988–89
HE types Number Student 
population
Located in 
Tashkent
Student population 
in Tashkent
Comprehensive 
universities
3 36,964 1 19,300
Specialised institutes 40 271,908 18 162,900
Total 43 308,872 19 182,200
Source: Goskomstat (1989)
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of a regional teacher-training institute. The rationale for setting up these 
new HEIs was dictated by the demands of the new economic system and 
new statehood, which necessitated strengthening and expanding state 
institutions. For example, transition to a market economy required a con-
siderable expansion of the financial sector to ease the financing constraints 
of the emerging private sector. Further, the decentralisation of inter- 
enterprise relations, coupled with the exponential increase in the number 
of small and medium enterprises, necessitated the enlargement of the tax 
collection apparatus to fill the state coffers. In response, some new HEIs 
were established such as the Tashkent Institute of Finance and the Tax 
Academy, and new finance departments were created in comprehensive 
universities and other HEIs specialising in business studies. Likewise, 
independent statehood also required establishing new state ministries and 
agencies such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry for Foreign 
Economic Relations and the State Customs Agency. It also required 
expanding others such as the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and the Ministry 
of Defence to maintain the law and patrol the national borders. In the 
short term, personnel shortages in these areas were filled by selecting and 
retraining teacher-training graduates who were in relatively abundant sup-
ply by default. The authorities set up new specialist HEIs, also expanding 
the profiles of existing ones, as a longer-term solution to prepare special-
ists for new and emerging sectors. The decision-making process was cen-
tralised at the top of the government structure and each decision was 
supported by an individual presidential decree. Most of the new HEIs 
were created by dividing existing HEIs and only a few were created as 
entirely new institutions.
For example, the Tashkent Institute of Finance and the Tashkent State 
University of Economics emerged from the foundations of the former 
Public Economy Institute. The World Economy and Diplomacy University, 
which focussed on preparing specialists for state institutions in the areas of 
international economic and political affairs, was freshly established in 1992 
at a venue previously occupied by the former Communist Party School in 
Tashkent. The Samarkand State Institute of Foreign Languages was cre-
ated in 1994 to prepare specialists for tourism industries. The Navoiy State 
Institute of Mining was set up in 1995 to prepare specialists for mining 
and other related industries in the region. The Andijan State Institute of 
Mechanical Engineering was created in 1995 to prepare specialists for the 
emerging automotive industry in the Andijan region, where the govern-
ment had previously established an automobile production plant in 1992. 
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The Tashkent State Aviation Institute (TSAI) was created in 1995 on the 
basis of several institutions, including the Aviation Engineering Faculty of 
the Tashkent Polytechnic Institute, the Tashkent branch of the Kiev 
International Institute of Civil Aviation Engineering and the Tashkent 
Aviation College, to cater for the needs of the country’s aviation industry. 
However, the aviation industry struggled to survive in the post- 
independence period and the country’s only airplane construction plant 
went bankrupt in 2010. Anticipating this outcome, the authorities dis-
banded TSAI and merged it with the Tashkent State Polytechnic University 
in 2008.
Several private HEIs briefly emerged in the first few years of indepen-
dence. Generally, these institutions had low entry requirements, and 
most were not adequately resourced in terms of personnel and physical 
infrastructure. Only one of these institutions, the Tashkent Institute for 
International Economic Relations and Entrepreneurship (TIIERE), was 
able to obtain an official licence. However, fearing sub-standardisation of 
HE degrees, the government soon decided not to allow any private sec-
tor involvement in HE, resulting in the demise of a newly emerging 
market segment. TIIERE’s licence was also revoked just a few weeks 
after the start of the academic year in 1993. To this day, all HEIs in the 
country with the exception of foreign university branches remain pub-
licly owned.
The reorganisation of HE entrance examination rules, which attempted 
to remove abusive discretion from the HE examination process, was argu-
ably the most significant reform of the early 1990s. Admissions to HEIs 
before independence were based on oral and/or written entrance exami-
nations, usually in three relevant subject areas, administered locally at each 
HEI. However, public concerns about the subjectivity of such exams and 
their susceptibility to corruption grew especially strong in the late 1980s 
and the early 1990s. In order to radically improve fairness of access to HE 
and to limit widespread corruption practices, a new centralised testing 
system based on multiple choice questions and an automated marking 
system was piloted in selected HEIs in 1993. The new system of testing 
HE candidates was formally adopted across all HEIs (except those special-
ising in performance-based disciplines such as arts and sports) in 1994. 
The State Test Centre (STC), accountable directly to the Cabinet of 
Ministers, was formally set up in May 1994 to administer the new HE 
entrance examination system. The new system is meritocratic, at least in 
principle, which contributes to the deepening of vertical differentiation 
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amongst HEIs. As a rule, applicants need to score more than 85 % to study 
traditionally lucrative fields such as law, medicine and business in HEIs 
specialising in these fields, and the competition for places at Tashkent- 
based HEIs offering similar subjects is usually even fiercer.
As elsewhere in the FSU, HE was universally free in pre-independence 
Uzbekistan: there were no tuitions fees and students were paid stipends, 
scaled on academic performance, to cover living expenses. But the Uzbek 
authorities changed this tradition partially in 1994 by introducing a dual- 
track funding formula for HE tuition fees. Under the new funding scheme, 
only some HE places were publicly funded, the so-called grant places, and 
the remaining places were privately funded, the so-called contract places. 
The Cabinet of Ministers centrally determines the total number of grant 
and contract places. It takes into account HE demand as well as labour 
market conditions in its decision making (World Bank 2014). The alloca-
tion of fixed grant places, which are subject to an annual review, are merit- 
based depending on entrance examination results, with top performers 
being offered government grants. The distribution of grant places varies 
across disciplines depending on demand conditions and market rewards 
for graduates. For example, in 2015–16, the share of grant places in total 
student places was around 10 % for law and jurisprudence, 16 % for eco-
nomics, 35 % for medicine, 50 % for mathematics and around 55 % for 
physics and chemistry. However, the process is not transparent, which 
makes it difficult to judge whether or not the authorities also take into 
account institutional selectivity in their decision making. Whether they are 
funded publicly or privately, students are still offered merit-based monthly 
stipends as in the past. Those with government funding are expected to 
work in government-owned enterprises once they graduate, usually for 
about 2 years. But in practice this is not monitored strictly, as neither gov-
ernment bodies nor HEIs can guarantee work placement opportunities to 
graduates.
Although the reforms of the early 1990s changed the nature of the HE 
system to a considerable extent, the institutional structure of the system 
remained relatively intact. Comprehensive reforms requiring a complete 
overhaul of the entire education system were initiated only in the second 
half of the 1990s. The government’s vision for the education system was 
formulated in an official reform programme, ‘The National Programme 
for Personnel Training’ (NPPT), which became law in August 1997. The 
programme was born from government belief in the non-reversibility of 
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the move towards a market-based economy and an appreciation of the fact 
that developing an education system consistent with market principles was 
vital in pursuit of economic prosperity (ADB 2004, 94). Nevertheless, the 
NPPT was still an embodiment of the government’s strictly top-down 
approach to HE reforms, as it did not grant HEIs any autonomy in impor-
tant matters such as designing new HE courses and managing own 
finances.
The NPPT aimed at creating an education system that reflected national 
values, met personal aspirations and produced highly qualified specialists 
that the new economic system demanded; it was also seen as an opportu-
nity to formally and comprehensively de-ideologise the education curricu-
lum, and to increase the range and structure of degree programmes offered 
at HEIs. The NPPT was a state-initiated and fully funded programme 
involving a strict top-down implementation plan coordinated by the 
Cabinet of Ministers and aided by other government institutions such as 
the Ministry of Higher and Secondary Specialised Education (MHSSE), 
and various other ministries linked to particular HEIs (e.g. the Ministry of 
Health is linked to medical HEIs).
The NPPT set out clear timescales to achieve its reform targets. Stage 
1, which covered 1997–2001, involved the creation of an appropriate 
infrastructure necessary for the implementation of the programme, which 
included developing new curricula, teaching and learning resources, and 
exploring alternative HE funding sources. Stage 2, which covered 
2001–2005, set out to promote a nationwide drive for the development of 
teaching content including textbooks as well as electronic and online 
learning materials. It also reorganised the existing 5-year academic degree 
courses, and research-based aspirantura and doktorantura programmes 
into Bologna Process Bachelor degrees (4 years), Master degrees (2 years) 
and PhD programmes. And Stage 3, which covered the period beyond 
2005, was intended to fine-tune the programme after the first 5 years of 
implementation. In May 2011, the government adopted a new pro-
gramme, covering 2011–2016, which focusses on improving physical and 
human resources at HEIs including upgrading information-technology 
facilities and raising the quality of HE degrees and courses. Despite its 
importance, the NPPT only set the general direction of reforms; establish-
ing new HEIs and expanding existing ones were determined on the basis 
of individual presidential decrees and resolutions from the Cabinet of 
Ministers.
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reforms and the current landscape of he
As a result of the reforms mostly associated with the NPPT, both HEI and 
full-time student numbers increased significantly in the post-independence 
period. The number of HEIs affiliated with the MHSSE increased from 
43 in 1989 to 78 in 2015, and the number of full-time students increased 
from around 180,000 to around 250,000 during this time. However, HE 
courses offered in the evenings and by correspondence were gradually 
phased out by the late 1990s, thereby effectively making HE study a full- 
time preoccupation. The relatively poor quality of these programmes in 
terms of design, delivery and student engagement was the main rationale 
behind the government’s decision. The reforms also affected the vertical 
and horizontal organisational structure of the HE system. Table 17.2 pro-
vides some information about the horizontal diversity of the HE sector in 
terms of types of HEIs. HEIs can be classified into six types under the new 
HE system, which are comprehensive universities, specialised universities, 
institutes, academies, regional branches of specialised HEIs and branches 
of foreign universities. Of the 78 HEIs in Uzbekistan in 2015, 11 were 
comprehensive universities, 9 were specialised universities, 36 were spe-
cialised institutes (including the Higher School of National Dance and 
Choreography and the Uzbek State Conservatoire), 2 were academies, 13 
were regional branches of domestic HEIs and 7 were branches of interna-
tional HEIs. All domestic HEIs in Uzbekistan are state-owned.
With the exception of the three universities that existed before inde-
pendence, the new comprehensive universities were created on the 
 foundations of the former regional teacher-training pedagogic institutes. 
Table 17.2 Horizontal diversity by HEI type in 2015
HE types Number Average student 
population
Average number of subject 
specialisation
Comprehensive universities 11 6,242 35
Specialised universities 10 5,054 23
Institutesa 35 3,236 17
Regional branches of 
domestic HEIs
13 671 4
Academies 2 2,305 3
Branches of foreign 
universities
7 820 na
Note: aIncludes the State Conservatoire and the Higher School of Dance and Choreography
Source: Author calculations from various official sources
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Comprehensive universities, for example, the National University, the 
Samarkand State University and the Ferghana State University, are the 
largest of the HEIs in terms of both student numbers and the number of 
taught specialisations. As a rule, institutes considered relatively important 
in their area of specialisation with large student populations are given offi-
cial ‘university’ status. These specialised universities, for example, the 
Tashkent State University of Economics, the University of the World 
Economy and Diplomacy and the Tashkent State Technical University, 
offer programmes in narrower areas of specialisation and are smaller in size 
compared to comprehensive universities.
In terms of regional branches of domestic HEIs, these belong to 
Tashkent-based HEIs and are established by government decrees in regional 
capitals to improve HE access in the regions. For example, the Tashkent 
Institute of Pediatric Medicine opened a branch in Nukus in 1991, and the 
Tashkent Academy of Medicine opened branches in Urgench in 1992 and 
Ferghana in 1998. The Tashkent University of Information Technologies 
opened branches in Samarkand, Ferghana, Qarshi, Nukus and Urgench in 
2005. The Uzbek State Institute of Arts and Culture opened a branch in 
Nukus in 2008. The Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Melioration 
opened a branch in Bukhara in 2010. And finally, the Tashkent State Dental 
Institute opened branches in Andijan and Bukhara in 2015.
Academies are leading scientific-methodological centres in specific 
fields, so their status is more superior compared to that of universities and 
institutes. They offer postgraduate degrees and continuous professional 
development (CPD) as well as executive retraining courses; some, for 
example, the Academy of Medicine, also offer undergraduate degrees. For 
example, the Banking and Finance Academy, considered to be the most 
prestigious HEI in the area of banking and finance, offers postgraduate 
studies and regularly runs CPD workshops and executive retraining 
courses for banking and finance specialists.
Foreign university branches (FUBs), which are set up as public-private 
partnerships (World Bank 2014), are a relatively new phenomenon in 
Uzbekistan’s HE system and are the result of a government initiative. In 
the late 1990s, the government experimented with competitively selecting 
up to 800 HE students annually from Uzbek HEIs and funding their HE 
studies in advanced economies such as the USA, the UK, Germany and 
Japan. The government saw the establishment of FUBs as a cost-effective 
alternative to this scheme, as they offered internationally recognised HE 
courses at home, and hence ensured greater positive externalities and spill- 
over in terms of specialist preparation.
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The Russian Economics University was the first FUB to establish a 
branch in Uzbekistan in 2001. London-based Westminster University 
established a branch in Tashkent in 2002. The next FUB was opened in 
2006 by the Moscow State University. The Russian Oil and Gas University 
and the Management Development Institute of Singapore opened 
Tashkent branches in 2007. The Turin Polytechnic University, Italy, 
opened a branch in 2009, and Inha University, South Korea, opened a 
branch in 2014. FUBs administer their entrance tests independently and 
enjoy complete autonomy on curriculum design. However, mostly due to 
regulation, FUBs have not yet grown into serious players in the HE mar-
ket: their combined student population was less than 6000 in 2015–16, 
which is less than 3 % of the country’s HE student population.
Figure 17.4 illustrates a peculiar HE sector structure that emerged in 
the post-independence period. HEIs are subject to multiple layers of 
Higher Education 
Institutions
Higher Education 
Institutions 
outside the 
Influence of the 
MHSSE
Cabinet of Ministers
Ministry of Higher 
and Secondary 
Specialised Education 
(MHSSE)
Government Ministries 
and State Agencies
State 
Test Centre
Fig. 17.4 Hierarchical structure of the higher education system in Uzbekistan
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accountability, resulting in the duplication of administrative control, which 
limits the capacity of the MHSSE to strategically manage the HE system. 
It also limits the HE system’s ability to flexibly adapt to changes (Weidman 
and Yoder 2010, 63). The Cabinet of Ministers, which sits at the top of 
the governance hierarchy, is in charge of all key decisions concerning the 
HE system. It sets the state educational standards and determines funding 
methods, number of study streams and student enrolment numbers 
including the proportion of enrolment places that are publicly funded. It 
also approves senior management appointments at HEIs and sets HEI 
strategies. The STC administers HE entrance examinations and carries out 
HEI accreditation and ranking. The role of the MHSSE in managing the 
HE sector is therefore mostly complementary and limited to HEI supervi-
sion, approval of secondary legislation, provision of methodological guid-
ance and organisation of the academic year. The administrational influence 
of the MHSSE over HEIs is further weakened by the fact that of the 78 
HEIs supervised by the MHSSE, 27 are also accountable to various min-
istries and state agencies to which they are formally attached. For example, 
the Academy of Medicine is attached to the Ministry of Health and the 
University of Agriculture is attached to the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Water Resources.
In addition to the 78 HEIs affiliated with the MHSSE, there are several 
other providers of specialist HE training which are outside the influence of 
the MHSSE, as depicted in the bottom left corner of Fig. 17.4. These 
institutions specialise in personnel preparation for various state depart-
ments and agencies. Some of the HEIs belonging to this category are 
directly linked with various government offices serving national security 
and upholding the rule of law, such as the National Security Service and 
the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Others have more civilian credentials, for 
example, the Academy for State and Social Construction under the Office 
of the President, the Graduate School of Business under the Cabinet of 
Ministers and the Banking and Finance Academy affiliated with the 
Bankers’ Association. All of these HEIs are accountable directly to the 
Cabinet of Ministers and respective government ministries to which they 
are attached, and little information is publicly available on internal factors 
such as student enrolment figures and funding models.
Given Uzbekistan’s peculiar context, it is difficult to differentiate HEI 
diversity in terms of status and prestige afforded by legislature. For 
 example, all HEIs with the exception of regional HEI branches are allowed 
to offer undergraduate, postgraduate and PhD courses. In de facto terms, 
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however, specialist institutions supporting state bodies are considered the 
most prestigious by both the general public and civil service institutions, 
as they play an important role in elite regeneration. As proxies for talent, 
HE certificates from these institutions are often used as the minimum 
requirement for appointment to relatively important bureaucratic posi-
tions. They are followed in order of importance by academies, compre-
hensive universities, specialist universities and institutes. Anecdotal 
evidence from HE insiders at the time of this study suggests that the most 
senior positions in academies and universities are appointed by the presi-
dent, while those in institutes are decided by the Cabinet of Ministers.
Due to data limitations, we cannot construct any robust measures of 
quality ranking indicators across HEIs. However, the information pre-
sented in Table 17.3 can provide a rough guide on the diversity of quality 
across HEIs. The results are based on our judgement in terms of demand, 
selectivity and general public perception of prestige accorded to individual 
HEIs. As can be seen from Table 17.3, academies and branches of foreign 
universities are all highly regarded. Most of the comprehensive and spe-
cialised universities in the table are ranked ‘medium’ on the basis of ‘aver-
age’ quality perception across all fields with varying popularity. Institutes 
score the most variable ranking and this is mostly related to area of spe-
cialisation; those specialising in lucrative fields are in high demand, and 
hence are more selective and highly regarded by the general public.
Figure 17.5 illustrates the geographic distribution of HEIs and their 
student populations across the country in 2012–13, another measure of 
Table 17.3 HE quality diversity based on demand, selectivity and public 
perception
Tashkent Regions
High Medium Low High Medium Low Total
Academies 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
Comprehensive universities 1 0 0 1 8 1 11
Specialised universities 3 5 1 0 0 0 9
Institutes 9 4 3 3 2 15 36
Branches of domestic HEIs 0 0 0 0 6 7 13
Foreign university branches 7 0 0 0 0 0 7
Total 22 9 4 4 16 23 78
Note: Based on author judgement
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horizontal diversity. The vertical axis measures the population and the 
horizontal axis measures the number of students studying in each of the 
14 administrative regions in the country. The size of the bubbles measures 
the number of HEIs in each region. Almost half of all HEIs were based in 
Tashkent in the pre-independence period. Although a number of HEIs 
have been created across the regions since the early 1990s, a dispropor-
tionately high number of HEIs are still located in Tashkent city: 34 out of 
78. Of the approximately 252,000 students enrolled in HEIs in 2012–13, 
around 40 % studied in Tashkent. The figure is a slight improvement from 
the pre-independence figure of 60 %, which is mainly due to the transfor-
mation of regional teacher-training institutes into comprehensive universi-
ties and size expansion as a result of the government’s attempt to improve 
HE access in periphery regions.
The number of full-time students studying at HEIs increased notice-
ably during the post-independence period. However, more robust mea-
sures of HE access that take into account population demographics and 
HE demand dynamics depict a gloomy picture. The number of HE gradu-
ates per 10,000 people dropped from around 28 in 1993 to around 14 in 
2001; similar, but less dramatic, trends can be observed regarding the 
gross enrolment rates (number of HE students divided by the number of 
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19- to 24-year-olds), which fell from around 15 in 1991 to around 9 in 
2012 (World Bank 2014, 23).
Additional data that sheds further light on this matter is presented in 
Fig. 17.6, which illustrates the growing mismatch between the demand 
for and the supply of HE places between 1996 and 2014. The number of 
HE applications, which measures the effective demand for HE, increased 
from 106,000 in 1996 to more than 540,000 in 2014; a more than five-
fold increase in demand. Unfortunately, HE enrolment places as a mea-
sure of supply increased only modestly during this period, from around 
49,000 in 1996 to 58,000 in 2014. As a result, the mismatch between HE 
demand and supply has widened significantly since 1996. Furthermore, 
the number of applicants per 100 HE places increased from 342 in 1989 
(Balzer 1992, 178) to 938 in 2014; an almost threefold increase.
The observed mismatch between HE supply and demand can be 
explained partly by the changes observed in population demographics and 
improvements in per capita income levels since independence. However, 
the authorities’ conscious choice to expand secondary specialised educa-
tion (SSE) at the expense of HE also contributed to the increasing mis-
match between HE demand and supply. The implicit argument behind the 
government’s choice was that, given the relatively unsophisticated state of 
the national economy which relied largely on commodity production, ser-
vices and small-scale manufacturing, the economy would be best served by 
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the expansion and modernisation of the vocational education sector 
(Ruziev and Burkhanov 2016). The expansion of the SSE sector lowered 
the labour market return on middle education and encouraged a greater 
number of SSE graduates to seek entry into HE. This, coupled with the 
rigidity of HE supply and the fact that applicants are given only one single 
university choice each year, created a bottleneck effect as unsuccessful but 
ambitious applicants attempted HEI entry the following year. Therefore, 
it is no surprise that in 2014 the number of applicants for HE places 
exceeded the number of secondary and SSE graduates by about 8 %.
Furthermore, the data on HE student specialisations from 2007 to 
2012 shows that the distribution of specialisations was driven mostly by 
the government’s policy priorities rather than being in line with changing 
economic conditions (World Bank 2014). Despite the changing structure 
of the economy as described in Figs. 17.1 and 17.2, the distribution of the 
student population across most of the broad specialisation areas did not 
change notably during this period: around 5–7 % of students specialised in 
transport and communications, 7–10 % in economics and law, around 8 % 
in healthcare and around 1 % in other disciplines such as arts. Furthermore, 
although the share of agricultural production in the country’s output 
nearly halved, the share of students specialising in agriculture fell only 
marginally from 9 % in 1989 to 7 % in 2012. The most dramatic changes, 
however, occurred in relation to education. The success of the govern-
ment’s decision to fundamentally reform and expand the SSE sector 
depended on the availability of subject-specialist teacher trainers for pro-
fessional colleges. Subsequently, more than half of HE entrance places 
were allocated to education. Of the approximately 300,000 HE students 
studying in the peak period in 2009, around 170,000 specialised in educa-
tion. Since then the number of students specialising in education has fallen 
by about 45,000, also driving the overall student population down to 
around 250,000 by 2012.
The analysis of supply and demand factors in HE indicates an urgent 
need for the expansion of HE supply. However, this has to be done with-
out sacrificing quality standards. The existing human resource capacity of 
the HE system seems inadequate for this task; as can be seen in Table 17.4, 
which details the highest academic qualifications of full-time academic 
HEI staff in 2013, almost two-thirds had no scientific qualifications. In 
addition, Uzbekistan’s HE system scores low in important human capital 
indicators such as the number of patent applications and journal publica-
tions. In 2009, the number of patent applications per million people was 
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only 19, and the number of technical and scientific journal publications 
per million was only 5 (World Bank 2014, 8). The relatively poor quality 
of human capital at HEIs hinders the HE sector’s contribution to overall 
economic performance in terms of research and innovation; more impor-
tantly, it also significantly constrains the government’s future attempts to 
expand access to HE.
Uzbekistan spends around 8–10 % of GDP on its education system, a 
relatively high figure given Uzbekistan’s per capital income level (Weidman 
and Yoder 2010; World Bank 2014). However, only a small proportion of 
this budget is spent on HE; in fact, the share of HE spending on education 
declined from 10 % in 1990 to around 5 % in 2013 (World Bank 2014, 
72). This is partly explained by the authorities’ conscious attempt to fund 
an increasingly higher proportion of HE expenditure through private 
(personal) financing. With the introduction of private funding in the form 
of HE tuition fees, the share of government funding for HE enrolment 
places decreased from 100 % in 1990 to around 33 % in 2015 (MHSSE 
2015). In 2013, the average tuition fee for domestic HEIs was around 
US$1400 and for international HEIs around US$4400 (World Bank 
2014, 62). Another peculiarity of Uzbekistan’s HE funding model is that 
up to 40 % of the HE system budget is spent on student stipends, of which 
only one-third comes from the state budget (World Bank 2014, 80).
dIscussIon and concludInG remarks
Uzbekistan has undertaken important reforms in its HE sector since 
becoming independent in 1991, which significantly changed the country’s 
HE landscape. Initially in the early 1990s, some important albeit ad hoc 
reforms were implemented. But this changed when the NPPT was 
Table 17.4 Academic qualification of full-time HEI staff in 2013
Domestic HEIs International HEIs
Number % of total Number % of total
Doctor of philosophy/science 1,314 6.1 21 9.7
Candidate of science 7,491 34.5 56 25.9
No scientific qualification 12,893 59.4 139 64.4
Total 21,698 100.0 216 100.0
Source: MHSSE (2013)
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 formulated and made into a national law in 1997, transforming the struc-
ture and organisation of the HE system drastically. The most important 
changes since independence can be highlighted as follows: introduction of 
an automated entrance examination scheme overseen by the STC; adop-
tion of a Bologna Process-style three-cycle HE system comprised of 
Bachelor, Master and Doctorate programmes; allowing the entry of for-
eign HEIs into the HE system; and moving away from a fully public HE 
funding model towards a system that increasingly relies on personal financ-
ing. The variety of HEIs and the number of students studying full time also 
changed during this period. HEI numbers increased from 43 in 1989 to 
78 in 2015 and types of HEIs now include academies, comprehensive uni-
versities, specialised universities, institutes, regional branches and FUBs.
The demands of the new market-based economic system and the 
requirements of building and strengthening state institutions to support 
the transition process were the key drivers for HE reforms; these are fac-
tors inspired by global events beyond the control of the national authori-
ties. Uzbekistan’s general approach to transition has been about managing, 
rather than resisting, the prevailing ‘winds of global change’. Therefore, 
although the creation of new HEIs, including expanding taught HE sub-
ject disciplines, was dictated by global trends, ultimately the state is still 
the main initiator and implementer of HE sector reforms. This strictly 
top-down approach to reforms, however, has not been successful in 
improving a number of key areas including management and organisation 
of HEIs, access to HE, and quality of human and physical capital at HEIs.
The current structure of HE management, with several levels of official 
control over HEI activity, is too rigid to adjust the provision of HE ser-
vices to the changing needs of a dynamic market economy. To date, stu-
dent enrolment numbers as well as the number of study streams and 
subject areas, and even curriculum content, are all presided by various 
government departments. Despite generating more than two-thirds of 
their funding from the private sector, HEIs are unable to use these funds 
freely, including in matters concerning staff remuneration. As a result, staff 
salaries are generally low and do not incentivise a sufficient number of 
talented individuals to commit themselves to, invest in, and remain in the 
long-term. Further, although HE enrolment numbers increased during 
the early years of independence, this did not take into account demo-
graphic factors and changing demand conditions. As a result, the mis-
match between the demand for and supply of HE increased considerably 
in the post-independence period.
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Key Data on Pre-Soviet, Soviet anD PoSt- Soviet 
HigHer eDucation
This Appendix consists of the statistical data that is considered to be the 
most important for the study of Soviet and Post-Soviet higher education. 
Here we talk about general trends and aggregate numbers that provide a 
broad view on higher education changes. The Appendix contains three 
parts. The first part includes data on higher education in Russian empire 
(until 1917). Second part covers Soviet period (1917–1991): statistics on 
higher education institutions (HEIs), numbers of students by field of edu-
cation, forms of studies and across the USSR Republics as well as age 
cohort participation in the Republics. The third part consists of post- Soviet 
changes of HEIs in state and non-state sector, student body, privatisation 
of costs (fee-paying students) and participation in higher education.
The Appendix includes not only tables but also brief comments on data 
sources, major points that should be considered for data analysis and 
descriptions of key facts.
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Daria Platonova
D. Platonova
Institute of Education, National Research University Higher School 
of Economics, Moscow, Russia
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HigHer eDucation in tHe ruSSian emPire
Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3 describe the landscape of higher education just 
before the Russian Revolution. It should be noted that the data differs 
considerably between sources. Thus, we present two reliable sources. 
Tables A.1 and A.2 refer to the year 1913 and accumulate data from 
Ivanov (1991). Table A.3 consists of information on 1914/15 academic 
Table A.1 State HEIs in Russia in 1913
Types of HEIs Number of HEIs Number of students
Comprehensive universities 10 35,695
Law 4 1036
Oriental studies 3 270
Medical 2 2592
Pedagogical 4 894
Military and naval 8 894
Theological 6 1185
Engineering 15 23,329
Agriculture 6 3307
Veterinary 4 1729
Art 1 260
Total 63 71,379
Russian empire included territories which were not a part the USSR, such as territories of Poland, so the 
date includes respective HEIs, for example, Warsaw University and Warsaw polytechnic institute
Source: Russia 1913 year. Statistical and document handbook [Rossiya 1913 god Statistiko-dokumental’nyy 
spravochnik]. (1995). Russian Academy of Science Institute of Russian history [Rossiyskaya Akademiya 
Nauk Institut Rossiyskoy istorii]. Saint-Petersburg
Table A.2 Non-governmental HEIs in 1913
Types of non-state HEIs Number of HEIs Number of students
Higher female university courses 18 23,534
Higher female medical institutions 4 1254
Higher female and male universities 5 7659
Pedagogical 6 1237
Art 8 7189
Commercial 6 8364
Agricultural 4 2274
Industrial 2 624
Total 54 52,153
Source: Russia 1913 year. Statistical and document handbook [Rossiya 1913 god Statistiko-dokumental’nyy 
spravochnik]. (1995). Russian Academy of Science Institute of Russian history [Rossiyskaya Akademiya 
Nauk Institut Rossiyskoy istorii]. Saint-Petersburg
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year. Data comes from the Appendix of the statistical handbook on educa-
tion, published in 1926. In this appendix there are data on different parts 
of the Russian Empire and Russian regions. In these statistical tables, the 
general data on the whole country in 1914/15 is marked as the USSR 
instead of the Russian Empire (Table A.3), so one might assume it per-
tains to the borders of later USSR.
Table A.1 presents data on state HEIs and Table A.3 includes commu-
nal and private higher education institutions (HEIs). In his book Ivanov 
points out that by 1917 there were more than 120 HEIs (65 state HEIs 
and 59 communal and private) (Ivanov 1991, 3). Data on non-state sec-
tors from two sources (Tables A.2 and A.3) differs considerably.
In Table A.3 the share of women is calculated by the author on the 
basis of absolute numbers.
Soviet HigHer eDucation
According to Narodnoye obrazovaniye… [Education…] (1926), in 
1922–1925 the number of HEIs gradually decreased from 278 to 160 
(Table A.4). Although the number of all HEIs declined, the number of 
Table A.3 State and non-state HEIs, number of students and share of women by 
types of HEIs in the Russian Empire in 1914/15
Number of 
HEIs
Number of 
students
Share of 
women
Universities and other ‘comprehensive’ 
HEIs
35 60,437 39.9%
Theological seminary 6 1264 0.0%
Medical 10 5534 58.1%
Pedagogical 10 2632 88.3%
Agricultural 9 4192 5.3%
Technical 14 21,216 0.9%
Art and music 7 4099 54.0%
Commercial 6 10,563 11.5%
Total 97 109,937 30.5%
Includes universities in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kazan, Tomsk, Saratov (later in Soviet and modern 
Russia), Kharkov, Kiev, Odessa (later in Soviet and modern Ukraine), Tartu (later in Soviet and modern 
Estonia) and Warsaw (later in modern Poland)
Source: Narodnoe obrazovanie v SSSR po dannym tekushchikh obsledovaniy na 1 yanvarya 1922, 1923 i 
1924 gg. i kratkiy svod statisticheskikh dannykh za pyatiletie 1921–1925 gg. [Education in the Soviet 
Union according to the current survey on January 1, 1922, 1923 and 1924 and a short set of statistics for 
the five-year period 1921–1925  gg.] (1926) Trudy Tsentral’nogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya, № 
XXVIII, V. 1, Moskva. Available here: http://istmat.info/node/22102
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students in medical and agricultural HEIs was stable and even increased. 
The most significant decrease was within universities, other comprehen-
sive, and art and music HEIs.
In Tables A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4 we use the term pedagogical HEIs as a 
direct translation from the statistical handbooks. Thereafter (from Table 
A.5) pedagogical HEIs are included into the group “Education”.
Universities are also included in this group of education HEIs. Thus, if 
we compare 1925 and 1940 (Tables A.4 and A.5), we see that number of 
universities, pedagogical and other comprehensive HEIs increased from 
68 to 407. The share of students in these HEIs had grown from 45 % to 
60 % during the 15 years since 1925. After the next 15 years the share of 
students in HEIs dropped to 37 % (Table A.6). Table A.6 is calculated by 
the author on the basis of absolute numbers on enrolment.
Every issue of the statistical yearbook Narodnoe khozyaystvo SSSR… 
[National economy of the USSR…] is available for the years 1956–1990. 
In 1989 the statistical book Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura… [Education 
and culture…] (1989) was published. Most of the data overlaps, except 
statistics on engineers (Tables A.7 and A.8).
Table A.4 Number of HEIs and students by types of HEIs in the USSR in 1922 
and 1925
1922 1925
Number of 
HEIs
Number of 
students
Number of 
HEIs
Number of 
students
Total 278 224,229 160 165,440
Universities 22 84,467 21 54,368
Other ‘comprehensive’ 
HEIs
23 6497 9 2932
Pedagogical 80 24,816 38 17,975
Medical 24 19,888 22 19,492
Agricultural 27 15,333 23 17,935
Technical 44 46,383 23 37,624
Social science and 
economics
16 12,623 9 8535
Art and music 42 14,222 15 6578
Source: Narodnoe obrazovanie v SSSR po dannym tekushchikh obsledovaniy na 1 yanvarya 1922, 1923 i 
1924 gg. i kratkiy svod statisticheskikh dannykh za pyatiletie 1921–1925 gg. [Education in the Soviet 
Union according to the current survey on January 1, 1922, 1923 and 1924 and a short set of statistics for 
the five-year period 1921–1925  gg.] (1926) Trudy Tsentral’nogo Statisticheskogo Upravleniya, № 
XXVIII, V. 1, Moskva. Available here: http://istmat.info/node/22102
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Tables A.9, A.10, A.11, A.12, A.13, A.14, A.15, A.16 and A.17 refer 
to the heterogeneity between Soviet republics with a special focus on pre- 
1991 years. The tables use Soviet republic names for the Soviet period. 
The number of universities in Table A.11 is calculated by the author. 
Calculations in Table A.13 were prepared by the author on the basis of 
absolute numbers.
Table A.5 Number of HEIs in the USSR in 1940–1988
1940/41 1950/51 1960/61 1970/71 1980/81 1988/89
Total 817 880 739 805 883 898
Industry and 
construction
136 147 169 201 228 235
Transport and 
communications
28 35 37 37 46 45
Agriculture 91 94 96 98 103 106
Economics and law 47 47 51 50 57 57
Healthcare, physical 
culture and sport
78 89 98 99 104 106
Education 407 417 241 268 287 287
Art and cinema 30 51 47 52 58 62
Source: Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura v USSR: Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik [Education and Culture in 
the USSR: Statistic Yearbook] (1989). Moscow: Finansy i statistika.; Narodnoe khozyaystvo SSSR v 1960 
godu Statisticheskiy sbornik [National economy of the USSR in 1960]. (1961). Gosstatizdat TsSU 
SSSR. Moskva
Table A.6 Share of enrolment by the types of HEIs, %
1940 1955 1960 1970 1980 1988
Industry and construction 17 31 38 40 40 38
Transport and communications 3 6 6 5 5 5
Agriculture 5 11 11 9 10 10
Economics and law 5 6 7 8 8 6
Healthcare, physical culture and sport 9 7 6 7 7 7
Education 60 37 31 30 30 33
Art and cinema 1 1 1 1 1 1
Source: Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura v USSR: Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik [Education and Culture in 
the USSR: Statistic Yearbook] (1989). Moscow: Finansy i statistika.; Narodnoe khozyaystvo SSSR v 1960 
godu Statisticheskiy sbornik [National economy of the USSR in 1960]. (1961). Gosstatizdat TsSU 
SSSR. Moskva
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Table A.7 Engineers in the USSR, thousand students
1960 1970 1980 1988
Total number of graduates 343,3 631 817 775
Number of engineers 120,4 257 359 315
Share of engineers, % 35 41 44 41
Source: Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura v USSR: Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik [Education and Culture in 
the USSR: Statistic Yearbook] (1989). Moscow: Finansy i statistika
Table A.8 Graduates by the forms of education, thousand students
1940 1960 1980 1988
Total 126,1 343,3 817,3 775,2
Full time 97,8 228,7 518 447,1
Part time 4,4 15,4 85,3 77,7
Correspondence 23,9 99,2 214 250,4
Source: Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura v USSR: Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik [Education and Culture in 
the USSR: Statistic Yearbook] (1989). Moscow: Finansy i statistika.; Narodnoe khozyaystvo SSSR v 1960 
godu Statisticheskiy sbornik [National economy of the USSR in 1960]. (1961). Moscow: Gosstatizdat 
TsSU SSSR
Table A.9 Number of HEIs in the Soviet Republics
1940 1960 1970 1980 1990
USSR 817 739 805 883 911
Armenian SSR 9 10 12 13 14
Azerbaijan SSR 16 12 13 17 17
Belorussian SSR 25 24 28 32 33
Estonian SSR 5 6 6 6 6
Georgian SSR 21 18 18 19 19
Kazakh SSR 20 28 44 55 55
Kyrgyz SSR 6 8 9 10 9
Latvian SSR 7 10 10 10 10
Lithuanian SSR 7 12 12 12 11
Moldavian SSR 6 6 8 8 9
Russian SFSR 481 430 457 494 514
Tajik SSR 6 6 7 10 10
Turkmen SSR 5 4 5 7 9
Ukrainian SSR 173 135 138 147 149
Uzbek SSR 30 30 38 43 46
Source: Narodnoye hozyaistvo SSSR v 1985. [National economy in the USSR in 1985]. (1986). Moscow: 
Finansy i statistika; Narodnoye hozyaistvo SSSR v 1990. [National economy in the USSR in 1990]. 
(1991). Moscow: Finansy i statistika
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The estimations of age cohort participation in higher education (Table 
A.16) were also developed by the author. The indicator is calculated as the 
ratio of the number of students in the Republic and number of 20- to 
24-year-olds in the Republic. The estimations are limited by the fact that 
the relevant cohort for higher education students is closer to 17- to 
25-year-olds. The data for this cohort within republics is not available. 
Nevertheless, the estimations are considered useful for overall evaluation 
and comparison of participation in higher education within republics.
Regarding competition at entrance exams (Table A.17), we would 
like to include a comment from Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura … 
[Education and Culture …] (1989, 230) (Table A.18):
In 1988 the lowest level of competition was in economic HEIs in Lithuanian 
SSR that was 106 people per 100 slots, in industrial HEIs in Estonian and 
Lithuanian SSR that was 116 and 120 people per 100 slots (correspondingly), 
and in agricultural HEIs in Lithuanian, Latvian and Belorussian SSR that 
was 121–123 people per 100 slots. The most popular were art and cinema HEIs 
in Russian SFSR, medical and education HEIs in Georgian SSR, and eco-
nomic HEIs in Tajik SSR where competition was 519–652 people per 100 slots.
Table A.11 Number of 
universities and university 
students in 1988
Number of universities
USSR 69 (with 593,716 students enrolled)
Armenian SSR 1
Azerbaijan SSR 1
Belorussian SSR 3
Estonian SSR 1
Georgian SSR 2
Kazakh SSR 2
Kyrgyz SSR 1
Latvian SSR 1
Lithuanian SSR 1
Moldavian SSR 1
Russian SFSR 40
Tajik SSR 1
Turkmen SSR 1
Ukrainian SSR 10
Uzbek SSR 3
Source: Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura v USSR: Statisticheskiy 
ezhegodnik [Education and Culture in the USSR: Statistic Yearbook] 
(1989). Moscow: Finansy i statistika
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Table A.13 Number of students and share of full-time students in 1990
# of students, total, thousand % of students, full time
USSR 5161.6 59.2
Armenian SSR 68.4 70.6
Azerbaijan SSR 105 57.4
Belorussian SSR 188.6 61.5
Estonian SSR 25.9 66.4
Georgian SSR 103.9 62.5
Kazakh SSR 287.4 60.8
Kyrgyz SSR 58.8 69.4
Latvian SSR 45.9 63.4
Lithuanian SSR 65.6 64.6
Moldavian SSR 54.7 62.3
Russian SFSR 2824.5 58.3
Tajik SSR 68.8 68.5
Turkmen SSR 41.9 67.3
Ukrainian SSR 881.3 59.0
Uzbek SSR 340.9 53.8
Sources: Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik: Vyssheye obrazovaniye v 1990 [Statistic Yearbook: Higher education 
in 1990]. (1991) Moscow: NIIVO
Table A.14 Dynamics of student number in the Soviet Republics, thousand
1960 1970 1980 1990
USSR 2396.1 4580.6 5235.2 5161.6
Armenian SSR 20.2 54.4 58.1 68.4
Azerbaijan SSR 36 100.1 107 105
Belorussian SSR 59.3 140 177 188.6
Estonian SST 13.5 22.1 25.5 25.9
Georgian SSR 56.3 89.3 85.8 103.9
Kazakh SSR 77.1 198.9 260 287.4
Kyrgyz SSR 17.4 48.4 55.4 58.8
Latvian SSR 21.6 40.8 47.2 45.9
Lithuanian SSR 26.7 75 71 65.6
Moldavian SSR 19.2 44.8 51.3 54.7
Russian SFSR 1496.7 2671.1 3045.8 2824.5
Tajik SSR 20 44.5 56.8 68.8
Turkmen SSR 13.1 29.1 35.8 41.9
Ukrainian SSR 417.7 806.6 880.4 881.3
Uzbek SSR 101.3 232.9 278.1 340.9
Source: Narodnoye hozyaistvo v SSSR v 1985. [National economy in the USSR in 1985]. 1986. Moscow: 
Finansy i statistika; Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik: Vyssheye obrazovaniye v 1990 [Statistic Yearbook: Higher 
education in 1990]. (1991) Moscow: NIIVO
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Table A.15 Dynamics of student number per 10,000 population in the Soviet 
Republics
1940 1960 1970 1980 1990
USSR 41 111 188 196 178
Armenian SSR 82 106 214 186 203
Azerbaijan SSR 44 91 191 173 147
Belorussian SSR 24 72 154 183 184
Estonian SSR 45 111 161 172 164
Georgian SSR 77 134 189 169 190
Kazakh SSR 16 75 151 173 171
Kyrgyz SSR 19 79 162 152 133
Latvian SSR 52 101 171 186 171
Lithuanian SSR 20 95 180 206 176
Moldavian SSR 10 63 124 128 125
Russian SFSR 43 124 204 219 190
Tajik SSR 15 94 149 142 128
Turkmen SSR 22 81 131 124 113
Ukrainian SSR 47 97 170 176 172
Uzbek SSR 28 116 192 172 165
Sources: Narodnoye hozyaistvo v SSSR v 1985. [National economy in the USSR in 1985]. 1986. 
Moscow: Finansy i statistika; Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik: Vyssheye obrazovaniye v 1990 [Statistic 
Yearbook: Higher education in 1990]. (1991) Moscow: NIIVO
Table A.16 Age cohort participation in higher education (20–24 age cohort) in 
Soviet Republics
1960 1970 1980 1990
USSR 11% 26% 22% 26%
Armenian SSR 10% 32% 16% 24%
Azerbaijan SSR 9% 34% 16% 15%
Belorussian SSR 8% 23% 21% 27%
Estonian SSR 14% 21% 22% 24%
Georgian SSR 14% 29% 20% 26%
Kazakh SSR 7% 21% 18% 22%
Kyrgyz SSR 9% 27% 16% 16%
Latvian SSR 12% 24% 24% 25%
Lithuanian SSR 11% 35% 25% 24%
Moldavian SSR 7% 19% 14% 19%
Russian SFSR 12% 26% 23% 30%
Tajik SSR 10% 27% 16% 15%
Turkmen SSR 9% 21% 12% 12%
Ukrainian SSR 10% 25% 22% 26%
Uzbek SSR 12% 33% 18% 19%
Source: Narodnoye hozyaistvo v SSSR v 1985. [National economy in the USSR in 1985]. 1986. Moscow: 
Finansy i statistika; Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik: Vyssheye obrazovaniye v 1990 [Statistic Yearbook: Higher educa-
tion in 1990]. (1991) Moscow: NIIVO; United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population 
Division (2015). World Population Prospects: The 2015 Revision, custom data acquired via website
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Table A.18 Share of 
women in student body 
in the Soviet Republics in 
1988
% of women
USSR 54
Armenian SSR 39
Azerbaijan SSR 33
Belorussian SSR 59
Estonian SSR 56
Georgian SSR 49
Kazakh SSR 48
Kyrgyz SSR 46
Latvian SSR 64
Lithuanian SSR 62
Moldavian SSR 59
Russian SFSR 53
Tajik SSR 43
Turkmen SSR 36
Ukrainian SSR 54
Uzbek SSR 44
Source: Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura v USSR: 
Statisticheskiy ezhegodnik [Education and Culture in the 
USSR: Statistic Yearbook] (1989). Moscow: Finansy i 
statistika
Competition at entrance 
exams per 100 places
USSR 192
Armenian SSR 245
Azerbaijan SSR 307
Belorussian SSR 177
Estonian SSR 154
Georgian SSR 394
Kazakh SSR 226
Kyrgyz SSR 304
Latvian SSR 159
Lithuanian SSR 164
Moldavian SSR 195
Russian SFSR 169
Tajik SSR 328
Turkmen SSR 301
Ukrainian SSR 187
Uzbek SSR 291
Source: Narodnoye obrazovaniye i kultura v USSR: Statisticheskiy 
ezhegodnik [Education and Culture in the USSR: Statistic 
Yearbook] (1989). Moscow: Finansy i statistika
Table A.17 Competition 
at entrance exams per 100 
places in 1988
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PoSt-Soviet tranSformationS: HigHer eDucation 
inStitutionS
Table A.19 provides information on higher education institutions in post- 
Soviet states. Most countries conserved Soviet types of organizations that 
are included to higher education level. They are universities, academies, 
institutes and conservatoriums. Yet, there are exceptions. For Estonia as 
HEIs we include universities, professional higher schools and vocational 
education institutions. For Latvia and Lithuania as HEIs we include uni-
versities and colleges. Ukrainian HEIs are considered as HEIs of III and 
IV accreditation levels.
Tables A.20, A.21 and A.22 present countries with available statistics 
for the selected years. The statistics on private higher education institu-
tions and tuition fee-paying students are very limited, thus most of the 
tables lack some countries and years. Here we use term ‘non-state’ higher 
Table A.19 Number of higher education institutions
1991 1995 2000 2005 2010 2011 2012 2013
Armenia 14 56 98 89 74 68 65 63
Azerbaijan 18 43 47 47 51 51 52 52
Belarus 33 59 57 55 55 55 54 54
Estonia 6a 26 46 39 33 33 29 26
Georgia 19 132 171 170 52 57 66 73
Kazakhstan 61 108 170 181 149 146 139 128
Kyrgyz Republic 12 35 45 51 56 53 54 55
Latvia 14 28 33 57 58 59 61 61
Lithuania n.a. 15 26 49 45 47 47 47
Republic of Moldova 11 20 47 35 33 34 34 32
Russia 519 762 965 1068 1115 1080 1046 969
Tajikistan 13 24 30 36 33 33 34 34
Turkmenistan 9 15 16 16 21 23 n.a. n.a.
Ukraine 156 255 315 345 349 345 334 325
Uzbekistan 52 58 61 62 62 n.a. 64 n.a.
aYear 1990
Source: CIS Statistics (http://www.cisstat.com/); for Estonia  – Statistics Estonia; for Georgia since 
2009 – National Statistics Office of Georgia (http://www.geostat.ge/); for Latvia – Central Statistical 
Bureau of Latvia (http://www.csb.gov.lv/); for Lithuania – Official Statistics Portal (http://osp.stat.gov.
lt/); for Turkmenistan (2010–2011) – Statistical Yearbook of Turkmenistan 2012
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education that is less deterministic than ‘private’. So we distinguish 
between different HEIs (state and non-state) according to founding 
bodies.
In Table A.20 for Kazakhstan for the 1995–2005 data comes from CIS 
Statistics.1 On the basis of the National Education Report for 2010 and 
2015 we define non-state HEIs as all HEIs except National University and 
public HEIs according to the National Education Report 20122 and 
National Education Report 2015.3 Latvian non-state HEIs are included.
Data on Lithuanian non-state HEIs is calculated on the basis of statis-
tics on individual HEIs, which is collected within the European Tertiary 
Education Register (ETER) project (Tables A.20 and A.21).
Table A.20 Number and share of non-state HEIs
1995 2001 2005 2010 2015
# of 
non- 
state 
HEIs
% of 
non- 
state 
HEIs
# of 
non- 
state 
HEIs
% of 
non- 
state 
HEIs
# of 
non- 
state 
HEIs
% of 
non- 
state 
HEIs
# of 
non- 
state 
HEIs
% of 
non- 
state 
HEIs
# of 
non- 
state 
HEIs
% of 
non- 
state 
HEIs
Armenia 41 46 71 70 68 76 n.a. n.a. 37 62
Azerbaijan 20 43 18 45 15 32 15 29 13 24
Belarus 20 34 14 24 12 22 10 18 9 17
Estonia 11 34 20 41 18 46 15 45 8 33
Georgia 109 76 145 81 140 82 33a 58a 52 71
Kazakhstan 41 37 112 61 130 72 103a 71a 85 67
Kyrgyz 10 23 16 33 18 35 23 41 19c 36c
Latvia n.a. n.a. 19 53 36 63 34 59 34 59
Lithuania n.a n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 16b 37b n.a. n.a.
Moldova 7 29 32 68 17 49 14 42 12 39
Russia 193 24 358 36 409 38 452 41 366 41
Tajik n.a. n.a. 5 16 5 14 n.a. n.a. 1 3
Ukraine 64 25 92 29 113 33 106 30 80 28
aYear 2011
bYear 2012
cYear 2014
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In Table A.22 tuition fee-paying students in Estonia are indicated as 
enrolments in the category ‘NSC/compensation’ (non-state-commissioned 
student place or the student required to compensate study costs). The 
estimations for the cases of Moldova and Russia are made by the author as 
a sum of state HEIs’ enrolment paying tuition fees and non-state HEIs’ 
enrolment.
StuDentS anD ParticiPation in HigHer eDucation
Since 1991 the number of students in post-Soviet states increased up to 
3.9 times, except Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan where the number of stu-
dents decreased (Table A.23). We also calculated how the share of full-
time students changed. Only in Armenia, Belarus, Kyrgyz Republic and 
Russia the share of full-time students decreased 10–14 percent points. 
The data comes from CIS statistics, except Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and 
after-2008 Georgia.
According to national statistics, in Table A.24 for Estonia we use ‘full- 
time students’ as enrolment on daily courses before 2001 (after 2005 – 
full-time courses). For Lithuania full-time courses are daily courses in 
2000–2008 and after 2009 – regular courses.
Table A.22 Share of students paying tuition fees
1995 2000 2005 2010 2015
Belarus n.a. n.a. 59% 66% 60%
Estonia n.a. n.a. 55%b 49% 25%
Kazakhstan n.a. 71% n.a. 79%c 73%
Kyrgyz Republic n.a. n.a. n.a. 87% 85%d
Latvia 34% 66% 77% 66% 59%
Lithuania n.a. 40%a 45% 53% 49%
Republic of Moldova n.a. 61% 81% 71% 67%
Russia 13% 41% 56% 63% 60%
Tajikistan n.a. n.a. n.a. 61% 59%e
Ukraine n.a. n.a. n.a. 12% 8%
a2002
b2006
c2011
d2013
e2014
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Table A.24 Share of full-time students, %
1991 1995 2000 2005 2010 2011 2012 2013
Armenia 72% 94% 95% 85% 74% 66% 64% 62%
Azerbaijan 58% 70% 80% 75% 81% 81% 83% 85%
Belarus 63% 65% 61% 50% 50% 50% 49% 50%
Estonia 66%a 83% 76% 68% 87% 86% 85% 85%
Georgia 60% 70% 79% 87% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Kazakhstan 62% 64% 58% 49% 53% 57% 63% 69%
Kyrgyz Republic 70% 73% 54% 54% 56% 55% 54% 56%
Latvia 63% 724% 58% 59% 69% 71% 73% 73%
Lithuania n.a. n.a. 72% 57% 62% 67% 72% 74%
Republic of Moldova 65% 72% 69% 63% 72% 71% 69% 66%
Russia 60% 63% 55% 50% 44% 44% 45% 46%
Tajikistan 69% 72% 62% 64% 66% 69% 69% 70%
Turkmenistan 68% 88% n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Ukraine 61% 67% 61% 56% 59% 59% 61% 62%
Uzbekistan 55% 61% 77% n.a. 98% 100% 100% n.a.
aYear 1990
Source: CIS Statistics (http://www.cisstat.com/); for Estonia – Statistics Estonia; for Georgia since 2009 – 
National Statistics Office of Georgia (http://www.geostat.ge/); for Latvia – Central Statistical Bureau of 
Latvia (http://www.csb.gov.lv/); for Lithuania – Official Statistics Portal (http://osp.stat.gov.lt/)
Table A.25 Age cohort participation in higher education (17–25 age cohort) in 
1991–2013
1991 1995 2000 2005 2010 2011 2012 2013
Armenia 15% 12% 15% 21% 24% 21% 20% 20%
Azerbaijan 10% 9% 11% 10% 10% 10% 10% 11%
Belarus 16% 17% 23% 30% 37% 39% 39% 38%
Estonia 15%a 17% 36% 41% 44% 45% 45% 45%
Georgia 16% 21% 25% 25% 17% 20% 22% 24%
Kazakhstan 13% 13% 21% 34% 26% 27% 25% 24%
Kyrgyz Republic 9% 10% 25% 27% 25% 26% 25% 25%
Latvia 16% 17% 38% 46% 38% 37% 38% 39%
Lithuania n.a. n.a. 25% 48% 45% 43% 40% 39%
Republic of Moldova 10% 10% 16% 23% 19% 19% 19% 19%
Russian Federation 17% 17% 26% 36% 40% 39% 39% 39%
Tajikistan 9% 9% 8% 12% 12% 12% 11% 12%
Turkmenistan 7% 5% 2% 2% 3% 3% n.a. n.a.
Ukraine 16% 16% 24% 37% 39% 38% 37% 37%
Uzbekistan 11% 6% 5% 6% 6% 5% 5% n.a.
aYear 1990
Source: Developed by the author on the basis of following data sources: CIS Statistics (http://www.cis-
stat.com/); for Estonia – Statistics Estonia; for Georgia since 2009 – National Statistics Office of Georgia 
(http://www.geostat.ge/); for Latvia – Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia (http://www.csb.gov.lv/); 
for Lithuania  – Official Statistics Portal (http://osp.stat.gov.lt/); for Turkmenistan (2010–2011)  – 
Statistical Yearbook of Turkmenistan 2012; World Bank. Education Statistics – All Indicators
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Table A.26 Gross enrolment ratio, tertiary, %
1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Armenia 23 19 35 38 51 51 44 43 44
Azerbaijan 23 18 n.a. n.a. 19 20 20 21 23
Belarus 49 41 55 67 79 86 90 91 89
Estonia 25 25 55 68 68 70 72 73 n.a.
Georgia n.a. 44 38 47 29 31 29 35 39
Kazakhstan 39 35 32 n.a. 46 48 51 50 48
Kyrgyz Republic 27 20 35 42 42 41 n.a. 47 46
Latvia 25 23 57 79 70 67 66 67 67
Lithuania 33 26 50 80 86 81 77 72 69
Republic of Moldova 35 30 33 36 38 39 40 41 n.a.
Russian Federation 55 43 56 73 76 76 78 79
Tajikistan 22 21 18 21 23 22 22 23 24
Turkmenistan 12 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 8
Ukraine 49 42 49 71 82 83 82 80 82
Uzbekistan 17 n.a. 13 10 9 9 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics (http://www.uis.unesco.org/)
Participation rates in higher education in post-Soviet states are pre-
sented by two Tables A.25 and A.26. Table A.25 shows calculation by the 
author similar to estimations for Soviet times but we take better estima-
tions of relevant age cohort (17- to 25-year-olds). The limitations are the 
same. As age cohort is not very precise and does not take into account 
countries’ differences, calculations are rough. UNESCO statistics on gross 
enrolment ratio have similar limitations (Clancy 2010, 73). As Clancy 
shows while analysing developed countries, dispersion of students by ages 
is very different across the countries. Thus, any measure of the participa-
tion rate within countries without comprehensive data on student ages 
seem to be quite arbitrary. Moreover, regarding Table A.26 with UNESCO 
statistics provides estimations for tertiary education. For most post-Soviet 
states it means both secondary professional (specialised) and higher 
education.
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Armenia Annual Statistical Report on Social 
Sphere – http://www.armstat.am/file/
article/14.soc-6new.pdf; Slancheva and 
Levy (2006)
Azerbaijan The State Statistical Committee of the 
Republic of Azerbaijan (http://www.azstat.
org/)
Belarus Statistical Annual Books. Education in 
Belarus 2013, Education in Belarus 
2015/2016 (http://www.belstat.gov.by/
ofitsialnaya-statistika/solialnaya-sfera/
obrazovanie/publikatsii_8/)
Estonia Statistics Estonia (http://www.stat.ee/en)
Georgia National Statistics Office of Georgia 
(http://www.geostat.ge/)
Kazakhstan National Education Report 2012 (http://
edu.gov.kz/storage/1d/1d88ba85588878
820bbe4f514fd9c097.pdf);
National Education Report 2015 (http://
edu.gov.kz/ru/page/deyatelnost/
statistika_i_analitika/natsionalnii_doklad/
natsionalnii_doklad__o_sostoyanii_i_
razvitii_sistemi_obrazovaniya_respubliki_
kazahstan_po_itogam_2015_goda);
Statistics of education system in the 
Republic of Kazakhstan (http://edu.gov.
kz/storage/31/3157bb93472cf16b5768b
83dddcd3923.pdf)
Kyrgyz Republic National Statistical Committee of the 
Kyrgyz Republic (http://www.stat.kg/ru/
statistics/obrazovanie/);
Education and Science in the Kyrgyz 
Republic, 2014 (http://www.stat.kg/
media/publicationarchive/e92fa220–6092-
4b80-ab66-9941553f73e3.pdf)
Latvia Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia (http://
www.csb.gov.lv/)
Lithuania Official Statistics Portal (http://osp.stat.
gov.lt/);
The ETER project (https://www.
eter-project.com)
Data Source for non-State HigHer eDucation 
Sector (e-SourceS)
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Republic of Moldova National Bureau of Statistics of the 
Republic of Moldova (http://www.
statistica.md/category.php?l=ru&idc=116)
Russia Federal Statistical Agency (http://www.
gks.ru/)
Tajikistan Education in the Republic of Tajikistan 
(http://stat.tj/ru/img/695c206e2b1ce86
f333f33fdc268a469_1433502622.pdf)
Ukraine 1995–2010: key performance indicators of 
HEIs in Ukraine in 2010/11 (https://
ukrstat.org/uk/druk/publicat/
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